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Abstract

This thesis examines the contributions that emerging churches make to their parent communities’ understanding of church. As a work in practical theology, it focuses on the theology that is deeply embedded within the everyday language, symbols, and practices of ordinary individuals and communities. Thus, the research in this thesis centres on two concrete emerging communities and employs qualitative methods to examine and analyse the actual practices, values, and beliefs of community participants—treating the data generated through the investigation of these emerging churches as theological material. The thesis is structured in six chapters, beginning in chapter one with a preliminary sketch of the wider emerging church phenomenon, a brief account of the researcher’s own earlier experiences with emerging communities, and an initial overview of the research already conducted on emerging church. Following this introduction, the thesis outlines the research methodology in chapter two, taking an approach to practical theology that moves beyond the prevalent models of correlation and recognizes the embodied nature of theology. Identified in this thesis as ‘theology in the vernacular’ or ‘local theologies’, this approach provides a mechanism for bringing two emerging churches into an impactful encounter with their parent communities’ understanding of church. This encounter unfolds through the remaining four chapters of the thesis. Chapter three provides the ecclesial context for this research by outlining the history and development of emerging church, and locating the two emerging communities within that narrative. Chapters four and five offer an in-depth portrayal and analysis of these two communities by depicting their ecclesial contexts and historical development, their weekly patterns, their physical and online spaces, their worship gatherings, the profiles and personal narratives of their participants, and the core practices of these communities. The findings from these separate sites of research are brought together in chapter six, where five key ecclesiological features are drawn from the common patterns present in these emerging churches. These are: (1) the prevalence of an ecclesial eclecticism, (2) the carving out of a space for theological discussion and intellectual enquiry, (3) a resolute fondness for their local cities, (4) the vital nature of the weekly gathering, and (5) a robustly verbal orientation in the worship gatherings. By bringing these five ecclesiological features into an encounter with the parent tradition of these emerging churches in chapter six, the contribution that these emerging churches are making to their parent communities understanding of church is explored. This thesis argues that these emerging communities are offering their parent communities two alternative ways of understanding church. The first is an understanding of church as a space for ecclesial borrowing and blending—which impacts on the formulation of a community’s ecclesial identity. The second is an understanding of church as a space for discussion, enquiry, and doubt—which impacts on the nature of belonging in ecclesial communities.
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Chapter One: Introduction to Emerging Church

In the years since the turn of the twenty-first century, an increasing amount of ecclesial attention has been cast towards the materialization of diverse collections of congregations and individuals loosely arranging themselves under the nomenclature ‘emerging church’. While emerging church eludes precise definition and blurs lines of demarcation, the classification ‘emerging’ is commonly being used to describe ecclesial communities, networks and individuals that engage with postmodern cultures in a missional or contextual manner.¹ This thesis presents an empirical exploration of two churches that have identified with this developing conversation,² in the aim of identifying the contributions they make to their parent communities’ understanding of what it is to be church. As these two churches represent the primary focus of this thesis, a detailed consideration of both the development of emerging church and the concrete experiences of those participating in these communities will be essential. Yet, before turning my focus in this direction, I first provide a preliminary sketch of the wider emerging church phenomenon, a brief account of my own history and involvement with emerging communities, and an overview of the research already conducted on this subject.

Introduction to the Research Topic

Investigations into new forms of Christianity in the West will inevitably lead one into the nebulous territory of emerging church—a hazy region inhabited by a great deal of unclassifiable Christian phenomena. Although rightly recognized by James K.A. Smith as a ‘growing sensibility’—indeed a ‘postmodern sensibility’—rather than a


²Many emerging church participants initially preferred the term conversation as opposed to movement to describe the emerging church phenomenon—emphasizing the grassroots and fluid nature of those participating, as well as the congenial spirit that permeates their relationships. See: Tony Jones, “Introduction: Friendship, Faith, and Going Somewhere Together,” in An Emergent Manifesto of Hope, ed. Doug Pagitt and Tony Jones (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Books, 2007), pp. 11-12. While this assertion is appreciated, it has proved unconvincing for one critic who has pointed to the proliferation of organizations, conferences, events, literature, websites, internet blogs, and churches who readily appropriate the nomenclature emerging in a self-identifying fashion as an indication that the emerging church should indeed be interpreted as a movement—albeit a fluid one with porous boundaries. See: D.A. Carson, Becoming Conversant With the Emerging Church: Understanding a Movement and Its Implications (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan, 2005), pp. 9, 12. In this thesis the terms conversation and phenomenon will be employed to describe that which is emerging, as this language best represents the complexity and the decentralized nature of this uncoordinated situation.
‘new denomination’, ‘organized fellowship of churches’, or even a ‘movement’, emerging church, as an ecclesiastical subject matter, has received considerable attention over the past decade. During this period of time, more than one ecclesiologist has experienced the frustration of attempting to decipher the notoriously amorphous emerging church—as it is a slippery entity that habitually resists classification and frequently crosses over fixed categories. In this section, I put forward a preliminary sketch of the wider emerging church phenomenon. However, due to the complex nature of emerging churches, this initial overview does not represent a full inquiry into this phenomenon and therefore a more nuanced portrayal of emerging church develops in subsequent chapters—with the history and development of emerging church being presented in chapter three, and a detailed description of two emerging communities being presented in chapters four and five.

Locating the Emerging Church Phenomenon

Sharing a dissatisfaction with the perceived absolutist assertions of modernity and a frustration with ‘quick, easy, pat, and ready-made doctrinal answers to life’s most difficult questions’, those participating in emerging church conversations seek to plot a new course for the Church through the ‘postmodern wilderness of doubt, despair, deconstruction, and disintegration’. Although there is a scarcity of agreement amongst theorists concerning the exact nature of this ‘postmodern’ context and how it relates to modernity, with some opting for the term ‘liquid modernity’ or ‘late modernity’ to describe the current climate in the West, for this thesis I will use the word ‘postmodern’ as it is the preferred term in emerging church literature.


The primary hubs of activity for emerging church phenomena are North America, the United Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand. Non-western expressions have surfaced through world-wide networks of like minded churches that exist in organizations such as Amahoro—which 'seeks to encourage and facilitate a global conversation and network of friendships among Christian leaders engaging with the postcolonial, postmodern world’, and links ecclesial communities together in places such as Latin America, Africa, and Malaysia. Although emerging church exists as a global conversation, the published literature focuses principally upon expressions in North America and the United Kingdom. In fact, Eddie Gibbs and Ryan K. Bolger’s work—which is widely recognized as the most complete study of this set of ecclesial connections—acknowledges the worldwide nature of the emerging church, but limits their research to churches in the United States and the United Kingdom. Similarly, the texture of the interpretation of emerging church below is strongly shaded towards a presentation of the network as found in these two regions, as they represent the immediate contexts of the two emerging communities that served as my sites of research.

Definitions and Interpretations of Emerging Church

As already suggested, developing a definition which accurately and fairly summarizes emerging church phenomena has proven to be a complicated and elusive task. Other researchers have shared this difficulty, as evidenced by the amount of article space each devotes to framing the conversation. Don Carson, an early critic of emerging churches in the United States, expressed this difficulty and frustration in his comment, ‘the diversity of the movement, as well as its porous borders, ensure that I have not found it easy to portray [emerging church] fairly’. In part, this difficulty in accurately portraying emerging church results from the early participants’ vigorous attempts to resist the received ecclesial categories and their unwillingness to draw clear parameters around what is and is not an emerging church. What is more, as Stuart Murray argues, emerging churches are so disparate

---

7 Indeed, Gibbs and Bolger comment, ‘As we plotted these emerging churches around the world... we observed that the U.K. and the U.S. seemed to have the most in terms of numbers, and so we chose our case studies from these countries.’ Eddie Gibbs and Ryan K. Bolger, Emerging Churches: Creating Christian Community in Postmodern Cultures (London: SPCK, 2006), p. 8.
8 Carson, Becoming Conversant, p. 9.
that there is an exception to every generalization. He contends that ‘most are too new and too fluid to classify’ and therefore, there exists no ‘agreed scheme for categorising what is emerging’. The range of individual voices contributing to the emerging church conversation further exacerbates this untidiness. Indeed, within the wider emerging church phenomenon, there exists not only a mix of ecclesial communities, but also a diverse contingency of individuals who have chosen to disassociate themselves from church in both its institutional manifestations and localized demonstrations.

Thus, if the assertions of researchers are correct, and there is in fact ‘no single pattern of emerging church’, then identifying common characteristics which adequately represent just a portion of emerging churches—much less the whole of this phenomenon—is sure to be a demoralizing endeavour. What is more, even if one is able to accurately encapsulate the defining features of emerging church, the fluidity of communities taking part in this ecclesial movement ensures that such descriptions could only be provisional. This diversity and shifting of expression has prompted Stuart Murray to comment:

Perhaps the most evocative image for describing and interpreting emerging church is a child’s toy, the kaleidoscope. Each time the viewer looks through the spy hole at the brightly coloured shards they have reconfigured themselves; different patterns have appeared. The

---

9 Stuart Murray, *Church After Christendom* (Bletchley, Milton Keynes: Paternoster, 2004), p. 73. Murray catalogues a number of ecclesial expressions which may fall under the rubric emerging. These include, cell church, pub church, cyber-church, youth church, house church, alt.worship, and new monasticism. pp. 75-92.

10 For a sense of the various perspectives initially associated with emerging church, see Robert Webber’s edited volume outlining the beliefs of emerging churches. The views of these US contributors range from those of a ‘devoted biblicist’ ministering within an independent, evangelical church, to a ‘post-liberal’ leading an emerging congregation within a mainline denomination. Importantly, several of the contributors to this early volume are no longer associated with the emerging church conversation. Robert Webber ed., *Listening to the Beliefs of Emerging Churches: Five Perspectives*, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan, 2007), pp. 16-18.


basic elements are unchanged, but there are many ways of displaying them.  

The difficulty in locating these essential qualities of emerging church is further compounded by the fact that the particular cultural and ecclesiastical perspective of the one looking at emerging church significantly determines what one sees when peering into this network of communities. To be more specific, what one determines ‘church’ to be, and how that relates to what is perceived to be ‘emerging’, often results in a unique description of the phenomenon that, while accurate, may stand at odds with the description of another observer. Still, even though emerging church remains difficult to define with any degree of precision or confidence, there is sufficient commonality within those communities that appropriate the nomenclature ‘emerging’ to begin identifying, characterizing and interpreting this phenomenon.

Frequently, the more concise definitions of emerging church put forward by researchers will centre upon the engagement these communities make with postmodern culture. For instance, Ray Anderson suggests that, ‘emerging churches represent a contemporary expression of the first-century church's existence and mission in a postmodern world’. While definitions such as this are serviceable, without qualification they do not completely capture the uniqueness of those communities participating in this emerging conversation. Indeed, being a contemporary expression of the church’s existence and mission in postmodern context could describe any number of Christian communities seeking to live faithfully—and many of these would not conceive of themselves as emerging churches.

The research conducted by Eddie Gibbs and Ryan Bolger serves to mitigate this critique as their definition distinguishes the precise ways in which emerging churches seek to live faithfully in postmodern contests. According to Gibbs and Bolger:

13 For Murray, the basic elements he observes in emerging churches are the foundational aspects of church—namely mission, worship and community. Murray, After Christendom, p. 93.

14 I pick this theme up again in chapter six when constructing a composite portrait of the two emerging communities that served as my sites of research.

Emerging churches are communities that practice the way of Jesus within postmodern cultures. This definition encompasses the nine practices. Emerging churches (1) identify with the life of Jesus, (2) transform the secular realm, and (3) live highly communal lives. Because of these activities, they (4) welcome the stranger, (5) serve with generosity, (6) participate as producers, (7) create as created beings, (8) lead as a body, and (9) take part in spiritual activities.\textsuperscript{16}

As with the earlier definitions, the foundation to Gibbs and Bolger’s understanding of emerging churches rests on the way these communities engage with postmodern culture. Consequently, the essence of their definition resides in the first sentence, ‘emerging churches are communities that practice the way of Jesus in postmodern cultures’, and serves as the underpinning of their entire work.\textsuperscript{17}

A more distinguishing definition comes from Bob Whitesel who sees ‘emerging’ as a designation fastened to churches populated primarily by young adults under the age of thirty.\textsuperscript{18} Although some participants, and specifically leaders, may be over thirty, Whitesel argues that an ability to attract and retain those less than thirty years of age epitomizes these communities. Indeed, while there are notable exceptions, participants in emerging churches have been identified as being largely between the ages of eighteen and thirty-five.\textsuperscript{19} Those who resist the idea of emerging churches being reduced to youth congregations contest this interpretation, and their objection has some merit, as emerging churches articulate a mission more substantive than being a church for young adults or a ‘youth church’.\textsuperscript{20} Gibbs and Bolger argue that to identify ‘the emerging church with youth church is to miss the point’.\textsuperscript{21}

---

\textsuperscript{16} Gibbs and Bolger, \textit{Emerging Churches}, pp. 44-45.

\textsuperscript{17} While Gibbs and Bolger’s expanded definition is beneficial, it still suffers from a lack of clear distinction between emerging churches and other ecclesial communities. A fuller treatment of this issue is taken up in the below section introducing the research on emerging church.


\textsuperscript{20} ‘Youth church’ is primarily a UK designation that describes a community who ‘incarnates the gospel in ecclesial forms appropriate for young people’. Stuart Murray, \textit{After Christendom}, p. 82.

\textsuperscript{21} Gibbs and Bolger, \textit{Emerging Churches}, p. 28.
contrast to a youth church, Gibbs and Bolger insist that ‘emerging churches are missional communities arising from within postmodern culture and consisting of followers of Jesus who are seeking to be faithful in their place and time’.22 Yet, despite these concerns, Whitesel’s initial observation is accurate—young adults are often the ones populating these communities—and this specific facet has raised profound ecclesiological concerns for Graham Cray who contends that ultimately there is no theological basis for a congregation comprised of a select age bracket. He argues that the ‘very idea of church implies the whole called-out people of God and needs to demonstrate the breaking down of the social and cultural barriers which the cross of Christ has made possible’.23 Cray further asserts that without appropriate theological reflection, these congregations ‘could be seen as examples of an inappropriate cultural conformism, reflecting an increasingly fragmented society and a youth culture which is tribal and specializes in temporary alliances’.24 Of ongoing concern is the sustainability and future development of emerging congregations comprised of young adults. In particular, questions remain as to whether or not these emerging churches will ‘grow up’. For instance, since the Nine O’clock Service began in 1985, with the stated mission of reaching out to eighteen to thirty year olds, over two decades have passed, and much of the language still prevailing within emerging church conversations centres on a remarkably similar demographic group.

This does not mean that the emerging church phenomenon has remained static. In fact, in describing their ecclesial experimentation, many of those involved with emerging church have come together around a common account of journey. Throughout their discourse, images such as passage, expedition, mission, and venture

---

22 Gibbs and Bolger, Emerging Churches, p. 28.
25 NOS is a now defunct worshiping community once located in Sheffield England and is widely recognized as a nascent incarnation of emerging church. For more on the relationship between the Nine O’clock Service and emerging church, see the history and development of emerging church in chapter three.
26 Gibbs and Bolger, Emerging Churches, p. 82.
hold places of prominence. Yet, Phillip Harrold has surveyed the autobiographical accounts of a number of participants who have ‘journeyed’ from existing traditions into emerging church and observed that the language present in the accounts falls short of completing the turning-to narrative that is generally associated with successful religious conversion. Thus, he surmises that ‘struggles over doubt or moral judgment, the emotional distress associated with alienation, or the challenges of distancing oneself from a faith community’ dominate emerging church conversations to such an extent that one might rightly conclude that the journey is its own reward.

John Drane echoes this opinion when he suggests that in emerging church discourses, ‘it is often easier to discern what they are against than what they are for’. Yet, particular voices within the wider emerging church conversation are content to accept the accusation that for them the journey is the reward. In fact Peter Rollins has argued that ‘faith embraces journey as a type of destination’ and in order to understand emerging church, one must recognize that for those involved, there is no intent to arrive. Rollins conveys this sentiment through an anecdote in which the protagonist, when asked repeatedly where he is going, simply claims ‘away from here’. For Rollins, ‘away from here’ becomes the destination. Consequently, this identity through opposition raises the question: ‘Do these emerging churches have a shared point of origin?’ In other words, ‘What insight into the journey is to be gained through a sharper understanding of where precisely “here” is in the emerging church phenomenon?’ Eddie Gibbs sheds light upon this particular question when he states:

Churches and fellowship groups that describe themselves as ‘emergent’ are to be found in many Protestant traditions, and across the theological spectrum; although it must be said that the majority

---


29 Drane does note that this particular feature is significantly more noticeable in the North American expression of emerging church than in other manifestations. Drane, “Emerging Church,” p. 7.

would have their origins in the more evangelical and charismatic wings of the churches.\textsuperscript{31}

Drane has added to this assessment by noting that the leaders of emerging churches will characteristically come from conservative, evangelical, or sometimes fundamentalist churches.\textsuperscript{32} To be more exact, many of the earliest emerging churches in the United States surfaced through a network of evangelical mega churches.\textsuperscript{33} In the United Kingdom many of the alternative worship groups emerged from ‘the mainstream of charismatic-evangelical Christianity’—even though these groups were highly influenced by other worship traditions that Jonny Baker, Doug Gay, and Jenny Brown loosely define as ‘catholic’.\textsuperscript{34} As the emerging church phenomenon continues its journeying, this common heritage is becoming less perceptible—particularly the affinity with the evangelical tradition—as more voices from the mainline denominations in the U.S. and the established church in the U.K. join the conversation.

As already noted, a fuller description of the history and development of emerging church is presented in chapter three of this thesis—providing an ecclesial context for the specific emerging communities studied in this research. Yet, before turning to this more thorough investigation of emerging church, I first provide an introduction to the researcher and the research that has already been conducted on this topic.

\textit{Introduction to the Researcher}

My interest in this research developed out of my own personal experiences with emerging church. Although I am not directly affiliated with an emerging community and I do not contribute as a participant to the wider emerging church conversation, my exposure to this ecclesial phenomenon came well before this current research project began. Because of this exposure, I possessed a degree of empirical familiarity with emerging church (and the traditions from which they emerged)


\textsuperscript{32} Drane, “Emerging Church,” p. 4. This observation is confirmed by the appendix section of Gibbs and Bolger’s study that represents the history of fifty EC leaders in their own words. See Gibbs and Bolger, \textit{Emerging Churches}, pp. 239-328.


before starting my investigation. While the section on reflexivity in the following chapter details how this familiarity shapes the qualitative aspects of this research, at this point in the thesis I wish to provide a brief account of my own ecclesial background and history with emerging church in order to recognize the perspective from which this thesis is written.\textsuperscript{35}

My formative ecclesial influences came from the evangelical wings of non-denominational churches in the United States. Like many of the early U.S. participants in emerging church, I was associated with a mega-church in the late 1990s. I had just completed theological training at an evangelical seminary and had started working as an associate minister at a large, non-denominational church. Although this community was unmistakably evangelical in their theology, they maintained a ‘learning’ and open posture towards other traditions and churches. As I was joining the ministerial team at this local church, national conversations and conferences were developing around the future of the church in the U.S. In response to these national conversations, this non-denominational church was launching a new congregation with the aim of being an innovative expression of church for the next generation. Because I was one of the younger ministers at this church (26), and because of my affinity for the overall aesthetical and stylistic approaches taken by this new congregation, I was invited to join a team in starting this initiative.

Over the next four years, I would participate in and lead this experimental congregation. Since the term ‘emerging church’ was not in widespread use at this time, we did not appropriate this appellation. Still, we were deeply influenced by the wider conversation that gave birth to the emerging church phenomenon in the U.S. During this period of time, we attended regional and national conferences where we interacted with current and former U.S. emerging church voices such as Doug Pagitt, Brian McLaren, Mark Driscoll, Brad Cecil, and Dan Kimball. As a result of these interactions, our community was being exposed to and influenced by authors such as Stanley Grenz and Leonard Sweet and their work on the church in postmodern

\textsuperscript{35} For more on how this impacts the qualitative aspects of this research see chapter two, pages 71-72.
Although we experimented with more visual modes of worship and more participatory forms of preaching, much of what took place during our worship gatherings did not deviate significantly from the forms of worship common in evangelical or charismatic congregations. Indeed, a large measure of our time was given to singing contemporary worship choruses and scriptural based teaching. During my last year with this community, I became aware of alternative worship groups in the U.K. via the internet. Although I was intrigued by the visual aesthetics of their worship and the centred, non-linear structure of their gatherings, much of what I saw taking place in these alternative worship communities was foreign to our context and I met resistance from the congregation when trying to introduce these practices.

As I aged, the community that had formed around this new congregation grew significantly younger. What was intended to be a church for the next generation had evolved into a vibrant youth and collegiate ministry. Desiring to be more closely aligned with my peers, in the early 2000s I left this congregation and took a ministerial position with the mega-church that had sponsored and launched our congregation. During my three-year tenure with this church, the primary focus of my ministerial activity was the local community. Because much of my work took place ‘outside’ the church, I was acutely aware of the criticisms surrounding evangelical churches. Many of these same criticisms had been taken up by the emerging church conversation that was developing in the U.S., and due to my previous exposure to emerging church, I was sympathetic to these concerns. What is more, as a minister within this church, I was interested in seeing our ecclesial community respond constructively to the concerns and criticism raised by the wider community and emerging churches.

Even though I carried these concerns with me into my doctoral work, my own involvement with church has undergone a noticeable shift since leaving this non-denominational mega-church. During the years spent in residency at the University

---

of Edinburgh, I participated in the Scottish Episcopal Church. While the particular congregation I affiliated with was more ‘low church’ in their orientation—possessing some evangelical and charismatic influences—they still retained notable amounts of Anglican liturgy in not only their traditional services, but also in their contemporary services. Being marked by this encounter with the Scottish Episcopal Church, when I returned to the U.S. following my residency in Edinburgh, I began participating in The Episcopal Church in the USA. The congregation I currently worship with follows a set liturgy for their services (Rite II), and offers a more traditional approach to worship than my previous church experiences. They are also more progressive in their theology than the evangelically influenced communities with whom I had been affiliated.

Each of these encounters with different Christian communities have not only served to shape me personally, but have also determined the perspective from which I analyse church and from which I write this thesis. Again, I develop this further in the next chapter—focusing on the impact that I, as a researcher, have on the qualitative examination of emerging church—yet, before turning my attention to that matter, I conclude this chapter by introducing the research that others have done on emerging church.

**Introduction to the Research on Emerging Church**

The above introduction to emerging church serves to generate a more translucent representation of what can oftentimes be an opaque phenomenon. Although articulating no clear intent of arriving, these churches are indeed emerging towards something, and whether intended as a destination or not, that something is bound to present ecclesiological implications for the Christian community. Indeed, these implications are of increasing interest to the wider Christian church as evidenced by the recent attention given to this conversation by the Church of England, the Church of Scotland, and United States seminaries and divinity schools. Alongside the appearance of emerging church curriculum in a growing number of U.S. seminary courses, the Church of Scotland has designated £1.5 million to 'emerging ministries' over the last several years, and the Church of England has adopted proposals that
allow for new and fresh forms of church to emerge. Likewise, the proliferation of literature on emerging church over the past decade also serves to underscore the timeliness of research around this topic. Yet, the bulk of the description, commentary, and analysis of this phenomenon has taken place in popular works and on the internet, receiving only limited treatment in the academy. In the popular sphere, both emerging church exponents and detractors have produced material intended to define, promulgate, defend, and criticize emerging church. In seeking to better understand the nature of emerging church, this material provides a rich context for interpreting and evaluating the ecclesial influence of this phenomenon on a popular level. In establishing the research context for this thesis, however, I principally interface with the academic research that has been conducted on emerging communities.

Emerging Churches by Gibbs and Bolger

The previously mentioned Emerging Churches by Gibbs and Bolger is the standard work in the field. Their project represents five years of research conducted in both


38 A number of these popular works present first hand accounts of the ecclesial thought and experience of emerging church participants and critics. Examples include: Spencer Burke and Colleen Pepper, Making Sense of Church: Eavesdropping on Emerging Conversations about God, Community, and Culture (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan, 2003); Becky Garrison, Rising From the Ashes: Rethinking Church (New York: Seabury Books, 2007); Webber, ed., Listening to Beliefs; Tim Conder, The Church in Transition: the Journey of Existing Churches Into the Emerging Culture (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2006); Mike Yaconelli, ed., Stories of Emergence: Moving From Absolute to Authentic, (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2003); Peter Rollins, The Fidelity of Betrayal: Towards a Church Beyond Belief (Brewster, Massachusetts: Paraclete Press, 2008); Kester Brewin, The Complex Christ: Signs of Emergence in the Urban Church (London: SPCK, 2004); Kevin DeYoung and Ted Kluck, Why We’re Not Emergent: By Two Guys Who Should be (Chicago: Moody Publisher, 2008).

39 Importantly, there are texts that stand at the threshold between the academic and the popular. While these works represent the fruit of actual empirical study, they are written for general audiences and stand as a popular description of emerging church conversations as opposed to academic engagement. Thus they are approached in a similar manner to other non-academic works. Examples of these include: Tony Jones, The New Christians: Dispatches from the Emergent Frontier (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2008); Whitesel, Organic Church. Both of these works have been developed into PhD theses and so I address their contributions to the field of research in the following paragraphs.
the U.S. and the U.K. Exploring the nature of different emerging communities, Gibbs and Bolger conducted over one hundred interviews with emerging leaders, identifying the central practices that are common in these churches. Nevertheless, Gibbs and Bolger’s methodology in determining which communities they base their description of emerging churches upon raises concerns over the comprehensiveness of their results. Through their research, they sought to identify the most prevalent patterns in emerging churches, and found that nine practices were common to these communities. However, they elsewhere use the nine patterns as a litmus test to determine whether certain types of churches are to be considered emerging or not. Most notably, they eliminate what they refer to as ‘Gen-X churches’ from their understanding of the emerging church phenomenon because they ‘see little evidence of the nine patterns’ within these communities. This can become rather circular, as it is not entirely clear what takes prominence in their research—describing the practices of emerging churches or determining what constitutes an emerging church. Moreover, using the nine patterns as a litmus test is problematic because of their indistinctness. For instance, the activities of identifying with the life of Jesus and taking part in spiritual activities can easily be employed to describe a number of Christian communities.

Importantly, Gibbs and Bolger also situate much of their research on emerging church against the backdrop of cultural matters as opposed to the ecclesial matters that I investigate in this thesis. When analysing the relative distinctions between the church in the U.K. and the church in the U.S., the authors draw attention to wider cultural differences between the two settings, saying little about the significant ecclesial differences that exist between the two contexts. For instance, Gibbs and Bolger note that compared with the U.S., the U.K. has ‘more aging urban centers’ and a ‘preference for club culture over guitar culture’. Even the ecclesial concerns they do raise are situated against the backdrop of culture—namely the disparity in church attendance between the U.S. and U.K., and the ‘lack of an evangelical

40 Gibbs and Bolger, *Emerging Churches*, p. 43. These nine practices are listed in the earlier section introducing emerging church.
41 Gibbs and Bolger, *Emerging Churches*, p. 45.
subculture’ in Britain. To be sure, assuming that there is even an agreed upon understanding of what it means to be church in these two contexts, much less an agreed upon understanding the way the church should interface with culture is precarious and needs to be acknowledged and dealt with appropriately in order for a thesis to be ecclesiologically sensitive. Therefore, I take up the ecclesiological assumptions that exist in each context in chapter six of this thesis, allowing them to inform my analysis in that chapter.

Doctoral Studies on Emerging Church

Complementing Gibbs and Bolger’s broad contribution to the research on emerging church are a select number of theses and dissertations that narrow their focus to a particular emerging community or to a distinct ecclesiological subject matter. In the paragraphs that follow, I survey the doctoral work on emerging church—providing an introductory look into these studies. I deal with each in more detail in the following chapters. In chapter two I investigate the methodological approach taken in these studies, with the aim of distinguishing my own approach from theirs. I also reengage with these studies in chapter three—drawing on them to produce a more detailed history and development of the wider emerging church phenomenon.

Several of the doctoral studies on emerging church take up a particular ecclesiological issue—such as the practice of preaching in emerging churches, evangelism in emerging churches, and the use of space within emerging churches. Barry Dean Baker and John Alan Duncan’s dissertations on preaching represent a polemical approach towards emerging church that exists in certain ecclesial sectors. For instance, Baker is highly critical of emerging churches for not recognizing preaching as the pre-eminent ministry of the church, for their egalitarian approach

45 Woo Joon Kim, “An Evangelical Critique of the Emergent Church’s Hermeneutics and Its Effects on Theology, Message, and Method of Evangelism” (PhD diss., Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, April 2012).
towards the role of the preacher, and for the particular theological content present in
their messages. 47 Likewise, Duncan is equally critical of the preachers in emerging
churches, suggesting that they locate authority in scripture, tradition, and
community—instead of locating authority in scripture alone. He first argues for a
‘correspondence’ view of scripture, which maintains that the truth of scripture
corresponds directly to reality, and then suggests that by displacing scripture as the
sole authority, emerging preachers fail to uphold this correspondence perspective. 48
Woo Joon Kim’s dissertation on evangelism in emerging church is also highly
critical of those participating in these communities. In this study, Kim offers an
evangelical critique of emerging churches, arguing that they have moved away from
evangelical tenets such as substitutionary theories of the atonement and the
exclusivity of the Christian message of salvation. He maintains that this results in
emerging churches altering this message—deemphasizing verbal proclamations of
the gospel and the significance of individual conversion, which Kim suggests is
fundamental to the evangelical tradition. 49 Karen Wiseman’s research on the use of
space represents a non-polemical approach and suggests that emerging churches
create worship spaces that ‘provide a blank canvas for décor, for art, for aesthetic and
technological imaging’, which provides ‘opportunities for diverse worship
arrangements’ and the ‘possibility of a transcendent experience through art and
imagery’. 50 I make more extensive use of Wiseman’s study in chapter four when
discussing the physical space of the emerging churches I researched for this thesis. 51

Other dissertations investigate matters such as the challenges emerging churches face
in resisting institutionalisation, 52 the efforts emerging communities make in building
bridges with other faiths, 53 and how participants in the emerging church phenomenon

48 Duncan, “Critical Analysis of Preaching”.
49 Kim, “Evangelical Critique”.
51 See: chapter four, pages 115-116.
(PhD diss., Vanderbilt University, 2008).
53 Lloyd Chia, “Emerging Faith Boundaries: Bridge-Building, Inclusion, and the Emerging Church
Movement in America” (PhD diss., University of Missouri-Columbia, 2010).
form their conceptions of God outside of existing forms of Christianity—namely through online weblogs and small egalitarian communities. Investigating emerging church through the lens of organizational theory, Josh Packard argues that emerging communities effectively resist institutionalization, not by establishing their own unique patterns in distinction from traditional churches, but by opening up their newly established patterns to constant criticism and investigation. Lloyd Chia’s research on emerging church focuses on how these communities seek to practice inclusion and bridge-building in interfaith contexts. Contrasting the loosely bounded emerging church network with more tightly bounded institutions, Chia argues that, because less is at stake for those participating in emerging communities, they are free to form the relational connections needed to build bridges across various faith groups. In Kate Simcox’s research, she argues that emerging church subverts the dominant ways of knowing God by relying on community knowledge and relationships as a means for knowing God. Simcox argues that these communities sidestep the mainstream Christian message by altering forms of communication and moving away from hierarchal forms of leadership. While these above studies provide rich insight into various practices of emerging churches, and serve to thicken the description of this ecclesial conversation, they only profile the emerging church phenomenon in the United States and do not significantly traverse outside the boundaries of their primary enquiry.

Finally, the doctoral work of Bob Whitsel, Tony Jones, and Terrance Steele makes a substantial contribution to the research on emerging church being carried out in the United States. Both Whitsel and Jones have grounded their scholarship in

54 Kate D. Simcox, “Performing Postmodern Christian: Communication in the Emerging Church and the Renegotiation of Divine Knowledge” (PhD Diss., Bowling Green State University, 2005).
55 Packard, “Organizational Structure”.
56 Chia, “Emerging Faith Boundaries”.
57 Simcox, “Performing Postmodern Christian”.
empirical investigations into emerging communities and have made constructive
efforts to identify recurring patterns and core practices within these churches.
Whitsel’s research on twelve communities revealed the presences of fourteen
recurring patterns. These ranged from the emphasis emerging churches place on
experimentation, the arts, small groups, authenticity and question asking, to the focus
these communities place on the disenfranchised and the periphery. As for Jones’
research, he identifies the way emerging communities embrace, spurn or redefine
traditional ecclesial practices and doctrines. For instance, he highlights the more
‘open source’ approach to preaching that takes place in emerging churches and their
unique Eucharistic practices that exist as a pastiche of various ecclesial traditions.
Through this research, both Whitsel and Jones offer important insights into the
communal life of emerging churches—with Jones putting forward a description of
emerging church ecclesiology that is primarily concerned with nurturing the
relationships of those within the church to one another in Christ and to God through
God’s Spirit. Terrance Steele also grounds his scholarship in an empirical
investigation into emerging communities. His research focuses on the missional
strategies of the emerging community in Portland, Oregon. Steele found that
emerging churches in this area centred their missional efforts around ministering to
young adults in their twenties and to meeting the physical needs of underprivileged
individuals in their community. When turning their focus to international projects,
these communities engaged in efforts to combat human trafficking and to assists
orphans and victims of HIV / AIDS. In evaluating the effectiveness of these
missional strategies, Steele focused on conversions, and failed to find evidence that
these emerging churches had a significant spiritual impact on the non-Christian
community in Portland or on the non-Christian community engaged through their
international projects.59

Within the U.K., several doctoral studies have embarked upon an exploration of
emerging churches as well. The first, undertaken by John Hall, is an investigation
into three youth congregations in Britain, demonstrating how these churches
emphasize the concrete human community and the daily encounter of God.
Crucially, Hall notes that when he initiated his study, ‘youth churches’ was the

preferred nomenclature in the U.K. for describing the emerging phenomenon. This developed however, and during the research the terminology changed to ‘niche church’ and by the completion of his writing, ‘youth church’ was beginning to be subsumed under the rubric ‘emerging church’. Several of Hall’s findings are of ecclesiological significance, particularly how these congregations ‘demonstrated an emerging post-Christendom ecclesiology’ by focusing on the marginalized, seeking to empower rather than hold power, and by rejecting a traditional religious lifestyle. Hall concludes that these churches do not represent a renewal of existing forms, but rather a ‘fresh start’. Another thesis that focuses on emerging churches in the UK is Janine Paden Morgan’s work on Eucharistic practices in emerging communities. In her work, Morgan argues that as emerging church ritual moves towards the privileging of sensory-centred forms of worship over word-centered forms of worship, the Eucharistic meal becomes critical in providing strong biblical and theological footings for these communities.

Certainly the most in depth study of a single emerging church in the U.K. is Corey Labanow’s research, which seeks to ‘describe and understand in detail one self-ascribed emerging church’, identifying the central theological concern that stands as the primary focus of that congregation. This particular thesis has subsequently been published as *Evangelicalism and Emerging Church: A Congregational Study of a Vineyard Church*. Labanow’s study revealed the challenge of this emerging church’s renegotiation of their theological identity. Specifically, participants in this congregation have ‘decisively moved on from something—in most cases, conservative evangelicalism—but have not yet arrived at another definite mode of

60 Hall, “Youth Congregation,” p. 391.
64 Labanow also considered how the ways this particular church reflected upon their particular theological question ‘might be transformational for other churches and related disciplines of theology.’ Corey E. Labanow, “The Challenges of Reconstruction: a Congregational Study of an Emerging Church” (PhD thesis, University of Aberdeen, 2006), p. 81.
being’. Correlating well with other descriptions of the emerging church phenomenon, this study adds depth and texture to much of the conversation, as well as suggesting the need for future research into this varied collection of churches and individuals. Specifically, Labanow recognized that the wider emerging church phenomenon manifests similar themes to the one he uncovered, yet the way different congregations work out these themes is very diverse. He concluded that ‘if the wider church is to take [emerging church] seriously and bring them more fully to the table of dialogue, more research will need to be done on congregations identifying with this network’.

Similar to Labanow’s doctoral work, Steve Taylor focused his research around a single ecclesial community. His investigation centred on an alternative worship community in Auckland, New Zealand. Taylor’s research revealed that the participants in this community had emerged from the Evangelical, Pentecostal, or Charismatic wings of the churches and considered themselves ‘decentred’ from religious authority structures. These participants also articulated a deep connection to contemporary culture through artefacts such as books, film, and radio. Taylor’s study finds that these religiously decentred and culturally connected participants found their experiences with this alternative worship community helpful because of its emphasis on honest and participatory community, its creative and holistic spirituality, and its engagement with contemporary culture. In situating this community against the backdrop of wider cultural shifts—that include the fragmentation of individual identity and the fragmentation of community—Taylor questions how this already decentred, alternative worship community can form community and develop relationships in an increasingly fragmented and decentred context. In attempting to understand their response to this challenge, Taylor draws on the work of Michel de Certeau and his notion of ‘making do’, arguing that this alternative worship community is ‘making do’ by poaching fragments from their contemporary culture and the Christian tradition. These fragments include (1) locating authority in the local community, or what Taylor calls communitarian

hermeneutic, (2) creative liturgical activity such as labyrinths, art images, and storytelling, and (3) accepting the partiality of a living Christian faith that samples practices from both the gospel and culture. Taylor argues that this ‘making do’ represents a new form of ecclesial community, and thus alternative worship offers an effective way of being church and being Christian in fragmented, postmodern contexts.\(^{69}\)

**Carson’s Critique of Emerging Church**

The most significant critique of the emerging church phenomenon is Don Carson’s work, which argues that emerging church’s evaluation of the present climate tends towards a reductionistic interpretation of modernity and a condemnation of confessional Christianity, and thus reveals their theological shallowness and their intellectual incoherence.\(^{70}\) While Carson’s work exists as an important study for critically evaluating the emerging church phenomenon, it remains limited in the scope of its interaction with the diverse network. Focusing too narrowly on Brian McLaren in the U.S. and Steve Chalke in the UK (who in fact denies being involved in emerging church), Carson rests much of his analysis of the entire network on the epistemological concerns raised by the writings of these two figures.\(^{71}\) Consequently, one needs to be cautious in employing Carson’s work as a fully rounded critique of the wider emerging church conversation, as it does not take seriously the diverse, particular and localized nature of this phenomenon.

**Journal Articles and Chapters on Emerging Church**

In addition to the more sizeable projects above, a number of edited volumes, journal articles, and book chapters also contribute to the research on emerging churches.

---

\(^{69}\) Taylor, “New Way of Being Church,” p. 356.


These endeavours range from descriptive and analytical,\textsuperscript{72} to highly critical and polemical.\textsuperscript{73} Of particular importance to my thesis however is the research that focuses around the intersection of emerging churches and ecclesiology. Several of these works embark upon an investigation into the ecclesiality of emerging church—that is, they seek to ask and answer the question: Are emerging churches a true and authentic expression of church?\textsuperscript{74} Similar to these lines, attempts have also been made to assess how well emerging church is faring in addressing the ecclesiological concerns raised by postmodernity.\textsuperscript{75} Even more significant to this thesis are articles and chapters suggesting ways in which emerging churches are contributing to particular traditions in the wider Church. For instance, one work seeks to elucidate the emerging church’s contribution to evangelical ecclesiology, citing emerging church’s potential to re-shape ecclesiology through ‘its emphases on worship, liturgy, sacraments, and a return to the classical Christian tradition.’\textsuperscript{76} To this assessment, works such as Robert Webber’s ecclesial observation should be added. Webber suggests that emerging churches ‘have turned away from the megachurch movement to find a visible smaller fellowship of believers drawn from all the traditions that affirms the whole church and seeks to embody Christ’s presence in a particular neighbourhood, often in the city.’\textsuperscript{77} While these works do consider the contributions


\textsuperscript{74} See George Lings, “Unravelling the DNA of Church: How Can We Know That What is Emerging is ‘Church’?,” \textit{International Journal for the Study of the Christian Church} 6, no. 1 (March 2006): pp. 104-116; Ian Mobsby, “Emerging and Fresh Expressions of Church: How Are They Authentically Church and Anglican?” (MA diss., Anglia Ruskin University, 2006).


\textsuperscript{77} Webber, \textit{Younger Evangelicals}, p. 122. Webber also stresses the influence that missional church thinkers such as Lesslie Newbigin and David Bosch have had on emerging churches. ‘In this model the local church living its mission in the world is the most crucial form of evangelism.’ p. 134.
emerging communities make their parent traditions, they are largely speculative in nature and not based upon empirical study.

While the above projects offer an enriching investigation into important dimensions of emerging church, this present thesis can be differentiated by the question being asked and the methodological approach taken in investigating this question. In the next chapter, I clarify the research question that undergirds this thesis and outline the methodological approach guiding my investigation of emerging church. In doing so, I revisit the various doctoral studies that have been carried out on emerging church—distinguishing my own work from theirs.
Chapter 2: Methodological Approach

In chapter one I put forward an overview of the wider emerging church phenomenon, providing a contextual backdrop for this thesis. In the current chapter, I give an account of the methodological approach I take in researching this phenomenon. This methodological account first considers the situation under examination in this thesis, and brings into focus the specific question that directs my research. I then argue that the field of practical theology is the appropriate discipline in which to situate this thesis. This discussion of practical theology traces the history and recent developments in this field, putting forward the specific approach to practical theology that is taken in this research. I then conclude this chapter by considering a number of other methodological approaches to emerging church. This comparative discussion highlights the particular qualitative methods selected for this thesis, how the data was generated and analysed, and how this relates to the approach to practical theology argued for in this thesis.

Understanding the Research Situation

My initial research question was born out of curiosity and concern. Given the early rhetoric (particularly in the U.S.) that surrounded emerging church—surfacing from both proponents and detractors—these emerging communities appeared to be either pointing us to the future of the Christian Church, or taking us one step closer to the Christian Church’s demise. With one of these possibilities at stake, developing a thorough understanding of emerging church became a critical concern. Nevertheless, several crucial ‘gaps’ appeared in the discussions surrounding emerging church. First, as evidenced by the polarizing nature of the abovementioned rhetoric, there was a need for a study that investigated the contribution that emerging church was making to existing church. In other words, I was curious to understand what it was that existing churches could learn from those who are living out church in emerging communities? Importantly, this line of inquiry avoided the more extreme portrayals of emerging church present in the rhetoric, as it sought to identify the constructive aspects of emerging communities—without exaggerating or trivializing the import of emerging church. A second ‘gap’ in the early discussions surrounding emerging

---

church was that, as I have already indicated, much of the work done on emerging church was theoretical in nature, and often neglected the concrete expressions of actual emerging communities.\(^79\) As a result, assessing what existing churches could learn from these emerging churches required a good measure of speculation regarding the routine life of these communities and the experiences that those participating in emerging church found meaningful. Thus an empirically based study investigating what it is that existing churches could learn from concrete expressions of emerging church was needed in order to remedy this limitation.

Conducting empirically based research opens a number of critical questions relating to choice of method and modes of analysis, and as John Swinton and Harriet Mowat suggest, these are deeply related to the epistemological assumptions of the researcher and the line of enquiry being pursued in the study.\(^80\) In fact, Swinton and Mowat argue that, ‘the choice of method depends entirely on the research question and the situation under examination’.\(^81\) With this in mind, I now turn my attention towards clarifying the particular situation I am examining and focusing the question of my research.

The Situation Under Examination

While there is an increasing amount of research being conducted around emerging communities, the recent and diverse nature of this ecclesial phenomenon creates a situation where ‘emerging church’ still remains a perplexing subject matter. As such, qualitative enquiries into this field are more desirable than quantitative. In the social sciences, the relationship between qualitative approaches and quantitative

---

\(^79\) Again, as indicated in the first chapter, there are important exceptions to these theoretically orientated works. The more empirically based studies are considered in more detail in the below section entitled ‘Methodological Approaches to Emerging Church’.


\(^81\) Swinton and Mowat, *Practical Theology*, p. 55. [emphasis added]
approaches has engendered an on-going debate.\textsuperscript{82} Rose Damaris notes that this relationship is often presented in a dualistic manner, suggesting that these approaches are deeply rooted in differing epistemological positions.\textsuperscript{83} Even though she contends that these dichotomies are overly simplistic, and can at times be unhelpful as they limit the possibility of ‘developing research strategies that recognize the potential complementarity of certain quantitative and qualitative techniques’, Damaris does acknowledge that the epistemological differences between the two are ‘real, and do lead to different types of questions being asked in relation to the same broad research topic’.\textsuperscript{84} While I deal in more detail with the epistemological foundations that underlie this particular research project in the below section entitle ‘Epistemological Position’, at this stage it is necessary for me to call attention to the broad epistemological distinctions between qualitative and quantitative research and to reveal why qualitative methods where chosen for this thesis.

In their work on qualitative research in practical theology, Swinton and Mowat call attention to the distinction between nomothetic knowledge and ideographic knowledge.\textsuperscript{85} In the case of the former model of knowledge, the researcher is attempting to access reality via the scientific method. In this approach, in order for a piece of knowledge to be ‘true’, it must be falsifiable, replicable, and generalizable. Ideographic models on the other hand, assume that meaningful knowledge can be accessed through ‘unique, non-replicable experiences’.\textsuperscript{86} When considering the particular research situation of emerging church, the kind of knowledge I seek is more ideographic in nature. As Swinton and Mowat argue, ‘a good deal of religious


\textsuperscript{84} Damaris, “Feminist Research Methodologies”.

\textsuperscript{85} Swinton and Mowat, \textit{Practical Theology}, pp. 40-45.

\textsuperscript{86} Swinton and Mowat, \textit{Practical Theology}, p. 43.
and spiritual truth is not falsifiable and therefore not considered to be true or at least verifiably true within [the nomothetic] model of knowledge.\textsuperscript{87} Since this project is concerned with the concrete experiences of those participating in emerging church—experiences that are certainly religious and spiritual in nature—falsifiability is problematic, and thus the kind of knowledge being sought in this research is not nomothetic. Furthermore, the knowledge sought in this research is not a type that can be accessed through replicable experiments, which seek to test theories or predict behaviours. Instead, the knowledge sought in this research—such as understanding those things emerging church participants find meaningful in their ecclesial life—is discoverable principally through the unrepeated events and particular experiences of an ecclesial community, and thus ideographic in nature. The reason for underscoring the distinction between nomothetic and ideographic knowledge is to emphasize why qualitative methods were chosen over quantitative methods in this thesis. In social scientific research, quantitative methods are customarily linked with nomothetic knowledge, whereas qualitative methods are associated with ideographic knowledge.\textsuperscript{88} Since the knowledge I seek in this research is more ideographic in nature, I chose to take a qualitative approach to the empirical research into emerging church.

**Focusing a Research Question**

Unlike quantitative research, which commonly begins with a particular hypothesis and then seeks to test that hypothesis through empirical examination, qualitative research starts with a particular situation needing further investigation, and then, through the research process, a hypothesis is developed.\textsuperscript{89} For this reason, Swinton and Mowat suggest that it is ‘both usual and acceptable to pose a general question or to lay out an initial observation which later becomes the general field of study’.\textsuperscript{90} The development of a formal research question then emerges as the researcher interacts with the relevant literature and generated data.

\textsuperscript{87} Swinton and Mowat, *Practical Theology*, p. 41.
\textsuperscript{88} Swinton and Mowat, *Practical Theology*, p. 44.
\textsuperscript{89} Swinton and Mowat, *Practical Theology*, p. 52.
\textsuperscript{90} Swinton and Mowat, *Practical Theology*, p. 52.
In the case of this research on emerging church, the initial observations concerning the complex and contested nature of the emerging phenomenon lead me to ask the general question of what it was that existing churches could learn from emerging communities. While this general question served as a sufficient catalyst for initiating the research by giving the investigation into emerging churches an ecclesiological focus, as the thesis developed, the scope of the question proved to be too far-reaching. As I noted earlier, ideographic knowledge generated through qualitative research does not possess the same degree of generalizability as nomothetic knowledge. Therefore, as Swinton and Mowat explain:

> The task of qualitative research is not to seek to explain the world in ways that will make sense across cultures to all reasonable people at any moment in history. Rather the task of qualitative research is to describe reality in ways which enable us to understand the world differently and in understanding differently begin to act differently.

Consequently, attempting to make ecclesiological proposals for the whole of the Christian Church based upon the particular experiences of those within emerging communities exceeds the parameters of a qualitative inquiry. Yet, as qualitative researchers describe particular situations, their findings ‘should resonate with the experiences of others in similar circumstances’, and ‘this resonance should invoke a sense of identification with those who share something of the experience’. Where this sense of identification is present, there is an opportunity for a degree of transferability beyond the immediate situation. Swinton and Mowat call this ‘transformative resonance’ and suggest that qualitative researchers can offer insights to those who, while remaining outside the particular situation, share similar circumstances and experience related phenomena. For the purposes of this thesis, this means concentrating my attention on the issues this research raises for emerging churches and those Christian communities most closely related to them—namely the parent traditions from which these churches emerged. In order to do this, I must shrink the scope of the initial question to focus not on the contributions that emerging churches make to the wider Christian community, but rather on the contributions that emerging churches could make to the Christian communities from which they emerged.
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Thus, the research question I pursue in this thesis is: What contributions might emerging churches make to their parent communities’ understanding of what it is to be church? Aspects to be highlighted through this more narrow approach are (a) Why those in emerging church left these traditions, (b) What they find meaningful in their emerging communities, and (c) the contribution these emerging communities might then make to their parent communities.

**Practical Theology as a Location for this Research**

Thus far, I have argued for the importance of an empirically based study of emerging church. I have also argued that the complex nature of emerging church invites a qualitative approach to this subject. Yet, the research question put forward in this thesis has within it an ecclesiological dimension, and thus the focus of this research is theological in nature. In striving to situate the qualitative dimensions of this research within a proper theological discourse, I look to the discipline of practical theology as a fruitful location for this thesis.

**Development of Practical theology and Contemporary Approaches**

Making sense of the diverse field of practical theology represents a formidable challenge. Swinton and Mowatt acknowledge that it is an intricate and complex enterprise that includes practitioners from across the theological spectrum, occupying a diversity of methodological positions. Subsequently, Edward Farley argues that ‘practical theology never was a single, unified theological science’, and even when earlier manifestations of the discipline took the form of ‘applied theology’, it was still ‘a collection of studies pertinent to the discrete tasks of ministry’. In the sections below, I trace the development of this diverse discipline from its beginnings as applied theology to the diverging methods present in contemporary models. In doing so, I set forth the approach to practical theology that will be adopted for this thesis.
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Practical Theology as Applied Theology

As a modern academic discipline, practical theology can trace its beginnings back to eighteenth century ministerial training taking place within German universities. Indeed, German theologian Friedrich Schleiermacher is conventionally recognized as ‘the father of practical theology’ due to his categorization of theological studies into the distinct disciplines of philosophical, historical, and practical theology. Yet, even before Schleiermacher solidified these categories, a recognized syllabus for theological education was emerging in German universities. This emerging syllabus sought to group texts according to their emphases—theological texts relating to matters of dogma and belief were categorized into one group, while texts relating to matters of practice and conduct were categorized into another. As Elaine Graham argues, this move established a boundary between ‘theoretical knowledge’ and ‘applied knowledge’ in theological study. With this division in place, sub-disciplines such as homiletics, pastoral care, liturgics, and catechesis all found their place within the ‘applied knowledge’ grouping of the theological curriculum. According to Farley, ‘practical theology’ became the term associated with the above ministerial or clerical disciplines, and thus the term ‘practical theology’ was also associated with the applied disciplines in the twofold division between theoretical and applied curriculum.

Of course, as Helen Cameron and others point out, suggesting that practical theology finds its origins in the post-Enlightenment and post-Reformation efforts of German universities and Friedrich Schleiermacher is suspect, given their premise that ‘the Christian community has, in some sense, never been without “practical theology”’. Indeed, that the earliest gathered Christian communities were engaging in some form of practical theology certainly seems to be the case. Elaine Graham, Heather Walton, and Frances Ward make this claim explicit in outlining the historical periods
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of practical theology, arguing that the earliest period of practical theology developed within Christian communities during the first two centuries of Christianity as ‘members were inspired by a concern to build up one another in the faith’. What is more, Graham, Walton, and Ward do not make mention of Schleiermacher’s contribution to the development of practical theology until after they point out the emergence of ‘moral theology’ in Christian communities—whereby ‘the practice of pastoral care was linked to sacramental ministries’ following the institutionalization of apostolic ministries under Church authorities. Still, there is good reason for tracing the modern field of practical theology back to Schleiermacher. As Cameron and others explain, doing so allows for:

> a narration of practical theology in terms of its modern development through a focus on ministerial training, into its significant interdisciplinary relationship with psychotherapy and counseling, into the contemporary concerns with Christian community and the transformation of society toward peace and justice. This is a story which can usefully be understood as a shift from the therapeutic to the hermeneutic.

The notable shift in practical theology that Cameron and others are referring to has occurred over the past several decades and has been helpfully mapped by Elaine Graham.

As already indicated, theological studies in Schleiermacher’s schema consisted of the three sub-disciplines of philosophical, historical, and practical theology. Although Schleiermacher sought to maintain a basic unity between theory and practice by identifying these sub-disciplines as ‘ecclesial practices’, and giving practical theology an equal partnership with the other branches of theology, his system actually privileged the ‘fixed truths’ and ‘established modes of enquiry and verification’ of the philosophical and historical theological disciplines. By
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paralleling philosophical, historical, and practical theology with the functions of normative, descriptive, and prescriptive respectively, Schleiermacher’s schema ultimately reinforced the traditional hierarchy of theology, whereby philosophical understanding becomes the ‘pure’ knowledge, from which ‘applied’ or practical knowledge flows. The crucial implication of this hierarchy is that practical theology becomes better labeled as applied theology, where ministerial practice is a place for the outworking of theological reflection rather than a source for theological reflection. Just as significantly, Schleiermacher situates the whole of theology within ecclesial borders and argues that the purpose of theology is service to the Church. This means that the Church itself becomes the reference point for all truth-claims in the study of theology, and thus without an independent criterion to assess the nature and mission of the Church itself, there is no possibility for the Church to gain insights from non-theological streams of knowledge. This observation is significant because in more recent decades, one of the chief concerns of practical theology has been the relationship between the Church and non-theological streams of knowledge. Yet, this more modern understanding of practical theology developed slowly, moving away from the influence of Schleiermacher’s schema incrementally.

Practical Theology’s Therapeutic Turn

Graham outlines this development, noting that in the 150 years following Schleiermacher, practical theology was primarily focused on the activities and practices of the pastoral office, supplying not only ‘hints and helps’ for the ordained minister, but also providing a ‘kind of pragmatic expertise’ for clergy attempting to increase their status to match the professional standing of their peers in medicine, law, and business. During this period of professionalization, the discipline of practical theology became increasingly aware of the value of non-theological sources of knowledge, and the important role they could play in effective pastoral ministry. For instance, Graham notes that the rising popularly of modern psychologies and psychotherapies brought with it an ‘enthusiasm for these new disciplines’, and ‘many
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working pastors became interested in these new sciences of personality, and observed their potential benefits in the service of Christian ministry'. 109 Ultimately, disciplines such as psychology were seen to be of such value in ministerial practice, that they became embedded within the field of pastoral training, resulting in the emergence of sub-disciplines such as Clinical Pastoral Education and Pastoral Counseling. This represents a major phase of practical theology’s development, and as Graham, Walton, and Ward suggest, it marks ‘a turn to secular sources of therapeutic knowledge’. 110 Furthermore, this therapeutic phase established the interdisciplinary nature of practical theology, and as such, the subsequent descriptions of this discipline are certain to mention this aspect. For example, Cameron and others note that ‘practical theology is consistently presented as necessarily interdisciplinary’, and suggest that ‘the reasons for this interdisciplinarity can be found at the motivational heart of practical theology—to be able to speak truthfully and meaningfully about human realities’. 111

**Emergence and Evolution of Critical Correlation**

One of the more influential figures during the therapeutic stage of practical theology’s development was the prominent protestant theologian Paul Tillich. Tillich, who was deeply interested in both theology and psychology, sought to develop a way to bring the insights from these two fields into correspondence with one another. The result of this effort was a model of ‘critical correlation’, which sought to use human experience as means for generating the themes and questions to which theology and the Christian tradition must respond and answer. Tillich, in the first volume of his systematic theology argues that this method of correlation ‘explains the contents of the Christian faith through existential questions and theological answers in mutual interdependence’. 112 He argued that in his method of correlation, systematic theology ‘makes an analysis of the human situation out of which the existential questions arise, and it demonstrates that the symbols used in the Christian message are the answers to these questions’. 113 Although Tillich’s model
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of critical correlation opened the way for a fruitful conversation between theology and contemporary situations, more recent assessments of his work have called into question the nature of this relationship. First, as Graham asserts, the conversation that Tillich facilitated through his critical correlation was between psychological theory and systematic theology—both of which were abstracted from concrete pastoral care.\textsuperscript{114} As a result of this abstraction Tillich’s critical correlation ultimately alienated the theological enterprise from actual human experience.\textsuperscript{115} Second, the conversation between theology and the human situation in Tillich’s model appeared to move in one direction—with the human situation raising the questions, and the Christian tradition providing the answers. In Swinton and Mowatt’s assessment, Tillich’s model seems to assume that it is somehow possible to distil ‘pure theological truth’ which can then be applied to the questions produced by the world without these questions in turn challenging the theological response. His method is a uni-directional model of reflection which applies Christian truth to the world without allowing the world to significantly question particular interpretations of that truth.\textsuperscript{116}

Responding to the uni-directional nature of Tillich’s model of critical correlation, subsequent theologians such as David Tracy sought to develop this conversation between the Christian tradition and contemporary situations in a bi-directional fashion—arguing for ‘mutually critical correlations’ between Christian tradition and contemporary situations. In contrast to Tillich, who suggested that the contemporary situation asked the questions to which the Christian tradition then responded, Tracy argued for the correlation ‘between both the questions and responses of both phenomenon… not simply “questions” from one pole and “responses” from the other’.\textsuperscript{117} Thus, for Tracy, practical theology becomes ‘the mutually critical correlation of the interpreted theory and praxis of the Christian fact and the interpreted theory and praxis of the contemporary situation’.\textsuperscript{118} While this definition

\textsuperscript{114} Graham, Transforming Practice, p. 71.
\textsuperscript{115} This division between practice and theology continues to persist in many correlational approaches, and I discuss this in the below section entitled, ‘Moving Beyond Correlation’.
\textsuperscript{116} Swinton and Mowatt, Practical Theology, p. 78.
\textsuperscript{118} Tracy, “Foundations of Practical Theology,” p. 76.
introduces a number of critical components in Tracy’s model—such as the
hermeneutical and transformational nature of practical theology—for the purposes of
this current discussion, I wish to highlight the way in which the interpretation of the
Christian tradition is opened up to critique and possible reformulation. In this
revised model of correlation, contemporary situations gain equal footing in the
conversation and, as opposed to simply raising questions to which the Christian
tradition responds, have within themselves the possibility of responding to questions
raised by the Christian tradition.

**Challenges of Contemporary Correlational Models**

Following Tracy’s method, much of practical theology employed some form of
revised correlation. This can be seen in the work of prominent practical theologians
like Don Browning, who argued that practical theology ‘critically correlates both
questions and answers found in the Christian faith with questions and implied
answers found in various secular perspectives (the human sciences, the arts) on
common human experiences’. Additionally, the revised method of correlation
‘forms the basic dynamic within various models of the pastoral cycle’. This
cycle—which operates as a popular mechanism in practical theology—varies
somewhat amongst practical theologians, but in a commonly used form it follows a
four-fold progression from experience to exploration, to reflection, and then to
action. The starting point for the pastoral cycle is the present situation
(experience), which, when disrupted by an internal or external element, requires
further exploration and reflection. According to Ballard and Pritchard, it is in these
exploration and reflection stages that critical correlation most often occurs—as the
situation is analyzed and brought into conversation with the beliefs and values of the
individuals and communities involved. Referring to these stages as the ‘boiler
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room’ of practical theology, they note that this discipline is essentially dialogical in nature, bringing a number of elements into critical conversation with one another.

Although an accepted and widely used approach in practical theology, revised models of correlation raise a number of methodological challenges for practical theologians—particularly for those working within Christian frameworks that possess a ‘high’ view of theology. Cameron (et. al.) explains the difficulty well, arguing that an approach to correlation that does not privilege Christian tradition, is in some tension with those strands of Christianity—both Catholic and Evangelical (and Barthian)—which work with a ‘high’ theology of revelation, presupposing that, ultimately, the most authentic (because divinely inspired) account of reality is to be found in the traditions, languages and practices of faith.\textsuperscript{123}

Navigating this tension then becomes a crucial component in methodologies of correlation. Swinton and Mowat’s work on practical theology and qualitative research offers an example of one such way practical theologians have sought to address the challenge.\textsuperscript{124} Their mutual critical correlation model seeks to bring the various tasks of the practical theologian into critical dialogue with particular insights derived from other disciplines, such as the social sciences.\textsuperscript{125} According to Swinton and Mowat, the task of the practical theologian is to interpret how human beings encounter their world—holding in tension the present situation, the Christian tradition and other sources of knowledge. As with other revised correlation models, each dialogue partner (i.e. the present situation, the Christian tradition and other sources of knowledge) receives equal weighting in the research process. For these authors, this move raises the question: ‘How can a system of knowledge created by human beings challenge a system of knowledge that claims to be given by God?’\textsuperscript{126}

\textsuperscript{123} Cameron, et. al., \textit{God in Practice}, p. 30.
\textsuperscript{124} More recently, Swinton has offered the notion of ‘hospitality’ as a better metaphor than ‘correlation’ for summarizing the relationship between theology and the social sciences. He argues that correlation can ‘indicate and work with the fact that the two things bear a reciprocal or mutual relation’. Yet the concepts of reciprocity and relationship cannot always account for the differing ontological or epistemological weight one may wish to give to theology (or to the social sciences). For Swinton, ‘hospitality’ requires theology to respect and value the voice of the social sciences, without disavowing or ‘dumbing down’ its own voice (and vice versa). John Swinton, “Where is Your Church?: Moving Towards a Hospitable and Sactified Ethnography,” in \textit{Perspectives on Ecclesiology and Ethnography}, ed. Pete Ward, (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2011), pp. 91-92.
\textsuperscript{125} Swinton and Mowat, \textit{Practical Theology}, p. 76.
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Indeed, John Milbank in his work *Theology and Social Theory* argues that, contrary to the perceived neutrality of the social sciences, this discourse ‘must be located within the history of “the secular”, its attempts to legitimate itself, and to “cope” with the phenomenon of religion’. Thus, for Milbank, social scientific visions of society and history have sought to supplant theological visions, and therefore do not actually operate as ‘neutral, rational, universal’ accounts. Recognizing the competing nature of these two discourses brings even more weight to Swinton and Mowat’s question—particularly as it relates to issues of normativity. Graham, Walton, and Ward raise similar questions in their critic of mutual critical correlation, asking: ‘Does the gospel stand in judgement over all other insights into the human condition, which are at best proto-theological; or does the Christian tradition itself require correction and revision?’

Swinton and Mowat attempt to address the problematic issue of granting other sources of knowledge—such as the social sciences—an equal footing with theology and theological knowledge in this process by assigning theology a logical priority that does not ‘acquire its ultimate significance’ from the social sciences. Nevertheless, the authors suggest that even when granted logical priority, ‘theology itself can be and indeed should be the subject of critical reflection and challenge’. They do this by drawing analogously upon the Chalcedonian conception of the two natures of Christ. Seeing ‘the Chalcedonian pattern’ of the relationship between Christ’s divinity and humanity as having ‘indissoluble differentiation’, ‘inseparable unity’, ‘indestructible order’ and ‘logical priority’, Swinton and Mowat argue for a similar pattern in understanding the relationship between theology and the social sciences. ‘Indissoluble differentiation’ means that theology and the social sciences
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have specific roles to play and that they reveal specific forms of knowledge which should not be confused with one another.\textsuperscript{134} ‘Inseparable unity’ means that both the social sciences and theology offer knowledge that will challenge, shape, enhance, and sharpen one another. Neither will discount the other, and just as ‘divinity and humanity were held together in the person of Christ, so also theology and the social sciences hold together in critical complementary tension within the lived experience of the researcher’.\textsuperscript{135} ‘Indestructible order’ then becomes the basis for giving logical priority to theology in relationship. Swinton and Mowat argue that, just as the two natures of Christ are asymmetrically related, with Christ’s divinity having a logical precedence over his humanity, so too should theology have precedence over the social sciences within the critical conversation. They remark, ‘theology talks of ultimate issues, of life, death, God and the meaning of life. The social sciences do not have the capacity to deal with these issues. Thus theology has logical precedence within the conversation’.\textsuperscript{136}

\textbf{Moving Beyond Correlation}

While above attempts to address the methodological challenges present in correlational models are constructive, they often perpetuate the dualisms that practical theology is seeking to overcome. As this discussion of practical theology indicates, much of the development of this discipline has focused on moving beyond a dichotomist understanding of theory and practice or theology and human experience. Yet, as Pete Ward has argued, approaches such as the revised method of correlation are ‘centred around the key issue of the problem of relationship between theory and practice, theology and experience, and the social sciences and systematic theology’.\textsuperscript{137} By making the relationship between theology and human experience the methodological focal point, correlational approaches can actually reinforce the perceived divide between these two realms. To substantiate this argument, Ward suggests that practical theology has followed patterns established within the wider realm of modern theology.
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Drawing upon David Ford’s work, Ward outlines the way in which various types of modern theology can be placed along a linear continuum based upon their differing approaches to the relationship between the Christian faith and the intellectual environment of modernity. On one pole Ford places an account of religion that attempts ‘to repeat a traditional theology or version of Christianity and see all reality in its own terms’. This approach is carried out without an acknowledgment of the relevance of modern perspectives. On the opposite pole, Ford places an account of religion that ‘gives complete priority to some modern secular philosophy or worldview’. In this approach, Christianity, in order to be valid, must fit within the terms set forth by this particular philosophy or worldview. With these two extremes laid out, Ford suggests that correlational approaches—such as can be seen in Tillich’s model—rest at the centre of this continuum. According to Ward, continuums such as Ford’s, illustrate how the modern theological debate has focused on the ‘problem of relationship’, and how correlational approaches seek to reconcile ‘two seemingly opposed positions’. Ward then argues that:

Practical theology has largely followed the pattern of discussion within modern theology. Many of its key theoretical frameworks have accepted the dualism inherent in the continuum, and it is this pattern that has framed practical theology.

Again, by accepting these dualistic assumptions, which are present in the correlational approaches that seek to ‘reconcile’ theology and human experience, practical theologians are in danger of actually reinforcing the very dichotomies that their discipline is attempting to overcome.

Ward contends that recent approaches in both modern theology and practical theology have attempted to reframe the discussions surrounding theology and human
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experience in a way that avoids the dualisms inherent in correlational models. He sees these disciplines turning towards *culture* as a key theological category—suggesting that this is ‘a positive move because it means that theologians are tending to see “ideas” about God as somehow connected and conditioned by historical and social realities’. In this approach, practical theology remains committed to what Cameron and others have identified as its central task, which is, ‘to propose anew the deep connectedness of the Christian theological tradition and human experience’. This deep connectedness means that theology is not something that is detached from practice, or something to be ‘correlated’ with data generated through social analysis, but rather theology is actually deeply embedded within the practices. Thus for Cameron and others, the research conducted by practical theologians should consider all generated data as (potentially) theology. They argue that ‘the practices participated in and observed [by the researcher] are themselves bearers of theology’. Indeed, as Ward has suggested, this move towards a more embodied understanding of theology serves to locate ‘the doctrinal in the practices and expression of Christian communities and traditions’.

**Proposed Approach to Practical Theology and Emerging Church**

Since practical theology represents a discipline seeking to move beyond dualistic understandings of the relationship between theory and practice, Christian tradition and human experience, and theology and the social sciences, and since correlational approaches can actually reinforce these dichotomies, I have chosen to eschew these methods in this thesis. Instead, I have selected an approach to practical theology that moves beyond correlation and recognizes the embodied nature of theology. Because this thesis has emerging church as its focus, a number of recent developments in the way that churches are studied have also significantly influenced this decision. While these developments are examined in more detail in chapter six, introducing them at
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this point provides a crucial context for understanding the approach to practical theology taken this thesis. In order to appreciate these developments in how the church is studied, and in order to recognize how they impact my chosen methodology, consider Michael Jinkins’ account of how the task of examining churches would have been taken up in the not too distant past:

A generation ago a book on ecclesiology would have been a fairly predictable enterprise. Depending on the tradition from which it emerged it would have begun with biblical foundations, descriptions of the early Christian community (this generally would have been understood in a relatively homogeneous and singular manner as "community"), or a historical-doctrinal examination of the traditions and creedal formulae regarding church. These foundational statements and descriptions would have been regarded as prescriptive for the life of contemporary churches in a kind of formula: Origin = Norm.149

According to Jinkins, this monochrome ecclesiological investigation would often neglect to consider the concrete experiences of local faith communities—experiences that tended towards the more colourful actualities of ‘plurality, diversity, particularity, and contingency’.150

Recent years however have witnessed an upsurge in the turn to the diversely particular experiences of actual communities and congregations in order to secure rewarding loci for meaningful ecclesiological enquiry. While some of these endeavours operate explicitly under the umbrella of ‘practical theology’ or ‘congregational studies’,151 others simply represent the fruit of modern theologians seeking to ground their discourse in lived Christianity. Nicholas Healy has used the term ‘new ecclesiology’ to classify the efforts of a growing number of these theologians who have turned their attention away from more idealized ‘models’ of church, focusing instead upon the activities and functions of the concrete church.152
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He identifies theologians such as George Lindbeck, Robert Jenson, Stanley Hauerwas, and Kathryn Tanner as being a part of this trend. Significantly, Healy’s classification of this new ecclesiology, and its turn to the concrete church, parallels Ward’s description of modern theology’s turn to the cultural, and its refusal to disconnect ‘ideas’ about God from the historical and social realities that condition them.

In this vein, Stanley Hauerwas has argued that, ‘theology can too easily begin to appear as “ideas,” rather than the kind of discourse that must, if it is to be truthful, be embedded in the practices of actual lived communities’. 153 Even so, if theologians wish to take seriously the virtue of embedding discourses in the complexity of Christian lives, they must be willing to deal honestly with what Kathryn Tanner describes as the ‘ambiguous and porous character of the effort to live Christianly’. 154 In her assessment, a theology that insists upon being authentically concerned with not only ‘academic matters’ but also matters of Christian living, must, in addition to engaging with elite forms of written theology, give attention to the ‘popular theologies of everyday life’—that is, ‘how people without specialized theological training go about trying to live in accord with their Christian commitments’. 155

The type of theological reflection that is concerned with the theologies embedded in the everyday language and symbols of ordinary people has been described by Graham, Walton, and Ward as ‘theology in the vernacular’, or ‘local theologies’. 156 According to these authors, this approach to practical theology ‘draws attention to the specific form the Christian gospel assumes in any given place or time’, and demonstrates how theology is ‘culturally, temporally and spatially located’ and therefore ‘cannot exist independent of particular, embodied expressions’. 157

model, any ecclesiology that desires to ground its theological reflections in lived Christianity must conduct a careful listening to the actualities and particularities of concrete communities, since these communities provide a space in which theological deliberations concerning church can be explored through the reality of those living as church. Thus, when considering the ecclesiological contributions emerging churches offer their parent communities, I desired to take seriously their own ‘everyday’ efforts to be church—listening carefully for the tensions and questions that arose from within two particular emerging communities.¹⁵⁸

Yet, when considering the contributions these churches offer their parent communities, a mechanism for bringing the lived experiences of emerging churches into an encounter with the communities from which they emerged was necessary. In order to facilitate this encounter, I have adapted a method introduced by Robert Schreiter in his influential work on local theologies, using it as a basis for the structuring of my own research.¹⁵⁹ In the section that follows I briefly outline the nature of Schreiter’s task to bring local theologies into conversation with the wider Christian tradition and then signify how I have tailored his model for the purposes of my investigation into the ecclesiological contributions of emerging churches. Although writing from a missiological perspective, Schreiter’s approach fits nicely within the model of practical theology chosen for this thesis. As Ward has suggested, practical theology’s move away from correlational models means that this discipline is now much more concerned with areas that have traditionally been associated with missiology—areas such as culture and context.¹⁶⁰ Additionally, Ward posits that the renewed interest in the missional character of the church in the past few decades has also blurred the boundaries between the fields of missiology and ecclesiology, granting ecclesiologists access to missiological methods in their study of churches. Finally, Schreiter’s local theologies is taken up by Graham,

¹⁵⁸ The specific rationale for choosing two communities, the method for selecting these churches, and the approaches used to carry out this listening will be explained in below section entitled ‘Theologically Situated Approaches to Emerging Church’.
¹⁶⁰ Ward, Participation and Mediation, p. 52.
Walton, and Ward in their description of ‘theology in the vernacular’, putting it forward as a fitting example of this type of theological reflection.161

‘Theology in the Vernacular’ – Adaptation of Schreiter’s Local Theologies

Writing from a missiological perspective, Schreiter demonstrates how the complex and unique fabric of a local culture serves to inform a community’s perception of theology and Christian praxis. He argues that the wider Christian tradition should be sensitive to this cultural context, allowing for the construction of local theologies. These theologies will encourage local communities to shape their encounter with Christianity in a way that is responsive to their own concrete situations. Even so, the creation of these local theologies is full of exceptional challenges, and Schreiter raises several questions concerning the process:

How is a community to go about bringing to expression its own experiences of Christ in its concrete situation? And how is this to be related to a tradition that is often expressed in language and concepts vastly different from anything in the current situation?162

In responding to this challenge Schreiter developed a mechanism for bringing local theologies into a dialogue with the wider theological tradition for mutual development and benefit. As the below Chart 1 indicates, this is not a model of correlation, where experiences arising from concrete situations need to be ‘reconciled’ with an abstracted Christian tradition. Instead, Schrieter’s dialogue sees the Christian tradition itself as a series of local theologies, which have grown up in response to needs that have arisen in concrete, historical contexts.163 These local theologies that have survived and have come together to make up ‘the Christian tradition’, survived because ‘they expressed with some degree of adequacy the experience of believers’.164 Thus, as Schreiter argues, this gives the surviving local theologies some measure of ‘enduring validity’ against which local communities can measure their own local theologies.
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Recognizing a parallel between Schreiter’s task of bringing a localized theology into conversation with the wider Christian tradition, and my own aims of bringing the lived experiences of emerging churches into an encounter with existing understandings of church, I adapted his mechanism for the purpose of creating a structure that brings these two entities into a dialogue with one another. "Chart 2 on the subsequent page identifies the conversation partners in my research and indicates...

Chart 1: Schreiter’s Local Theology Dialogue
the general flow of the dialogue I am facilitating between emerging churches and their parent communities. Following the chart is a brief description of the particular research tasks associated with the various components of the dialogue process, and an overview of how, and where, each is dealt with in the thesis.

165 This chart is adapted from Schreiter, *Local Theologies*, p. 25
Chart 2: Components in the Dialogue Process
Situating These Emerging Churches within Wider Emerging Church Phenomenon (1)

While this thesis has as its primary subject the concrete experiences of two emerging churches, I am acutely aware of the fact that these communities have not materialized de novo. Thus, by making the ecclesial setting of the emerging church phenomenon the preliminary point of consideration, I am acknowledging the various contextual realities that have combined to give shape to these communities and to the ecclesiological themes that surface through my research. Crucially, Schreiter argued that these shaping influences represent obstacles which one needs to navigate, reminders of one’s connection to the larger tradition, and revelatory aspects which need careful investigation in order to understand the various theologies ‘woven into the very warp and woof of local Christian identity’. 166

Failing to begin with the concrete setting of emerging churches would undermine the various propositions outlined above that serve to shape the approach to this entire thesis. Indeed, Schreiter states the importance of context firmly when he suggests:

> It has gradually become unthinkable in many Christian churches to engage in any theological reflections without first studying the context in which it is taking place... There is now a realization that all theologies have contexts, interests, relationships of power, special concerns—and to pretend that this is not the case is to be blind. 167

Consequently, this component of the dialogue process (area 1) is concerned with exploring the specific ecclesial contexts that have given rise to emerging churches. While I provided an introductory overview of the wider emerging church phenomenon in the first chapter, the majority of the elements contained in this portion of the research are set forth in chapter three. Chapter three of this thesis outlines the history and development of the emerging church phenomenon—providing an ecclesial context for the two emerging communities and situating them within that framework. It exists as a contextual backdrop, informing and enlightening my analysis of the two emerging communities.

---

166 Schreiter, Local Theologies, pp. 27-28.
167 Schreiter, Local Theologies, p. 4.
Analysing Emerging Churches (2a-2b)

As acknowledged above, the basis of this study is the concrete reality of emerging churches. Thus, these components in the dialogue process (areas 2a and 2b) rest at the centre of my investigatory endeavors. Their aim is to give focused attention to the lived experiences of two particular emerging communities—surfacing the ecclesiological themes present in the research findings. I follow the proposals set forth by Schreiter in accomplishing this aim. In particular, I engage in a ‘long and careful listening’ to these emerging churches in order to discover their principal values, interests, practices, symbols, rituals and beliefs—identifying discernable themes in their ecclesiological understanding and praxis.\(^\text{168}\) Because this portion of the study is intended to produce a thick and robust description of these emerging churches, I employ various qualitative research methodologies such as participant observation, semi-structured interviews, and focus groups in order to elicit the shared meanings held by those within the two communities. The section below entitled ‘Methods for Generating and Analysing Data’ offers a discussion of these qualitative methods and how they are employed in my research of these emerging churches. Chapters four and five offer a thorough depiction of the two communities—describing each church’s ecclesial contexts and historical development; their weekly patterns, physical spaces, and worship gatherings; the participant’s profiles and personal narratives; and the community’s core practices. I then conclude this portion of the dialogue process in chapter six, by surfacing the ecclesiological themes common to both of these emerging churches.

Analysing Existing Understandings of Church (3a-3b)

While Christian communities have consistently assembled around Jesus Christ in order to publicly profess their faith in him, they have done so in a fashion that is remarkably disparate and pluriform.\(^\text{169}\) If one takes seriously the diversity of expression in what is called church, a monolithic approach to investigating the

\(^{168}\) Schreiter, *Local Theologies*, p. 28.

Christian community will not suffice.\textsuperscript{170} Thus, I use these components of the dialogue process (areas 3a and 3b)—functioning in parallel with the analysis of emerging churches (areas 2a and 2b)—to investigate the nature of theological reflection on the church, arguing for an approach that recognizes the many ecclesiology present in a historically and culturally situated Christian community. In opening up this understanding of ecclesiology, with a focus on the particularity and diversity found in the lived experiences of actual Christian communities, I posit that the wider understanding of church is to be interpreted as a series of particular and diverse understandings of church that have arisen in response to specific historical and cultural contexts. Importantly, the contextualized understandings of church that have survived, and which now combine to make up the wider understanding of church, have survived for a reason—namely, they express ‘with some degree of adequacy’ the experiences of Christians throughout the centuries.\textsuperscript{171} This analysis of existing understandings of church takes place in chapter six of the thesis.

Emerging Churches in Dialogue with their Parent Communities (4a-4d)

The final set of components in the dialogue process (areas 4a, 4b, 4c, and 4d) represent the conversation that takes place between emerging churches and existing understandings of church in the aim of locating the contributions these churches are making to their parent communities. According to Schreiter’s description of this mechanism, the initial encounter—which brings emerging church themes into dialogue with particular and diverse understandings of church (area 4a)—is often the place where the actual crystallization and development of the distinguishable and unique qualities of emerging church takes place. Here is where one expects to find not only parallels between emerging churches and their parent churches, but also the attributes that differentiate emerging churches from these communities. This differentiation ‘provides the possibility of a local church helping to expand the history of Christian reflection that makes up the tradition’.\textsuperscript{172} In the instance of this

\textsuperscript{170} In fact, the concept of diverse expressions of church is even evidenced in the ‘New Testament church’, where ‘a variety of different kinds of communities’ are revealed to us—leaving Schreiter to comment that ‘there is no unified New Testament church, except in the minds of later Christians’. Schreiter, \textit{Local Theologies}, p. 10.

\textsuperscript{171} Schreiter, \textit{Local Theologies}, p. 32.

\textsuperscript{172} Schreiter, \textit{Local Theologies}, pp. 33-34.
research, this differentiation opens up the possibility for emerging churches to help expand their parent communities’ understanding of what it means to be church.

Yet, in order for a particular community to be considered a Christian community, it must have a ‘genuine encounter with the Christian tradition’. Thus part of this conversation between emerging church and existing understandings of church explores the impact that the parent communities have upon emerging churches (area 4b). Exploring this impact can be an affirming aspect of the research, as emerging church’s practices and ecclesiological understandings are confirmed by the practices and understandings found in other Christian communities.

Still, the conversation between emerging church and existing understandings of church is not a unilateral occurrence that ends with the impact of the parent communities on emerging churches. Indeed, the very nature of this thesis is to uncover the contributions that emerging church might make to their parent communities’ understanding of what it means to be church. According to Schreiter, these contributions of local theologies are vital for the development of the wider tradition. They often raise questions that have never been considered, or they can remind the wider community of parts of the tradition that have been neglected or forgotten. Therefore, this part of this conversation between emerging church and existing understandings of church explores precisely how emerging churches might be impacting their parent communities understanding of what it means to be church (area 4c).

There is a residual outcome from this dialogue process that is also considered in this thesis—namely, what are the ecclesiological implications of this conversation for emerging churches? In other words, if emerging churches are raising a particular question, revealing something new, or reminding their parent communities of something they have ignored; what impact does this have upon their own ecclesial community? While a direct parallel with Schreiter’s mechanism would consider the
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173 Schreiter, Local Theologies, p. 34.
174 Schreiter, Local Theologies, p. 34.
implications this dialogue process has for the entire emerging church (area 4d), this level of reflection is beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead of drawing implications for the entire emerging church, I focus on the ecclesiological impact that this conversation has for the two emerging churches I studied for this thesis. While this portion of the dialogue process stands as secondary outcome, it nonetheless provides an indication of what the parent communities can anticipate as they encounter the contributions being made by emerging churches. The above elements contained in this portion of the dialogue process (areas 4a, 4b, 4c, and 4d) are also set forth in chapter six of the thesis.

Methodological Approaches to Emerging Church

As the above mechanism adapted from Schreiter indicates, analysing the ecclesiological contributions of emerging church requires a long and careful listening to the beliefs and practices of these communities. According to Cameron and others, social scientific methods are valuable in helping researchers carryout this analysis—providing them with the necessary instruments for ‘reading’ these practices. Still, when selecting a particular methodological approach for analysing emerging church, a number of crucial factors must be considered. Indeed, not only must the chosen approach consider the situation under investigation and the questions being asked, but it should also take into account who is asking the questions (i.e., the researcher), and the kinds of answers that are being sought. How one assesses these crucial factors will determine not only the overall approach of the investigation, but also the particular methods that are to be employed by the researcher.

Thus far, I have argued the importance of empirically based studies of emerging church. I have also argued that the complex nature of emerging church invites a qualitative approach to this subject. Furthermore, due to the ideographic nature and ecclesiological content of the questions being asked, I have suggested that the discipline of practical theology is well suited for this investigation and have thus situated the thesis within this field. I now turn my attention towards a more detailed consideration of my methodological approach and the particular qualitative methods

175 Cameron, et. al., God in Practice, p. 23.
selected for this thesis. In doing so, I evaluate the merits of this approach and the methods I selected in light of the abovementioned crucial factors, and in the context of other doctoral work on emerging church.

**Sociologically Situated Approaches to Emerging Church**

As indicated in chapter one, an increasing amount of doctoral work is being done on emerging church. This is a welcome contribution, since many of these projects introduce and work with data generated through empirical research. When considering how to arrange these various research projects so as to conduct a comparative analysis between them and the research carried out for this thesis, the first distinction I make is between the differing academic disciplines out of which the studies arise. I draw a particular distinction between studies that are located in sociologically orientated fields, and studies that are located in theologically orientated fields. Even though each of these studies rely upon a combination of similar methods in researching emerging church, the types of questions being asked, and the kinds of answers being sought in the analysis of these examinations vary from field to field. Thus, while the sociological studies on emerging church carried out by Kate Simcox, Josh Packard, and Lloyd Chia generate meaningful insights into this phenomenon through qualitative investigations, they do not attempt to situate their findings within the discourse of theology. Instead of interpreting and analysing the generated data through theological lenses, these studies seek to bring emerging church into conversation with various social theories.

For instance, Packard approached emerging church with the aim of refining a particular theory in sociology—namely, neo-institutionalism. By drawing upon the work of sociologist Michael Burawoy, Packard employed an *extended case method*, which requires the researcher to enter the field with a particular theory in mind, and then put that theory to the test by attempting to replicate it through everyday

---

interactions with participants.\footnote{For more on extended case method, see: Michael Burawoy, “The Extended Case Method,” in \textit{Ethnography Unbound: Power and Resistance in the Modern Metropolis}, ed. Michael Burawoy, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), pp. 271-290.} As the researcher uncovers irregularities between the theory and the case under consideration, the theory is then refined to better account for the anomalous case. Thus in the instance of Packard’s research, the theory of neo-institutionalism was refined through his research on emerging church. So, even though Packard’s research generated data through (1) a survey of six emerging communities in the United States, (2) participant observation in one of those communities, and (3) in-depth interviews with fifty-two emerging church participants, he entered the field, generated the data, and analysed the findings with the purpose of testing and refining a predetermined theory. Since the research being carried out in my thesis is not intended to test a particular theory in sociology, the \textit{extended case method} is not the optimal methodological approach.

As for the work carried out by Simcox and Chia, while these two researchers used qualitative methods to explore emerging church, they did not engage in a theological analysis of the generated data. Instead, like Packard, these researchers focused on bringing their research into a constructive dialogue with different sociological theories. Simcox—who (1) conducted ten in-depth interviews, (2) engaged in participant observation in four emerging communities, and (3) analysed three emerging church weblogs—employed \textit{performance ethnography} as her methodological approach. This particular approach seeks to lessen the gap between ‘self and other’, or between researcher and those researched, through a re-enactment of notes generated through an ethnographic study.\footnote{For more on performance ethnography, see: Bryant Keith Alexander, “Performance Ethnography: The Reenacting and Inciting of Culture,” in \textit{Strategies of Qualitative Inquiry}, ed. Norman K. Denzin, and Yvonna S. Lincoln, (Los Angeles: Sage Publication, 2008), pp. 75-117.} Thus, in the study conducted by Simcox, actual ‘performance texts’ were structured in analysing the data, and a high degree of reflexivity was present throughout the research. In fact, the closing chapter of Simcox’s work was an exercise in ‘self-reflexivity’ that focused on her own ‘emergence’—bringing her own experiences into an-depth conversation with her research.\footnote{Simcox, “Performing Postmodern Christian,” pp. 143-167.} While reflexivity is a vital aspect of qualitative research, and will be addressed in more detail in the below section entitled \textit{Reflexivity}, methodological
approaches such as *performance ethnography* that centre on reflexivity in order to explore the relationship between self and other are not best suited for realizing the aims of my own thesis. Instead, this thesis, while remaining aware of issues of reflexivity in ethnographic research, will draw upon an approach that is better suited for generating and analysing data that is more ecclesiologically substantial.

Chia also drew upon qualitative methods for his sociological investigation of emerging church, employing a sampling strategy for generating data designed to answer the question of how religions practise inclusion and find ways to build bridges across interfaith lines. In taking this sampling approach, Chai, through the methods of (1) discourse analysis, (2) participant observation, and (3) in-depth interviews, sought to generate large amounts of data to fill four major conceptual categories that corresponded to his question. Since the four broad conceptual categories of *boundaries, inclusion, bridge building*, and *postmodernism* were predetermined based upon the question being asked, a sampling strategy that generated a diverse range of qualitative data was best suited for Chia’s research. Thus he observed local, regional, and national emerging church gatherings in the U.S., and conducted fifty in-depth interviews in person and online. Since in my own research, I did not begin with a set of predetermined conceptual categories in which to group data on emerging church, but rather approached emerging church as a particular situation needing further ecclesiological investigation, a sampling strategy that generated such a diverse range of material would not be as fitting as an approached that focused on generating data from specific and detailed instances of emerging church in localized settings.

Still, the largest distinction between the above studies and my own project is the fact that, because these studies are located in the field of sociology, they do not attempt to engage with the data theologically. Thus, because the question concerning the contribution emerging churches make to their parent communities’ understanding of church is ecclesiological in nature, a purely sociological approach to the data generated is insufficient for my research. I now turn my attention to a comparison of theologically situated studies of emerging church.
Theologically Situated Approaches to Emerging Church

When considering the research on emerging church that is situated within theological fields of study, distinctions can be made between the different sub-disciplines in which these studies are located, the diverse contexts in which the research was conducted, and the various methods employed for generating and analysing data. Since the following studies are located in the field of practical theology—or a related discipline such as missiology, homiletics, or liturgical studies—and since I have already discussed various approaches to practical theology above, I will not enter into an extended discussion of the distinctions that exist between the various sub-disciplines. However, I will draw attention to where these studies take a different approach to practical theology than the one I have argued for above as a way of distinguishing my own work from theirs. In the sections that follow, I present the methodological approach I have selected for analysing emerging church. As I do so, I engage with other methodological approaches that have been taken up in previous doctoral work—showing how my own work differs, and demonstrating how the methods I have selected are most fitting for the question being asked in this thesis.

The Contextual Locations for the Research

When attempting to analyse emerging churches—with the aim of identifying what contributions they make to their parent communities’ understanding of what it is to be church—selecting a suitable context for carrying out the research is critical. In locating a suitable context, one must consider the type of research subject or case to select, and the geographical or cultural setting in which to carry out the research. The following section indicates the type of case I have selected for this study, and the specific setting chosen for conducting the research.

Conducting Research in Emerging Communities

Because conversations concerning the wider emerging church phenomenon have taken place across a range of media and settings—from print literature and web-based discussions, to local and online communities—there is a diversity of contexts where one can take up an investigation of emerging church. For some doctoral researchers like Woo Joon Kim, John Alan Duncan, and Barry Dean Baker, written
texts and audio recordings provided the contextual settings for their investigations. Locating their work in the fields of missiology (Kim), and homiletics (Duncan and Baker), these researchers conducted their research via an engagement with the published literature of emerging church authors, and the audio recordings of sermons from emerging church leaders. Since the research question in this thesis seeks to understand matters such as why those in emerging church left their parent tradition, and what those in emerging church find meaningful in their own emerging communities, focusing on material created by the leaders of emerging churches is unsuitable. Furthermore, as indicated earlier in this chapter, the approach to practical theology chosen for this thesis takes as its focus the ‘everyday’ efforts of Christians endeavoring to live out church. Thus, a suitable context for this study cannot be found in published resources or audio recordings on the topic of church, but is rather to be found in actual ecclesial communities, where church exists as an embodied expression. For this reason, I have selected to locate my research in concrete emerging communities. In conducting this investigation, I employ a multi-focused congregational study. I now turn my attention towards an explanation of this type of study.

In taking stock of the various approaches to congregational studies, Matthew Guest, Karin Tusting and Linda Woodhead broadly group these approaches into two broad types or categories.\textsuperscript{182} Extrinsic studies seek to study a congregation or congregations with a primary aim towards understanding a wider good that extends beyond the particular congregation. Examples of extrinsic studies include congregational research focused on church growth, church health, or church organization. Intrinsic studies, on the other hand, are those that investigate

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[180] Woo Joon Kim, “An Evangelical Critique of the Emergent Church’s Hermeneutics and Its Effects on Theology, Message, and Method of Evangelism” (PhD diss., Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, April 2012); Barry Dean Baker, “A Critical Analysis of the Theory and Practice of Preaching in the Emerging Church Movement” (PhD diss, Mid-America Baptist Theological Seminary, December 2006); and John Alan Duncan, “A Critical Analysis of Preaching in the Emerging Church” (PhD diss., The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, May 2011).
\item[181] Baker analysed sixty audio recordings of sermons from Rob Bell, Mark Driscoll, Tim Keel, Rick McKinley, Doug Pagitt, Chris Seay. Duncan focuses his analysis on over one hundred audio recordings of sermons from Brian McLaren, Rob Bell, Doug Pagitt, Tim Conder, Steve Chalke, and Spencer Burke. Importantly, not all of these individuals self-identify as emerging church participants.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
congregations for their own sake or for the primary purpose of understanding them. Still within these intrinsic studies, there are varying degrees to which researchers will extend the findings of their investigation beyond the particular congregation they are studying. Intrinsic studies that are self-contained make little effort to extrapolate the data beyond the congregation being studied, whereas intrinsic studies that are multi-focused seek to make wider application of the research findings. Indeed, even though a multi-focused approach is chiefly intrinsic, it often rests at the threshold of the extrinsic and intrinsic study due to its focus extending beyond the congregation being studied. As indicated above, the multi-focused approach is the one that informed my research. By undertaking this approach, I am able to recognize and account for the intrinsic notions that suggest that each emerging congregation possesses their own distinct cultures laden with unique practices and meanings. I am also able to acknowledge the extrinsic importance of bringing the particulars from different emerging church congregations into conversation with one another, the wider emerging church phenomenon, and their parent communities.

Significantly, eight other doctoral researchers have also selected actual emerging communities as the location for carrying out their research. In doing so, they selected a range of methods for generating data in these contexts. While I conduct a comparative examination of their methods in the below sections entitled ‘Generating Fieldwork Data’ and ‘Accounting for the Data from the Field’, for the purposes of this current discussion on the diverse settings for researching emerging church I wish to turn my attention to the communities they chose—paying particular attention to the number of communities selected, and the geographical location of their research. In doing this, I distinguish my own research, offering a rationale for selecting the particular communities I chose to research.

Selection of Emerging Communities to Study

This section addresses a matter of crucial importance for this research—namely, the difficult process of selecting an appropriate emerging congregation to study. The complexity of choosing a suitable emerging community is a result of the diversity of expression that exists within the wider emerging church phenomenon. Indeed, given
Scott Bader-Saye’s assertion that ‘there is no single pattern of emerging church’, identifying a community that captured a fraction of the emerging church phenomenon—much less the whole of the network—surfaced as a daunting challenge in the research. Several researchers sought to account for the diversity by surveying a larger number of emerging communities. For instance, Tony Jones, who situated his research in the field of practical theology, conducted research across eight different emerging communities in the U.S. Likewise, Robert Witesel, who took a missiological approach to emerging church, surveyed twelve ‘organic’ churches in both North America and the U.K.—not all of which consider themselves emerging churches. Yet, an increase in the number of communities being studied has a direct impact the type of research one can conduct, and the methods one can employ in carrying out this research. Again, more is said regarding the methods used for generating data in the below section on this topic, but at this point in the chapter I wish to suggest that selecting a smaller number of communities to study is a more suitable methodological approach for this particular research. In order to follow the model of practical theology argued for above, which draws upon the proposals of Schreiter and calls for a long and careful listening to emerging communities, it is necessary to limit the number of communities being studied. By devoting more attention to a smaller number of congregations, I am able to offer a thicker description of the ecclesial qualities of these communities—focusing in-depth on their values, interests, practices, symbols, rituals, and beliefs. This approach also fits with the aims of a multi-focused congregational study by recognizing the intrinsic dimensions to this type of study.


184 These emerging communities were: Cedar Ridge Community Church (Spencerville, Maryland), Solomon’s Porch (Minneapolis, Minnesota), House of Mercy (St. Paul, Minnesota), Journey (Dallas, Texas) Pathways Church (Denver, Colorado) Church of the Apostles (Seattle, Washington), Jacob’s Well (Kansas City, Missouri), and Vintage Faith Church (Santa Cruz, California)—which no longer appropriates the appellation ‘emerging’. See: Anthony Hawthorne Jones, “The Relational Ecclesiology of the Emerging Church Movement in Practical Theological Perspective” (PhD diss., Princeton Theological Seminary, 2011) [Kindle version: Tony Jones, *The Church is Flat: The Relational Ecclesiology of the Emerging Church Movement* (2011)].

185 These communities were: Solomon's Porch (Minneapolis, Minnesota), The Tribe (Los Angeles, California), Bluier (Minneapolis, Minnesota), Scum of the Earth (Denver, Colorado), One Place (Phoenix, Arizona), Church of the Apostles (Seattle, Washington), Freeway (Baton Rouge, Louisiana), Vintage Faith (Santa Cruz, California); The Bridge (Phoenix, Arizona), Mars Hill (Grandville, Michigan), Sol Cafe (Edmonton, Alberta Canada), St. Thomas (Sheffield, U.K.). See: Robert B. Whitesel, “Recurring Patterns of Organic Churches: An Analysis of Twelve Emerging Congregations” (PhD diss., Fuller Theological Seminary, May 2009).
Other researchers have also conducted their investigation into emerging church by focusing on a smaller number of congregations. In fact, both Steve Taylor and Corey Labanow chose to carry out their research through an in-depth examination of a single community. While both situated their work within the field of practical theology, Taylor centred his research on an ‘alt-worship’ community in New Zealand, whereas Labanow centred his research on an emerging community in the U.K. While focusing on a single congregation allows for a more in-depth exploration into the practices and beliefs of an actual emerging community, because there is not another emerging community that can corroborate the findings, or serve as a point of reference outside the single community, extrapolating the data beyond the congregation being studied becomes more difficult. Since I have selected a multi-focused congregational study in order to bring emerging church into dialogue with their parent communities’ understanding of church—as opposed to a self-contained congregational study, which makes minimal effort to move the analysis beyond the congregation being studied—having a second community as an additional location for research is valuable. Thus, for this thesis, I chose to research two emerging communities. While other researches such as John Hall, Janine Paden Morgan, Karyn Wiseman, and Terrance Steele have also conducted their research in two to four emerging communities, the settings for these investigations differ. I now turn my attention to the selection of the emerging communities, focusing first on the setting for this research.

Before selecting two specific emerging churches to study, I first had to identify the setting within which to conduct my field research. For both practical and academic reasons, I chose the United States and the United Kingdom as the two distinct environments for my research. This selection was justifiable practically, due to my


familiarity and history in the United States and my current residential status and growing knowledge of the United Kingdom. It was also justifiable academically, considering the concentration of emerging churches in these two locales and the attention they have received. 188 Furthermore, there existed enough ecclesial and cultural diversity between the two settings to provide fertile ground for compelling ecclesiological comparisons. 189 By focusing the research on a community in the United Kingdom and a community in the United States, this study creates a more diversified portrait of emerging church than do studies that only consider emerging church in a single context. Of the eight theologically situated doctoral studies that focus on actual emerging communities, only one work researches emerging church in a multinational setting. Tony Jones, Karyn Wiseman, and Terrance Steele focus their research exclusively on emerging churches in the United States. Similarly, Janine Paden Morgan, John Hall, and Corey Labanow each exclusively focus on emerging communities in the United Kingdom. Finally, Steve Taylor’s work on an alternative worship community focuses on a congregation in New Zealand. Robert Witesel’s research is the only one that considers emerging church in a multinational setting—researching communities in the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom. Still, his decision to study ‘organic’ churches means that not every community he investigated self-identifies as an emerging church. More importantly, because Witesel’s methodological approach involved surveying a larger number of communities, he was not able to conduct the long and careful listening that I have called for in this research. Indeed, the ethnographic methods that I employ in my research offer a richer portrayal of emerging church in two distinct settings, focusing on the routine life of these communities and the experiences that those participating in emerging church found meaningful. More is said regarding these ethnographic methods and how they differ from the research of Witesel and others in the below section entitled ‘Participant Observation’, but before turning to this discussion, I first explain my rationale for selecting the specific emerging communities for this study.

Given the parameters of selecting an emerging community in the United Kingdom and an emerging community in the United States, the next task was identifying the

---


189 This cultural and ecclesial diversity is considered in greater detail in chapter six.
two particular cases to study. This selection was guided by the principles of *purposive sampling*, which, in distinction from *random sampling* or *convenience sampling*, allows the researcher to choose a particular case because it demonstrates certain features in which she or he is interested.\(^{190}\) Crucially, though, purposive sampling does not grant blanket approval for any case that is chosen, but rather demands critical evaluation around the particular subject being researched in order to form a basis for the case selection. Consequently, I further detail below my criteria and rationale for choosing the congregations that I did. In doing this, I first identify the two emerging churches I chose as my sites of research. As I highlight the various features of these two congregations, I contrast them with several emerging churches that were not chosen in order to substantiate their selection.

The two churches where I conducted the fieldwork portion of my research were *Novitas* in Wellingham, England and *Common Table* in Springfield, US.\(^{191}\) The first criterion I employed in choosing these communities was whether or not they consider themselves to be a part of the larger emerging church phenomenon. This specific criterion is important, as there are a number of ecclesial communities that exhibit certain emerging church features but do not readily self-identify as an emerging church. An example of this is *Mars Hill Church* in Grand Rapids, Michigan. While this community is at times labelled by others as an emerging church, is highly influential in emerging church conversations, and on some level could be identified as being a part of this nebulous phenomenon, they do not self-identify as an emerging church.\(^{192}\) Conversely, both *Novitas* and *Common Table* consider themselves to be emerging churches and readily identify with the wider emerging church phenomenon.\(^{193}\)


\(^{191}\) Pseudonyms.

\(^{192}\) Thus, the findings of Witesel, Baker, and Duncan, who include *Mars Hill* as a part of their study of emerging church, should be qualified by the fact that *Mars Hill* does not consider itself to be an emerging church.

\(^{193}\) In fact, the leaders in these two churches have published material that links their congregations to this wider phenomenon. For purposes of anonymity, this material has not been cited.
A second and related criterion for selecting _Novitas_ and _Common Table_ as my sites of research was that the wider research community recognized these churches as emerging churches. Indeed, as Gibbs and Bolger have argued, churches can adopt some of the stylistic and aesthetic apparatuses of emerging church, and yet still not be authentically emerging.\(^{194}\) Again, the wider research community has documented the two emerging communities that I selected as my sites of research as being authentic participants in the wider emerging church phenomenon.\(^{195}\) Given the diversity present in emerging churches and the porous nature of the network’s boundaries, the above two criteria represent sufficient grounding for selecting these congregations as sites of research. Yet, there were other important reasons I chose the particular communities of _Novitas_ and _Common Table_, and I now turn my attention towards highlighting these specifics.

Although emerging communities are considered to be more innovative in their expressions of church, they differ in the degree to which they experiment and deviate from the conventions of their predecessors. Due to the experimental nature of some of these churches, volatility and sustainability represent a considerable concern. Often times, the more experimental and unconventional the emerging communities are, the more likely it is that they will either disband or dissolve. Two emerging church situations—one in the US and one in the UK—represent this phenomenon well. Even though both, _Vaux_ and _Axxess_ stood as high profile emerging churches in the early years of the conversation, they have since disbanded and are no longer gathering as a community. Furthermore, exceptionally small and tenuously formed emerging churches are susceptible to the _donut phenomenon_. This phrase was coined to describe the emerging community of _Grace_ during a period of time in which they were receiving considerable attention as a result of their experimentation. To understand the risks involved in researching a community susceptible to this situation, I quote at length the description of the donut phenomenon from their website:
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194 Gibbs and Bolger, _Emerging Churches_, p. 45.

But Grace had become an object of curiosity around the world to those interested in [what was now being called] the emerging church, through the photos on smallfire.org, through the labyrinth, and the blogosphere. The people who did turn up to Grace were from anywhere and everywhere. We began to joke about who had come furthest to a Grace service—often people from Australia and New Zealand, many of whom had met members of Grace through discussions online and were now traveling the world researching the emerging church... And then there were visitors from other places in Britain, lay and clergy, wanting to experience alternative worship, wondering if they could do it themselves.

Someone—maybe Kester Brewin—coined the term ‘donut’ at this time, to describe a typical emerging church predicament in the internet age—impressive media presence and resources, all the appearances of professionalism and success, all generated by very few people—loads of tasty stuff but [almost] nothing in the middle. We embraced our unexpected global mission as a blessing—but it created strains. At times there were more ‘tourists’ than locals. Grace members could find it disturbing, when their worship was subject to semi-detached scrutiny rather than genuine participation. There was no continuity of congregation from one service to the next. The service was effectively a showcase, put on by the team for whoever else might turn up on the night. The planning group was often just two or three people, risking burnout or banality. 196

Although an interesting feature of emerging church, this sort of volatility—where there were at times only one actual Grace member participating in the gatherings—ran the risk of proving problematic for my particular research, and so I therefore inclined away from selecting the highly nebulous communities as sites for conducting fieldwork.

For the above reasons of longevity and stability, I chose to base my case studies in more established and conventional emerging churches like Novitas and Common Table. 197 This is not to argue that sustainability and longevity are essential criteria by which to measure emergence or significance. Indeed, it could be argued that


197 ‘Conventional’ as used here should be understood as relative to other emerging churches and not to the wider Christian community. In other words, even though I am choosing to focus on more conventional emerging churches, this does not imply that these communities would be considered conventional by most ecclesial standards.
certain ephemeral movements have left indubitable marks upon the way in which various communities live out church. Yet, those marks are best measured when one has more distance from their occurrence.

Now that I put forward the rationale for selecting the specific emerging communities to serve as my sites of research, I turn my attention to an examination of the particular methods chosen for generating and analysing the data of this study. In doing so, I evaluate the methods selected in light of the approach to practical theology argued for above, and in the context of other doctoral work that has focused on actual emerging communities.

**Methods for Generating and Analysing Data**

Because this research is designed to produce a thick and robust account of these two emerging communities, and because the knowledge being sought in this study is ideographic in nature, a qualitative approach is needed. Thus, I employ a selection of qualitative methods—including participant observation, semi-structured interviews, and focus groups—in order to generate a deeper understanding of why those in emerging churches left their parent traditions, and what it is they find meaningful in their own communities. Yet, before turning to a discussion of these qualitative methods, I must first consider two critical issues in qualitative research—namely, the issues of reflexivity and research ethics.

**Research Ethics**

When undertaking a study that involves human subjects, the ethical implications of the research should be considered. This is even more important when qualitative methods such as participant observation and in-depth interviews are employed. Because these methods seek to elicit detailed data from communities and individuals—data that has the potential to be personal in nature—ethical precautions must be taken to protect the research subjects.

In order to ensure that those participating in this research would be protected, and in compliance with the policies set forth by the University of Edinburgh’s *Ethics in
Research Committee, I conducted an ethics assessment before beginning the empirical components of this research.¹⁹⁸ In undertaking this assessment, guidelines were established to ensure that participant’s consent was sought, and their confidentiality was appropriately protected. These guidelines required interviewees to give signed consent before interviews. This consent form, which details the aims of the research project, the way the data will be handled, and the voluntary nature of participation, is located in Appendix B. While the consent form states that participants would be anonymised in the research, in order to ensure that their confidentiality would remain protected, it was necessary to anonymise the emerging communities themselves. Indeed, had I not anonymised the emerging communities themselves, a person familiar with these churches could, without much difficulty, ascertain the identity of the individual participants—especially the identity of the leaders in these churches. Anonymising the individual participants in this manner protects their confidentiality, which is critical for this study, since individuals are disclosing their personal experiences in particular faith communities—both the communities from which they emerged and the communities in which they now participate. Thus, in this thesis, I employ pseudonyms for the proper names of these churches, as well as for the various entities such as local cities, other local churches, local cafés, and local affiliated organizations.

Reflexivity

In their work on practical theology and qualitative research, Swinton and Mowat suggest that reflexivity ‘is perhaps the most crucial dimension of the qualitative research process’, impacting every dimension of qualitative research.¹⁹⁹ Defined by Linda Finlay as ‘the project of examining how the researcher and intersubjective elements impact on and transform research’, reflexivity is the critical gaze that researchers turn towards themselves in the qualitative research process.²⁰⁰ This turn towards examining how the researcher impacts and transforms the research calls into question the original claims of the social sciences, which suggested that the

¹⁹⁸ The guidelines for this assessment are located in Appendix A.
¹⁹⁹ Swinton and Mowat, Practical Theology, p. 59.
researcher was to be ‘neutral, cut off, objective’\textsuperscript{201} Whereas these earlier ‘objective’ approaches to research sought to limit or abolish the researcher’s subjectivity or presence in studies, the process of reflexivity seeks to acknowledge and account for the researcher’s biases and presence. Because reflexivity has emerged as a defining feature in qualitative research, those who engage in qualitative enquiries,

now accept that the researcher is a central figure who actively constructs the collection, selection and interpretation of data. [Qualitative researchers] appreciate that research is co-constituted—a joint product of the participants, researcher and their relationship. We realize that meanings are negotiated within particular social contexts so that another researcher will unfold a different story.\textsuperscript{202}

Clearly the above proposals surrounding reflexivity have crucial implications for this project. First, properly situating the researcher within the qualitative research process becomes essential. Second, by engaging in the process of reflexivity, which assumes that the researcher plays a role in the production of data, epistemological questions are brought to the surface—questions about the nature of qualitative data themselves and how one comes to know or understand these data. In this section, I first consider the epistemological position that is taken in this research, and then, following from this, consider the impact that I as the researcher have upon this investigation.

\textit{Epistemological Position}

Social geographer Liz Bondi suggests that generating data through qualitative methods such as interviews and participant observation, which draw upon interpersonal interactions, requires, ‘researchers to use themselves in unique ways since the people with whom they interact are also sentient, feeling human beings’.\textsuperscript{203} Thus, according to Bondi, the data generated through qualitative methods are ‘not so much collected as \textit{produced or constructed or co-constructed}, since ’ both parties are actively involved in the creation of data in the course of their various


\textsuperscript{202} Finlay, “Reflexive Journey,” p. 5.

interpersonal encounters.’ As already noted, this requires researchers to reflexively situate themselves within this data generation process. Yet, this view of data generation also requires researchers to consider the epistemological implications of this perspective.

To assert that the researcher is an active co-constructor of data through the qualitative research process invites a larger conversation around the concept of ‘reality’, and how one comes to access or know this reality. The epistemological position that is assumed in the above discussion of qualitative research and reflexivity is an interpretive constructionist approach. According to Herbert Rubin and Irene Rubin, this approach expects ‘people to see somewhat different things, examine through distinct lenses and come to somewhat different conclusions’ regarding the world around them. They contrast this approach with more positivist positions, which assume that ‘objects and events that researchers study exist independently of people’s perceptions and hence there can be only one version that is true’. Swinton and Mowat make similar distinctions between constructionist positions and positivist positions, suggesting:

Constructivism assumes that truth and knowledge and the ways in which it is perceived by human beings and human communities is, to a greater or lesser extent, constructed by individuals and communities. In distinction from the epistemology of the natural sciences that assumes a more fixed, stable and external reality, this understanding of knowledge does not assume that reality is something that is somehow ‘out there’, external to the observer, simply waiting to be discovered. Rather is presumes that ‘reality’ is open to a variety of different interpretations and can never be accessed in a pure, uninterpreted form.

Therefore, constructionist researchers—instead of attempting to move beyond the various perspectives of participants to arrive at the ‘one version that is true’—seek to elicit from participants the views they have of their world, their activities, and the events that they are experiencing and observing.

---

204 Bondi, “Emotions in Research,” p. 236 [emphasis mine].
206 Rubin and Rubin, *Qualitative Interviewing*, p. 23.
207 Swinton and Mowat, *Practical Theology*, p. 35.
Although an interpretive constructionist position is assumed in the discussions of qualitative research and reflexivity above, this epistemological stance can raise issues for practical theologians like Swinton and Mowat, who maintain discernable distinctions between theology and human experience. As argued earlier, correlational approaches to practical theology, which seek to reconcile theology and human experience, actually reinforce dualistic understandings of the relationship between the two. Thus, for Swinton and Mowat, certain interpretive constructionist assumptions have the potential to conflict with theological assumptions regarding knowledge, truth, and reality. Of particular concern for Swinton and Mowat is the relationship between truth as a series of social constructs, and truth as revealed. This leads them to suggest the method of mutual critical correlation as a way of reconciling interpretive constructionists assumptions with theological assumptions.

In line with the approach to practical theology argued for in this thesis, which seeks to move beyond the dualisms inherent in the correlational approaches, I maintain that ideas about God cannot be disconnected from the social realities that shape them. Thus, theology is deeply embedded within the everyday language, symbols, and practices of ordinary individuals and communities. This deep connectedness means that theology does not exist independent of these embodied expressions. Therefore, the epistemological position of the interpretive constructionist—which assumes that reality is to be accessed through the perspectives of individuals and communities—is most fitting.

There are other reasons for assuming this epistemological position in this thesis. First, the constructionist position aligns well with the way the research question has been framed. When considering what contributions these emerging churches make to their parent communities’ understanding of what it is to be church, I have selected to focus on why those in emerging church left these traditions and what they find meaning in their emerging church communities. Clearly, an epistemological position that assumes the data generated through the research are constructed by individuals
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208 See Swinton and Mowat, *Practical Theology*, p. 76.
and communities is the proper context for addressing this question. Indeed, both the constructionist position and the questions being asked in this thesis privilege the perspectives of those involved in emerging church. Importantly, this means that the perspectives of emerging church participants are drawn upon in this research to construct not only an understanding of these emerging communities, but also to construct an understanding of the parent communities from which these participants emerged.\(^{209}\) Thus, the dialogue facilitated through the adaptation of Schreiter’s mechanism is deeply reliant upon data generated through interactions and interviews with emerging church participants.

A second reason for assuming the interpretive constructionist epistemological position in this research is the emphasis that constructionists place upon culture. According to Rubin and Rubin, ‘constructionists often pay attention to the shared meanings held by those in a cultural arena—a setting in which people have in common matters such as religion, history, work tasks, confinement in prison, or political interest’.\(^{210}\) Indeed, the common expectations and meanings shared by groups of people are of deep concern for constructionist. This focus on locating meaning in these shared perspectives corresponds well with practical theology’s recent turn towards culture. Since the approach to practical theology argued for in this thesis sees culture as a key theological category, assuming an epistemological position that is deeply concerned with the way meaning is formed through culture is fitting. Still, as Rubin and Rubin suggest, asking directly about culture is difficult for researchers since it is often taken for granted and invisible, and thus ‘researchers have to learn about culture by asking about ordinary events and deducing the underlying rules or definitions from these descriptions’.\(^{211}\) This too corresponds well with the approach to practical theology argued for in this thesis (i.e., ‘theology in the vernacular’), which focuses on the everyday life of a community to discover their principal values, interests, practices, and beliefs. As already noted, I employ the qualitative methods of participant observation, semi-structured interviews, and focus groups in an effort to make these discoveries. Yet before turning to a discussion of

\(^{209}\) The perspectives that participants have of their parent communities will be corroborated by other research conducted on the tradition from which they emerged.

\(^{210}\) Rubin and Rubin, *Qualitative Interviewing*, p. 28.

\(^{211}\) Rubin and Rubin, *Qualitative Interviewing*, p. 28.
how these methods were employed in generating data, I first must properly situate myself—as researcher—within the qualitative research process.

*Accounting for the Researcher*

In attempting to account for the researcher in the qualitative process, I follow social geographer Victoria Ingrid Einagel, who argues that ‘researchers never enter the field as neutral or impartial observers but arrive with extensive “baggage” and immediately negotiate complex issues about their positions’. Thus, acknowledging my own partialities and carefully locating my position as a researcher in these communities is essential. When positioning the researcher in a research project, negotiating one’s status as an ‘insider’ or ‘outsider’ is critical. I have already discussed my background and personal history with the emerging church phenomenon in the first chapter of this thesis. While this account makes it clear that I entered the field with some first hand familiarity and sympathy for emerging church, I am certainly not an ‘insider’. This is even truer when considering my relationship with the particular communities I researched, as I had not engaged with either *Novitas* or *Common Table* prior to the commencement of my fieldwork. Still, due to my familiarity and affinity with emerging church and the concerns voiced through these communities, I position myself as a ‘sympathetic outsider’.

My position as a sympathetic outsider in this research project has a direct impact on the data that is generated. While I draw explicit attention to this impact in the below discussions on data generation and analysis, at this point I simply wish to acknowledge that each phase of the research is shaped by this perspective. This means that my perspective as a sympathetic outsider influences the details I noticed in observation, the questions I asked in interviews, and the data I deemed significant in analysis. Furthermore, one should expect that an insider or a more critical outsider, would notice different details, ask different questions, and be concerned with different data generated through this research. In addition to impacting the

---


research through what I see, what I ask, and how I interpret the significance of the data, my very presence in the two communities also shapes the research. As I actively participated in the life of these two communities, their complexions changed as a result. Thus, before moving forward with the description of data generation and analysis, it is important to note that the communities of Novitas and Common Table were uniquely impacted by my presence, and therefore are ‘different’ than they were before or after my involvement. Furthermore, I, as a participant in the life of these communities, was also impacted through the liturgy of these emerging churches and the relationships formed with participants. Consequently I am ‘different’ than I was before my involvement with these emerging churches.

Generating Fieldwork Data

I now turn my attention towards a more detailed treatment of the particular qualitative methods selected for this thesis. As the following discussion of these methods unfolds, I evaluate them in the context of other theologically situated doctoral studies on emerging church. I also continue the process of reflexivity in this section, keeping a critical eye on the role that I, as the researcher, play in carrying out these methods.

Due to the constructed nature of data generated through qualitative research, and the subjective influence that the researcher has on the process, verifying the findings of a study such as this can be difficult. In order to ensure the validity of a qualitative study, and in order to ‘reduce the likelihood of misinterpretation’, educational psychologist Robert Stake suggests that qualitative researchers employ protective procedures, such as ‘redundancy of data gathering’. He identifies procedures such as these as ‘triangulation’, and argues that qualitative researchers seek multiple perceptions in order to clarify meaning and to validate observations and interpretations. Thus, employing multiple qualitative methods in a single research project becomes an important way for qualitative researchers to bring validity to their findings.

---

Given the importance of triangulation in qualitative research, it is not surprising to see a similar combination of qualitative methods being employed by other researchers investigating emerging church. For example, of the eight theologically situated doctoral studies locating their research in actual emerging communities, all but one employ a similar combination of qualitative methods to generate data. Karyn Wiseman’s research, which focuses on the liturgical spaces of emerging churches, stands as unique in this regard. She relied exclusively on survey questionnaires, phone interviews, and website analysis to generate data. Instead of participating in the life of a community, or engaging in direct observation, Wiseman bases her findings on survey results from forty-five emerging communities in the United States. By analysing this data, she determined that smaller emerging communities use coffee houses or private homes for their worship gatherings, whereas larger emerging communities adapt traditional worship spaces or empty warehouses for their liturgical gatherings. Wiseman selected four emerging congregations from the questionnaires to serve as models, and further profiled them, drawing on data generated through phone interviews with community leaders and analysis of their websites.

As already argued, a focus on embodied, everyday practices of emerging communities is needed for this research, therefore exclusively relying upon methods such as survey questionnaires, phone interviews, and website analysis to generate data is not suitable. Instead, I have selected a combination of participant observation, semi-structured interviews, and focus groups to generate the data for this research. Since a similar combination of qualitative methods are also employed by the seven remaining doctoral studies, in the narrative that follows, I distinguish the manner in which these methods are utilised in this particular thesis. Before turning to this narrative, I must note that other researchers such as Tony Jones, Corey Labanow, and Steve Taylor did select to conduct surveys in order to better understand the demography of the communities they studied. For this thesis, I selected not to conduct surveys such as these for several reasons. First, I did not wish to draw undue attention to myself as a researcher during my participation, and
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conducting a survey would have certainly highlighted the presence of a researcher. Second, given the porous boundaries of emerging communities, attempting to map the demography of a floating population would have been difficult and time consuming compared to value gained. For instance, at what point is an individual considered to be a community participant? Is participation to be based upon a listserv or attendance? If it is attendance, how often and which gatherings must someone attend in order to be considered a participant? Instead this research sought to get a snapshot of the life of the community as it is lived with those who happen to be there during the extended time of observation.

Overview of Research in Two Communities

In January 2009, I embarked on a three-month engagement with the Novitas community as a participant observer. A short three weeks after returning from this emerging church, I re-entered the field—arriving at my second site of research with the Common Table community at the end of April 2009. This second stint lasted for three and a half months. While the data generation procedures outlined in the following sections apply to both of these contexts, my engagement with two different sites of research raised several issues that need to be addressed at this point. First, this particular project does not represent a strict comparison between the two communities, but rather exists as multidimensional approach to the emerging church phenomenon. As such, I was cautious not to go too far in interpreting my experience at Common Table through the lens of Novitas. Nevertheless, when first arriving at Common Table, I inevitably found myself making natural comparisons between the two and therefore I drew upon this tendency as an aid in surfacing several of the commonalities necessary for constructing a more comprehensive portrayal of the wider emerging church phenomenon. Even while doing this, I remained vigilant not to ‘unfairly’ critique Common Table by the subjective standards established through my experiences with the Novitas Community. Second, despite the lingering temptation towards unhelpful comparisons, I did observe that my level of assimilation into Common Table was greatly aided by the common cultural and ecclesial experiences that I, as an American, shared with the participants. Still, the
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217 In particular, many of the potentially ‘unfair’ comparisons resulted from the fact I was comparing my first month of fieldwork at Common Table, with my final month of fieldwork at Novitas. Naturally, my level of assimilation and ‘comfort’ in the final month of a project such as this was markedly stronger than in the first month.
effect of this commonality presented a double-edged dilemma for my research. Constructively, the deeper level of familiarity aided me in clearly identifying the key ecclesiological influences of this community, as well as the particular ecclesiastic and cultural elements against which they were reacting. Conversely, my familiarity with this context also had the potential to limit my ability to notice subtle anomalies and ‘below the surface’ details which would appear more pronounced to a less familiar observer. For this reason, when engaged in the early stages of participant observation at Common Table, I relied upon an approach similar to the one that was employed in my participation in the Novitas community. I now turn my attention towards an account of this common approach. Where differences between the procedures carried out in the two sites of research occur, I note this in the account.

**Participant Observation**

Upon initially entering each emerging community, I engaged in a period of familiarization facilitated through the methodology of participant observation. This was done in order to acquaint myself with the ‘overall culture, the rules, meaning, and values that underlie and guide behaviour’ within each church before beginning the interview process.218 Through participant observation, which continued throughout the duration of my fieldwork, I endeavored to identify the ‘taken-for-granted’ assumptions of each community, as well as the norms or values that seemed contradictory.219 Additionally, I considered how the rituals, liturgy, stories and language that these churches drew upon to form meaning related to the wider Christian community.220 Crucially, my experience as a participant was not limited to the formal gatherings of the two churches, but also included informal gatherings, social activities and encounters via electronic media as well.

Seven of the theologically situated doctoral studies on emerging church also employed some form of participant observation in the data generation process. Yet,
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218 For the significance of this process prior to interviewing participants, see: Rubin and Rubin, *Qualitative Interviewing*, p. 46.

219 Rubin and Rubin, *Qualitative Interviewing*, p. 46.

220 The precise questions I developed before going into the field, which guided my time as a participant observer, are located in Appendix C.
only four of these studies take an ethnographic approach in applying this method.\footnote{\textsuperscript{221}} According to John Van Maanen, ethnographic studies provide a rich description, which requires extended time in a particular setting to produce. He argues,

\begin{quote}
The result of ethnographic inquiry is cultural description. It is, however, a description of the sort that can only emerge from a lengthy period of intimate study and residence in a given social setting. It calls for the language spoken in that setting, first-hand participation in some of the activities that take place there, and, most critically, a deep reliance on intensive work with a few informants drawn from the setting.\footnote{\textsuperscript{222}}
\end{quote}

While Taylor, Labanow, Morgan, and Steele do take an ethnographic approach to emerging church in their studies, they do not consider emerging church in a multinational setting. As already noted, Labanow and Morgan focus on emerging churches in the U.K., Taylor focuses on an ‘alt-worship’ community in New Zealand, and Steele focuses on emerging churches in the U.S. This thesis provides an ethnographic study of emerging communities in two distinct contexts—the U.K. and the U.S. As also noted, only Whitesel considers emerging church in a multinational context, but due to the number of cases he studies, his consideration is not ethnographically based. My research is ethnographically based—giving the periods of lengthy study, residency, and first-hand participation needed to provide a thick cultural description of these two emerging communities. This ethnographically based method was also required given the approach to practical theology argued for above. If the type of reflection called for in this thesis is concerned with theology that is embedded in the everyday language and symbols of these communities, then spending extended time understanding the language and activities in emerging church is essential.

I relied upon field notes in order to maintain detailed accounts of the observations made during these gatherings. This practice was informed by the work of Robert M. Emerson, Rachel I. Fretz, and Linda L. Shaw.\footnote{\textsuperscript{223}} Because the ethnographic nature of

\begin{flushright}\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{221} Taylor, “New Way of Being Church”; Labanow, “Challenges of Reconstruction”; Morgan, “Emerging Eucharist”; Steele, “Missiology of Emerging Church”.
\end{flushright}
participant observation ‘involves both being with other people to see how they respond to events as they happen and experiencing for oneself these events and the circumstances that give rise to them’, writing field notes was not a passive activity whereby I simply recorded ‘the facts’ of what happened. 224 On the contrary, the recording of field notes became a wide-ranging endeavour, in which I actively processed the various encounters, attempting to make sense of the many thoughts, observations, conversations and questions that were emerging through my participation. 225 Because reflexivity is a crucial element of this process, I was careful to situate myself in the writing of these field notes. I also set aside a portion of field note recording process to attend to questions about my own thoughts and emotions that surfaced during the research. These field notes not only became important sets of data when it came to analysing the communities of Common Table and Novitas, but they also served as a helpful resource in developing questions for the in-depth interviews. I now turn to this portion of the empirical research, outlining the selection of interview participants and the development of the interview schedules.

Semi-Structured Interviews

Since many of the features of emerging church and questions surrounding emerging communities were equally applicable to both contexts, the approach taken in the interviewing stage in Novitas and Common Table were notably similar. As such, when describing the methodological development of the interviews, I have both communities in mind. Again, where there were differences in my approach between the interviews in Novitas and the interviews in Common Table, I note this and give my rationale for the variance.

After seven weeks of participant observation in the Novitas community, I initiated the interview stage of the research. For Common Table this timeline was accelerated—primarily because I drew upon my experiences in Wellingham in order to inform my research in Springfield. As such, I initiated the interviewing stage after only four weeks of participant observation at this latter site. The interviewees in

224 Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw, Ethnographic Fieldnotes, pp. 2, 8.
225 The template used for each field note entry is located in Appendix D. Again, this template was designed based upon the stages outlined by Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw, Ethnographic Fieldnotes, pp. 19-28.
each church were selected in order to provide a diversity of perspective. In conducting seven in-depth interviews in the Novitas community and six in-depth interviews in the Common Table community, I was deliberate in choosing (1) a mixture of male and female interviewees; (2) a mixture of interviewees who had a partner and interviewees who did not; and (3) a mixture of interviewees who had been a part of the community for a sustained period of time and those who had only begun participating. This was done in order to gain the perspectives of various types of members. These interviews involved both community leaders and participants. They were semi-structured in nature and designed to be between forty-five minutes to one hour in length—although some lasted up to seventy-five minutes. The primary aim of these interviews was to elicit how those within the communities of Novitas and Common Table conceived of themselves, their beliefs, their practices, their mission, their relationship to other Christian communities and their relationship to the wider culture. This method of qualitative enquiry relates well to the approach to practical theology argued for above. Specifically, the type of theological reflection adopted for this thesis—‘theology in vernacular’—requires a careful listening to how those without specialized training in theology attempt to express and live out their Christian commitments. Thus, conversing with emerging church participants about their own ‘everyday’ efforts to be church provides a clear avenue to achieve these aims.

I relied upon an interview schedule in order to guide the conversation between the respondents and myself.\textsuperscript{226} The schedules were comprised of nine categories of questions. The headings to each category were designed as a guide for the interviewer in order to give broad aim to the particular line of enquiry found within the questions that followed. Because there were instances when an interviewee’s response to one question (or sub-question) would also address the material being sought in another question (or sub-question), not every question was directly asked in every interview. Furthermore, the interview schedules were slightly altered for the interviews conducted with the leaders of the two communities.\textsuperscript{227} This alteration

\textsuperscript{226} The participant interview schedules are located in the appendices of this thesis. See Appendix E and Appendix G.

\textsuperscript{227} These leader interview schedules are also located in the appendices of this thesis. See: Appendix F and Appendix H.
primarily entailed changing the phrasing of certain questions, but it also involved adding additional sub-questions. The rationale for employing slightly different interview schedules was two fold. First, because the leaders—as leaders—directed and guided these communities, they occupied a more prominent shaping role. As such, a certain rephrasing of the questions was necessary to account for their more intentional engagement with *Novitas* and *Common Table*. Second, because the leaders of these two communities had undergone formal theological and ministerial training, I was able to ask more direct ecclesiological questions. Even so, the overall aim of each question remained the same for both participants and leaders.

As anticipated, my fieldwork in Wellingham proved beneficial in not only allowing me to accelerate the research timeline in Springfield, but it also provided a template from which to formulate the questions for the interview schedules used in the *Common Table* community. Because many of the features of emerging church and the questions surrounding emerging communities were equally applicable to both contexts, I was able to utilize the interview schedule employed in the *Novitas* community for the interviews conducted in the *Common Table* community with only a few minor adjustments.228 These adjustments were made primarily for two reasons. First, changing the details—such as city names and community activities—was necessary in order to reflect the *Common Table* context. Second, the schedule was also cut short in order to allow more flexibility in pursuing other lines of inquiry that surfaced throughout each interview. Indeed, as I critically reflected upon my fieldwork in Wellingham, the most significant facet of my research methodology that needed to be addressed was the interview schedule. Ultimately, the interview schedule contained too many questions for the time that had been allotted. This resulted in the interviews becoming ‘a race against the clock’, and therefore I had little freedom to follow interesting points of discussion for fear of running out of time. Even with the concern of running out of time in mind, there were several interviews with the *Novitas* participants in which the conversation diverged such that the engagement with the final category of questions was crucially underdeveloped. Consequently, for the *Common Table* interviews, I pared down the number of sub-

228 For a comparison of the two interview schedules and a detailed rationale for the adjustments made, see Appendix I and Appendix J.
questions in the schedule in order to allow more freedom to respond to the individual interviewee’s insights—resulting in an interview that was more faithful to the semi-structured approach chosen.

*Focus Group Validation*

Finally, at the conclusion of my time with each community, and after an initial analysis of the data generated, I conducted a focus group interview with six of the community participants. I will say more about the focus group procedures and outcomes in the following chapters, but for now I simply wish to emphasize that the focus groups I conducted served to validate and nuance the research findings. ²²⁹ In the three chapters that follow, I develop a thick description of the two emerging communities based upon the data generated through participant observation and interviews. Because the description in these chapters substantially rests upon this empirical research, giving an account of the particulars surrounding the cataloguing and analysis of the data is essential. The final section of this chapter gives an account of how the data from the field was handled.

*Treatment of the Data from the Field*

As already indicated in the above discussion of practical theology, a central focus of this discipline has been about moving beyond dichotomist conceptions of theology and human experience. This becomes particular crucial when considering how to treat the qualitative data generated through this research. Other doctoral studies on emerging church have also given specific attention to this question. For instance, Labanow, in his research on emerging church, draws upon correlational models of practical theology in order to navigate the relationship between theology and the human sciences. ²³⁰ Specifically, in his treatment of the data, Labanow employs Tracy’s mutual critical correlation model—relying on the ‘the Chalcedonian pattern’ of the relationship between Christ’s divinity and humanity outlined earlier to give theology logical precedence over the social sciences. ²³¹ As I have already suggested, this approach tends to reinforce the distinctions between theology and human

²²⁹ For more details on the focus group validation procedure and outcomes see chapter four page 174.
²³¹ See the above sections on the emergence and evolution of critical correlation and the challenges of contemporary correlational models.
experience, and thus correlational models such as this are not employed in the
treatment of the qualitative data in my research.

Tony Jones, in his research on emerging church, also eschews correlational models
of practical theology, and instead employs an approach that relies upon a
‘transversal’ understanding of rationality. Jones locates this particular
understanding of rationality between modernist forms of foundationalism and
postmodernist forms of extreme relativism—arguing that this form of rationality,
while not privileging one paradigm over another, is able to account for the diverse
aspects of competing paradigms such as theology and the social sciences.
Drawing on van Huyssteens, Jones argues that ‘rationality really works in more
contextual and pragmatic ways than previously assumed’ and asserts that, ‘whether
in scientific or theological research programs, rationality is local, experiential, and
communally determined’. According to Jones, this localized and communally
determined understanding of rationality creates ‘epistemological overlap’ in the
research process, which become ‘dialogue points’ where social scientists and
theologians can speak meaningfully to one another. While not strictly a
correlational approach, by seeking points of dialogue to adjudicate between the
competing paradigms, Jones’ treatment continues to perpetuate the perceived divide
between theology and data generated through social analysis.

Again, as argued above, the approach to practical theology chosen for this thesis
insists upon the deep connectedness between theology and practice, and that the
practices of the communities studied are themselves bearers of theology. Thus, the
qualitative data generated through the above social scientific methods is treated as
theological data in this analysis. Steve Taylor, in his research on an alternative

232 In arguing for a ‘transversal rationality’ approach to practical theology, Jones draws upon the work
of Calvin Schrag and J. Wentzel van Huyssteens. See: Calvin O. Schrag, The Resources of Rationality: A
Response to the Postmodern Challenge (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1992); and J. Wentzel
van Huyssteens, The Shaping of Rationality Toward Interdisciplinarity in Theology and Science (Grand
worship community in New Zealand, also takes this approach. Arguing that ‘the concrete actions of a Christian community are meaningful, value-laden and thus an expression of theology’, Taylor sees validity in ‘the task of articulating theological meaning through the reading of ecclesial practices’.236 While his treatment of the qualitative data mirrors my own, Taylor’s research focused on only one community, and took place in a different context (New Zealand) from this current research (United Kingdom and United States).

Index of Data

In my three-month engagement with the Novitas community as a participant observer I had forty-one distinct encounters with the community—and with community members—in various settings. I also conducted seven in depth interviews with both community leaders and participants. By the time I left the Wellingham site of research on 4 April 2009, I had collected and catalogued one artefact (welcome bag); nine audio or video files that were used by the participants during their worship gatherings; six documents that contain the data of the various websites associated with Novitas and Fulcrum Café;237 six documents pertaining to the activities of the community that were collected while I was on site; fifty-seven emails that were sent to those subscribing to the Novitas email list;238 forty-one field note documents that represent the distinct encounters I had with the Novitas community; one video I recorded that documents the physical space of the Fulcrum Café; eighty-three photos of the city, the Fulcrum Café, and the Novitas community that I either personally took or collected from other online sources while on site;239 seven audio recordings of the in-depth interviews conducted while on site;240 and seventeen pieces of

237 Fulcrum Café is the city centre home of Novitas and serves as the place where the community gathers on Wednesday evenings.
238 This collection of emails does not include ‘private’ correspondence between myself and other Novitas participants.
239 Since my method was that of participant observation, I was conscious not to draw undue attention to myself as a researcher during any sanctioned or informal gathering. Thus, I decided not to take photographs while participating, and as a result I did not take pictures of the community worshipping, socializing, etc. Nevertheless, I was able to glean photos of the community engaging in these practices from various online sources.
240 Approximately six month following the completion of fieldwork at Novitas, I made one return trip to Wellingham in order to conduct a focus group designed to validate and nuance my initial findings. This audio recording has also been collected and catalogued alongside the rest of the Novitas data.
literature produced by the community that have been electronically scanned into PDF formats.

After returning from Wellingham, I re-entered the field, arriving at my second site of research in Springfield on 27 April 2009. For the next three months, I engaged with the Common Table community as a participant and researcher, where I had thirty-one distinct encounters, conducted six in-depth interviews with community members, and facilitated one focus group with the participants to validate and nuance my preliminary findings. Since this was my second site of research, I was able to draw upon and adapt many of the methodologies of research that guided my participation in Wellingham. At the conclusion of my research in Springfield on 4 August 2009, I had collected and catalogued twenty-three audio files that were used by the participants during their gatherings or represented a recording of those gatherings, twenty-one documents that contained the data of the various websites associated with Common Table, fourteen documents pertaining to the activities of the community that were collected while I was on site, twenty-seven emails that were sent to those subscribing to the Common Table email list, twenty-one field note documents that represent the distinct encounters I had with the Common Table community, three videos I recorded that document the physical spaces occupied by Common Table, sixty-two photos of the city of Springfield and the Common Table meeting spaces that I either personally took or collected from other online sources while on site, six audio recordings of the in-depth interviews conducted while on site, and one audio recording of the focus group I conducted at the end of my time in Springfield.

Analysis of Data

The above material was imported into the qualitative data analysis program NVivo, where it was coded and analysed. Although there were a number of initial questions that guided my time as a research participant and interviewer, instead of using these questions to develop theoretical constructs for analysing the material, I took an inductive approach to the data, developing a portrayal of the two emerging

241 Similar to the Novitas Fieldwork, this collection of emails did not include ‘private’ correspondence between myself and other Common Table participants.
communities through ‘bottom-up coding’. This method of coding is more in line with the interpretive constructionist position that informs my overall qualitative approach—particularly the aspects of the research that attempt to elicit the views and perspectives that community participants have of their own ecclesial life. As such, my analysis began with the data generated through interviews and field notes. I systematically examined this material, identifying specific words, phrases and themes in that data and then coded these to free nodes. The free nodes were then grouped together by theme into clusters and—by converting them into tree nodes—a coding structure emerged. This coding structure allowed me to see the data in a manageable form in order to develop a profile of each community. In the development of this profile, I drew upon data such as audio and video files, photographs, emails, artefacts, documents, websites, and community literature in order to augment the initial analysis. The findings that contributed to these community profiles were then arranged in an interview schedule and presented to focus groups made up of community participants in order to validate this stage of the research.

The findings from this analysis were then drawn together to form an initial description of the two emerging churches. While this initial description provided a helpful introduction to these communities, a richer, more detailed presentation of the data was needed in order to offer the thick portrayal called for in this thesis. Thus, I revisited the data generated through this research, developing a separate coding structure in order to answer particular questions. Tree nodes, corresponding to the questions being asked of the data, were then created in NVivo. These nodes covered the history and development of these communities, the material culture of these communities, the personal narratives and profiles of community members, the theological conversations and debates that surfaced in these communities, the worship gathering of these communities, and the traditions from which these communities emerged. I then returned to the interviews, field notes, audio files, video files, websites, artefacts, and community literature, coding the data to the appropriate nodes. This new analysis of the data was then combined with the initial analysis to produce a thicker, richer portrayal of these two emerging churches.

242 For more information on this procedure, see: Carl F. Auerback and Louise B. Silverstein, *Qualitative Data: An Introduction to Coding and Analysis* (New York: New York University Press, 2003), pp. 135-137.
present these findings from the field, detailing the *Novitas* community in chapter four and the *Common Table* community in chapter five. Before turning to this presentation however, I first establish an ecclesial context for these two communities by outlining the history and development of the wider emerging church phenomenon in the following chapter.
Chapter 3: History and Development of Emerging Church

In this chapter I trace the history and development of the wider emerging church phenomenon—situating the communities of Novitas and Common Table within this account. Since these communities are located in the United Kingdom and the United States, the following narrative focuses specifically on the development of emerging church in these two contexts.

Precursory Literature on Emerging Church

In his research on emerging churches in the United States, Josh Packard argues that the spirit and ethos of emerging churches today can be traced back to the 1970 publication of The Emerging Church by Bruce Larson and Ralph Osborne. Packard recognizes several contemporary emerging church emphases in Larson and Osborne—specifically drawing attention to three ecclesial principles that surface in this text. First, in choosing the designation ‘emerging church’ Larson and Osborne are promoting ‘neither a return to some idyllic golden age of the church or any particular “right” conception of how church should be in the future’. On the contrary, Larson and Osborne are suggesting that ‘the Church is in a process, moving toward a fulfillment of its calling’. Packard suggests this interpretation of church ‘inherently guards against static statements or arrangements’, and ultimately places the resistance of institutionalization at the very core of Larson and Osborne’s understanding of church.

A second emphasis that Packard detects in the 1970 text The Emerging Church—which he connects back to expressions of emerging church today—is Larson and Osborne’s continual (and explicit) contrasting between their concept of emerging church and the experiences these two authors had in more traditional and institutional

---


245 Larson and Osborne, Emerging Church, p. 11.

246 Since ‘resisting institutionalism’ is the primary lens that Packard uses to interpret contemporary emerging churches, this observation fits well with his analysis. Packard, “Organizational Structure,” p. 61.
forms of church.\textsuperscript{247} This juxtaposing of emerging church with traditional or institutional forms of church is something that Packard sees being clearly present in contemporary expressions of emerging church as well. A similar juxtaposing can be seen in Robert Warren’s 1995 work \textit{Being Human, Being Church}.\textsuperscript{248} In this text, which Packard does not examine, Warren distinguishes ‘emerging church’ from ‘inherited church’, in his attempt to differentiate between a church poised for the challenges of postmodernity (‘emerging church’), and a church better fitted for the structures of the modern period (‘inherited church’).

Returning to Packard, his final analysis of the similarities focuses on what he identifies as ‘a reliance on integration as opposed to differentiation’ found in the language of both Larson and Osborne, and in the language of contemporary emerging church participants. By comparing data generated through his research with the writings of Larson and Osborne, Packard found that ‘either-or’ distinctions were frequently jettisoned by both groups in favour of a stated preference for ‘both-and’ approaches.\textsuperscript{249}

While Packard’s comparisons between contemporary expressions of emerging church and the 1970 Larson and Osborn text \textit{The Emerging Church} surfaces a number of noteworthy parallels, drawing a direct link from this work to the individuals and communities associated with the present emerging church phenomenon is problematic. There is little evidence to suggest that early emerging church participants were even aware of Larson and Osborn’s work, much less drawing upon it as a resource or guide.\textsuperscript{250} In fact, even Packard himself recognizes that the 1970s text \textit{The Emerging Church} was not among the more widely read

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{247} Packard, “Organizational Structure,” p. 61.
\textsuperscript{249} Packard, “Organizational Structure,” p. 61.
\textsuperscript{250} Similar comments could be made in regards to Robert Warren’s \textit{Being Human, Being Church}, although Ian Mobsby does recognize this text as being influential in the formation of the emerging community \textit{Moot} in London. Eddie Gibbs and Ryan K. Bolger, \textit{Emerging Churches: Creating Christian Community in Postmodern Cultures} (London: SPCK, 2006), p. 291.
\end{flushleft}
foundational texts for those involved in the current emerging church phenomenon. In this thesis, I follow the research of Eddie Gibbs, Ryan K. Bolger, Matthew Guest, Steve Taylor, and Bryan D. Spinks, locating the genesis of contemporary emerging church phenomena in Sheffield, England’s experimental *Nine O’clock Service* (NOS). Even if NOS was not the first alternative worship group, researchers regularly trace the origins of postmodern worship back to this collective—with Gibbs and Bolger actually identifying it as the ‘first emerging church’.  

**Emergence and Influence of the Nine O’clock Service**

Following a series of ‘renewal’ gatherings in Sheffield in the fall of 1985—led by the southern California Vineyard Movement leader John Wimber, and hosted by St. Thomas Crooke’s Anglican Church—Robert Warren, the vicar of St. Thomas, convinced the members of the recently established *Nairn Street Community* to begin leading a church service on Sundays at 9:00pm, with the aim of reaching young adults between the ages of eighteen and thirty. The *Nairn Street Community*, led by Chris Brain, was comprised of approximately thirty people ‘who lived a common life, sharing incomes and discussing religion and the Bible’. Brain quickly became the leader of this new service (NOS) and was ‘ordained on a fast track’. Yet, soon after the inception of NOS, the service (and the community that emerged from it) lost all discernable links to St. Thomas, and without supervision or oversight, a cult-like climate developed within NOS, leading to its ultimate collapse in a highly publicized sex scandal in 1995. Still, the influence and impact that NOS had on the formation and shaping of emerging church is unmistakable.

---

251 Despite the absence of a direct link between Larson and Osborn and contemporary emerging church phenomena, Packard maintains that ‘many of the founding ideas and concepts, such as the emphasis on active participation over passive consumption, and equality and ability over training and credentials, were present in the early 1970s’. Packard, “Organizational Structure,” pp. 61-62.
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255 Spinks, *The Worship Mall*, p. 32.


Through their contribution to the Greenbelt Festivals in the late 1980s and early 1990s, NOS’s highly creative liturgies—which drew heavily from the forms of music, dance, video and style found within British club culture—began gaining wide recognition amongst individuals who would go on to participate in and lead emerging communities in the U.K. For instance, early emerging church leaders in the U.K. like Paul Roberts (Resonance, Bristol), Andy Thornton (Late Late Service, Glasgow), Sue Wallace (Visions, York), Mal Calladine (Tribal Generation, Sheffield), Simon Hall (Revive, Leeds), and Ian Mobsby (Moot, London) were all directly influenced by their encounters with NOS. Sue Wallace helpfully explains how these experiences with NOS served as an impetus for the emergence of similar alternative worship communities in the early 1990s:

NOS was a catalyst (either directly or indirectly) for people to see what was possible for multimedia worship. Seeing the Nine O’clock Service at Greenbelt in 1988 was an inspiring and life-changing moment. Our ideas of what worship should look, sound, and feel like were turned on their heads by seeing this amazing, loud, multimedia service that at the same time was deeply worshipful.

This contextualized worship experience had a similar impact on Simon Hall, who wrote:

I was a fairly regular twenty-year-old Christian, continuing to live in a dualistic world of Graham Kendrick’s music and a group named the Cure, somehow managing to balance my life outside the church (the darkly beautiful world of goth and Indie) with the very different environment within the sacred walls. The walls fell down that summer [at the Greenbelt Festival in 1988], and I knew there was no way back for me: no way that I could ever again eagerly expect the latest Vineyard songbook, no way that I could live the enforced lie that my church was relevant. I was ruined. Many people my age and older saw in NOS a hope for a different kind of church.

Not only does this comment by Hall demonstrate the deep and lasting influence NOS had on future emerging church participants, but it also highlights the particular ecclesial context out of which those impacted by NOS were emerging. With references to ‘Graham Kendrick’s music’ and the ‘Vineyard songbook’, Hall


259 Sue Wallace quoted in: Gibbs and Bolger, Emerging Churches, p. 86.

260 Simon Hall quoted in: Gibbs and Bolger, Emerging Churches, pp. 84-85.
signifies his background in the more charismatic and evangelical wings of the churches. According to Spinks, both the music of prolific songwriter Graham Kendrick and ‘Vineyard Music’ (i.e., the music that arose out of Wimber’s Association of Vineyard Churches and the dozens of albums produced under the Vineyard label) were prevalent forms of charismatic worship in the U.S. and the U.K.\textsuperscript{261} That many of these alternative worship groups arose out of the charismatic (and evangelical) wings of the churches is affirmed by Jonny Baker, Doug Gay, and Jenny Brown in their work on alternative worship. Even though these groups were highly influenced by other worship traditions—traditions that Baker, Gay, and Brown loosely define as ‘catholic’—these authors maintain that many of the individuals participating in alternative worship came from ‘the mainstream of charismatic-evangelical Christianity’.\textsuperscript{262} In fact, according to Matthew Guest and Steve Taylor, it is the participant’s disillusionment with evangelicalism that turns them towards alternative worship—which they perceive to be ‘a post-modern response to the shortcomings of mainstream evangelicalism’.\textsuperscript{263} Guest and Taylor go on to explain just how alternative worship offers those participating a preferable substitute to specific evangelical shortcomings:

Most notably, these have included a reaction against the evangelical preference for the spoken word; a tendency towards ‘paternalistic’ authority structures; a tendency to exclude those who do not conform to conventional social mores or theological perspectives; and a persistent habit of avoiding engagement with cultural and technological innovations. In response, alt.worship groups, while far from uniform, share a general mission strategy centred on forms of Christian worship that are culturally aware and which challenge the boundaries of faith by exploring spiritual experience, while creating communities that are supportive and affirming of those whose identities are frequently labelled as ‘other’ by the evangelical mainstream.\textsuperscript{264}

As NOS’s reputation expanded, so did their influence—which virally spread beyond those early emerging church participants who had directly encountered their services,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{261} Spinks, \textit{The Worship Mall}, pp. 91-124.
  \item \textsuperscript{263} Guest and Taylor, “Post-Evangelical Emerging Church,” p. 50.
  \item \textsuperscript{264} Guest and Taylor, “Post-Evangelical Emerging Church,” pp. 50-51.
\end{itemize}
to inspire a number of other individuals in the nascent emerging church phenomenon. Dave Tomlinson (*Holy Joes*, London), whose text *The Post-Evangelical* expressed the ecclesial and theological attitudes of many within emerging churches, wrote, ‘We knew of NOS in those days and greatly admired what they were doing, though none of us had ever been there. But they were an inspiration’. New Zealander blogger and emerging church chronicler, Andrew Jones ([www.tallskinnykiwi.com](http://www.tallskinnykiwi.com)), who was working in California during NOS’s rise in prominence, echoed Tomlinson’s account, saying, ‘I had heard about it when I was doing rave worship in California and was inspired by the fact that the Brits were actually doing it’. As a result of reports such as these, and through the influence of other alternative worship communities in the U.K., North American emerging church participants began to see parallels between what was taking place in the U.K. and what was taking place in the U.S. In fact, Tony Jones, the former national coordinator for *Emergent Village* and current theologian in residence at *Solomon’s Porch*, an emerging community in Minnesota, was first exposed to the emerging developments in the U.K. through Johnny Baker (*Grace*, London). Baker, an exponent of alternative worship, who locates his influences in the Greenbelt Festival and Glasgow’s *Late Late Service*, was involved with several youth conferences in the U.S. It was there that he introduced U.S. youth leaders to an interactive labyrinth that he had been using in alternative worship gatherings in the U.K. According to Tony Jones, Baker’s ‘influence was immediately felt’ within the emerging church networks in the U.S.—not only as a result of his labyrinth exhibition, but also because of his internet presence as one of the early emerging church bloggers.

---

265 Dave Tomlinson, *The Post-Evangelical* (London: Triangle, 1995). For an account of how Tomlinson’s vision for a post-evangelical church that will allow space for individuals to think through matters of faith in relation to their experiences has intersected with alternative worship groups, see: Guest and Taylor, “Post-Evangelical Emerging Church,” 49-64.


**Organic Development Facilitated Via the Internet**

Crucially, Jones’ reference to Baker’s presence on the internet reveals just how powerful this medium was in the formation and development of emerging church.

As John Drane explains:

> The emerging church would certainly not be what it now is, were it not for the worldwide web that has facilitated the organic growth of an international network of individuals and groups who are exchanging ideas about it on a daily basis. Indeed, without ready access to this form of instant communication, the emerging church may not exist at all.\(^{272}\)

Kate Simcox, whose research focuses on how participants in the emerging church phenomenon use online weblogs to form their conceptions of God outside existing forms of Christianity, offers a poignant anecdote that helps demonstrate the abundant and reflective nature of emerging church conversation taking place on the World Wide Web. In the early stages of her research, after searching the internet for months for words to describe ‘individuals constructing alternatives to church as most people understand it’, Simcox ‘somewhat randomly’ entered a search for ‘emerging church’ and was ‘overwhelmed’ by the result.\(^ {273}\) Even though she had never encountered the term *emerging church* before, her search revealed an overwhelmingly ‘complex network of connections and discussions’ occurring in interactive online spaces. Simcox was struck by ‘the insightful, activist, evocative, artistic, and self-reflexive sagas that gushed forth’, and by the daily endeavors of the participants ‘to come to know and make relevant the Christian faith in a time of relativism and cultural instability’.\(^ {274}\) Researching emerging church in a North American context, Simcox highlighted the early influence that websites like *Emergent Village* ([www.emergentvillage.org](http://www.emergentvillage.org)), *The Oooze* ([www.theooze.com](http://www.theooze.com)), and *The Next Wave* ([www.the-next-wave.org](http://www.the-next-wave.org)) had on emerging church participants. She recognizes that these websites (and others) ‘have been essential to emerging church development because they provide a communication network to mobilize the efforts of the movement’.\(^ {275}\) While Simcox also engages with international blogger Andrew

---


\(^ {273}\) Kate D. Simcox, “Performing Postmodern Christian: Communication in the Emerging Church and the Renegotiation of Divine Knowledge” (PhD Diss., Bowling Green State University, 2005), p. 56.


\(^ {275}\) Simcox, “Performing Postmodern Christian,” p. 63.
Jones (www.tallskinnykiwi.com), the majority of her analysis remains focused around the U.S. websites. Yet, similarly influential websites, such as Small Fire (www.smallfire.org) and Emerging Church Info (www.emergingchurch.info), existed in the U.K., and served a similar function—connecting those involved in the early expressions of emerging church throughout the U.K. and the West.

**Structural Development of Emerging Church**

Even though the internet had organically facilitated this ecclesial conversation between various youth orientated individuals and groups on either side of the Atlantic, the origins and development of emerging church in the U.S. followed a slightly different trajectory than emerging church in the U.K. While alternative worship groups such as Grace (London), Late Late Service (Glasgow), Visions (York), The Third Sunday Service (Bristol), and Vaux (London), were forming across Britain in the early to mid nineties, prominent evangelical youth leaders such as Doug Pagitt, Brad Cecil, Andrew Jones, Chris Seay, and Mark Driscoll began gathering with one another to discuss the postmodern shifts taking place within American culture.276 During this period, a small number of Christian leaders from across the U.S., most of whom were under the age of thirty, began interacting with one another through a sequence of conferences and gatherings sponsored by The Leadership Network—an association committed to identifying, connecting and helping ‘high-capacity Christian leaders multiply their impact’.277 Tony Jones, in his doctoral research on emerging church, has identified this initial gathering of leaders under the umbrella of The Leadership Network as the first of three stages in the development of emerging church.278

---

The Young Leaders Network

Jones situates the origins of emerging church in the U.S. against the backdrop of thriving evangelical mega-churches, who, by the early 1990s, had established ‘a strong foothold in the suburbs’.279 Yet, in spite of this success, the leaders of these mega-churches became concerned in the mid 90s that younger generations of Christians, who had left their congregations during their university years, were not returning to church as (it was assumed) older generations had. Jones explains:

a contingent of the most influential mega-church pastors had noticed a trend that, in their opinion, GenXers were not following the Baby Boomer pattern of dropping out of church in college, only to rejoin church when they married, settled in the suburbs, and had children. Whether this was actually a trend among Baby Boomers is disputed, but it was at least the assumption of these suburban mega-church pastors. GenXers raised in the church were indeed dropping out of their parents’ churches in college, if not before, but they were not coming back to church in their twenties.280

In response to this, some evangelical mega-church pastors turned to The Leadership Network for help in deciphering and addressing these perceived trends. According to Jones’ research, in 1997 The Leadership Network hired Doug Pagitt, a youth leader from a prominent evangelical church in Minnesota, to form and lead a ‘Young Leaders Network’.281 Paggit then spent the next two years traveling the U.S., seeking to locate and learn from the more innovative pastors working with younger generations of Christians. The group of young leaders he assembled during this process, which included Tony Jones (Solomon’s Porch, Minneapolis), Mark Driscoll (Mars Hill Church, Seattle), Dan Kimball (Vintage Faith Church, Santa Cruz), and Brian McLaren (Cedar Ridge Community Church, Spencerville, MD) became the nucleus of the emerging church phenomenon in the U.S.282

Although linked together under the auspices of The Leadership Network, the individuals that Pagitt assembled to form The Young Leaders Network quickly found themselves in disharmony with their parent organization. Jones attributes this

279 Jones, “Relational Ecclesiology,” p. 44.
280 Jones, “Relational Ecclesiology,” p. 44
tension to the theological and philosophical explorations of those who made up The Young Leaders Network. Whereas The Leadership Network had chosen to avoid theological issues in favour of addressing more pragmatic and practical concerns that churches faced, those participating in The Young Leaders Network were engaging the work of post-liberal theologians, such as Stanley Hauerwas, George Lindbeck, and Hans Frei, and postmodern philosophers like Jacques Derrida, Richard Rorty, and John D. Caputo.283 These explorations, and the ‘abrasive’ way they manifested themselves in public events hosted by The Young Leaders Network, sat uneasily with many in The Leadership Network, causing tensions between the two entities.

Josh Packard also situates the U.S. emerging church phenomenon against the backdrop of mega-churches in the 1990s, noting how emerging communities developed out of their dissatisfaction with particular aspects of these larger congregations. He suggests that,

> Despite the massive and growing popularity of [mega-church] congregations, some people were left unsatisfied by this manifestation of church. Although it offered an alternative to traditional worship services, it did not offer an alternative way of doing church. The Emerging Church grew out of a response to this kind of consumeristic, leader driven, ‘seeker-sensitive’ approach to church.284

Although various attempts were made to repair the strained relationship between The Leadership Network and the younger leaders who had grown dissatisfied with mega-churches, these never succeeded. Thus, those participating in The Young Leaders Network morphed into an organization called the Terra Nova Project after Pagitt left The Leadership Network to start an emerging community in Minneapolis (Solomon’s Porch).285 According to Jones, A New Kind of Christian, Brian McLaren’s best selling book,286 was ‘released under an imprint of Leadership Network in 2001’, and
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285 Jones, “Relational Ecclesiology,” p. 46. See also: Gibbs and Bolger, Emerging Churches, p. 32. For an excellent insider’s account of the transitions that took place during this period see Jones, New Christians, pp. 41-51.
that marked ‘the last official partnership’ between *The Leadership Network* and those individuals who would later become the founding members of *Emergent Village*.287

**Emergent Village**

The formal parting with *The Leadership Network*, the formation of *Emergent Village*, and the popularity of Brian McLaren’s *A New Kind of Christian*, all combine together in 2001 to signify the beginning of Jones’ second stage in the development of the emerging church phenomenon in the U.S. In his research, Jones identifies several key features that characterize this second phase. First, he notes the rise in prominence of emerging church within American evangelicalism and beyond. Jones illustrates this increase in attention by noting that,

Brian McLaren was given a regular column in *Leadership*, a *Christianity Today International* periodical, and his books were analyzed in a series of articles in the parent publication. Another article, this time highlighting Doug Pagitt and *Solomon’s Porch*, appeared on the cover of the *New York Times* in 2004, and Tim Keel and *Jacob’s Well* appeared on the *Christian Century*’s cover in 2006. International speaking engagements followed for many of the leaders of *Emergent Village*, as well as those tangentially connected to the movement.288

A second feature that characterized this stage in the development of emerging church was the rising importance of *Emergent Village*. After stabilizing by the early 2000s, this organization emerged as a nucleus for not only the core group of participants who had migrated from *The Young Leaders Network*, but also for the wider North American emerging church phenomenon—with the nomenclature ‘emergent church’ often replacing ‘emerging church’ in United States ecclesiastical parlance.289 Jones, in his research, highlights the well-attended national conferences put on by *Emergent Village*.

---
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Emergent Village also established an organizational presence in the U.K. through Brian McLaren’s visits to conferences in London at the invitation of Jason Clark in 2001. In 2003, Clark, a Vineyard Church pastor, became the point person for Emergent-UK, a sister network to Emergent Village. Through this alliance, and through Clark’s consultation with emerging participants in North America, emerging communities in the U.S. and the U.K. continued their mutual influence on one another.

A final feature in what Jones describes as the second stage of emerging church development was the distancing of some evangelicals in the U.S. from the ‘emerging church’ appellation in reaction to the more progressive theology espoused by those appropriating the ‘emergent’ nomenclature. Jones sees specific examples of this occurring in Mark Driscoll’s leaving of Emergent Village and his subsequent denunciation of the group, as well as Christianity Today International’s negative appraisal of many of the works being produced by Emergent Village leaders.

John Alan Duncan and Terrance Steele also recognize this rupture in their research, and have suggested that different strains of emerging church evolved as a result. While acknowledging that emerging church insiders and emerging church observers see these variations differently, Steele places the divergent strains of emerging church into two broad categories, ‘emerging evangelicals’ and ‘emergents’. Steele argues that although the former group remained evangelical in their theology, they distinguished themselves from other evangelicals through ecclesiological and missiological adaptations—with the aim of ‘attracting members of the emerging
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culture through contextualizations of the gospel and methodological changes.\textsuperscript{296} Duncan, drawing on categories established by Baptist missiologist Ed Stetzer, labels this group as ‘relevants’ or ‘reconstructionists’.\textsuperscript{297} He suggests that ‘relevants are often theologically conservative and focused more on updating worship styles, preaching styles, and leadership models than reshaping theology’, and ‘reconstructionists are essentially theologically evangelical but dissatisfied with the evangelical church’, leading them to question the current forms of evangelical ecclesiology.\textsuperscript{298} As for the ‘emergents’ classification, Steele argues that those in this category self-identified as emergent churches and not only differentiated themselves from other evangelicals in their ecclesiological and missiological adaptations, but also in their theology. Duncan labels this group as ‘revisionists’, and like Steele, argues that those in this strain ‘question key evangelical doctrines’—such as the substitutionary theory of the atonement.\textsuperscript{299} Furthermore, researchers such as Scott Bayder-Saye recognized a notable ‘post-evangelical’ accent within much of the emerging church experience, noting how various emerging communities—particularly those located within the non-denominational ranks—embodied ‘a conscious reaction against evangelical theology and subculture’.\textsuperscript{300}

Presently, there is little evidence that ‘emerging evangelicals’ are intent on retaining the ‘emerging’ appellation, and as Jones has argued, many evangelicals abandoned this label during the second stage of the development of emerging church. Still, as these departures were occurring amongst evangelicals, those within the U.S. mainline churches were becoming more aware of emerging church. Young leaders within Protestant denominations such as Presbyterian Church (USA), the Episcopal Church, and the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America began linking together under the

\textsuperscript{296} Steele, “Missiology of Emerging Church,” p. 100.
\textsuperscript{298} Duncan, “Critical Analysis,” pp. 44-45.
\textsuperscript{299} Duncan, “Critical Analysis,” p. 45.
emergent umbrella, developing denominationally specific cohorts like
Presbymergent, Anglimergent, and Luthermergent.\(^{301}\)

This movement from the evangelical wings of the churches into the protestant mainlines—along with the replacing of Emergent Village’s board of directors with the next generation of leaders—marks the beginning of the third (and current) stage of development within emerging church. Beginning in 2009, this stage has, according to Jones, seen emerging church woven ‘into the very fabric of American Protestantism, making it less noticeable, but just as powerful, as a movement’.\(^{302}\)

Thus, as the influence of emerging church spreads and diversifies, core characteristics of this phenomenon, such as an evangelical heritage, are becoming less perceptible. In fact, in a recent Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life survey, ‘Emergent church’ in the United States was identified as a non-denomination church group in the mainline protestant tradition.\(^{303}\) Although this classification fails to acknowledge the evangelical heritage of emerging church, it is not without warrant, as a notable portion of these communities appropriate a mixture of liturgical rites, ecclesial practices and theological paradigms from mainline protestant traditions.

**Novitas and Common Table**

In the next two chapters, I provide a thorough depiction of the Novitas and Common Table communities. Yet, before turning to an in-depth portrayal of these emerging churches I first provide the ecclesial context for Novitas and Common Table, locating them within the above narrative.

**Novitas**

Properly situating the Novitas community within the wider emerging church phenomenon requires a cursory excursion into the recently developed *Fresh Expressions* initiative. This project, which began in 2004, exists as a collaborative partnership between the Church of England and the Methodist Church of Great

---

302 Jones, “Relational Ecclesiology,” p. 49.
Though the formation of *Novitas* predates the formal advent of *Fresh Expressions* by three years, the latter serves as an important framework for interpreting this emerging church. Even so, I wish to be cautious here in the way that I employ *Fresh Expressions* as a paradigm for interpreting *Novitas*. In my own research, I do not recognize a one-to-one correlation between ‘fresh expressions of church’ and ‘emerging church’—most notably because of the institutional origins and hierarchical modus operandi of the former. Indeed, the relationship between the two entities is interlaced with apprehension arising from incongruent expectations and sympathies between the two. Nevertheless, *Novitas* is a *Fresh Expressions* initiative and exploring this community through the *Fresh Expressions* lens provides a suitable, although incomplete, profile.

Convened during 2002 in response to an already existing array of innovative forms of church that were emerging within the Church of England, a new working group was commissioned to assess these experimental forms of church. The assumption guiding this group suggested that the parochial system, while still a vital component of the Church’s mission, no longer adequately addressed the diverse needs of contemporary culture. Following the language of Archbishop Rowan Williams, the working group insists that the inauguration of *Fresh Expressions* does not signal an end to the parochial system in England, but rather points to a ‘mixed economy’ of established church and emerging church.

It is clear to us that the parochial system remains an essential and central part of the national Church’s strategy to deliver incarnational mission. But the existing parochial system alone is no longer able

---


fully to deliver its underlying mission purpose. We need to recognize that a variety of integrated missionary approaches is required. A mixed economy of parish churches and network churches will be necessary, in an active partnership across a wider area, perhaps a deanery. In addition, our diverse consumer culture will never be reached by one standard form of church.  

In cataloguing these new forms of church, the Mission-Shaped Church working group identified the following types of ecclesial communities as ‘fresh expressions’ of church: Alternative Worship Communities, Base Ecclesial Communities, Café Church, Cell Church, churches arising out of community initiatives (both out of community projects, and the restructuring or re-founding of an existing church to serve a community), multiple and midweek congregations, network-focused churches (churches connecting with specific networks), school-based and school-linked congregations and churches, Seeker Church, traditional church plants, traditional forms of church inspiring new interest (including New Monastic Communities), Youth Congregations.  

These fresh expressions of church are varied and represent a miscellaneous constituency of ecclesiastical communities—many of which I quickly distinguish from emerging church. Because Fresh Expressions is in some way seeking to make room for the concept of church outside parochial structures, it can become a ‘catch-all’ term for any non-parish based initiative. As a result, many of the distinctive features associated with emerging church are lost. Still, the working group identified a number of features that were common in these entities, and have meaningful overlap with emerging churches. These features include the appropriation of small groups for relational development, the forsaking of a Sunday morning gathering, the employment of networks to connect people and a post-denominational makeup of the congregation.

As indicated earlier, Novitas is a Fresh Expressions initiative, and of the various types of fresh expressions of church identified by the Mission-Shaped Church report, ‘Alternative Worship’ represents the strongest stream of influence within this

---

308 Mission Council, *Mission-Shaped Church*, p. 44.
emerging community. In the following chapter, I illustrate the influence that alternative worship had on *Novitas* through the profile of Dave—one of the founding participants in the *Novitas* community. In the remainder of this section I further highlight the relationship between alternative worship groups and emerging church in the U.K. Many of the features explored here will resurface in the description of the *Novitas* community in the following chapter—linking that emerging church community with the wider emerging church phenomenon.

According to Baker, Gay, and Brown, alternative worship is a moniker that signifies a collection of innovative and experimental forms of worship that seek to engage church with contemporary culture in a contextual manner. Steve Taylor’s research on alternative worship argues that these communities ‘seemed to explore more participatory, creative and culturally connected approaches to faith and worship’. He continues:

> The aim was said to be a form of worship and church fully authentic to what the participants were as people and fully reflective of the postmodern culture in which participants lived their everyday lives. Such a definition is thus a claim for the enculturation and embodiment of Christian faith, with specific reference to a popular postmodern cultural context.

Notoriously difficult to locate due to their postmodern suspicion of labels and categorization, these alternative worship communities share a high degree of affinity with emerging church phenomena. For instance, the features of alternative worship groups listed below were highlighted in the Mission-Shaped Church and

---

310 A secondary stream of influence is café church. While the leaders and participants of *Novitas* do not consciously draw upon any café church literature or point to any prototype community as influential, there are still a number of café church features present (e.g., gathering around small tables, having drinks and ‘nibbles’ available at the start, allowing people sit and talk as opposed to standing while speaking, and the emphasis on interacting rather than being a spectator). Mission Council, *Mission-Shaped Church*, p. 50.
311 See: chapter four, pages 138-140.
315 Mission Council, *Mission-Shaped Church*, p. 44.
could equally serve as key descriptors for both Novitas and other emerging churches in the U.K.

- They are significantly populated by people departing from existing church.
- They express a strong desire to be different.
- They are among the most vocal in their repudiation of existing church.
- They have, thus far, not demonstrated long-term stability.
- They are quite clearly not an evangelistic attempt at being culturally relevant.
- They are not some form of ‘seeker service’ for the artistic.
- They are not an attempt to re-socialize people back into ‘real’ church.
- These groups have a remarkably strong sense of community.\(^\text{316}\)

Other researchers of emerging communities in the U.K. have also highlighted the similarities between emerging church and alternative worship groups. Although John Hall sees alternative worship as a fad, he posits that it was a precursor to ‘youth church’, which later took on the label ‘emerging church’.\(^\text{317}\) He argues that ‘the alternative worship constituency was not very large but it was one more reaction to the failure of the Church to come to terms with the changes in secular culture and an expression of the personal disillusionment of the leaders in the movement.’\(^\text{318}\) This reaction to the perceived failures of the church is also present in emerging communities such as Novitas.\(^\text{319}\) Janine Paden Morgan sees overlap between alternative worship and emerging church as well, arguing that ‘clearly, the values of [alternative worship] are shared by and have shaped emerging churches in the U.K., so much so that it is difficult at times to distinguish the two.’\(^\text{320}\) According to Morgan, the main distinction lies in the fact that alternative worship groups tend to


\(^{317}\) Hall writes: ‘When I began this study people spoke of youth churches. During the period of study the terminology changed to “niche church” and, at the time of writing, the description growing in popularity was that of “emerging church”.’ John Hall, “The Rise of the Youth Congregation and Its Missiological Significance” (PhD thesis, University of Birmingham, 2003), p. 391.

\(^{318}\) Hall, “Youth Congregation,” p. 203.

\(^{319}\) See: ‘Patterns of Emergence’ section in chapter four.

be event-centred in nature, whereas emerging churches tend to be centred on the ongo- ing life of the community. In the following chapter, I develop a description of the Novitas community that not only demonstrates the significant overlap between alternative worship groups and emerging church, but also demonstrates these distinctions that Morgan references—focusing particularly on the communal life of this emerging church.

**Common Table**

Because the origin and development of the Common Table community bore a striking resemblance to the above history and development of the North American emerging church phenomenon, a close consideration of the corollary relationship between the two will serve as a helpful mechanism for ecclesiastically situating the Common Table congregation.

Even though the initial gatherings of the Common Table community did not commence until 2005, the ecclesial networks that helped give shape and support to this new emerging church materialized in the United States in the mid 1990s. As indicated in the above section on the structural development of emerging church, a small number of Christian leaders from across the country, most of whom were under the age of thirty, began interacting with one another through a sequence of conferences and gatherings sponsored by The Leadership Network. Although initially linked with one another through the efforts of the Leadership Network, these younger pioneers continued to coalesce around a number of different organizational entities throughout the late 1990s, with a core group of participants first morphing from the Young Leaders Network to form the Terra Nova Project, and then eventually coming together to birth the Emergent Village.

Crucially, during these seminal years of the Emergent Village, Mike—a leading participant in the founding of the Common Table community who at the time was a pastor for youth at Shelbyville Community Church—experienced a significant level of involvement with this network. In chapter five I further develop Mike’s early involvement in this network and the impact it had on the formation of Common
Presently, the connections Mike and Common Table maintain with Emergent Village ‘are pretty informal and through friendships’. Nevertheless, Mike revealed that he did see a continuing impact from Emergent Village on his community, acknowledging that ‘the emergent movement is big enough that we have somebody at least once every three months sort of come [to Common Table] because they're looking for an emergent church in Springfield’.323

Yet beyond Common Table’s early and on-going connection with Emergent Village, there are other relevant parallels between this community and the wider emerging church phenomenon. As the section outlining the narratives of community participants in chapter five shows, those taking part in Common Table shared a common ecclesiastical heritage—which links them to the account of the wider emerging church.324 As the above narrative indicates, those participating in emerging church characteristically come from conservative, evangelical, and charismatic churches.325 In harmony with these evaluations, a majority of participants and leaders in the Common Table community clearly located their ecclesiastical heritage in the above traditions—even if they found themselves reacting strongly against them at times. While I explore this in more detail in chapter five, Joe, a Common Table participant, summarized the nature of this common heritage well. When I asked him if he considered Common Table to be within the evangelical stream of the wider church, Joe laughingly responded, ‘I think if I didn't it would be somewhat denial—I mean, I think a lot of our community has come from that stream.’326 He continued his observation by saying, ‘I think that the way that we

322 Mike, interview by author, Springfield, 16 July 2009, Mike transcript, turn 42.
323 Mike, turn 42.
324 See: chapter five, pages 220-237.
326 Joe, interview by author, Springfield, 13 July 2009, Joe transcript, turn 36.
talk about the commitment to the faith can only be something that would be defined as somewhat evangelical.327

Yet, despite this evangelical heritage—or indeed as a result of this evangelical heritage—participants in *Common Table* often exhibited a high degree of pessimism when it came to evaluating certain elements within these wings of the church. Those penetrating evaluations are also explored in chapter five, and serve as a crucial attribute in further allying this community with the wider North American emerging church phenomenon—namely, the ‘post-evangelical’ accent that Bayder-Saye recognized within the non-denominational ranks of emerging churches. Furthermore, just as many of the early emerging churches in the U.S. arose out of a clear dissatisfaction with mega-churches that populated the North American ecclesial landscape, so too did the *Common Table* community. Again, this dissatisfaction is illustrated in the section outlining the narratives of *Common Table* participants in chapter five.328 While emerging church remains a diverse collection of individuals and ecclesial entities, the qualities described above help situate both the *Novitas* and the *Common Table* communities within the wider emerging phenomenon. I now turn my attention to the task of developing a thicker description of each of these emerging churches.

---

327 Joe, turn 36. In the interview, Joe qualified his understanding of what he meant by ‘evangelical’, by distancing himself from descriptions that would link this term with ‘being born again’ and focusing more upon the afterlife. Instead, he said that he and the participants of *Common Table* ‘would understand ourselves, in reclaiming the word “evangelical”, to be those who are committed to their faith, to think that it is vital for life in the community of God, and vital to the world, vital to the future of the world—the future of the real material world as well.’

328 See: chapter five, pages 220-237.
Chapter 4: Depiction of Novitas

In this chapter I offer a thorough depiction of the Novitas community by describing this emerging church’s ecclesial contexts and historical development, its weekly patterns, its physical and online spaces, its worship gatherings, the profiles and personal narratives of its participants, and the community’s core practices. Although this portrayal is based largely upon my fieldwork data—unfolding in thick detail the numerous community attributes that I observed as a participant, and the various perspectives of group members that were generated though interview encounters—portions of the material also rely upon Novitas’ own self-description as found within a mixture of published sources and websites.

Overview of the Novitas Community

This portion of the chapter constitutes a narration through the formation and development of Novitas, as well as an introduction to particular individuals who have aligned themselves with this emerging community. The below portion also describes in detail the shared spaces and collective practices of this church. Since the particulars relating to the early life and growth of this emerging church lie distantly beyond my own empirical research into this community, I will, out of necessity, be deeply reliant upon published accounts of Novitas’ story and interview material from founding members. Conversely, when describing the weekly rhythms, the shared practices and the physical spaces of this community, I primarily draw upon my own field notes and research reports.

The Ecclesial Context of Novitas – History and Development

Following a review by the Church of England’s Wellingham archdeacon, which identified a need for more innovate models of worship relevant to younger, city centre dwellers, Dave, an evangelist with the Church Army was commissioned in 2001 to serve as a City Centre Missioner, with the aim of pioneering new forms of church in this urban context. The community formed from this joint effort between the Church Army and the diocese of Wellingham was Novitas. According to Dave, establishing and leading this community:

was the job which I was given when I moved to Wellingham. So I was employed eight years ago to explore new ways of being church in
the city centre… So yeah, it was what I was employed to do and as Novitas has evolved, I’ve been the figure head throughout the years.  

Significantly, the *Mission-Shaped Church* report concluded that the single most influential factor in determining the emergence and development of various fresh expressions of church was the element of leadership. Indeed, many of the fresh expression initiatives observed by this working group resulted primarily from the pioneering efforts of a single individual. The origin of Novitas attests to the veracity of this finding, as Dave’s role in the formation of this community was decisive.

When Dave arrived in Wellingham, he became reacquainted with a young couple he had met only once before. Prior to Dave’s arrival, this couple (Barbara and her partner) had been gathering around a dining room table in their city centre flat, asking, ‘What does it mean to be a Christian? What does it mean to try to follow Christ in this culture… now—who we are, where we are?’ Dave and his partner joined in those conversations around the dining room table, and the discussions continued to ‘grow and progress’ through the autumn of 2001 as the two couples met weekly on Wednesday evenings. Through gradually inviting new people to join in these ecclesiological conversations, Novitas was born—and Wednesday nights would persist as the primary time during the week that this emerging community would meet.

In early 2002, Novitas began meeting for public worship, with their initial gathering being held on a Sunday evening in the Wellingham Cathedral. Designed to forge a sacred space in the centre of Wellingham for young city centre dwellers, this experimental service was well received and resulted in the development of a monthly worship gathering on Sunday nights. A core group of twenty to twenty-five

---

329 Dave, interview by author, Wellingham, 2 April 2009, Dave transcript, turns 10, 12.
331 Barbara, interview by author, Wellingham, 18 March 2009, Barbara transcript, turn 35.
332 Barbara, turn 37.
333 There were also contextual reasons for establishing Wednesday night as the time for the primary weekly meeting. See the below section *Initial Overview of the Weekly Rhythms of the Community*.  
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participants also emerged through this worship gathering, and they continued to meet on a weekly basis on Wednesday evenings for both worship and discussion. Over the next several years, this core group would gradually grow, with gatherings being held in a city centre parish church. Following a worship service that Novitas led for the participants at Greenbelt in 2003, accounts about this emerging church began to spread, and the community witnessed a marked increase in involvement, reaching approximately sixty core participants by that autumn. During these early years, the Novitas community sought to engage with the city centre art culture through various events such as a monthly film night—where, following a screening, the spiritual dimensions of a film would be discussed. The Novitas community was also involved with Wellingham’s Mind, Body, Spirit Fair, offering to pray for the fair’s participants. The core make-up of the community did not always remain consistent during this time, and would fluctuate between a nucleus of twenty individuals and a nucleus of fifty individuals.

A key shift in the life of the Novitas community began in 2004, when Ethan, a Methodist circuit minister, was sent to Wellingham by the Methodist Church of Great Britain. Arriving with ‘a completely blank sheet of paper’, one of the first things that Ethan did was ‘to see what was already going on in the city centre’. Finding Novitas to be ‘one of those things [going on in the city centre]’, Ethan ‘became immediately a part of the community’, with the original thought that Novitas would be a place where he could ‘hang out’, and it could be his community while he attempted to ‘carry on with stuff’. After a few weeks however, Ethan realized that the Christian community he sought to develop in Wellingham would have been very similar to Novitas and thus approached Dave about an ecumenical partnership. Given the covenant relationship that the Church of England and the Methodist Church of Great Britain entered into in 2003, Ethan saw the importance of this partnership with Novitas, and looked forward to ‘being able to work as a team to be able to achieve more’. Dave agreed with this sentiment and invited Ethan to join a leadership team made up of Novitas participants, which had been established

335 Ethan, turn 20.
336 Ethan, turn 22.
to help guide the community. According to Ethan, the key impact of this partnership was the development of the Fulcrum Café.

Housed in the basement of the Methodist Central Hall (located in the city centre of Wellingham), the Fulcrum Café began as a night café. Operating from late Saturday night through early Sunday Morning, this night café was designed to be a safe place for city centre club-goers to land after a Saturday night out. The Novitas participants initially led this café, and its activities included DJs, live music, and film showings. According to Ethan, the engagement with the night café encouraged Novitas participants to ‘refocus and rethink their role’ in the city centre, and as they considered ‘what it was for them to be church’, their involvement in the Fulcrum Café sharpened the ‘missional dimension’ of this emerging community.\footnote{Ethan, turn 22.} However, in the years between the establishment of the night café and my own involvement with the Novitas community, a number of key developments took place that notably shaped the relationship between the café and this emerging church.

First, as the night café became more established in the city centre, the majority of volunteers who oversaw its operations shifted from those who belonged to the Novitas community to those who belonged to the wider, city centre arts community. Second, as more people became involved in the night café that operated in the basement of the Methodist Central Hall, the overall activities surrounding this space grew, and Fulcrum developed into a fully functioning city centre café—with daily hours of operation, a sizeable food and drink menu, and paid staff. While still led by Ethan, the Fulcrum Café also began hosting its own film discussions, art exhibitions, game nights and other community service activities. As a result of this, two very distinct communities began forming around Novitas and the Fulcrum Café, each with a different ethos, set of values, and relationship to the Church. The tensions surrounding this dynamic created fertile soil for fruitful inquiry into the Novitas community and it remained a crucial component in my field note entries, interview questions and focus group presentation. A third development—taking place within the Novitas community—was the migration of the weekly worship gathering from
the city centre parish church to the *Fulcrum Café*. This migration occurred in several stages. First, when the core participants of the *Novitas* community began experimenting with smaller meetings—breaking into three smaller groups that met on Wednesday nights—one of those groups, led by Ethan, chose to gather in the *Fulcrum Café* space. Then, as the *Novitas* community chose to re-gather into a single group, those participating in the two groups that met in the nearby city centre parish church, relocated to the café space, and *Fulcrum* has served as the home of the *Novitas* weekly gatherings ever since.

Significantly, the two distinct communities that formed around *Novitas* and the *Fulcrum Café* did maintain a degree of association with one another. However, this connection was primarily facilitated through Dave and Ethan’s mutual involvement in the different communities. Even though Dave focused his efforts on leading the *Novitas* community, he would routinely involve himself in café specific activities. For instance, during my participation with *Novitas*, Dave coordinated the rotating art installations for the *Fulcrum Café*. Likewise, while Ethan focused most of his attention on the café operations, he was also noticeably involved in the weekly worship gatherings of the *Novitas* community. Yet, beyond the involvement of these two, there was no sustained overlap between the communities during my participation.

Not only did Dave and Ethan serve as the primary point of connection between the *Novitas* community and the *Fulcrum Café*, they also provided the primary link between this emerging church and the churches sponsoring them—namely the *Church of England* and the *Methodist Church of Great Britain*. As an ordained minister in the *Methodist Church*, Ethan saw himself as being accountable to this denomination. Dave, a candidate for ordained ministry in the *Church of England*, had similar accountabilities to his denominations. Indeed, when asked in an interview about the relationship that this emerging community has with the wider church, Ethan highlighted these very connections. He remarked, ‘I think inevitably

338 He also had responsibilities as Methodist minister to attend circuit meetings, and this brought him into regular contact and dialogue with his colleagues who were ‘all coming from the traditional perspective’. Ethan, turn 36.
because Dave is part of the Anglican Church and I'm part of the Methodist Church, that what I do, I'm under the discipline of the Methodist Church’. 339 Expounding upon this relationship, Ethan continued, ‘I think we want to be true to the roots of that and respect that and be grateful—recognizing that actually we are only here because of them, and they fund us, and Novitas isn’t independent from that’. The relationship between Novitas and the sponsoring churches goes beyond funding however, and accountability structures have been put in place through the establishment of a steering group. Dave described the nature of this steering group, reporting that:

For the past seven years we've had a steering group, which has had changing membership. At the moment, it's current incarnation has someone from the Anglican Diocese, someone from the Methodist Church, someone from Liverpool [who] is a part of an emerging church service, an ordained person there, [and] someone from the Methodist Central Hall. I think that's it at the moment.340

Noting that he, Ethan, and a Novitas participant were also a part of this steering group, Dave said that it served as ‘a place of accountability’ and ‘a place for us to ask questions’. 341

In addition to funding and accountability, Novitas also inherited certain ecclesial practices from their sponsoring churches. For instance, due to their relationship to the Methodist Church and the Church of England, the Anglican and Methodist traditions heavily influenced the assumptions about Christian baptism in this community. Thus, although there were reports of debates that took place concerning the nature and place of this practice in Novitas, when actual baptisms did occur, they were carried out within the framework established by the sponsoring churches.342 Dave remarked that, ‘for us, [baptism] was a formal entrance into the sponsoring churches—so the Anglican Church and the Methodist Church’, and thus, ‘the person wasn't baptised, you know, into Novitas, they were baptized into God's church’.343

339 Ethan, turn 58.
340 Dave, turn 56.
341 Dave, turn 56.
342 For an example of the debate surrounding baptism in the Novitas community, see the below section on space for theological exploration and discussion.
343 Dave, turn 30.
Although the community of *Novitas* has maintained a degree of fluidity in their structure and participation since 2001, the current manifestation of this emerging church showed certain signs of stability during my participation—with the community being comprised of approximately fifty individuals who were predominately between the ages of twenty and thirty-five.\(^{344}\) These individuals live scattered throughout the city of Wellingham and in surrounding communities. Yet, during my participation with this emerging church, an announcement occurred that signalled a future change was in store for this community. Both Dave and Ethan made known to the community their plans to leave *Novitas* later in the year, as both would be transitioning to different posts within their respective denominations. Even though the more tangible ramifications of their exits were not observable during my participation—since both Ethan and Dave remained with the communities during the entire time I was there—one crucial aspect of the proposed transition warrants mention. Both the *Novitas* community and the *Fulcrum Café*, along with the churches sponsoring them, decided that jointly hiring a single individual to lead both the café and the emerging community was preferable to hiring two separate individuals—one to replace Dave and one to replace Ethan. This decision was based, in part, on the recognition of the discontinuity existing between the *Fulcrum Café* and the *Novitas* community. Thus, the two communities sought to hire one individual—a Methodist or Anglican minister—who would help facilitate the coming together of these two groups.

**The Principal Patterns of the *Novitas* Community**

As demonstrated through the above description, the community of *Novitas* has experienced a significant amount of variability in their structures and participation since they began in 2001. In 2009, I began participating in this emerging church, and this section of the chapter offers an overview of the activities that took place during my time with *Novitas*.

---

\(^{344}\) These details are approximated based upon my observations as a participant. Since no demographic survey was conducted, I relied upon impressions formed early in my research and then corroborated these impressions through a more intentional investigation. The age range of those involved corresponds with other research on emerging church and alternative worship groups in the United Kingdom. See Paul Roberts, *Alternative Worship in the Church of England*, Grove Worship Series, vol. W 155 (Cambridge: Grove Books Limited, 1999), p. 3.
Initial Overview of the Weekly Rhythms of the Community

At the centre of Novitas’ congregational life was the weekly gathering, and unlike the practice of many existing churches, the weekly gathering for this community was on Wednesday evenings. This modification resulted primarily from the contextualization process that occurred at the origins of Novitas. Because of the transient quality of city centre dwellers, where weekends are often reserved for travel and leisure, the architects of Novitas decided that a mid-week gathering would more suitably accommodate. Although these weekly gatherings followed a four-week cycle in which the participants engaged in distinct activities on different Wednesday nights, there was a general motif and pattern to these times that clearly surfaced during my participation with the community. To be specific, Wednesday evenings at Novitas more often resembled a religious education course or a postgraduate discussion group than a worship gathering, with the primary elements of the night routinely being learning and dialogue. While creative and experimental components—such as recitations of The Jesus Prayer, painting, ambient music, releasing sky lanterns, humorous or provocative video excerpts and contemplative walking through the city streets—permeated the liturgical portions of this gathering, they were inevitably accompanied by substantial measures of discussion. This discussion would be generously peppered throughout the programmed portion of the evening, giving those taking part in the rituals the opportunity to explore and question what they were engaging, and these discussions would often continue at the local pub the community participants went to following their formal time together.

In addition to the weekly gathering on Wednesday night, there was a small band of Novitas participants—typically between four and ten individuals—who gathered on Sunday evenings in a local parish church for a quiet prayer and meditation service, and once a month a group from Novitas conducted a multi-generational service for participants with children.

Many of the community’s activities and initiatives took place in the city centre at the Fulcrum Café—which, as noted above, was located in a converted space in the basement of the Wellingham Methodist Central Hall. Although led by a combination of volunteers and staff, paid employees oversaw the majority of the work. The café served the purpose of being both a place for the Novitas community to gather for their weekly meetings, as well as a place to focus their mission into the
city through art exhibitions and other community service activities such as the *Night Café*. Beyond the sanctioned meetings described above, there were a number of informal social gatherings that took place throughout the week. These would range from meeting to view a film at the cinema to a night out at a karaoke bar. Much of this was facilitated through spontaneous announcements at a formal gathering or through an email listserv to which the community participants subscribe.

**Physical Space of Novitas**

Before turning to a description of the physical spaces of the Novitas community, an introduction to the significance of ecclesiastical space in general—as well as an introduction to the contours of various venues chosen by emerging churches—is necessary for providing a helpful context for interpreting what follows. While this thesis does not take up the use of physical space in these communities as its chief theme, neither does it neglect critical investigations into the use of physical space, pretending as though such inquiries possess little significance in the understanding and interpretation of churches. As Jeanne Halgren Kilde suggests, ‘the material world is far from neutral’ and material objects and physical spaces can articulate and maintain a great deal of ecclesiastical meaning.\(^{345}\) In interpreting the significance of ecclesiastical space, I affirm her assertion that worship spaces go far beyond simply providing a setting in which rituals and liturgies are enacted, and actually significantly contribute to the meaning of the rites themselves—shaping the community’s practices by ‘facilitating some activities and impeding others’.\(^{346}\) Beyond these promoting and limiting influences of physical and material arrangements, there exists a wide number of ways to understand and interpret the use of ecclesiastical spaces. Other examples from Kilde’s work include: (1) focusing the attention of participants on the divine, (2) mediating relationships between the community members and God, (3) demarcating the community and designating hierarchy, (4) teaching both insiders and outsiders about Christianity, and (5) communicating certain messages about the community worshiping in the building to the community at large.\(^{347}\)

---

\(^{345}\) Jeanne Halgren Kilde, *Sacred Power Sacred Space: An Introduction to Christian Architecture and Worship* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), p. 199. In this particular quote, Kilde is specifically addressing the power relationships that exist within churches.  

\(^{346}\) Kilde, *Sacred Power Sacred Space*, p. 3.  

\(^{347}\) See: Kilde, *Sacred Power Sacred Space*.  
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In order to better comprehend the implications of the use of space in emerging church, the research conducted by Karen Wiseman on this topic provides insightful analysis into the overall approach these communities take in arranging their physical spaces. Her findings—based upon survey questionnaires and direct observation—suggest that emerging churches seek to create worship spaces that can be used as ‘a blank canvas for décor, for art, for aesthetic and technological imaging’, providing ‘opportunities for diverse worship arrangements’ and the ‘possibility of a transcendent experience through art and imagery’. While I do not make explicit connections back to Wiseman’s research in the following description, clear overlap exists between her general assessments concerning worship space in emerging churches and the rich depictions of the gathering spaces of not only the Novitas community, but also the Common Table community. I now turn to the first of these rich descriptions, outlining the physical space of the Novitas community.

Located within the boundary of the arts and culture district in Wellingham, Fulcrum Café serves as both the home of the Novitas community and as the focal point for the performance of their on-going missional activity in the city centre. Although the community utilises several basement rooms in the Methodist Central Hall to create this space, the street-facing entrance to Fulcrum Café is situated alongside other retail and service shops around the corner from the entrance into the Methodist building—effectively allowing it to appear as an independent art café. Indeed, many of the casual patrons remain unaware of the connection Fulcrum has to Novitas or to the Methodist Church, and from the street, the café’s large glass window displaying an interior art exhibition space and its grey painted exterior with white lettered signage, give no indication that this venue has ecclesiastical purposes. On a Wednesday night, a small A-framed sign sits on the sidewalk, alerting those passing by to the fact that the Novitas community gathers at this location. During the remainder of the week, a similar sign is used to notify café customers of the various specials or events that are on offer for that day.

Access to the café from the street is gained through a thick metal and glass door situated next to the storefront display window. Immediately on the other side of this door, a flight of stairs descends down a narrow corridor, elbowing first to the right and then to the left, ending at the basement level of the café. The white walls of this staircase corridor are lined with posters and flyers advertising various independent musical and theatrical performances taking place within the city. This serves to immediately—and credibly—link the culture and activities of the Fulcrum Café with the wider arts community that exists within this district. The sparsely furnished entrance hall at the foot of the stairs is also white in colour and its walls play host to an arrangement of original pieces of local artwork created by those participating in the rotating exhibitions that the café hosts. Several doors leading to the toilets and the denominational offices upstairs also dot the walls of this entrance hall, and beyond the double doors situated at the far corner of the room lies the primary café facilities and meeting space for the Novitas community.

As is the case with a number of larger spaces, the basic form of this main area is slightly rectangular, with the length of the room only moderately exceeding the width. Nevertheless, the creation of various structures such as a stage, an elevated seating area, and a service bar with a dropped ceiling overhead serve to obfuscate this square form—giving the overall café space a more multi-layered appearance, offering a mixture of depth and dimension. Although the walls themselves are white, the rich purple panels above the bar, the rainbow mix of eclectic furniture, the green-carpeted stage, the golden yellow support poles rising from floor to ceiling, and the café’s decorations, chalkboard menus and rotating art displays infuses the space with vivid colours. A smaller, red painted room—housing couches, chairs, and shelves stocked with novels and board games—sits to the side of the central space, and its colour also bleeds into the main area through a couple of sizeable passageways that allow access between the two rooms. During the day, natural light flows into the café space through a series of windows located on the exterior wall, supplementing the artificial illumination generated through an overhead stage lighting system. This lighting system allows for more diversity in ambience during night hours, as the light may be coloured, focused or dimmed to suit the requirements of the gathering.
Existing as a multipurpose facility, which transitions from a fully functioning café during the day to a worship venue at night (reverting back to a café before opening the next morning), the physical arrangements of Fulcrum only vary slightly from café use to Novitas use. On a typical day, café patrons can be found scattered around the downstairs rooms, either sitting at small cloth covered tables enjoying a light meal, nestled into thick cushioned couches surfing the internet on their laptops or relaxing in oversized chairs absorbed in a conversation while sipping a cup of coffee. Modern folk and ‘downtempo’ music fill the space with a soft sound that can be heard just below the quiet rumbling of voices and the clanging of dishware. The café staff work diligently taking orders from the bar, serving plates of food and bussing recently emptied tables—giving a lively atmosphere to this well-functioning café.

On Wednesday nights, a large video screen angling away from the exterior wall drops from the ceiling, signalling the transition of this space from a service venue to a worship venue. Other than the screen, little else changes in the arrangement of the room as Novitas participants situate themselves around various parts of the café, drinking coffee and—on one night a month—eating dinner together. At times, this positioning can serve to decentralise the worship encounter, as the room arrangement has not created a point of focus for the community, allowing for contribution to the gathering to arise from any place in the venue. On many nights, a mixture of directed activities and guided conversations take place throughout the café space, also serving to breakdown notions of front, back or centre. Nevertheless, the persistent presence of the screen, along with the community’s extensive reliance upon video projection throughout the enactment of their liturgies, oftentimes results in this element becoming the de facto focal point in their gathering.

**Online Space of Novitas**

The Novitas community’s website served as their online home, and provided a medium for this emerging church to describe themselves and to make known their values—through both word and image. Set against a white backdrop, the homepage of the website was subdued and uncluttered, offering a minimalist presentation. The top of the homepage provided hypertext links to the other pages on the site. These included pages that alerted visitors to who the community was, what the community valued, where the community met, details on the weekly gatherings and the multi-
generational services, information about the Fulcrum Café, and a blog for community participants to interact with one another. A panoramic photograph of the city of Wellingham rested just below these hypertext links, and down the left side of the page was an image of a mural also referencing the city of Wellingham. This photograph of the Wellingham city would remain the consistent header across the various pages within the website. The homepage text rested below the photograph of Wellingham, and provided a brief description of the Novitas community—noting that they are a community of people who gather together to discover more about Christ, culture, and community. This description also revealed that Novitas sought to push at the boundaries, exploring God and spirituality in the city, in contemporary film, and in one another. The closing sentence of the homepage alerted site visitors to the fact that Novitas was supported by the Anglican and Methodist Churches in Wellingham as part of the Fresh Expressions initiative.

The content of the additional pages on the website was primarily informational in nature and remained static during my participation, with the one exception being the weblog—which was slightly more interactive, and moderated by blend of community participants and leaders. This blog page provided participants a more fluid space to post thoughts on themes not arising in the formal gatherings; to inform others about what had recently taken place in the community; and to make announcements about upcoming gatherings, events or community needs. Examples of the topics introduced through this medium included a short reflection on the nature of ‘community’, a post on gender stereotypes and the role of women within emerging churches, a presentation of lyrics from a recently released musical album from the rock group U2 (No Line on the Horizon, 2009), and commentary on news article concerning counter-terrorism and the right to take photography in public spaces. The announcements made through this blog space ranged from upcoming seminars and conferences on emerging church, to the various art exhibitions taking place in the Fulcrum Café. The job announcement for a new community leader was also posted to this blog. Finally, community participants would use this blog space to occasionally post photographs and brief summaries of particular worship activities or art exhibitions that had recently taken place at Novitas. Although the blog provided a space for comment, participants rarely used this feature and thus conversations around the initial posts never developed.
As for the other pages on the *Novitas* website, two were particularly helpful in understanding this emerging church. One was entitled ‘who we are’, and contained two photographs of the community worshiping, and several paragraphs describing this community—indicating that *Novitas* is an emerging church in the city of Wellingham, engaged in a journey of creative exploration into faith, worship, and culture. One photograph was set in the outdoors and depicted participants gathering around a young woman who held a large candle. The other photograph showed the worshipers in a candlelit space, receiving communion while indecipherable images and words were projected on the walls behind them. The rest of the text on this page highlighted the community’s commitment to the city centre, and their inclusive nature—positing that they welcomed a dialogue between different theological positions. The text also advised visitors that this community considered God to already be working in the world, and that God’s presence could be found in music, film, arts, and other areas of contemporary culture. Stressing how the *Novitas* community sought to affirm and enjoy the parts of culture that give voice to God, the closing paragraphs on this webpage revealed how this emerging church worshiped. Noting first the vital nature of experience, the text disclosed how the *Novitas* community aimed for holistic worship that allowed for freedom to explore new ways in which to contemplate God. In doing this, the text indicated that the community would draw upon the vast resources present in the Christian tradition.

The other page on the website that was particularly helpful in understanding this community was entitled ‘values’. With the exception of the panoramic photograph of the city of Wellingham that appeared at the top of each page, there were no photographs present on this particular page. Instead, the four words ‘rooted’, ‘missional’, ‘serving’ and ‘welcoming’ were creatively arranged in a blue and white word image. Naturally, these four words would also appear in the text of the page and served as the four expressed values of this community. The text on this page also posited that *Novitas* was a Christian community comprised of those who are either committed to, or are exploring a journey into, a relationship with God through Jesus Christ.

349 More is said of these values in the below description of my first worship gathering with the *Novitas* community.
Description of the *Novitas* Worship Gathering

With the overview of the weekly rhythms and physical spaces of the *Novitas* community in place, I now turn my attention to a more detailed description of their weekly worship gatherings. Because these gatherings were comprised of diverse and varying liturgical elements, the content and format of the community’s meetings would differ from week to week. In order to give an authentic and detailed sense of what this emerging church does in worship, I first sketch one of their Wednesday night gatherings—revealing the format of this particular evening, along with its constituent components. Following this description, I then discuss a variety of additional conversations and liturgical elements present in their Wednesday gatherings, and recount several of the activities that took place on these nights, offering them as illustrative examples of their worship and discussions.

Narration through Initial Worship Gathering

On the first Wednesday of the month, the *Novitas* community would gather for a shared meal as a part of their time together. Thus, when I joined the community for my first worship gathering on 7 January 2009, this communal meal comprised a considerable portion of the evening. Dave had informed me that *Novitas* participants begin gathering at the *Fulcrum Café* around 19:00, with the night’s activities beginning at 19:45. Arriving at 19:15, I noticed the small A-framed sign that sits on the sidewalk outside the café, letting the inhabitants of the city centre know that the *Novitas* worship gathering was taking place this evening. Since signs such as these can be a common feature on city centre sidewalks, it tended to go unnoticed. In fact, on this night I stood and watched two women pass by, walking in-between the sign and the *Fulcrum Café* storefront, never even glancing towards the sign. The rotating art exhibit housed behind the café’s large glass window was entitled ‘Gift’. It was a mural of various sized pink and red wrapped presents, all hanging at different depths from the ceiling. Entering the café, I descended down the flight of stairs that elbowed to the right and then to the left taking me into the basement of the building and the heart of the *Fulcrum Café*.

---

350 For this initial sketch, I have selected to describe the first Wednesday night that I participated with the *Novitas* community. I chose to highlight this night because it represents an ‘outsider’s’ initial perspective of this community and their worship.
Upon entering the main café space, I observed Dave at work, moving about the room, getting things ready for the evening. On other Wednesday nights, I would observe ambient music being played as I entered the café, but on this evening I did not observe any music in this space. A small number of Novitas participants were already there as well. Some were visiting with one another as they lounged on beanbags on the stage, while others sat at the table and chairs arranged throughout the café space. Behind the café bar was a man who appeared to be in his late twenties or early thirties. He engaged me, as well as others who entered the café space, with friendly conversation as he served coffee and tea. Dave then joined us at the bar, and after offering me a complimentary tea—something typically done for first time visitors to Novitas—he brought me over to a table occupied by several other Novitas participants, and introduced me to them. Eventually, thirty to forty participants would come and go throughout the evening, being scattered throughout the space at various tables, and even though a number of activities would transpire throughout the night, the conversations and discussions that occurred during the evening primarily took place between myself and the other members of this table.

A buffet dinner prepared by the Fulcrum Café was served, and the informal conversation around the table where I was seated ranged from an amusingly offbeat discussion about whether or not Christians could believe in aliens, to a more routine conversation concerning where we were from, what brought us to Wellingham, and what our current profession was. As dinner finished, the Novitas community moved into the more formal aspects of their gathering. As was the case for each Wednesday night, this more formal worship time was marked off by a candle lighting ceremony. Dave stood and requested the attention of the Novitas participants—who remained seated around the tables where they had just eaten dinner. At the centre of the café space, three candles had been placed on a small table, and after inviting the community participants to hold a brief half-minute of silence, Dave lit the candles using a modified Trinitarian formula. Avoiding the masculine designation of ‘Father’ for the first person of the trinity, Dave lit the initial candle in the name of God the Creator. The second was lit in the name of Jesus, God’s Son, and the third candle was then lit in the name of God’s Spirit. As he remained standing alongside the candles at the centre of the café space, Dave introduced the theme of this particular evening’s worship gathering—**Epiphany**. Reminding the participants of
the liturgical calendar and noting that this Christian holiday was being celebrated throughout the churches this week, Dave invited the Novitas community into an exploration of this celebration through the lens of various traditions.

My perception was that Dave’s communication style combined warmth and confidence. He appeared to be at ease and comfortable in this setting and his presentation came across to me as being fresh and sincere. In explaining how Epiphany, in part, was a celebration of the visitation of the Magi, Dave invited Ethan to share this narrative from scripture. Standing as he spoke, Ethan read the gospel account from the book of Matthew (chapter two). This was followed by a reading from another member of the community, who, at the request of Dave, was asked to share a news article concerning Archbishop Rowan William’s suggestion that the visit of the Magi was likely a legend. Interestingly, unlike Dave and Ethan, this member of the community—as well as all other members of the community who spoke that night—remained seated as he read. Importantly, this practice became a pattern during the worship gatherings of the community, as Dave and Ethan primarily stood when they spoke, while other participants remained seated when speaking.

The juxtaposition of these two readings invited further discussion, and we were prompted by Dave to have a broader conversation concerning sources of theological understanding. To help guide this conversation, Dave introduced the Wesleyan Quadrilateral, requesting each table to discuss the relationship between scripture, tradition, reason, and experience. Specifically, Dave asked us to consider how we might order or rank the importance of these various sources. The conversation at the table where I was seated quickly turned to a discussion about the implications of privileging one of these elements over the others. Given the evangelical backgrounds of the participants at my table, examples of privileging scripture over reason or experience were plentiful. For instance, participants at the table spoke of the way that scripture—when privileged—could be misused to justify hate and violence. Still, when discussing the appropriateness of reason, experience, or tradition as a primary source, the members of our table were equally unsatisfied, and so rejected the task of ordering these elements. When Dave drew the discussions to a close by asking for a couple of tables to share their conclusions with the larger
gathering, a female member of our table spoke about us being ‘all postmodern and non-linear’ and therefore we chose not to order or privilege one source over the others. Another table reported that they had come to the conclusion that experience trumped the other three—in that, experience was the lens through which scripture, tradition, and reason were interpreted. Following this discussion, dessert was offered, and in keeping with the theme of Epiphany, King Cakes were available. Dave introduced this menu item by describing how King Cakes were traditionally eaten in celebration of the Epiphany holiday in Portugal.

After dessert was finished, Dave called the community together for the concluding liturgical activities of the evening. Drawing the participants’ attention to a piece of chalk that he held in his hand, Dave described a Roman Catholic house-blessing ritual that traditionally occurred during the Epiphany holiday. Telling how a parish priest would bless a piece of chalk, and then that chalk would be used to write the date and the letters ‘CBM’ (for the Latin Christus Bendicat Mansionem) on the doors of the homes in the parish, the Novitas community enacted this ritual, praying a blessing for the café and writing the date and CMB above the doorway leading from the main space to the kitchen. As a part of this ceremony, chalk was also distributed to the participants, who were invited to take it home and carry out the ritual at their own place of residence. Alongside this house-blessing ritual, the Novitas community was also asked to enact a blessing over the city of Wellingham. Several sky lanterns were brought to the centre of the café space and participants were invited to take a marker and write a name of a particular place, person, group, or activity associated with the city on the lanterns’ paper shells. Using the imagery of the star that guided the Magi, Dave explained that these sky lanterns, when released, would represent the light of God, and thus we were asked to identify people or places in the city where we hoped to see God’s light shine this year. After completing the exercise of writing prayers on these sky lanterns, a few announcements were made concerning upcoming community gatherings, a hill walking expedition, and a gift exchange to recycle unwanted Christmas presents. The Novitas participants then gathered outside the Fulcrum Café on the streets of Wellingham—lighting and releasing the glowing lanterns into the city centre sky.
As was the community’s tradition, following the formal worship gathering on Wednesday, *Novitas* participants would make their way to a nearby bar to spend more time with one another and continue the evening’s conversations. On this Wednesday night, I journeyed over to the bar with approximately twenty other community participants. As we sat around various sized tables in a large corner section of the room, participants conversed about a range of subjects over a few drinks. During my time with the community I observed how the content of these conversations would range from the personal, as individuals talked about their own day to day affairs, to the theological, as community participants spoke to one another about God, church, and the spiritual life. On this particular night, the conversation around the table where I was seated remained focused on the personal lives of the participants as opposed to the evening’s events at *Novitas*—with the exception of a short, humorous discussion that referenced the chalk blessing ceremony, where participants suggested various ways the acronym ‘CBM’ could be interpreted. As the night moved on, participants began to trickle out of the bar and make their way home. When I left the bar, there were only three to four participants remaining, and they too were gathering their belongings and planning to leave. As I reflected on the night, my perception was that the community had warmly received me. Although the participants I met that evening knew of my role as a researcher—since I attempted to disclose this piece of information early in conversations—this fact did not appear to overly influence the discussions. In fact, I was left with the impression that other first time participants would have received a similar welcome. Indeed, as was customary for the community, I was given a ‘*Novitas* Welcome Bag’ on this night—which I explored after leaving the bar. It was small brown paper bag with corded paper handles. Taped over the top of the bag was a white sticker with the above quote written in blue. Inside the bag were several 3x5 glossy literature cards, a fair trade milk chocolate bar called *Divine*, three tea light candles, and a small wooden cross. There was nothing in the bag to indicate the significance of these latter items—although I presumed the tea light candles were meant to correspond with the candle lighting ceremony that took place at the beginning of the worship gathering. One of the literature cards, which featured a picture of a mural referencing the city of Wellingham, thanked the recipient for coming to *Novitas* and offered contact information for how to keep in touch with the community—noting that ‘the best way to stay in touch is to come along each week’. Other literature cards had information about how to stay in touch with the pastoral team, which ‘exists with *Novitas* to offer
payer and support for people’, as well as information about a monthly ‘intergenerational’ service held at a local parish church. A final literature card, which was entitled ‘Novitas Values’, was particularly illuminating. Identifying the four values of ‘Welcoming’, ‘Serving’, ‘Rooted’, and ‘Missional’, the card expounds upon how these values shape the Novitas community:

Welcoming: Christ meets every one of us and brings us near. In response to Christ’s welcome Novitas aims to be welcoming to all people. We therefore aim to reflect a diversity of theology and experience from all walks of life.

Serving: Our community is able to function and flourish by following the example of Jesus who served others. There are many ways in which the community is able to give and serve reflecting the diverse nature of our God-given talents.

Rooted: Novitas is a Christian community which interacts with the Bible as we recognise God’s unique presence within it. We draw from a rich vein of Christian tradition across denominations, including the Nicene Creed, as it informs our everyday lives and guides us into the future.

Missional: We believe that God is already active in our world, and we aim to join with God in God’s ongoing mission. This means we are engaged in the changes happening in Wellingham and the wider world. We believe that God has a vision to transform our city in ways that are just and which foster human flourishing.

While having these four values stated explicitly in this welcome bag gave helpful insight into the nature of this community, my continued participation with Novitas offered an opportunity for me to observe these values being embodied in the practices and self-descriptions of community participants. Through this embodiment, these values were confirmed, clarified, and, at times, challenged. I now continue my detailed depiction of the Novitas community by focusing on the variety of conversations that took place amongst community participants.

Community Conversations following Worship Gatherings

As noted in the above description of the first night I participated with Novitas, following the worship gatherings of the community on Wednesdays, it was customary for participants to go to a local bar in order to interact socially and engage in conversations prompted by the evening’s activities. Although the content of these conversations ranged from personal to theological, when they did turn to more
theological matters, *Novitas*—and the participant’s relationship to this community—occupied much of the discussion. Some of these conversations developed out of an observation or reflection on that night’s worship gathering, while other conversations developed around a more critical look at the nature and practices of this emerging community. An example of the former type of conversation occurred one evening when, following a *Novitas* worship gathering, a particular participant found himself troubled by one of the night’s readings. The worship gathering itself had been conducted in silence, with interactive stations set up throughout the café space. As participants moved through these stations, they engaged in various activities, such as silently reading a Psalm (Psalm 63) and then reflecting on it through painting, or silently reading an epistle (Philippians) and then writing their own letter to the *Novitas* community in response. At one of the stations, participants read a modern parable in which they were asked to imagine a world in which ‘following Christ’ had been declared illegal.\(^{351}\) Participants were then told through the reading that they had been arrested on this charge, and the evidence against them would be presented. Although the prosecutors put forward a large amount of incriminating evidence—which included photographs documenting the participant’s worship attendance, and religious books confiscated from participant’s homes—ultimately, the judge presiding over the case declared that the participants would be found ‘not guilty’ on the charge of being a ‘Christ follower’. Explaining that the court was not interested in the activity of good ‘actors’ who spent their time developing their theology while merely thinking of a better world, the judge declared that the court’s main concern was convicting those who were actually involved in creating a better world by living as Christ and his followers did—giving one’s life for this cause, and challenging the world’s system. Since the worship gathering was conducted in silence, those participating in this activity did not have an opportunity to discuss their reflections on this particular piece. Thus, later that night at the bar, the discussion at one of the tables turned to that reading. It was introduced by an individual who commented that this piece troubled him—expressing doubt over whether or not he, in the scenario laid out in the reading, would have been convicted of being a Christ follower. Those gathered at the table sat in silent contemplation, until another community participant

---

\(^{351}\) Although published after my participation with this emerging church, a version of this parable, entitled ‘No Conviction’, appeared in Peter Rollins, *The Orthodox Heretic: And Other Impossible Tales* (Brewster, Mass: Paraclete Press, 2009), pp. 3-6.
remarked that she too experienced anxiety when considering some of the more radical demands of Jesus’ call—wishing that there were a way to reinterpret some of his harsh commands. While no direct action was taken in response to this reading, the participants agreed that it was important to allow certain demanding passages of scripture to ‘haunt’ or ‘disturb’ them, as opposed to dismissing or trivializing them.

While pub conversations such as the above flowed out of the night’s worship gatherings, other conversations, which took a critical look at the nature and practice of this emerging church, also occurred regularly during this pub time. Participants debated about whether or not Novitas had lost its missional focus—as their community members were increasingly limited in their interactions with Fulcrum Café activities. A conversation in this vein took place between two community participants, focusing on the meaning of ‘missional’, and asking whether or not evangelism was a necessary component of a church’s mission. In the midst of this conversation, one of the participants suggested to the other that the two of them would not be there, on that night, having that conversation, if someone earlier in their lives had not told them about Jesus. On other nights, the community members debated the egalitarian claims of the Novitas community, with one participant suggesting that the leadership of the community had become ‘dictatorial’ in their approach. A former member of the leadership team spoke about how she had been wearied by the experiences and expectations of leading. Calling it her ‘wilderness experience’, she mentioned how, in attempting to address this spiritual drought, it was necessary for her to step away from not only leadership, but also from the community itself. Sharing these kinds of details concerning one’s own spiritual journey was certainly an aspect of this pub time, and on one evening, after several participants had recounted the naïve approach they once took towards scripture, one individual laughingly remarked that ‘we’ve all had to go through our evangelical stage’.

Community Conversations During Worship Gatherings

Significantly, conversations such as the above were not limited to the bar meeting that followed the worship gatherings, but, as noted earlier, actually formed a noticeable dimension of the communities formal worship time. For example, one of the themes of a particular Wednesday night Novitas worship gathering was ‘the
Bible’, and on this evening, community participants engaged in a combination of small and large group discussions surrounding this topic. Dave facilitated these discussions, using various prompts to guide the conversation. One such prompt was a video presentation delivered by A.J. Jacobs, the author of *The Year of Living Biblically: One Man’s Humble Quest to Follow the Bible as Literally as Possible*.\(^\text{352}\) As the title of the book suggests, Jacobs spent an entire year attempting to follow every command in the Bible as literally as possible. The short video the *Novitas* participants watched at their worship gathering, highlighted the challenges and insights generated through this experiment.\(^\text{353}\) At the conclusion of this piece, Jacobs advocated for a ‘cafeteria approach’ to scripture, where one could ‘pick and choose’ which parts of the bible to follow. He argued that the portions of scripture that called for tolerance, compassion, and loving one’s neighbour were to be obeyed, while the portions of scripture that were violent or intolerant in nature were to be opposed.

In the discussion that followed this video, the *Novitas* participants took various stances on Jacobs’ proposed cafeteria approach. One individual reported that she thought this method was indeed appropriate, and she offered a modified version of this approach—stating that a reading of scripture ought to focus on more significant matters, such as the bible’s commands to love, and should not be concerned with the less important matters in the text, such as the details surrounding the birth of Jesus. In response to this, another community participant cautioned against taking up a cafeteria approach—contending that this method seemed to be overly simplistic and arbitrary in nature. As the conversation surrounding the challenge of determining which portions of scripture to follow and which portions to discard continued, other participants suggested that the teachings of Jesus ought to be privileged over the teachings of Paul—believing Paul to be harsher in his teachings and more judgemental in his views. In response to this line of discussion, a particular community participant reminded the group about a worship gathering they had a year earlier, which focused on the sayings of Jesus. She suggested that many of the participants that night registered their surprise at the jarring nature of Jesus’


teachings. As the discussion drew to a close, many community members found the notion of interpreting all of scripture through a hermeneutical lens of ‘love’ a helpful approach. In justifying this approach, one of the community participants quoted the concluding phrase of 1 Corinthians 13:13—‘the greatest of these is love’. Many of the other participants responded in a decidedly positive way to this quoted material. Given the community’s earlier criticisms of Paul and his writings, it was interesting that his work was now being privileged in such a fashion.

Other conversations and debates took place in their worship gatherings, and these ranged from small group discussions about responding to the current economic recession, to a large group discussion about the nature of the Eucharist. Newspaper clippings that had been distributed to each table prompted the small group discussion on the economic recession. Participants were asked to discuss an article from the newspaper that they found interesting, and then give an inspiring response through a scripture reading, poem, or song. A couple in the community—one emerging from a Protestant background, the other from a Catholic background—led the Eucharist discussion. Much of their input centred on their own wedding experience, where questions arose about how they might incorporate communion in such a way that was faithful to both traditions. The challenges that they were presented with prompted several debates amongst the Novitas participants about the nature of the Eucharist. Some participants maintained that a proper Eucharist celebration required specific elements to be used, in a specific liturgy, with an ordained clergy member presiding. Other participants suggested that communion was actually a community meal, and aspects such as the elements and the liturgy were negotiable. Still others discounted the significance of the Eucharist altogether, suggesting that it was not an imperative practice for the Christian community. Questions were also raised in the community about Christ’s presence in this ritual. One participant in particular used this discussion to launch into the larger question of the existence of God—claiming that he didn’t know ‘who, or what, or if anything was even up there’. As with most of the discussions that took place in the Novitas community, a consensus concerning the nature of the Eucharist was not reached, and the night ended with one participant bringing out a soft drink and a few biscuits and rhetorically asking whether or not this could be communion. Still, even though there were debates and conversations
around the nature of communion in this emerging church, whenever this ritual was practised, it was always an ordained minister presiding.

Liturgical and Visual Elements in Worship Gatherings

Not every aspect of this community’s time together centred on conversation and discussion though. There were other elements present in their worship gatherings—elements that held cultural or liturgical significance. Examples of the former includes the opening segment from the film Contact (Zemeckis, 1997), which begins by showing a scene of the earth from orbit, and then slowly pulls back past the moon and past Mars to reveal the other planets in the solar system, other solar systems in the Milky Way galaxy, and then ultimately other galaxies in the universe. The scene ends when the quickly passing galaxies dissolve into pixels that then form the single eyeball of the film’s main character. This visually stimulating piece served as a call to worship one evening—initing participants to come, rest, and be engaged in what God was doing this moment. Another example of culturally significant material being used as a particular element in the worship gathering of this community is a musical piece by the band James entitled, God Only Knows (Booth, Glennie, Gott, 1990). The conversation on this evening centred on the church’s relationship to culture. Dave and another community participant led the service, and suggested that the church has, at times, taken a very hostile stance to the surrounding culture. As a result of this, Dave remarked that the wider culture has retaliated by lashing back at the church. This song was then played for the community, with lyrics displayed on the screen, as an example of this retaliation:

You may say I am cynical, but I say man is flawed
He has a vague memory of before some fall
Behaving like a reptile, but talks of walking tall
If god is in his image, the almighty must be small
God only knows
Swaggart has been caught with his trousers round his knees
After damning me and you to hell for eternity
Sex and power and money is the prayer of these priests
They bribe their way past heaven's gates and steal a set of keys
God only knows
My guru has been sleeping with adepts and with sheep
While I was fucking celibate, self-righteous in belief
Yesterday he was god, now he is a creep
We fell upon each other starving for belief
God only knows
I speak in the name of god
I speak in the name of that white haired old man in the clouds
Always a man
Dispensing lightening justice from his fingertips
Watching you every second of the day
Just waiting for you to fuck up
I speak in the name of God
I'm his intermediary
I'm a Mullah, I'm a Priest, I'm a Vicar
If you want to go to God
You have to come through me
Is heaven full, oh lord, of these babbling preachers and
God-fearing bigots
All these self-righteous, self-appointed prophets because if so:-
I know where I'd rather be
Away from this cacophony
Away from this cacophony
God only knows

As this particular night progressed, other aspects of the church’s relationship to culture were also introduced, and participants were asked to take part in an exercise that explored the various ways in which the church could engage with the surrounding culture. Specifically, we were invited to journey out into the city centre streets for a contemplative walk. On this walk we were asked to observe and pray for the city. We were told that we could engage the city by doing various activities such as picking up litter, striking up conversations with people we meet, or giving money to homeless persons. Some participants eagerly embraced this exercise, while others resisted. Several of the participants who resisted did so by opting for drinks at a local pub instead of walking the streets. For those who were more active in their engagement, observation and prayer became the primary forms of participation. Occasionally a participant would pick up a piece of litter, and I even witnessed one participant in a conversation with another individual, saying, ‘God bless you’ as he departed. As with many of the liturgical exercises, the community members discussed their experiences of walking the streets later that evening at the bar.

The *Novitas* community would also celebrate the Eucharist during their worship gatherings. This celebration occurred sporadically throughout my participation with the community and did not follow a set pattern. For instance, one night the Eucharist was celebrated in complete silence, with the scriptural texts describing Christ’s
institution of communion appearing on the screen as a written prompt. On another
evening, Coldplay’s Fix You (Martin, Buckland, Berryman, Champion, 2005), was
noticeably played during the celebration of the Eucharist—blending this liturgical
activity with a popular piece of contemporary music which lyrically professes:

When you try your best, but you don't succeed
When you get what you want, but not what you need
When you feel so tired, but you can't sleep
Stuck in reverse
And the tears come streaming down your face
When you lose something you can't replace
When you love someone, but it goes to waste
Could it be worse?
Lights will guide you home
And ignite your bones
And I will try to fix you

One of the more visually oriented Eucharist celebrations occurred on the night that
participants were invited to walk the city centre streets. Upon returning to the café,
the participants found the space darkened, and the table and chairs moved from the
centre of the room to the edges of the space. On the floor in the centre of the room, a
series of tea light candles had been arranged in the shape of a large cross. Images of
Christ, from ancient to medieval to modern, appeared on the screen. Ambient music
played in the background as these series of images morphed from one to the other.
The elements were placed towards the bottom of the screen, and participants were
invited to come to this area and partake of the bread and the cup as they were
inclined. Importantly, only Ethan, an ordained Methodist minister, presided over
Eucharist celebrations. Although no explicit distinction was made when Dave led
the community in this ritual, he clarified in an interview that, since he was
candidating for ordination, it was actually an ‘agape meal’ when he led the
ceremony.354

Video excerpts were a common element in the worship gatherings, and in addition to
the various videos discussed in the above description, the Novitas liturgies also
included video excerpts from television programs and advertisements, designed to
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introduce various discussions. For instance, an excerpt from *The Apprentice* was employed to introduce the topic of rejection, and a frantic advertisement from the clothier *Howies*, which stressed the importance of pausing, was employed to introduce the topic of rest. Other videos used in the liturgy, such as an illustrated piece that depicted Jesus’ forty days in the wilderness, or a poetry monologue depicting the experience of the Samaritan woman that Jesus met at Jacob’s Well, possessed content that was explicitly religious. On one particular night, the content of the video was simply the *Novitas* participants themselves. The theme of the evening was solitude, and once again participants were invited to engage in various activities that had been set up around the café. One of the activities was for the participants to enter into the café’s empty art installation space—which resembled a concrete cell—and quietly recite the *Jesus Prayer*. As participants engaged in this activity, a live camera captured their movements, and projected these to the video screen in the main café space.

**Community Life Beyond the Wednesday Worship Gatherings**

As indicated in the initial overview of this community, a small number of the *Novitas* participants engaged in other activates that took place outside the Wednesday night gatherings. One of these activities, a Sunday evening reflective service, formed during the time that I was participant in this community.

**Reflective Service**

Designed to offer a weekly meditative space within the city centre, the reflective service was initiated by several *Novitas* community participants, and convened at a local *Church of England* parish church. Dave and Ethan were not directly involved in this activity, and although *Novitas* participants organized the time, the priests of this parish church were present and would participate in the service. It was a quieter time, with notably less movement and discussion than a Wednesday night gathering. While the format of each evening varied slightly, a large measure of silent contemplation was a consistent ingredient. Approximately four to ten members of the community would gathering at the church on a Sunday evening, and after fifteen minutes of conversation and tea, the group would make their way into the sanctuary space. Even though colourful, the lighting was dim, and ambient music played in the background—often continuing during the reflective portions of the service. After entering the worship space, the participants would situate themselves in the large
beanbags that had been set out in a circle. On the floor at the centre of the circle three candles were arranged on a series of small wooden platforms. The reflective service opened and closed with readings chosen from a book that contained a selection of liturgies from the Iona Community. The opening reading frequently followed a Trinitarian formula using inclusive language—welcoming the presence of ‘God, Christ, and Spirit’, or ‘the Creator, the Son, and the Spirit’. Similar to the opening ritual of a Wednesday night worship gathering, participants would take turns lighting the three candles in the centre of the space as this opening liturgy was read. As already noted, long periods of quiet reflection dominated these evenings, and most services would include participants reciting aloud a portion of that Sunday’s scripture reading, followed by an extensive time to reflect—often with ambient music playing softly in the background. On one evening, in addition to the scripture reading, a participant prepared a reading of his own, based upon that Sunday’s Gospel text. Through his adaptation of the text, this participant invited us to enter into the story of Jesus in the temple as a boy, imagining that we were different characters in this narrative. After introducing each character, the participant leading the time gave us an extended amount of space to reflect on what it could have been like to be that person. On other nights, the participants centred their time on prayer—employing various prayers from the Iona Community’s liturgy as prompts for quiet contemplation. Participants even shared requests for personal prayer on this night, and time was set aside for the community to quietly pray for each another.

Multi-Generational Gathering

The above weekly reflective service was not the only Novitas activity to take place on Sundays, and once a month a group of participants with children would gather for a multi-generational service on Sunday afternoons. Like the reflective service, this gathering also took place at the local parish church, with several families from that parish attending. Fifteen to twenty adults and children took part in this activity, and while most of the adults who chose to participate had children, several did not. The first gathering I participated in took place in the sanctuary space of the church and began with the customary candle lighting ceremony. One of the Novitas participants led the service, and as she voiced the familiar Trinitarian announcement that recognized the presence of God, the Son, and the life giving Spirit, various children were invited to light the three candles. After the candles were lit, the participants viewed a PowerPoint slideshow that emphasized their relationship to God as ‘dad’.
The slideshow featured photographs of the Novitas participants and children. As these were displayed, a female narrator read a text entitled ‘Father’s Love Letter’—which was an assortment of paraphrased scriptural passages arranged as a letter from God to one of God’s children. Following this slideshow, an assortment of biscuits and icings were made available to the children, and since it was close to Valentine’s Day, they were invited to consider love—and particularly God’s love—as they decorated the biscuits with the icing. After this exercise, the participants gathered again in a circle, where the minister of the parish closed their time together by celebrating communion.

The next multi-generational gathering I participated in was not as formal. The theme of the gathering was ‘solitude’, and participants conducted a ‘photographic walk’ from the local parish church to the Fulcrum Café. Meeting outside the parish church, the children and adult participants divided into smaller groups and meander through the city centre streets taking digital photographs of images and scenes that, for them, represented solitude. Some participants photographed abandoned spaces and empty alleys, while others captured portraits of individuals, leafless trees, and indiscriminate pieces of debris. Walking through the city centre streets taking photographs, participants made their way to the Fulcrum Café, where they reconvened as a larger group. During this closing time, as the adult and children participants sat around the café tables enjoying coffee, tea, and café snacks, the various digital images that were captured during the photographic walks were uploaded to a computer and projected on the large screen dropping from the ceiling.

Fulcrum Café Activities

As indicated in the above description of the history and development of the Novitas community, the Fulcrum Café served as the place where this emerging church gathered, as well as the place where they focused their missional efforts into the city centre. As also noted in the above description, a separate community developed around the Fulcrum Café that was in fact distinct from the Novitas community. The café staff would facilitate the activities of this distinct community—which included a board game night, a film screening, and the weekly Saturday evening / Sunday morning Night Café. On infrequent occasions, a Novitas participant might attend these gatherings, but the Fulcrum Café activities were predominately facilitated and
populated by individuals not associated with the Novitas community. Still, because of the Fulcrum Café’s history and association with Novitas, it continued to symbolize the presence and hospitality of the Novitas community in the city centre. For instance, even though individuals participating in the Fulcrum Café activities did not belong to the Novitas community, some were aware of this emerging church’s association with the café and were appreciative of the attention this community gives to the city centre. In fact, the awareness of the connection between Novitas and the Fulcrum Café goes beyond those participating in the café activities, and extends to those taking part in wider city centre life. For instance, on several different occasions when volunteering with the Night Café, I would be the only Novitas participant present. Yet, both those who were volunteering with the café, as well as some club goers we met and invited to the café, were aware of the connection between the two entities, and appreciative of this emerging church’s efforts to serve the city through this activity.

Still, participants in the Novitas community repeatedly expressed a desire to diminish the distance between themselves and the Fulcrum Café community, and during my involvement with this emerging church they established an art initiative called TRIP in order to address this disconnect. TRIP was comprised of Novitas participants, and they were tasked with hosting various art installations in the café space that would integrate the participants from both Novitas and the café community. During the months that I participated with Novitas, TRIP organized its first art exhibition in the Fulcrum Café. Focused on the theme of ‘solitude in a public space’, this exhibit compellingly captured the missional outworking of the Novitas community in Wellingham. Seeking to address feelings of isolation experienced by city centre dwellers through explorations around the theme of solitude and loneliness in public spaces, members of the Novitas community invited one another, Fulcrum Café artists, and other members of the public to each spend a day isolated in the glass box that served as the café’s art installation space and storefront window. Because this exhibition took place during Lent, parallel themes of fasting, reflection, penance and prayer also surfaced as members of the Novitas community each took their turn in the box. Projects such as these provided a concrete avenue for those involved with Novitas to engage the city centre with matters of faith and Christian belief. They also provided a bridge between the two communities of Novitas and Fulcrum Café.
Profiles and Narratives of Community Participants

Painting a vivid portrait of the current makeup of the *Novitas* community requires a detailed description of the narratives and profiles of those participating in this emerging church. In this section, I offer a deeper look into the identity of the community participants through the personal accounts of emergence given by interviewees. After offering a brief sketch of the interviewee’s age, length of involvement with *Novitas*, and their current role in the community, I move on to give a fuller description of their past involvement with church and their reasons for emerging. This fuller description will not only identify the reasons that these interviewees have fastened themselves to *Novitas*, but it will also reveal the traditions and ecclesiological contexts out of which those participating in this community have emerged. Although these interviewees do not speak for the whole of this emerging church in a representative way, they do serve as key guides into this community, and their stories give an indicative account of the factors that might lead a person to emerge.

*Novitas* Participant – Dave

As already indicated in the above section on history and development, Dave (35) is the current leader of *Novitas* community, and has been participating with this emerging church since its conception in 2001. At the time of the interview, Dave had been with the community for eight years. According to Dave, as the leader of *Novitas*, ‘I head up the leadership team, and then there's a further role within that, I will lead the community in whatever way that looks like’.\(^{355}\) This can take the form of leading the weekly worship gatherings, providing pastoral care to community participants, and taking part in the steering group.

Even though his father was an ordained minister, Dave spent over ten years prior to university ‘away from Christianity’, and it was not until his early twenties that he ‘came to faith’.\(^{356}\) Immediately prior to forming *Novitas*, he was at theological college for three years. Between getting married during this time and commuting
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back and forth to college, Dave ‘didn't really settle into church for a few years’. 357 In describing his involvement with church before theological college, Dave said, ‘I moved around quite a lot, so was involved with churches for nine months to a year, and then the pattern of my life has been that I would move on. They tended to be Anglican. They tended to be Anglican evangelical churches’. 358 Importantly though, he ‘never had one of those really negative experiences of church’, and noted that in ‘those years when I was just looking at church it was fine’. 359

Still, as Dave navigated through various church experiences during his time at theological college, he found certain aspects of these communities worrying. Dave explains:

When I was at college, I was engaged to my wife, who wasn't a Christian, and on a number of times we'd go to church together. I'd take her to some of the churches in [the city] where we were living, and we'd go along to them and she would feel pretty much alienated by what was going on—partly it may be the music style. It may be that she felt—I don't know—threatened or intimidated by the preaching style. 360

These alienating feelings, brought about through style, prompted Dave and his partner to seek out an alt-worship community in their city. He describes their participation in this new community candidly, stating that, ‘it didn't function well as a community, but worship wise it was a very creative space’. 361 Dave continues his description of this space, stressing that, ‘it was very inclusive and allowed both Liz and myself to feel we could belong without having a strict set of values we had to believe in’. 362 Through this experience, Dave noticed the spiritual impact that alt-worship communities could have upon an individual, and this helped give shape to Novitas. He discloses:

Just travelling with Liz—my wife—on that journey, and seeing how that inclusion was actually a very missional and welcoming thing, and
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when it came to taking communion, she could take communion there without feeling either like she was making... without feeling the pressure which there can sometimes be felt within churches, and slowly, in fact, she came to faith through it. So, as I reflected on that experience, I thought, ‘well actually this is probably the case for many other people. How can we make church and worship something which is accessible, welcoming, and community focused?’ And from that experience, time studying it and thinking about it at college, [I] came to Wellingham and had a blank sheet of paper, so…

Indeed, Dave’s experience in this alt-worship community helped give shape to Novitas, and his desire to create a space that would be accessible and welcoming could be heard throughout his interview. For instance, when discussing what they as a community found meaningful in their experience at Novitas, Dave remarked:

You know, we had a conversation last night where people were talking about what they valued, and someone said they valued that they're not pressured into doing things. Other people said they value a sense of inclusion—that sense of welcome. I think people value community—meeting with one another. And sometimes community works well, at other times it's not working well. People value, I think, faith which is rooted in ordinary everyday life rather than something which is detached from reality—or detached not from reality, but detached from their everyday experience.

Dave himself feels ‘very much at home’ within this context, and he calls Novitas ‘my church’, because of this inclusion, welcome, and accessibility, saying, ‘it’s very much a community of people who I know, who I’m supported by, who I am connected with on many levels’.

Novitas Participant – Barbara

Another participant who has been with Novitas from its origins is Barbara (32). Moving to Wellingham three years before Dave and Liz arrived, Barbara and her partner have been with Novitas ‘since it started’. Over those eight years of involvement, Barbara has taken on many roles within the community. From being ‘involved in setting up Novitas’ to ‘being part of leadership team’, she has been
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closely acquainted with this community since its inception. Yet, during the period that I participated with the Novitas community, Barbara had stepped down from the leadership team and had simply ‘gone back to being a member of the community’.  

Raised by a father who ‘was never really that involved in church’, and a mother who ‘was very involved in church’ [Church of Scotland], Barbara ‘just poodled along in Sunday school and thought, “Yeah, church is alright”,’ until she was eleven—at which time she ‘had a very profound experience of God’ at a church retreat. Because her parents had moved when she was younger, Barbara had never been baptized and so following this retreat, she was baptized in a local parish church in the north of England—where her parents were living at the time. Following this, Barbara became highly involved in the various churches her family attended. She commented:

> So then I was baptized as an eleven year old and was very involved from that point on really in helping—not just attending youth groups, but running youth groups and playing in church music and all sorts of stuff. When we moved to [a county in the south of England] when I was a teenager, [I] got even more [involved], so by the time I was fifteen I was kind of running the youth program in church—basically with another adult. And they'd always said, ‘you know, you're really good at this’, and really encouraged me. I did a lot of church music and all sorts of stuff—which was great. The church that I went to in [the county where we lived] was a Church of England church, but more evangelical than the church I had been to when I was younger.

Because of this evangelical influence, Barbara ‘basically did what most people [of an evangelical persuasion] do’ when she went to university, which was to connect with the Christian Union. This experience would prove to be pivotal in her emergence, as Barbara’s initial reaction to the Christian Union at university was, ‘I can not cope with this’, and she ‘fell right of a cliff’, thinking ‘I can't do that kind of church’. Specifically, Barbara was disturbed by their theology, which she perceived to be
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‘very conservative evangelical’, and certain activities that she considered lacking in contextual sensitivity. For example, she explained that the Christian Union,

Met on a Friday night! [laughing] I mean, that to me was... if we're going to talk about culture and church, that is the antithesis to me. You're a student, what are you doing on Friday night? I mean there's a place for singing hymns and praying, but it's not Friday night. So they were very different to me and they had a very specific kind of way of doing things, so I just kind of decided that I couldn't do that.

Barbara continued to visit other evangelical churches around her university, ‘but wasn't really that keen’. She and her partner moved to Wellingham following university and ‘went around to loads of churches’, but ‘really struggled to find anywhere’. In the interview, Barbara described the myriad of frustrations she and her partner experienced as they explored various Christian communities in Wellingham, saying:

We went around to every where that we could get to, and it was either that we arrived and nobody even noticed that we were there, and we would sit in the pew and we'd turn around and go, ‘Hi’. And people would go, ‘Oh Hello’, and then go off and shelve their book somewhere or speak to their other neighbour or whatever. So we either felt we were kind of ignored and no one really noticed that we were new or that we'd been coming a few weeks. Or we'd turn up somewhere and two weeks after you'd been there they'd come and go, ‘So, do you want to run our youth program?’ Or ‘Do you want to be part of the music?’ And I was like, ‘You don't even know me, and I don't you, and I don't know what your church is like, and I don't know what your theology is, and I certainly don't know your young people, and how do you know that's what I want to do, how have you even...’ But, it was this: we're a young married couple and we looked OK so we must be fine. I couldn't cope with that.

Barbara’s frustration reached a critical point when she and her partner went to a ‘very big evangelical church in Wellingham’, and ‘felt completely floored by it’. Noting the disconnect between her own culture and the culture of this Christian
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community, she found herself thinking, ‘this is so bizarre… so not who I am or who I want to be’, and therefore decided that this expression of church was ‘not for us’, and ‘started trying to explore other things’. It was in this context that Barbara and her partner stopped participating in existing expressions of church in Wellingham, and began having the previously mentioned conversations around their dining room table that led to the formation of Novitas.

Barbara’s decision to stop participating in existing expressions of church and to move forward with the formation of Novitas was motivated by the desire she had to more closely connect her experiences in an ecclesial context with her experiences in a wider culture. When discussing what she valued about the Novitas community, and why she remained a part, Barbara said, ‘I wanted to use my contemporary culture in my worship, in my faith life, and not see a disconnect between the way I live and who I am, and the culture I live in and the context I respond to, and my faith’. Even though she did not ‘see how those two things could be disconnected’, her experiences at other churches seemed to suggest they could. Noting that these other churches ‘have come from a very different cultural context’, and they differ from her wider culture in ‘the way they behave and the things they prioritize’, Barbara perceived that there was a ‘church culture’ that only occasionally engaged with what she called: ‘real culture—the world, the real world, where I lived in Wellingham, who I am’. Thus, what she found meaningful in her experience with this emerging community was how, ‘Novitas allows me to step outside of that sort of very churchy way of being’.

Novitas Participant – Rebecca

Rebecca (25) was a more recent participant in the Novitas community, having just started attending this emerging church three to four months prior to our interview.
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As a newer participant, Rebecca had no formal role with the community. Her earliest experiences with church were in the Anglo-Catholic wings of the Church of England. Rebecca explains that, ‘when I was little, my mum and dad were quite high Anglicans—we were very much, in a very, very… what most people think of as traditional church: going every Sunday, going to Sunday school, and all the rest’. Yet when she was six, Rebecca’s mother began taking her to a more charismatic expression of church. She explains that these gatherings were, ‘the first time I’d experienced more freer worship and people who clapped to the music, put their hands in the air’. Some aspects of this experience discomforted Rebecca, particularly when her ‘mum started speaking in tongues’, and as she got older she ‘lost interest in church’ and found it difficult to locate someone that she could ‘identify with within a Christian context’. After going to college, Rebecca ‘didn’t really think about God very much’ because she was pursuing acting and spent most of her time in the drama studio practising.

This would change one day when she ‘literally walked in on’ the Christian Union as they were meeting in the drama studio. Rebecca believed that ‘they were kind of interesting because they just did stuff really differently from anything I’d seen before’, and through friendships made with the Christian Union she became involved in a church that was, according to her ‘completely different from any church I’d been to before’. She explains, ‘there [were] young people there. It was the kind of whole Matt Redman kind of songs and peoples, and guitars, and drums, and stuff’. Rebecca would participate in this community while she was in college, and then after moving to attend university she ‘went to a sort of more Pentecostal church’, which was ‘really, really big on the Spirit’. Because of these early influential
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experiences, Rebecca suggests that, ‘most of what I would call my really Christian foundation and all the rest, is kind of within the charismatic evangelical tradition’.

Following university, Rebecca moved to Wellingham and attended a church, which she characterized as charismatic evangelical, for two years. She thought this experience ‘was nice’, and remarked, ‘I liked it, but I think that at the end of the day, it just didn't challenge me enough—or probably didn't have [enough] interaction for me.’ This lack of interaction, alongside questions she had about evangelical theology, created a growing dissatisfaction with this community and was a key impetus for Rebecca’s emergence. She explains:

I started to question the point of the services to be honest. As in, I didn't see the point of singing forty-five minutes continually, other than—as someone who's not a Christian, one of my non-Christian friends pointed out—other than to kind of brainwash you, and soften you up for the message that was coming… and, just the whole sort of passivity of it all. I'm not a passive person, just in my personality, so maybe that has a lot to do with it. So, just to stand and sing or to sit and listen to a preacher forty-five minutes, you do the same thing for forty-five minutes—sing, sing, sing, sing, sing, sit and listen, sit and listen. I was just bored. That's why—honestly I was bored, and I felt sad that I was surrounded by so many different people that there wasn't really space to talk to these people… so again, not much interaction.

In addition to this lack of participation, Rebecca also began to question ‘general evangelical doctrine’. When asked if there were any doctrines in particular that troubled her, she responded, ‘Everything I guess, in that, if you think about it, it is quite narrow.’ Using this particular evangelical church’s conservative views on human sexuality as an example, Rebecca continues:

there's this whole thing, isn't there, about evangelicals being more biblical and all the rest—or so they would like to believe—and I'm thinking, ‘no, it's all interpretation’. It is all interpretation about how you see it. So while you think you're more biblical, if I look back and
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think about what Jesus said, according to the bible, then well this… then what you're doing is completely opposite.  

By the end of 2008, these above frustrations led Rebecca to seek out a community like *Novitas*. While doing master’s work in Wellingham, she became ‘interested in emerging church and what it’s all about, and *Novitas* was a name that kept coming up’.  

Realizing that the church she was currently involved with ‘wasn't the kind of church I wanted to be in anyway’—and because she was working a lot on the weekends—Rebecca began participating in the Wednesday night worship gatherings of *Novitas*.  

She said, ‘I find the ideas behind emerging church really interesting, so I'd like to see what it's like lived out in practice’.  

In particular, Rebecca found the opportunities for discussion and interaction especially meaningful. When describing why she was a part of this community, she remarked:

> It's a lot more discussion, it's a lot more opportunity to talk I think at *Novitas*, whereas, while at [the church I used to attend] there's lots of people and there's 1,000 people in one room, for a large part of that, you may be standing alone because you're just singing, or you're sitting quite passively listening to the preacher at the front, and I'm not very good at sitting still and being quiet [laughing]. So *Novitas*, I don't know, it just suits me better basically.

Thus, for Rebecca, ‘how the evening is structured’, with ‘a lot of discussion’ is what drew her to participate with this emerging church.

*Novitas* Participant – Simon

Like Rebecca, Simon (32) was also a more recent participant in the *Novitas* community, and at the time of our interview he had been involved with this emerging church for almost a full year.  

Also similar to Rebecca, Simon had no formal role with the community. He was ‘brought up in the Apostolic Church’, which he characterized as a small—possibly now defunct—Pentecostal church.  
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continued describing this community by noting the stress they placed upon scripture, leading him to conclude that the church of his upbringing was: ‘evangelical Pentecostal—if those two aren’t contradictory—but with emphasis on gifts of the Spirit, speaking in tongues, prophecy, et cetera’.  

Simon also noted that he had ‘quite a strict upbringing’, with parents and other family members who, for example, abstained from alcoholic beverages for religious reasons. This particular aspect of his upbringing was challenged when Simon went to university and joined the Christian Union. He explains:

So, I went to uni, went along to the CU, went along to the bar after the CU and saw people drinking and thought, ‘that's not quite right’. Then I thought, ‘well, you know, either they're Christians and you can drink, or they're not Christians and you can't’. So I went with, ‘you could’ and ‘they were’.

Simon would spend the first few years at uni involved with the Christian Union—even serving as the evangelism secretary for a year—but in his final years of university, he got involved with leading an emerging community that took the form of an alternative worship service meeting every six weeks. This experience during those university years would mark Simon, and drive his interest in emerging church.

Following university, he spent a short time with the Church Mission Society in India, worked as a layperson for a youth group in the south of England, and then spent two years as a teacher in South Korea. While in South Korea Simon, ‘didn’t really bother’ with church, only attending a church several times and finding it ‘really quite boring’. When asked for more details regarding this experience, Simon remarked, ‘there was nothing new each time’, adding, ‘it's got a very “American”, “black and white”, “evangelical”, “Christianity exported” [feel]’.
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Returning to the U.K. and settling in Wellingham, Simon began participating in *Novitas*. He describes his reasons for seeking out this emerging community by saying:

I think [the emerging church from my university days] was a large influence on that. I really enjoyed being a part of that... it was an atmosphere where you could kick around ideas and nobody told you you were going to burn. And you could say things that were heretical or damning or just explore ideas, and try and work out some of them and present them in... you know, for people to interact with sort of thing. I really enjoyed that with [the emerging church from my university days]. So yeah, the emergent church was definitely something I'd look for again, as a safe place to not have conventional ideas and be able to have doubts about things, and not people necessarily [saying], ‘you must! You must believe! You must believe this.’

Importantly, these frustrations stuck with Simon, and when initially asked why he sought out an emerging community like *Novitas*, he focused his response around his earlier experiences in church. Calling it a ‘hymn sandwich’, Simon said of these churches, ‘you go and you sing the choruses—that’s worship—and they’re all happy and fairly vapid, and if you’re not happy then there is something wrong with your life’. Continuing with the ‘hymn sandwich’ description, he persisted, ‘and then you listen to some bloke speak for an hour’, which Simon then noted, ‘the only other time you sit down and listen to someone for that length of time is in lecture theatre’. Speaking of these experiences, Simon remarked, ‘it just doesn’t meet me anywhere’, and thus by contrast he finds the experience at *Novitas* meaningful because, as he suggested, ‘it's where I go to meet with God and meet other people who meet with God’. Specifically, it is the active engagement that takes place within this community that gives Simon a meaningful connection to his faith. He found that he has ‘these vague, woolly feelings about God’, but often does not take time to reflect upon them. So for Simon, ‘going every Wednesday, if not gives me space, forces me to engage [with these feelings] on some level.’
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Novitas Participant – Diana

Diana (32) had been involved with the Novitas community for almost five years at the time of our interview. Although a lay member of the community, she is a part of the pastoral team in this emerging church. When asked what this involvement entailed, Diana shared that it primarily meant pastoral care. She described the details of this responsibility, saying:

Pastoral care—I suppose at two levels. One level is just being welcoming for new people... so welcoming for new people, checking up on people in the community—how are they doing. If you don't see someone there for a few weeks, just giving them a call to see how they are. And then, there will be pastoral care issues, which I think the deeper issues—if you like—Dave will often deal with, but there are other issues that will come up that can be dealt with. And then meeting maybe a couple of times a year—two to three times a year—as a pastoral team just to see how are the people that we are responsible for doing... and trying to organize different ways of enabling people to get to know one another as well. So, every so often, there's a social that's specifically organized for newer people within the church—which will probably be held at Dave and Liz's house, but we'll try and be there for.416

Diana’s initial involvement with church began at a very young age. After being invited to attend a church at the age of five by a family who lived across the street from her, she remained a part of that community until leaving for university—even staying involved with the church after the family who invited her had moved.417 It was ‘a low Church of England church’, and, as Diana describes it, ‘it was quite Evangelical, but not way off to the right’.418 She suspects that there were ‘probably people who were very very Evangelical within it’, and because the community had a family focus, Diana shared that she ‘always felt slightly on the outside because my parents didn't go to church’.419 Her involvement with communities located in the evangelical wings of the churches would continue through the first year of university, but this would change during her latter years at university as Diana became uncomfortable with certain aspects associated with these communities and,
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‘experimented with different church communities’ during those years.\textsuperscript{420} She describes this transition by noting:

So, in the first year I went to a church that was a kind of, again, an Evangelical community church—I think you’d describe it as. And I could never quite get my head around it. I went to the Christian Union; Christian Unions in the UK are pretty right wing. I went to the... started going to the Methodist-Anglican Society my second year. So I went to the Christian Union for [the first part] of my degree, the Methodist-Anglican during my second year onwards—which is much more liberal… and by my second year, I had switched to the local university Anglican-Methodist Church—which was quite traditional and maybe not the style of music that I would have preferred, but was a very different theology. It was a theology that was a thinking theology and there was space for asking questions and there was space to explore faith, and a commitment to justice that I hadn't found in the Christian Union or any other church I’d been to.\textsuperscript{421}

Diana would continue to experiment with different Christian communities following her years at university, and when asked what was the reason for her emergence from these expressions of church, she stressed the impact that each tradition had upon her. After university, Diana went to a ‘very evangelical charismatic church’, and while she appreciated their social outreach, she noted that: ‘the theology I felt very unconformable with—disapproval of gay relationships, disapproval of other religions, that kind of thing that I was already questioning quite a lot’.\textsuperscript{422} A year and a half stint at Iona also played a role in Diana’s emergence. She explains that, ‘Iona is very very much based... very focused on social justice, and I came back and I think a couple of things shifted’.\textsuperscript{423} First, because she was working as a university chaplaincy assistant and had Sunday responsibilities associated with that, Diana was unable to worship with the evangelical church she had previously attended, and second, because of her time at Iona, she explained that: ‘I was clearer about some of the positions I wanted to take in terms of morality. I wanted somewhere where I could find God in a different way’.\textsuperscript{424} It was during this period of transition and
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searching that Diana became involved with the *Novitas* community. She describes this emergence, saying:

> And I did find that space that I was looking for, but I also found people who cared and who were friendly and welcoming... I think *Novitas* was about community and about a different type of community, and people who talked about things happening in the world, and talked about them in a way that showed a caring response to that. So, when we went to the pub afterwards, I remember just one conversation—I can't even remember what it was about, but I remember the impression. Here are people who talk about politics, who talk about social issues, and it's not just about prayer, but it's about how prayer and worship and faith impact on the world around us... I think that was really important.425

For the majority of Diana’s five years at *Novitas*, the community has met this need to explore her faith and find God in a different way. She remarked that this emerging church has traditionally ‘met all the needs for God that I felt that I missed in other churches’—which included, ‘that sense of finding God where I was at, of exploring faith, of worshiping God in creative ways, of God being part of life and the world and recognizing God in other people, and that sense of God being present in the world’.426 Yet, at the time of our interview, Diana was finding it difficult to articulate her faith, and was beginning to question the importance of these interactions with the community—particularly the worship activities on Wednesday nights. Diana said, ‘I sometimes struggle with Wednesday nights because I don't think my faith is at the place that, at least the leadership outwardly appears to be’.427 Given this, the Sunday night reflective services have become much more meaningful for Diana. She suggested:

> Sunday evening is a place where there is space for reflection, and space within reflection. I think if God exists, and if God is going to touch me at all, or if I'm going to touch God, it's going to be through... it's not going to be through lots of words, it's going to be through some kind of encounter. And I think that the place of encounter for me is probably silence. Words can sometimes affect me, as music can affect
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me, but I think too many words—people telling me things—is not where I'm at.428

Thus, even though Diana found the conversations at the worship gatherings on Wednesday evenings difficult, the space carved out for reflection on Sunday nights was deeply meaningful to her as she navigated these spiritual uncertainties.

**Novitas Participant – Ethan**

As noted in the section on history and development, Ethan (32) had been with the *Novitas* community for four and a half years prior to our interview—serving as the Methodist minister in this ecumenical partnership. In addition to overseeing the daily operations of the *Fulcrum Café*, Ethan is on the leadership team of *Novitas*. He describes the responsibilities of this team as a ‘kind of shared ownership / leadership of *Novitas* on the whole generally. That's worked out in leading some of the Wednesday night sessions, and having strategic input in where things are going and thinking about community stuff’.429

Ethan ‘wasn't brought up in church’, but went to ‘a public school where they have chapel’, and so his ‘impression of church was all based around that’.430 He described this experience of church as ‘Anglican’, ‘traditional’, and just, ‘what you have to do before maths class’.431 Thus for Ethan, church was ‘very boring’, and he ‘didn't really have that much time for it’.432 This would change in his teenage years, when he ‘was invited to youth disco thing’ and there, ‘became a Christian’. Ethan emphasised the shaping impact this youth group had on him—noting, ‘so my influence was very much from [the] evangelical, charismatic side of things’.433 Indeed, this evangelical influence gave shape to Ethan’s future, and after two years of involvement with this youth group, he went on a ‘year out mission program’ in a town in the north of England. Ethan elaborates on this year experience of ‘working
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with a team of volunteers, living in a house together, working alongside a church’, by commenting:

> So I was always very missional. My whole reason for doing that was, I wanted to share with my friends and those people who didn't know God, and didn't know about church, and share a side to it which I found, which I thought was quite good.\(^{434}\)

Following his year in the north of England, Ethan spent a year in bible college, because, as he expressed it, ‘I hadn't really gotten my head around the bible at all’.\(^{435}\) During this time, he began lay preaching in the Methodist church, and continued that ministry while working a job in the information technology field. While working and lay preaching, Ethan felt ‘a call to ministry’, which he said he ‘explored in my home church and with people I knew—people at the college I went to’.\(^{436}\) Following this period of exploration, he decided to candidate for ordained ministry ‘as somebody who was going to... wanted to work on the edge and do pioneering work and work with people—with non-Christians’.\(^{437}\) This decision to do pioneering work ‘on the edge’ was a pivotal factor in Ethan’s participation in emerging church.

Narrating the transitions that brought him to Wellingham and Novitas, he remarked:

> I want to be part of a church where I can invite my friends to, which is kind of important to me. So, [I] candidate for the ministry, trained, then my first appointment [was] in [a rural community]—very traditional. A part of the post was this community project, which was a second hand clothes shop, and [I] transformed that into a drop in centre / community cafe type thing, and planted a church basically. And that was really... kind of gave me the energy. I did that for three years and just turned around to the church and said, ‘look, this is great but I want to be working with my generation, I want to be not rural but in a city’. So they gave me the opportunity here to do something new and creative.\(^{438}\)

Ethan’s desire to work with his generation in an urban context was realized when he was sent to Wellingham by the Methodist Church, and, as indicated in the above history and development section, brought him into contact with the Novitas community. As a minister within this community, Ethan has found meaning within
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the friendships that he has formed with community participants. In describing these relationships, he noted, ‘what I've noticed about Novitas compared to other places I've been involved in, is actually people in the community are my friends’. After suggesting that this has not always been the case in other places he has been, Ethan, concluded that at Novitas, ‘it’s very easy for me to be myself’. Still, as Ethan’s family situation developed, to include a partner and children, he has struggled to see Novitas as ‘our church’, and he feels ‘a bit more distance from it’, and at times sees his role in the community as a ‘minister to these people’, instead of a participant within the community. Thus, for Ethan, the change in the makeup of his family, and the increase in familial responsibilities, has resulted in a change in his relationship to the Novitas community.

**Novitas Participant – Kathryn**

Kathryn (34), who was a member of the leadership team at Novitas, had been participating with the community for three and a half years prior to our interview. Like Diana, she was a lay member of the community, but had certain formal responsibilities that came with being a part of the leadership team. When describing what it means to be on the leadership team at Novitas, Kathryn said:

> It's always tricky because people ask me what that means, and it's tricky to say sometimes. I guess the role of... the point of being on the leadership team is to guide the strategic development of the community, to keep an eye on pastoral issues, and just how it's functioning on a week by week basis. It's a... because I'm not paid and I'm not full time, I can't do as much as Dave and Ethan in terms of leading stuff. I don't have the time, but I do sometimes. So, yeah, it's kind of guiding it and being responsible and that kind of thing.

Although Kathryn was ‘brought up in a Methodist church’, she left this community when she was sixteen because, in her opinion at the time, those in the church who were considered ‘really, really good Christian people’ were ‘breaking the rules’. She said, ‘they were smoking, they were sleeping around, they were doing this, that, and the other. I remember thinking, “wow, what a bunch of hypocrites. I don't want
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to be associated with hypocrites”. So I left church, which when you're sixteen makes a lot of sense”. 443

Following a span of ten years away from church, and a move to Wellingham, Kathryn ‘started to go back into the church’, eventually becoming a member of a local Methodist community, where she participated for three years. 444 Prior to this membership in a Methodist church, Kathryn ‘went to a quite high Anglican church for a while’. 445 Both of these more recent experiences of church frustrated Kathryn and led to her seeking out the emerging community of Novitas. She described her annoyances with the Anglican community by commenting:

> Well, in this high Anglican church, if you wanted to join a house [group] you had to contact somebody and they would decide which house group you went into. I don't do with being dictated to. I like to make my own decisions. So, that annoyed me in that way, and I didn't like all of the high Anglican bowing, and this, that, and the other stuff. 446

Kathryn’s frustrations with the Methodist community were also visible—with her even making the remark in the interview that, ‘it was driving me crazy’. 447 Specifically, Kathryn was frustrated by what she saw as the church’s ‘blinkered way of looking at things’, and by her perception that ‘you couldn’t question anything’. 448 She gave the following example from her time with the Methodist community, noting how instances like these prompted her emergence.

> I was in a house group once where they said, ‘Jesus said, “I am the way”’, and I said, ‘I think that seemed a little bit unfair’. And they just kind of looked at me. And I said, ‘well it is. You know, what about all the people who think they’re doing the right thing by being Muslim or Jews or anything like that”? And the response was, ‘shall we move on’. [I] was like, ‘no, we shalt move on. This is really important’. So, it was all those kind of things which led me to be
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quite dissatisfied with where I was, and shortly after that I discovered *Novitas*.449

Choosing to seek out an emerging community in Wellingham as a result of a stimulating conversation she had with an emerging church participant from a different city, Katherine quickly established a meaningful connection with the *Novitas* community. She appreciates ‘the fact that it is completely inclusive’, that everyone is ‘relatively equal’, and ‘that you can ask questions’.450 Indeed, it is this permissibility to ask questions that Kathryn finds particularly meaningful in her experience with *Novitas*. She comments:

I like giving my opinion and there's always an opportunity at *Novitas* to give your opinion. You never have to sit there. One of the worst things about regular church is having to sit and just take what someone says. Even though you don't agree, you can't... it's much more awkward to heckle from the back.451

Yet at *Novitas*, Kathryn has found that, ‘you can challenge, you can ask questions, and it gives me all I need I suppose—in terms of I need the opportunity to ask questions and challenge and things like that’.452

**Patterns of Emergence**

The above narratives provide an indicative description of emergence for *Novitas* participants. Through these accounts, certain patterns are revealed that give insight into the ecclesial backgrounds of *Novitas* participants, their frustrations with churches they are emerging from, the desires driving their emergence, and how these desires are met by their experiences in this emerging community.

While these interviewees had exposure to a range of different traditions within the wider Christian community, much of their formative experiences came from the evangelical and charismatic wings of these churches. As a result, many of the frustrations they expressed were aimed at this tradition. In describing their frustrations, the participants highlighted the rigidness and narrowness in evangelical
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theology, the lack of opportunity to question these doctrines, the alienating and unimaginative style of worship in these churches, and the disconnect they experienced between the evangelical church and their own cultures. These frustrations led the participants to seek out a community that was more accessible and welcoming—which gave them space for interaction, where they could explore their faith in the midst of their doubts. They also had a desire to see the culture of the church connect more closely with their own culture—and the culture of their friends—in new and creative ways. Many of these desires were realized in the Novitas community. Indeed, participants found their experience in this emerging church meaningful because it provided a welcoming and inclusive environment, which gave them a space for asking questions, challenging theology, and exploring faith in unique and diverse ways—ways they had not encountered in their previous experiences of church.

**Findings from the Novitas Community**

With this overview of the Novitas community complete, I now turn my attention towards drawing out the research findings from the above material. This is done through an in depth presentation of the noteworthy features and themes that surfaced during my investigation into this emerging church. In the initial segment of this presentation, the arrangement of this data takes a narrative form—allowing for the particulars that I observed through participation and the voices that I interacted with through interviews to shape the overall structure of this material. The second segment of this presentation is drawn from the focus group schedule that was used to validate my fieldwork data. Although the complete focus group schedule can be found in Appendix K, I am including the material in this chapter as a summarizing review of my research findings.

**Features and Themes**

Although I engaged in a period of familiarization prior to joining the Novitas community, which was primarily facilitated through data collection via the internet, my first embodied encounter with this emerging church took place on a Wednesday night during one of their weekly gatherings.
Vital Nature of Wednesday Worship Gathering

While some researchers place profound import upon the loosely arranged nature of emerging churches, seeking to de-emphasize the significance of the formal gatherings of these communities,\(^{453}\) I quickly discovered that these structured times actually served as vital portals into the life of the community—not only for myself, but also for others who sought to involve themselves with this emerging church. In fact, a number of interviewees, when speaking of their involvement in *Novitas*, straightforwardly disclosed that their participation was limited to Wednesday nights. When I asked Rebecca, how she would describe her involvement in *Novitas*, she responded, ‘Pretty minimal if I'm honest. I go along on the Wednesday evening meeting. I try to get there as much as I can, but my work doesn't always allow for that.’\(^{454}\) Even though Rebecca had only been participating with the community for five months, her pattern of involvement found congruence with others who had participated with *Novitas* for longer. Simon, who began his association with *Novitas* over a year ago, said, ‘I turn up on Wednesdays really. I don't think it goes much further than that.’\(^{455}\) Although he did participate in ‘the occasional social thing’, he maintained that involvement for him was ‘mostly just turning up at the moment’.\(^{456}\) Likewise, Barbara, a veteran *Novitas* participant, when asked to describe a typical month of involvement for her, said simply, ‘I go to Wednesday nights’.\(^{457}\) When given space to expound upon that statement, she continued, ‘Yeah, that's what I would say is currently my extent. It would have been very different if you'd asked me six months or a year ago, but yeah, I go to Wednesday nights. That's enough for me at the moment.’\(^{458}\) These responses, combined with my observations as a participant, gave clear indication that the Wednesday night gathering served as a vital focal point for the life of the *Novitas* community. Moreover, since many of the latent ideals and values that serve to characterize this emerging church reached a state of tangibility during these times, a careful examination of the significance that participants
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attached to these gatherings will prove essential in establishing the prominent features of *Novitas*.

For those participating in the community gatherings on Wednesday evenings, the significant features of this time together extended well beyond the liturgical practices associated with the worship activities of the group to include other aspects, such as the communal activities that preceded and followed the formal times. Indeed, when Dave was asked in an interview to speak about the community’s values, he responded with this account:

> People like the social aspect to it. I think Richard, yeah Richard who comes to *Novitas*, said to me at the bar one… not at the bar, at *Fulcrum*, at the cafe… he orders a pie and said, ‘you know, I only come for the pies and the beer afterwards’. So whilst he said that he was messing about when he said it, I think what he was saying in that was you know, [for] some people their favourite bit is chatting at the pub afterwards—and they will chat about what we talked about at *Novitas*, and they'll share their lives with people and enjoy that sense of fellowship.\(^{459}\)

Yet, even though the significance of the Wednesday night experience for the participants extended beyond the confines of the structured portion of the community gatherings, the specific ritual that had been instituted by the community served to mark off a restricted space for their ecclesial performances. Indeed, the lighting of the three candles in the name of the creator God, God’s Son, and God’s life giving Spirit established the beginning of the formal worship gathering of the community on a Wednesday night. According to Barbara, the ritual was conceived ‘because when we first started out we wanted to acknowledge that we were meeting… openly acknowledge and invite the presence of God, and note that moment’.\(^{460}\) These candles would remain lit during the entire formal gathering—often on a small coffee table situated towards the centre of the café space—and would either be ceremonially extinguished or carried out of the room to signify the conclusion of the liturgically oriented time.\(^{461}\)
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\(^{461}\) On at least one occasion, the candles were neither extinguished nor removed from the room at the conclusion of the formal gathering. Because no attention was drawn to the fact that they remained lit as the session drew to a close, I interpreted this anomaly as an oversight on the part of the service.
While some interviewees such as Diana specifically mentioned this candle ceremony as the most significant Novitas ritual for her, others were more ambivalent about its importance in the community. Kathryn explained, ‘I don't think we should light the candles every week. I don't think it's necessarily important, but other people find it helpful, so...’ She then concluded, ‘it wouldn't bother me if we didn't do it all.’

Yet, despite its mixed reception, this particular ritual did seem to accomplish its purpose in marking off an intentional space for the liturgical activity of the community, as well as acknowledging the presence of God in the midst of their community. Rebecca’s interview comments on this ritual appropriately summarized the way a number of community participants interpret this practice. When asked about the most significant practices of Novitas for her, she remarked:

> Things that stand out are the lighting of the candles at the beginning and the blowing out of the candles at the end. I think it really nicely marks out that time of real, ‘this is church’. I know it's church from the beginning—or it should be church from the beginning, as soon as you walk into the building—but I like that kind of marking out of time, like clearly, with that.

Still, while the degree of significance assigned by the participants to this candle lighting ritual varied, a thorough presentation of the attitudes and activities present both within and outside of this marked off space will provide critical support in outlining the key features of this emerging church.

**Space for Theological Exploration and Discussion**

Of particular significance in describing the nature of these formal times is the manner in which the overall shaping attitudes and values of the community persisted during the more formal activities undertaken during the space marked off by the candle organizer instead of an intentional action undertaken in an attempt to convey some liturgical meaning. Similarly, on another occasion the candles were set out, but never lit. I also interpreted this as an oversight on the part of the service organizer. Author’s field notes, Wellingham, 11 March 2009; Author’s field notes, Wellingham, 1 April 2009.
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lighting ritual. For instance, interviewees consistently articulated the conviction that Novitas was a community where individuals could openly discuss and question their faith commitments. When asked what they believed their community valued, a majority responded in a fashion similar to Diana, who suggested that they appreciated ‘the freedom to explore their faith, to discuss their faith, to not be told, “this is right and this is wrong”’. Consequently, a substantial portion of the community’s activity during the formal gatherings was devoted to theological exploration and faith inquiry. Barbara, in summarizing what takes place during these Wednesday night gatherings, offered this simplified account:

We get together and drink coffee. We light some candles. Somebody poses a question. We talk about the question. We feed back about the question. We then pose another question. Then we talk about that. Then we feed that back. Then we go, "Oh, OK, that was interesting," and go to the pub. That's a horribly simplistic... but that is basically... there is... I mean we say we're really creative and we do all this crazy stuff all the time and it's not. There is a real strict structure to what we do and it's been developed over many years, and there's very good reasons why it is the way it is. Admittedly this witty response lacks the thickness that a more nuanced portrayal of the evening generates, but Barbara’s pared down narrative insightfully reveals the high degree of questioning that existed within this community. Indeed, the consistency in allowing for and encouraging theological inquiry across both the informal and formal group interactions was remarkable. As already noted, this insistence upon being open to theological investigation resulted in the materialization of a perceptible pattern in these formal interactions, where the gatherings resembled more of a religious education course than a worshiping congregation. In fact, even when the community incorporated more discernible liturgical elements, the emphasis would often be upon exploring various rituals and practices hewn from a diverse array of ecclesial traditions—with education on how these customs were incorporated into the life of other Christian groups being a key component. A fitting example of this occurred on Epiphany, where, as I described above, the community partook in a number of rituals from various Christian traditions that were associated with this feast. From the enacting of a house blessing to the consuming of a king
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cake, as each individual ritual was enacted, a definite period of explanation would occur, educating those gathered on the significance of these practices in their distinct settings.

Since theological exploration and discussion existed at the core of the *Novitas* worship gatherings, a plurality of belief—and even unbelief—was highly valued and enthusiastically celebrated by those participating in this emerging community. For instance, Rebecca emphasised notions of plurality when speaking of the differences that she has experienced in being a part of this emerging church. When asked to share why she had chosen to spend time with the *Novitas* community, Rebecca responded,

> In the church I've been in before, you can pretty much safely assume that everyone believed the same thing. And the person sitting next to you? You can probably tell someone else exactly what they believed without even talking to them. Generally, that's the feeling I get. Whereas at *Novitas*, you cannot make any assumptions, and I like the whole, kind of, plurality of the doctrines I guess, and that there's people from a lot of different backgrounds.\(^{467}\)

While I would certainly question the ability of one individual to predict what another individual might or might not believe, the remarkable situation that Rebecca alludes to in this scenario is the way in which the plurality of participants’ beliefs are allowed to contribute to the shaping of the community discourse in *Novitas*.

Examples of the plurality of belief in this emerging church include various positions on the existence of God and vacillating interpretations of Christ’s resurrection. In our interview, Diana disclosed that,

> I know that there are people in our church that don't believe in God and maybe I... I guess I've become one of them, but there was... I'm kind of borderline—just on that border. But there is at least one person who has said very, quite openly for quite a while, ‘I don't believe in God’.\(^{468}\)
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Other participants in the *Novitas* community, while not questioning the existence of God, did express additional uncertainties when reflecting on the beliefs of the community—including vacillating interpretations of Christ’s resurrection. For instance, Barbara, revealed, ‘I know there are people in *Novitas* who don't believe in the virgin birth, or struggle with the actuality of the resurrection.’\(^{469}\) Indeed, when discussing with Ethan the candle lighting ceremony that took place at *Novitas*, he disclosed how this ritual was of particular importance to him because it centred *Novitas* on God and it invited those participating to follow Christ. Elaborating then on the person of Christ, Ethan expounded, ‘who is son of God, died for us, rose again. Kind of fundamental, but I might kind of think a bit carefully of how you unpack rose again’.\(^{470}\)

While all subject matters remained open for exploration and discussion in this emerging community, when debates turned to ecclesiologically significant practices, differences between the community leadership and the community participants began to surface. For instance, the participants were more supportive of the project of reinterpreting the meaning of baptism than were the leaders. Barbara’s description of the conversations she held with the community leaders in the planning stages of an upcoming baptism exemplify well this tension:

> Dave and Ethan have very specific ideas of how this was going to be done and what it meant and who was going to do it, and I got sick of the sound of my own voice saying, ‘But why? What does that mean? Why? What does that mean? Why are we baptizing her like this? Why does she have to have a certificate? Who’s church is she joining?’ All of this kind of stuff and to the point where I just thought we'd had that discussion so many times it wasn't fruitful anymore and they had this certain perception of how it was going to be and I felt I'd raised enough of my questions enough times to say, ‘OK, it's not how I would choose to do it, but I will accept that you both have specific ideas and therefore I'm going to go with that’.\(^{471}\)

Indeed, the community leaders did have specific ideas regarding baptism, as indicated in Dave’s comments in the above section on the history and development
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of Novitas, and thus sought to follow the interpretation and methods of their denominations when conducting this ritual. In discussing what a person must believe to belong to the Novitas community, Dave remarked, ‘one of the values—the rooted value—says that we affirm a relationship with the Nicene Creed, so we're kind of called back to that ancient, third century creed’. Yet, in clarifying this he said, ‘but we don't say we believe this full stop—we say, you know, people will struggle with the virgin birth within that, people will struggle with what it means for Christ to rise from the dead’. Recognizing these struggles within the community, Dave then continued:

If people want to go through something like baptism—as you've already talked about it—then we'll follow a baptism service from the Anglican or Methodist church. So, to be a part in that strict baptismal type way, then you need to make promises which are made by the wider church.

Thus, when considering the baptismal practice of the Novitas community, the leadership of this emerging church followed the prescribed methods of their denominations, because, as Dave suggested, ‘we're not baptizing into Novitas, we're baptizing into the church’.

Inclusivity

While these aspects of questioning and enquiring saturated the life of the Novitas community, several other related themes also surfaced during my participation, and they too represent constituent features of this emerging church. The first of these related themes to consider is that of inclusivity. Because of the community’s desire to create open spaces for theological investigation, a number of individuals who candidly questioned their faith commitments were readily welcomed into full community participation. Indeed, in the interviews that I conducted with participants, this custom of integrating ‘voices of doubt’ into the worshiping life of the community repeatedly surfaced as a key principle. For instance, when describing what she thought the Novitas community valued, Kathryn shared this perspective:
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I think it values freedom to express yourself. Let me think. The inclusivity, the acceptance, and I think it values the opportunity to discuss and debate and argue points. I mean there are people who go to *Novitas* who aren't Christians, who say they don't believe in God, but they're still exploring and they feel that they can do that without someone breathing down their neck all the time saying, ‘Now you've got to make a commitment’. So I think in terms of *Novitas*, that's probably what people value, but other people may disagree with me. That's just my perception.\footnote{Kathryn, turn 52.}

In order to maintain this inclusive environment for those who may question matters of faith and belief, the community of *Novitas* has chosen to eschew certain confessional aspects prominent in other ecclesiastical contexts. For instance, this emerging church avidly resists the establishment of a doctrinal criterion for membership because, in the words of one of its founding members, ‘there [are] people within *Novitas* who struggle to believe, who are struggling with their faith, but they aspire to believe, so I don't want there to be a central point of doctrine which is either a point of inclusion or exclusion.’\footnote{Dave, turn 26.} In addition to their reticence towards using explicit confessional standards in determining membership, the *Novitas* community also avoided certain liturgical activities that might exclude those participants who are questioning their beliefs. Congregational singing was noticeably absent from the worship gatherings of this community, and when I asked Dave, about this idiosyncrasy in an interview, he explained that this feature was partly rooted in a desire for inclusion.

> From my experience—which we talked about earlier—of going to church with a non-Christian, singing is awful for a non-Christian because you have to sing something which you totally disagree with. And if we're saying the importance of words within the Christian church, and then we're encouraging people to stand up and sing things which they don't believe in, there's something kind of out of kilter there.\footnote{Dave, turn 114.}

Other participants shared this perspective, and when asked what practices in the more traditional or institutional ways of being church were avoided in their community, every interviewee suggested that congregational singing was avoided at *Novitas*. In her response to this question, Diana stressed the similarity that she saw between

\footnotesize{}\footnote{Kathryn, turn 52.} \footnote{Dave, turn 26.} \footnote{Dave, turn 114.}
listening to a sermon and participating in corporate singing. She remarked, ‘I think when you have a sermon, you're being told what to think. When you have songs, you're also... actually there's an awful lot of theology that comes out of songs.’

Importantly then, engaging in singing as a communal practice denotes the possible existence of a shared theological outlook amongst the participants, and this threatens the open space that has been carved out for questions and discussion. Indeed, most corporate acts that required participants to utter the same words in unison were avoided in Novitas—with a notable exception being the worship gathering where members were invited to join in a recitation of The Jesus Prayer.

What is more, concerns for inclusivity extended beyond matters of faith and belief at Novitas, and the community’s egalitarian emphasis created a climate that fostered full participation amongst its members regardless of an individual’s gender or sexuality. In an interview, Barbara described this feature as a vital component of the Novitas ethos. After asserting that she believed her community valued ‘a very open and inclusive form of membership’, Barbara elaborated upon this characteristic by suggesting, ‘for instance, the amount of gay people at our community is very very high in comparison. And I think the male female balance is much more healthy than in a lot of churches that I've been through. So I think we value all of those sorts of things.’

Even though Novitas conceived of itself as an inclusive community, certain parameters—often found at more tacit levels—did exist within this community. For instance, although this community remained committed to the exploration of diverse theological perspectives, they did identify themselves as being distinctly Christian. Consequently, this specific recognition offered the participants a broadly determined
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480 Still, as noted in the above description of the worship gatherings, on the night in which the participants were invited to recite The Jesus Prayer, there were a number of rituals being simultaneously offered, which resulted in a largely decentred worshiping experience. Furthermore, since the recitation of The Jesus Prayer took place in the café’s art installation space, with the activity of those in that space being streamed via live video into the main café and worship area where participants could watch on the large screen, only those who chose to enter into the art installation space during that time would have participated in the recitation.
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framework in which to situate their discussions and enquiries. Barbara explicitly revealed how this identity helped to shape the discourse of this community. When discussing the question of what determined the beliefs of Novitas, she commented, ‘we are ultimately a Christian community, so there is this sense to have an orthodoxy or an understanding that is rooted in the wider Christian history. So we're not a Buddhist group or a... whatever.’

Indeed, as indicated in the above descriptions, the Novitas community conceived of themselves as being historically connected to the wider Christian church through their relationship with the Anglican and Methodist denominations, and by drawing upon scripture, the sacraments, and various Christian traditions in forming their identities. Interestingly, later in my interview with Barbara, she returned to the theme of being rooted in the wider Christian tradition, commenting further on how the specific Christian identity of this community informed the way in which they engaged with theological discussion—even as the discussion was impacted by the presence of those who did not share these same Christian beliefs:

I come back to my statement about there are tacit beliefs within the community. I mean we are a Christian community in the way our theology and all the stuff that we've talked about, but I would say... I mean I know there are people who hold very different views to some of the views I would think are very core. I know there are people who come to Novitas who even don't believe in God and would profoundly say, ‘I really don't believe in God, but I'm still a part of this community’. So there's a massive challenge in that. But yet tacitly... there's always... there's got to be something that hangs us together, otherwise we'd be a really random group of people, so, yeah.

One of the principal reasons that these tacit beliefs persisted, and continued to provide parameters for this emerging church, was the community’s leadership. Barbara addressed the impact that Dave and Ethan have had upon Novitas when discussing what determined the beliefs of the Novitas community. In answering this question, she responded, ‘in theory, the community itself, in reality, the leadership team and / or the denominations.’ Indeed, several interviewees repeated this sentiment, and it found corroboration in the articulations of the community leaders.
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themselves, who recognized that their roles as ministers from the Methodist Church and the Church of England had a profound theological effect upon the community.

In addition to the unspoken limitations detailed above, interviewees also suggested that there were certain views that would not be warmly received by the community. Most notable among these, were views deemed to be discriminatory or disrespectful, and Rebecca captured well the sentiment of many in this community when responding to questions concerning the beliefs that would not be permitted. She remarked, ‘I think sort of like, intolerant ones, where you’re abusive. Like racism or whatever for example. I don't think that would be tolerated at all, because it's very much about respecting other people.’ For the Novitas community, the notion of respecting and not harming others surfaced as the only criteria for determining whether or not a particular belief would be accepted into the community. Most interviewees indicated though, that those who held these beliefs would be allowed to participate in the life of the community, but other community members would stridently challenge their views. This perspective is illustrated well by Dave’s interview. In a response to the question of what would not be allowed, he noted how the members of his community would doubtlessly choose to resist certain beliefs. After first establishing that, ‘you know, anything’s allowed, but things—certain things—would be frowned on quite heavily by the community,’ Dave continued by advising, ‘so if someone came in, you know for example, with a very—obvious example—conservative line on sexuality. That would be challenged by people within the community.’ Additionally, if a person’s behaviour reached a point where it posed harm to the community—that would be grounds for exclusion. Ethan noted several such instances, saying:

In terms of exclusion, we—Dave and I—have sat down with one, maybe two, in the last sort of five years and encouraged them to think why they are a part of the community. We're talking about people who were there for unhealthy reasons, abusing the friendship and welcome that was there, and feeling that we were kind of out of our depth dealing with these people.
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When asked to clarify the details of these situations, Ethan would not elaborate due to their pastorally sensitive nature, but stressed how crucial it was to ensure, ‘the care and safety of those people in the community. So anyone who jeopardizes that, or you can see something happening, then you'd want to protect the community from that’. Thus, while participants with a wide mix of beliefs and perspectives were welcome to take part in this emerging church, the community of Novitas, through the process of actively challenging certain beliefs, through limiting harmful behaviour, and through situating their discussions within the broad framework of Christianity, established a set of loosely held criteria that functioned as a potent sieve, regulating the inclusivity of this community.

Eclecticism

A second theme related to Novitas’s questioning nature that surfaced during my participation in this community was their propensity towards ecclesial eclecticism. Because of this community’s quest for challenging conversations and inquisitive discussions, all matters of ecclesiastical life remained open for consideration and critique. This openness fostered a sense of experimentation within the community, resulting in a wide appropriation of disparate Christian traditions, and a persistent dialogue about ecclesiological matters.

Through the published literature located in the welcome bag given to first time visitors, as well as through the online material located on the community’s website, Novitas steadily highlighted the eclectic appropriation present in this emerging church. In the welcome bag literature the community conveyed how they would ‘draw from a rich vein of Christian tradition across denominations’ to help give shape to their ecclesial life, and the community’s website stressed how, in aiming for holistic worship that would allow for freedom to explore new ways in which to contemplate God, the Novitas community would draw upon the diverse resources present in the Christian tradition. This drawing from a rich vein of Christian tradition manifested itself most clearly through the borrowing and eclectic blending
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of rituals and practices in the *Novitas* community’s worship gatherings. As the above descriptions indicate, rituals selected from various Christian traditions—such as prayers from the *Iona Community*, house blessings from the *Roman Catholic* tradition, Eucharist celebrations flowing from the Anglican or Methodist traditions, recitations of *The Jesus Prayer*, and presentations of the *Wesleyan Quadrilateral*—were eclectically arranged alongside experimental components such as ambient sound, painting, contemplative walking, audio and visual excerpts from contemporary music and film, and sustained theological discussion and debate.

Notably, much of this theological discussion that took place in the community also drew from diverse perspectives within the Christian tradition—adding to the eclectic nature of the worship gatherings by bringing together divergent views for consideration. For instance, in describing the theological discussions that took place at *Novitas*, Diana indicated that topics would range from an exchanging of views on a scriptural text to discussing disputable aspects within Christianity. Providing an example of a conversation such as this, she commented, ‘one week we looked at what does communion mean and how high up the candle are you, and what does communion mean to different people from different faith perspectives’. Although these kinds of discussions continually surfaced as a key ingredient in the *Novitas* gatherings, actual rituals and liturgical activities often supplemented them, offering an element of tangibility for the community’s investigative quests. An example of this can be seen in the above description of the *Epiphany* service—where participants explored the celebration of this feast through discussing and then enacting various rituals from different traditions. As a consequence of this pattern though, many of the more visual, iconic and aesthetic elements that were present in the liturgies of *Novitas* received an immoderate amount of verbal explanation from those participating in the worship gathering. Thus, in spite of the eclectic incorporation of these diverse ecclesial traditions, the *Novitas* community remained robustly verbal in their orientation.
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While the literature and the practices of the Novitas community stressed the meaningfulness of appropriating various rituals from diverse Christian traditions, some community participants took a more ambivalent stance towards this practice. For instance, in an interview Kathryn noted how her past encounters with certain rituals had left her numb to the prospects of their incorporation into the liturgies of Novitas:

I'm not really into rituals. I think the Methodist church doesn't... well to me it doesn't have many. It has some obviously, but not as much as the Anglican Church. I remember going to a high Anglican church where, you know, a man with a stick walks down the aisle, basically collects a person whose doing a reading, walks them back up, they do the reading, then they walk back down with the Bible and the stick. You know, that kind of ritual, I just think, 'what's all that about?' So, I'm not really into rituals. I like them sometimes, but the trouble with rituals is that when you go over them and over them, they become meaningless. And I always say this about the Lord's Prayer, it doesn't mean much to me anymore because I can say it in my sleep and I don't think about it. You just recite without passion and it just doesn't do anything for you... well, it doesn't do anything for me anyway.491

Thus, for participants such as Kathryn, this activity of appropriation did not succeed in providing a meaningful experience. Still, the way in which this emerging church borrowed rituals from different Christian traditions, and then eclectically blended them with one another—and with other material drawn from contemporary sources—surfaced as a notable feature in this emerging church.

**Missional Focus - Wellingham City Centre**

A final theme that surfaced during my time as a participant with the Novitas community was their relationship to the city centre of Wellingham. From the emphasis that this location received in the narrations of Novitas’ formation to its prominent placement on the website and within the weekly ministerial practices of the community, the city centre of Wellingham occupied a notable portion of the community’s attention. In fact, when participants spoke of ‘missional’ engagement, they would frequently refer to the hope of rooting the practices of their church in the
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city centre. For instance, Rebecca, when asked in an interview to describe what she thought missional meant to those who belong to *Novitas*, responded, ‘I think they're very much about engaging with sort of the city centre and surroundings, and people kind of living and working in that area’. While the *Fulcrum Café* was intended to be the key outworking of the *Novitas* community’s missional efforts in the city centre, this relationship lacked a degree of authenticity because of the disconnect that existed between these two communities. Indeed, Rebecca, after noting the expressed value of engagement with the city centre that she often heard at *Novitas*, said this:

> While they have this whole engaging the culture and the world around them, and the city centre and the world around them, I don't see them actually doing it very much now. We're kind of downstairs in that building, and yet I've not seen a lot of involvement with the world outside.

Even so, this disconnect between the communities of *Novitas* and *Fulcrum Café* seems to be widely recognized in both circles and addressing this dissonance factored heavily into decisions surrounding the future of the community—most notably, the hiring of a new community leader who would help bring these two groups within closer proximity to one another.

Another crucial aspect to *Novitas*’ missional engagement was the way in which this emerging church spoke of its relationship to the city centre. When addressing the relationship between the *Novitas* community and wider human society, Dave shared these comments:

> *Novitas* has a positive relationship with the world. If there was a line—you know, a syncretism / dualism line—we’d be more on the... closer to the syncretism end. Not that we want to be syncretistic, but on that spectrum we'll be closer there because we affirm that God is living and active and present in the world. The world is seen as a positive place, a place to engage with, and a place to affirm—which I
rejoice in because I want to say that world is a good place rather
than... you know, bad, bad, bad things happen, but that doesn't mean
the whole of creation is tarnished—is a bad place.495

This positive stance towards the created world and human society brought with it a
heightened sensitivity to the city centre culture for the Novitas community. Thus,
when designing their liturgies, certain rituals they considered culturally irrelevant
were avoided. For instance, since the participants of Novitas believed congregational
singing represented a form of Christian worship that held little relevance for their
local culture, this emerging church chose not to include this practice in their
liturgies.496 By opting instead for practices deemed more culturally appropriate for
their city centre context—such as excerpts from contemporary films and music—
Novitas insisted on being a community that would not shun or ignore the wider
human society.

Yet, despite Novitas’ positive stance towards the Wellingham city centre, there also
remained strong aspirations within this emerging church to represent a counter-
cultural community. Again, Dave’s comments are illustrative: ‘the church is a
counter-cultural community... I warm to that’.497 Putting into words the attitudes of a
number of the Novitas participants, he continued by sharing a particular conception
of church that they pursue:

The church as an alternative society which models something
different. The church as an alternative community which challenges a
dominant consciousness of that which is around it. Aspirationally, I
would like Novitas to do that, but whether it does or not—well I'm
sure at times it doesn't.498

While this concern of Dave’s may have a measure of merit to it, there were in fact
instances that I observed where his aspirations for his community were realized.
Indeed, the art exhibition that took place in the Fulcrum Café—which focused
particularly on the themes of solitude in a public space—stands as a good example.
Through this performance, Novitas sought to prophetically question the isolated
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existence associated with city centre culture. For Dave and others this forty-day exhibition exemplified what it might mean for their church to exist as alternative community challenging a dominant consciousness. Even so, the fact that Novitas embodied this challenge through an art exhibition that drew upon the work of nearby artists and members of the public reveals their desire to foster a positive relationship with their local culture and the wider society.

Focus Group Summary and Validation
At the conclusion of my stint in the field, and after transcribing and analysing the interviews from Novitas, I returned to Wellingham in order to facilitate a focus group with six of the community participants. This afforded me the opportunity to feed back to the community what I observed and heard in my time there and during my interviews, validating and qualifying the findings above. I have arranged the material below to reflect the original focus group schedule. I first highlight the most striking features of this community, and then I recount the various themes that arose out of observations and interviews. Finally I conclude with an initial attempt at ecclesiologically locating the Novitas community. The format of the focus group was such that I would communicate a particular theme or feature that emerged from my fieldwork, followed by the question, ‘Is this an authentic description of your community?’ From there the participants were encouraged to agree, disagree, add their own observation, discuss it with one another, or ask their own question about the data. At times, I too would include a follow-up question of my own for discussion. In each of the following instances, the focus group respondents indicated that this was indeed an authentic description of Novitas. Where their discussions of the findings provided a degree of helpful nuance, I have accounted for this in the analysis section (section three) of the thesis.

The Most Striking Features of the Novitas Community
(1) The Questioning Community: When I contemplated my experiences at Novitas, the portrayal that defined this community more than any other was that it existed as a space for faith inquiry and theological exploration. This manifested itself with reoccurring themes of doubt alongside faith, questioning inherited beliefs, seeking to
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understand other traditions, rethinking ‘church’ for a city centre context and creating a safe place to work through individual crises of faith. When asked, ‘what does this community value?’, most interview participants spoke—at least in part—of a place where discussion is encouraged and questions are welcomed. My initial reflection of my times on Wednesday nights was that it reminded me more of a postgraduate seminar or R.E. course than it did a worshiping faith community. Other community phenomena related to this feature of questioning are a more egalitarian ethos—where any and all can contribute—and a playful irreverence towards many ‘church’ norms.

(2) The Novitas / Fulcrum Café Dynamic: The other feature that I found incredibly striking was the relationship between Novitas and Fulcrum Café. Perhaps it was an assumption I made prior to joining this community, but I had envisioned a much closer relationship between the two entities. However, upon arriving I quickly realized that there were two very distinct communities, connected only through a shared physical space, and perhaps through leadership figures such as Ethan and Dave. This disconnect between Novitas and Fulcrum Café seemed to be widely recognized in the community and addressing this disconnect factored heavily into decisions surrounding the future of the community—most notably, the hiring of a new community leader who would oversee both entities. The establishment of TRIP, a Novitas led initiative that organized the ‘solitude in a public space’ art exhibition, was also an attempt to address this disconnect.

Themes that Emerged from my Participation in Novitas

(1) Wednesday Night Gatherings: The gathering on Wednesday nights was an important aspect in the life of Novitas. While it was not critical (or common) for an individual to attend every week, it did seem to be significant in defining participation in the life of the community. It appeared to me to be the primary place for the community’s theological processing and probing. The lighting of the candles seemed to mark off a sacred time when the community gathered in the name of the triune God. Singing did not take place during this time. Corporate singing was seen to be culturally irrelevant and a form of faith confession that may be inappropriate for the beliefs of the community. The space was set up in a café style, which fostered a decentred atmosphere and helped to facilitate discussion. In this setting all presumably had equal say in the conversation and a single ‘talking head’ did not
dominate the time. While the gathering was important, ‘church’ is not confined to this space and may also be lived out in places like pubs, flats, work, etc.

(2) Missional Participation in Wellingham: Another theme that emerged was the desire for missional participation in Wellingham. The city centre culture was an important theme here, and this community evidenced a deep affection for the Wellingham city centre. In general, there was a two-fold stance in regards to the city centre culture. First, there was a desire to have a space to engage with spiritual matters in a form that was rooted in the culture and not alien to the life of someone who lived and worked in this context. Therefore during the corporate gatherings, *Novitas* strived to creatively engage matters of spirituality through culturally relevant apparatus such as film, music, art, etc. Second, there was a desire to be a spiritual presence in the city centre. Activities such as the ‘solitude in a public space’ and the *Fulcrum* night café, where mission took the form of presence, welcome and hospitality, are good examples of this.

(3) An Ethos of Inclusively: The *Novitas* community strived to be a welcoming and inclusive community. Participation and inclusion in the community was open to all regardless of one’s faith persuasion, doctrinal beliefs or sexuality—to name but a few examples. Although no one would have been excluded from participating in the community based upon who they were or what they believed, destructive behaviour that was harmful to the community could have been a reason for exclusion. Interviewees also suggested that others—particularly those who found themselves out of step with the inclusive and welcoming ethos of *Novitas*—might choose to self-exclude.

**Ecclesiologically Locating the Novitas Community.**

(1) Anglican-Methodist partnership and *Fresh Expressions*: Although *Novitas* predated the Anglican-Methodist *Fresh Expressions* initiative, it currently exists under the auspices of those sponsoring churches. As such, *Novitas* conceived of itself as being rooted in the wider church and the wider Christian tradition—although one did not need to adhere to any Anglican or Methodist affirmations or practices to be a part of *Novitas*. Because of this affiliation, theological differences between the
church’s paid leadership and the participants seemed to surface when the community began to tread into matters that were of ecclesiological import—for instance, ordination, Eucharist celebration and baptism. I got the sense that the participants were more willing to rethink and reinvent those practices than the church’s paid leadership. Also, a notable number of folks from Novitas that I met and interviewed had some prior exposure to the evangelical wings of these churches. Consequently, many Novitas participants were both shaped by, and reacting to, their experience in these evangelical expressions of church.

(2) Verbal Orientation vs. Visual Orientation: If a rough spectrum were to be created, and one end was designated ‘catholic’ and the other ‘protestant’, one could map where a community might fall on that spectrum through a number of factors. The one I wish to consider at this point is whether a community is verbally oriented (including spoken word and written text) or visually oriented. On this spectrum, the more visually oriented a community was, the more ‘catholic’ it would appear; the more verbally oriented a community was, the more ‘protestant’ it would appear. When considering Novitas, I saw a mixture of verbal and visual practices. Indeed it appeared to be significantly more visual than the ‘typical’ protestant community. Nevertheless, the verbal orientation still dominated much of the meaning making that took place in the community—particularly as participants processed their faith and theological understandings, they did so through dialogue and discussion.

(3) A penchant for ecclesial eclecticism: A number of the interviewees—particularly those who had been with the community for a longer period—suggested that Novitas was not doing anything that was necessarily radical or unique, but was simply trying to be faithful to their own local context, just as the church has attempted to do for centuries. I found this assessment compelling and would agree that much of what was taking place in this community could find parallel in other Christian communities across the globe and throughout history. Yet, what I did think was unique about this community was the way in which Novitas eclectically blended various traditions, beliefs and practices in order to shape something that was in fact distinct from other ecclesial traditions.
Chapter 5: Depiction of Common Table

In this chapter I present a detailed portrayal of the Common Table community based upon the observations made during my time as a participant with this emerging church and upon the data generated through the in-depth interviews I conducted with various community members. This portrayal describes Common Table’s ecclesial contexts and historical development, its weekly patterns, its physical spaces, its worship gatherings, the profiles and personal narratives of its participants, and the community’s core practices.

Overview of the Common Table Community

This initial section of the chapter follows a structure similar to the previous chapter’s overview of the Novitas community by first narrating through the formation and development of Common Table, and then describing the weekly rhythms, physical and online spaces, and communal practices of this community. This section of the chapter also provides an introduction to particular individuals who have aligned themselves with the Common Table community. As with the overview of Novitas, the particulars surrounding the early life and growth of the Common Table community lie outside the parameters of my own empirical research into this emerging church, and as such I am required to rely upon the perspectives of those interviewed and other written accounts in order to shape this narrative.

The Ecclesial Context of Common Table – History and Development

Providing an account of the history and development of the Common Table Community requires a brief excursion into the identity and makeup of Shelbyville Community Church—as this is the congregation from which a core group of Common Table participants emerged. Although currently a large non-denominational church with over a thousand participants, Shelbyville Community Church began as a small congregation of approximately twenty people in 1970. Most of the early participants in this church were students and faculty at a nearby university—where they initially meet in one of the buildings on the campus. Coming together around the shared values of ‘biblical teaching’ and living ‘Christian lifestyles’, the church grew quickly and soon moved into a purpose-built facility located just off the university campus. This location would house the congregation until 2001, when they moved into a larger facility located on the border between the
towns of Shelbyville and Springfield. Since these two towns each have a sizable university located within their borders, the demographics of Shelbyville and Springfield are reflected in the makeup of Shelbyville Community Church—which is a highly educated, multi-national, and multi-racial community. Ecclesiologically, the Shelbyville Community Church is located within the evangelical tradition, and describes itself as ‘a diverse group of people who love Jesus Christ and His gospel, who want to be under the authority of Scripture, and who deeply desire Jesus to be known in our city and the world’. As a non-denominational church, they are congregational in their polity. While their worship services contain music, scripture readings, and prayers, the focus of their liturgy is ‘the preaching of the Bible’. This aspect of the service is seen as the culmination of their worship.

By the mid 1980s, Shelbyville Community Church had grown into one of the better-attended churches in the local area. The large number of university students who began attending the congregation in 1970s and early 1980s were developing into a sizable collection of young families. In 1990 the congregation hired Mike, a youth minister from a large church in the north-eastern United States, to begin leading a small youth ministry for the teenagers participating in the Shelbyville congregation. As a co-pastor for Shelbyville Community Church, Mike’s responsibilities would evolve over his fifteen-year stint with this church to include overseeing the collegiate ministry and the young adult’s ministry. By the late 1990s, Mike had become significantly involved with the group of prominent evangelical youth leaders that would later go on to form Emergent Village. He explains how his involvement in this organization was spurred on by questions that were surfacing in the Shelbyville Community Church. Mike remarks how the conversation around postmodernity, which fuelled many of the early discussions in Emergent Village, were also appearing in his local congregation, saying:

Well, in terms of in the nineties, when I was really getting going in Emergent Village—reading and exploring—I was in a role at my church where this was partly relevant because we're in a college town. So, I mean, there were people in our church who were talking postmodernity and deconstruction and all sorts of things as a part of their normal academic pursuits, so it wasn't entirely off the map to be interested in those issues. And there was some relevance to our
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church—also some strong pushback—but there were people... some of our church's mission was enhanced by that sensitivity. So I was both leading and cajoling and fighting during those times.  

As a result of Mike’s leading and cajoling—and as a result of the congregation’s enhanced sensitivity to the postmodern climate—momentum began building in the early 2000s for an ‘emerging’ ministry initiative at Shelbyville Community Church. Through Mike’s involvement, a ‘young adults ministry’ was formed in this congregation, with the aim of increasing social justice initiatives, developing local ministry partnerships, and deepening community life amongst this demographic. Alongside the development of this young adults ministry, a distinct worship service at Shelbyville Community Church was also initiated. While this service was open to all of the participants in the congregation, the younger adults in the congregation were the primary attenders. Heather, a Common Table participant who was a part of Shelbyville Community Church at this time, saw this worship service as a precursor to the worship service of Common Table. She notes that it was a place for experimentation and ‘using the space there a little bit differently, and trying out some of these ideas’—ideas such as the use of candles for creating sacred space.

As momentum gathered around the young adult ministry and newly developed worship service, questions arose about the future of this emerging initiative and its relationship to Shelbyville Community Church. Mike remarked, ‘we originally had ambivalence as to whether [this emerging initiative] was going to be a church plant’. According to him, instead of an emerging church, Common Table could have existed as an ‘intentional community’ within the wider Shelbyville Community Church congregation. Indeed, as Heather recalled, when discussing the future of the community that was forming around this emerging initiative, ‘the first thing we could all agree on is we didn't necessarily want to start a church plant’. She explains that they ‘were looking more at that idea of a church within a church’, because ‘all of us were a part of Shelbyville Community Church, we liked [this church] and didn't feel like we needed to change something, but kind of work within something to bring
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about some change’. Yet, as the community that gathered around the emerging ministry initiative began to solidify, gaps between this group and the wider congregation began to develop. According to Heather, early conversations about emerging initiatives included discussions about avoiding a situation where Shelbyville Community Church morphed into two distinct churches, ‘that shared the same space, but didn’t really… you know, the people didn’t know each other’. But, as she described it, ‘things just kind of melded and transformed, and I think that it became clear though after a while that [the emerging initiative] was that separate church anyway’.

Not only were gaps beginning to form between those participating in these two communities, but Mike was also noticing a large gap between himself and the Shelbyville Community Church congregation that he was co-leading. Suggesting that there was a widening distance between his vision for a church’s engagement with postmodern culture, and the vision of the Shelbyville Community Church congregation, Mike said, ‘I definitely got in that space where I was a good bit further ahead of the congregation I was leading’. Because Mike believed that ‘disappointment’ existed in the gap between leader and those led, and because this ‘distance of disappointment’ had grown substantially between himself and the congregation of Shelbyville Community Church, he recognized that ‘it was time to leave’ and to pursue the vision of developing a distinct emerging community. Thus, with the endorsement and financial support of Shelbyville Community Church, the conceptual work for the emerging community that would become Common Table began in January 2005. A small group of participants would begin meeting in the neighbouring town of Springfield—in the living room of one of the principal families—later that year.
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Heather describes these early meetings, saying, ‘when we started, we met in [this family’s] living room and there was no music, and there were about twenty people’—all of whom had came from the Shelbyville Community Church congregation. According to her, the majority of the time was spent ‘sitting in the circle’ and ‘just talking’. Noting how Mike and a former member of the community, ‘would take turns leading a discussion’ in these initial gatherings, Heather explained that the participants realized fairly quickly that music was an important liturgical element missing from their gatherings. As the community’s liturgy developed, music was not only introduced into the gathering, but would evolve to become a dominant feature. Yet, the addition of music to the community’s worship gatherings was not the only development that occurred in those early days Common Table’s existence. Indeed, the make-up of the community itself changed significantly during the first few months. The following paragraphs describe these developments.

Since there was an initial ambivalence as to whether or not the emerging initiative in Shelbyville Community Church would become an actual church or simply an intentional community, the participants met on Sunday nights because, as Mike expressed it, ‘we didn’t want to compete with the church that people were in’. Yet, when formally moving forward as an emerging church plant, the Common Table community decided to keep Sunday evenings as the time set aside for their weekly gatherings. Mike suggested that this was done partly out of an ‘interest in having a non-traditional time for church’, and partly out of pragmatic concerns about finding a space for gathering. The community’s assumption was that it would be easier to secure a future worship space on Sunday evenings, rather than Sunday mornings. This meant that many of the early participants emerging from Shelbyville Community Church could participate in both communities. One such participant was Kimberly, who, after noting how these initial living room meetings were populated primarily by
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Shelbyville Community Church participants, remarked, ‘almost everybody who came from [this church] had to make a decision like I did at some point—“am I going to continue to go to two churches, or am I going to commit to one or the other”’.

Within the first six months, most of the participants involved in both communities had made the decision to commit to one or the other. While Kimberly decided to align herself with Common Table, a significant number of other participants chose to return to Shelbyville Community Church. Mike details this period of Common Table’s development, noting:

We got younger six months in. We actually started heavy in our mid-thirties with kids, and I think most of the people in that... part of it is they weren't fully committed to the model, but also the siren song of highly developed children's programs and the convenience of the ‘program church’ was really hard for that age group to do. One of their struggle points is that they were doing two churches at the same time—and one was easy and one was harder. And they—most of them—chose the easy, or they had a spouse who didn't buy into the theology or the tone. So we had people like that as well. So we got younger really fast and so that kind of marked us as young, and then you come into the community and realize, ‘wow, this is a young community’.

These early developments were the first of many for the Common Table community, and Mike noted that the community ‘changed radically from year to year, with one pretty violent change from year one to year two, which caused some issues’. During this first year of development, the community moved their weekly gatherings from the living room of one of the principal families, into a loft space above a coffee shop in Springfield. The coffee shop was located close to the university in Springfield, and the community experienced a noticeable influx of students—many of who did not have a previous connection to Shelbyville Community Church. Although Common Table would move their worship gathering to a storefront space in downtown Springfield a couple of years later, the composition of the community
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would remain substantially allied with this, and other, local universities. In fact, during my participation with *Common Table*, their weekly gatherings experienced a participation flux from approximately forty to fifty individuals in the summer months to over eighty participants during the school term. Also during my participation with *Common Table*, the community once again moved their weekly gathering to a different space on the opposite side of downtown Springfield. While Mike noted that moves such as these ‘took a lot of energy’ and ‘cost us some missional energy’, this was not the primary reason he gave for the radical change in the community from year one to year two. Mike’s description of this transition provides excellent insight into the ways in which *Common Table* developed:

Year one, our first kind of growth, was some people who were more counter-cultural, which was exciting—the type of people that we wanted in the community. We had some traditions that developed that were deeply loved. Film night, an art night where people would gather and read and work on projects, paint, drink wine, and do those things. A lot of these things came from [my partner]. [She] was the one who drove most of those things, and a couple of missional traditions like field gleaning and things like that. Between year one and year two, a lot of those disappeared to the grave disappointment of the people who loved them. What was missing was... there was some immaturity. There were folks that expected it to be done for them, and when [my partner] was changing her area of emphasis she really asked people to take these on, and they agreed to but they didn't. I mean they really expected it to be done for them. So that was a really painful shift with people who got fairly disappointed with the church and we had a small group largely disappear in the wake of that, without our really understanding that it was happening. So that kind of much more creative dimension was a big change.

In the wake of the sizable changes that occurred from the first year to the second, several features gradually developed in the community that helped give shape to the current makeup of *Common Table*. First, the community became more intentional about establishing a ‘lead team’. According to Mike, in the initial stages of development, any individual who was ‘interested and willing’ could assume responsibility in an area of the church’s life—even if they were ‘not capable’ or they

---
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As this emerging church matured, it was important to have a community of people sharing responsibility for the various areas of the church’s life, and thus, those individuals who ‘could only work their way’ left during this transition—leaving a group of ‘people who were highly committed to the community, who were not transitional, and were people who had a measure of wisdom’ to function as a ‘lead team’ for the church. In addition to the development of a lead team, the Common Table community began to focus more of their energies around the structure of their worship. According to Mike, this community ‘became more liturgical somewhere between year one and year two’. This aspect of the community’s life is explored in more detail in the below sections describing the Common Table worship gathering, but it is important to note at this point that Joshua, an accomplished musician, began participating with the community during this stage. He was highly influential in the liturgical development of the community, and by the time I began participating with the community, Joshua was receiving a stipend for his contribution. A final development in the community, which helped give shape to the current makeup of Common Table, was their engagement with a local grassroots economic and political advocacy organization called Our City Care. As I conveyed earlier, the Common Table community expended a notable amount of energy in relocating from one worship space to another, and thus in the process, they lost a measure of missional energy. As a result, several of the community’s local initiatives had lapsed. Instead of starting new initiatives, Common Table chose to align themselves in partnership with organizations already involved with programs that engaged the Springfield community. Our City Care was one such organization, and the Common Table community had solidified their association with this organization in the years leading up to my involvement.

The Principal Patterns of the Common Table Community

Although the Common Table community was only four years old when I began participating in 2009, the weekly rhythms and collective practices of this emerging church followed a well-established pattern. In this portion of the chapter I offer an
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overview of the various activities that took place during my time with this community.

**Initial Overview of the Weekly Rhythms of the Community**

The nucleus of *Common Table* was their weekly Sunday evening gathering, and through the liturgical structure of this time a notable emphasis was placed upon the celebration of the Eucharist. In fact, this ritual rested at the centre of ecclesial life for many of the participants of this emerging church. While the Eucharist is a central feature for many ecclesial communities, the manner in which the ritual was enacted in this emerging church was highly unique, and therefore I give it considerable attention in the below section describing *Common Table’s* worship gathering.

Most Sunday evenings followed a set liturgical pattern drawn together from a variety of ecclesiastical sources, with the formal gathering unfolding in nine movements—(1) A call to gather, (2) greeting, (3) preparation, (4) scripture reading, (5) conversation, (6) confession, (7) absolution, (8) the Eucharist celebration, and (9) benediction. With the exception of the greeting, scripture reading and weekly conversation, which were all spoken, musical performers would guide the participants through the liturgy via carefully selected songs that epitomized the various movements.

In addition to the Sunday worship gathering where the Eucharist celebration occurred, there were smaller groups that participants were encouraged to contribute to throughout the week. These ranged from more recognizable ‘home groups’, where community members met together for a meal, prayer and scripture discussions, to the weekly ‘pub group’, where participants gathered over pints at a local tavern for a lively discussion of a pre-circulated academic article. Local community engagement was also a strong value for those participating in *Common Table*, and partnering with organizations that were already undertaking community work was the approach preferred over starting new initiatives within the church. This local involvement had seen an array of expression since 2005, but during my time with the community many of the participants were actively engaged with the
work of Our City Care—a grassroots economic and political advocacy organization focused on current needs in the local community.

**Physical Space of Common Table**

As noted in the above history and development section, the Common Table community relocated their offices and weekly meeting space to a different venue during the time in which I was participating. Since two different buildings housed the community gatherings during my research stint, I describe each one separately here, drawing brief attention to a limited number of crucial differences between the two locations.

‘Rue Street’ Space

Situated on the ground floor of a two-story tan brick building, the Rue Street space served as the worship and office site for the Common Table community during the majority of my participation with this emerging church. Originally built for commercial use, this structure sits alongside similar buildings dotting the eastside of downtown Springfield. While the current owners of the building have renovated the first floor for their own residential use, the ground floor remains in its commercial state, with large green and white trimmed storefront windows facing the adjacent street and sidewalk. Behind one portion of these street-facing windows lies the main gathering space of the Common Table community. The offices of the church exist behind the other set of windows, but a curtain has been erected on the inside, turning this portion into a small display room where a pewter chalice and a loaf of bread sit alongside decorative cast iron crosses and candles on a narrow wooden table. A sizeable art collage rests on an easel next to a smaller framed sign that sits on the end of the wooden table and gives details about the Sunday night gathering. White lettered signage affixed to the storefront windows of the main area also serves to identify this space as belonging to the Common Table community.

A glass door located at the centre of the windows gives access to the building—opening immediately into the main gathering space. This wood floored room is rectangular in shape with a high, decoratively embossed ceiling and two long, bright white walls leading towards a purple accent wall at the far end. A previously used staircase still rises from the floor on one of the long walls, ending abruptly once it
reaches the ceiling. A door leading to the remainder of the ground floor area lies at the centre of the other long wall. Through this entrance, there is a small hall that hosts the snack table and grants access to the toilets, an office and a medium sized room used to house the children’s activities. Natural light fills the main space from the glass front and two tall windows located on the back wall. Pendant lights covered with oversized round paper shades hang from the ceiling, offering incandescent illumination to the room during the night hours. The walls are modestly adorned with ecclesiastically themed photo collages, paintings, cast iron crosses and a black lettered stencil that reads, ‘Lord, hear our prayer’.

The hosting of the Sunday night gathering of Common Table remains the primary purpose for this space, and during my participation with this emerging church, no other community event or activity took place in this venue. The main room is primarily furnished with black low profiled couches and red cushioned wooden chairs, with an occasional grey cushioned high back chair accenting the mix. An assortment of end tables and coffee tables also fill the space, allowing for lamps, candles and other decorative items to be placed about the room. Finally, two larger dark stained wooden tables also appear in this arrangement, serving as communion stations during the celebration of the Eucharist.

Immediately on the inside of the glass door leading from the sidewalk to the worship area, a number of couches, chairs and tables are casually arranged to resemble a small living room or den space. Plants and lamps help to authenticate this replication, and many of the community participants will stop to greet and visit with one another here after walking into the venue. Situated just beyond this initial setting lies the primary arrangement of chairs and tables. Set up ‘in the round’, two to four rows of chairs border a central ‘stage’ area on three sides, with one of the long walls serving as the backdrop. In this central area, a couple of stools for the service leaders and an assortment of instruments for the musicians furnish the stage, making it the focal point for an extended portion of the gathering. A small sound system also rests in the centre of the room, amplifying the voices and musical instruments throughout the entire space. Finally, due to the narrow confines of the venue, the communion tables are located outside of this central area on either side of the long room. Thus, during the enactment of the Eucharist, participants will turn their focus away from
the stage and move towards the extremities of the space where they will participate in the table ritual and mingle with one another until the gathering has been concluded.

‘Horizons Centre’ Space

During the final three weeks of my participation with Common Table, the community relocated their offices and gathering space to a different facility in the city of Springfield. Situated in a gentrified residential district, directly northwest of downtown, this property was originally constructed as a Missionary Alliance Church, but it is currently being occupied by an inter-church youth organization committed to ministering to local disenfranchised and marginalized adolescents. This organization was already subletting the worship and classroom space to a small Baptist Church for their use on Sunday mornings, and in the middle of July 2009, they began leasing it to the Common Table community for their Sunday evening gatherings. Although located less than a mile from the community’s former meeting place on Rue Street, this red-bricked building, with its ecclesiastical design and its leafy neighbourhood setting, provided a marked contrast to their downtown home. The increased square footage of the new space further distinguished this facility from the older one, and the additional classroom space for children and the larger dimensions of the main gathering area made this move an attractive opportunity for the community.

With the exception of making use of a one-room office upstairs, the only time the Common Table participants engage with this building as their own space is on Sunday evenings. Therefore a more extensive preparation process occurs before and after the use of the rooms, and there are no permanent fixtures or decorations to indicate that this space belongs to the community. On a Sunday evening, however, there is a small, cloth covered table that sits outside the primary entrance to the gathering space, and on it rests the pewter chalice, loaf of bread, and framed collage from the display window in their previous location. Also on this stand, a large leather bound bible lays opened to a chapter in the Psalms. Beyond the table, two large wooden doors grant access into the church, leading first into a tiny square shaped entrance hall that contains an office desk and computer—presumably serving as a reception area for the youth organization that utilizes the space during the week. Beyond this entrance hall is the main gathering space for the community. Clearly,
this sizeable auditorium, with its high ceiling, rectangular shape, wooden flooring, proscenium stage and baptismal pool, served as the primary worship area for the church that originally occupied this building. The pastel green paint and decorative cream coloured trimming mixes well with the incandescent illumination generated by the sconce lights that line the two longer walls, giving the room a bright and warm ambience. During the daylight hours, sunlight also fills the room from the collection of large windows that are closely spaced across one of the long exterior walls, adding to the warmth and brightness. Two passageways, set to either side of the stage, lead from the main gathering space into the primary corridor that serves to connect the various classrooms, offices, kitchen facilities and toilets that make up this building.

Even though the furnishings and decorations in the new space were the same ones used for the Rue Street facilities, their arrangement was altered slightly because of the additional square footage at the Horizons Centre. Choosing to ignore the large proscenium stage at the far end of the room, the Common Table community continued their practice of meeting ‘in the round’. Yet, instead of only three sections of chairs bordering a central area, the new venue allowed space for a fourth flank of chairs to be included—resulting in an entirely surrounded centre ‘stage’. Two other amendments to this arrangement are also worthy of mention. First, the couches, chairs and tables that originally served to create a living room setting in the entrance area of the previous facility were incorporated into the primary arrangement of chairs bordering the area of central focus. This mixed grouping gives ‘the round’ a more casual ambience, with lamps, candles, pictures and plants bringing a living room aura to the entire worship experience. Second—and perhaps even more significant—the communion tables are now moved into the central area as well, bringing the Eucharistic elements into the community’s focus for the entire liturgical encounter.

In all likelihood, the Common Table community will continue to experiment with this new space, and the arrangements I described are sure to be altered as the participants settle into the venue and make it their new home. Indeed, many of the community members spoke of the potential for liturgical experimentation that accompanied this move.
**Online Space of Common Table**

The *Common Table* community also occupied space in the digital realm of the online world. Through their website, this emerging church described themselves to site visitors—expressing their values and highlighting their practices. During my participation with the *Common Table* community, the website was rudimentary in its design, and predominately text based. Since my time with this emerging church, they have launched a more developed website that better captures the character of the *Common Table* community. For instance, the new site includes a number of images that depict the aesthetics of the community’s worship space and the background colour of the site changes in keeping with the liturgical season. Still, since this portrait of *Common Table* is intended to reflect the community during the time in which I was involved as a participant observer, the following description outlines the rudimentary version of the site.

As already noted, the *Common Table* website was primarily text based. This feature, along with the site’s white backdrop and the use of the homepage to provide community updates and to make announcements about future gatherings, made the website appear more like a weblog. Upon navigating to the site, the initial page at which a user arrives is the welcome page. The header on this welcome page, which remains consistent across all the pages on the site, is a large font text reading, ‘*Common Table* – Emerging Church serving Springfield, US’. Immediately below this header are hypertext links that direct users to the other pages on the *Common Table* website. These subpages are entitled, ‘Home’, ‘Community’, ‘Worship’, ‘Mission’, and ‘FAQs’. Like the header, these hypertext links remain consistent across all the pages on the site. Another consistent feature across all the pages was a text based bar descending along the left side of the page. The text in this bar alerted users to the number of people currently online, provided a link to a weekly newsletter (along with an opportunity signup to receive this update via email), and a place to make a donation to the *Common Table* community via *PayPal* services.

In addition to being the landing page for the website and providing details about the time and location of the weekly worship gathering, this welcome page also gives an introductory description of the *Common Table* community. The text on this page
declares that this emerging church is committed to Jesus’ mandate to love others as one loves her or his own self. This description continues by stating that the *Common Table* community seeks to deepen friendships with one another and to look outside themselves and build relationships within the city of Springfield—in the aim of being instruments of healing wherever discord, damage, or neglect has occurred. The closing sentences on this welcome page state that *Common Table* participants themselves are damaged, and therefore pursue the healing grace of Jesus Christ. Thus, instead of claiming to ‘have answers’, this emerging community seeks to listen and learn from the unique experiences of others.

Many of the other pages on the website—including the home, community, and worship pages—were primarily informational in nature. These pages provided visitors with pertinent details concerning upcoming gatherings and contact information for the community members responsible for aspects such pastoral care, worship, children’s activities, finances, and home groups. They also indicated the times and locations of the various weekly activities that took place outside the worship gathering—such as home groups and pub group. Additionally, weekly podcasts of the worship gatherings were uploaded and made available on the site’s worship page. The community page also included a weblog, but this was not active during my participation with *Common Table*.

Two other pages on the *Common Table* website provide helpful insight into the aspirations of this community. The first page, entitled ‘mission @ *Common Table*’, states that mission guides this community’s formation and defines the soul of *Common Table*. Following a paragraph that introduces the phrase ‘missional church’—which conveys how this term describes a community that seeks to discern and participate in God’s agenda—the text on this page outlines the missional ‘passions’ of this emerging church. These passions include breaking free of the notion that ‘mission’ is to be understood solely as evangelism in international settings—to be carried out by highly trained professional missionaries. Instead, this webpage suggests that mission should be understood as a way of life for all those who follow the path of Christ, regardless of context or locality. These passions also include valuing God’s present kingdom as much as God’s eternal kingdom—seeking to embody the spirit of God’s kingdom in the present context. Finally, this page
states that *Common Table*’s missional passions include a desire to extend their cultural frame of reference beyond the perspective of ‘affluent, western culture’, and to listen and learn from other cultures and communities. These desires drive the Common Table community to seek diversity in their ministry partnerships, as they come near to those in different contexts as ‘learners’ rather than ‘problem-solvers’.

A second page on the website that provides helpful insight into the aspirations of this emerging community is the FAQs page. Indeed, a fuller understanding of the Common Table community emerges through their responses to questions about what this community believes, what denomination they affiliate with, and what their weekly worship gatherings are like. In answering the question of what this community believes, the text on this webpage indicates that *Common Table* is committed to ‘living in the way of Jesus’ and to the worship of God as Father, Son, and Spirit. The response to this question continues to state that scripture, the individual and corporate experiences of the community, and the history and narrative of the church compels the community in this direction. In recognition of the relationship this community shares with the historical church, the response concludes by indicating that the community upholds the beliefs of Christianity as expressed in the *Apostles’ Creed* and the *Nicene Creed*. In responding to the question of *Common Table*’s denominational affiliation, the FAQs webpage indicates that this community is ‘inter-denominational’, seeking to bridge across the breadth of the Christian tradition. Still, this response concludes with the affirmation that the *Common Table* community shares a strong kinship with the emerging church movement. Finally, in responding to the question concerning what the weekly worship gatherings are like, this page highlights the distinct role that prayer, music, scripture, and the Eucharist play in this emerging community. In stressing both the commonalities and differences between their worship gatherings and other ecclesial worship gatherings, this page states that the *Common Table* community draws strongly from liturgical prayers of the Christian and Jewish tradition, even while leaving room for personal prayer. The text goes on to indicate that they conduct their gatherings ‘in the round’. The page concludes by stressing that many of the common elements of the community’s liturgy are expressed by music from various genres and centuries, and that they practise the Eucharist each week. The page indicates that the style of music
is predominately folk/acoustic and the atmosphere surrounding the Eucharist is festive.

**Description of the Common Table Worship Gathering**

Having given an overview of the weekly rhythms and physical spaces of this emerging church, I now offer a more in-depth account of the Common Table worship gatherings. Although each night followed the set liturgical pattern described in the above overview, the theme of the night, the song selections, and the weekly conversation would vary from gathering to gathering. Thus, in order to present a rich account of this emerging church’s worship life, the following segments mirror the format of the description of the Novitas worship gathering in the previous chapter—first providing an initial sketch of one complete Sunday evening gathering, followed by illustrative examples of music, conversations, and activities from different evenings.523

**Narration through Initial Worship Gathering**

My first worship encounter with the Common Table community took place on 3 May 2009. At this point in my participation with this emerging church, the community was gathering for worship in the Rue Street space at 17:00. Prior to entering the field, I had signed up to receive the community’s email updates. Although the emails I received from this subscription were rare, I did get an update on Friday, 1 May. In addition to a notice about the upcoming move from the Rue Street space to the Horizons Centre space, and information concerning Our City Care, home group, and pub group, the email also contained information about this particular evening’s worship. Noting that it was the Fourth Sunday of Easter, the email written by Mike introduced the lectionary text and theme of that evening’s conversation. He wrote:

> This week's dialogue has an odd working title: ‘Non-Sequitur: The Good Shepherd and His Martyrs’—but don’t hold that against me. We will continue our conversation in Acts 4. For this week, read Acts 4:13-37 to get a preview of the dialogue. The lectionary for this week brings us several texts about God as a good shepherd. But the story of the unfolding church in Acts 4 brings hints of persecution, injustice, and the foreshadowing of the martyrdom of leaders that follows.

---

523 I have also chosen to follow the format of the Novitas description by selecting my first encounter with the Common Table community as the night for the initial sketch. Again, in highlighting this night, I am attempting to provide an ‘outsiders’ first impression of the community gathering.
(beginning with Stephen). How do these concepts hold together? Does a good shepherd allow his or her sheep to suffer? This week will explore the goodness of a faith that requires the whole of our lives. Really?

I read the Acts text in preparation for the worship gathering. Arriving at 16:45, I made my way through the glass door that led from the city sidewalk into the main gathering space of the community. To my right, a labyrinth had been laid out on the hardwood floor in blue tape. At times portions of this blue tape would be covered with tables and chairs, and during my stint with the community, the presence of the labyrinth was not acknowledged. A young woman sat on a couch to my left, and as I moved further into the main space she greeted me with a smile and handed me several sheets of various coloured letter-sized paper. On these sheets of paper was the order of the service, the evening’s scripture reading, and the lyrics to the music that would be played during the liturgy. Also included in these sheets of paper was a welcome to those who might be there for the first time—with information on the pub group, the home group, and various persons to contact for pastoral care or involvement in the ministries of the community. I noticed that three holes were punched down the left side of the paper, and that several community participants had binders on a nearby shelf, which they collected upon entering, and then inserted these sheets into.

Entering even further into the main space, I observed several participants already seated in the couches and chairs, which had been arranged around the instruments and stools placed in the centre of the room. The musicians were already in the centre rehearsing, and their music filled the space. Mike noticed me as I moved towards an arrangement of chairs and quickly walked over to where I was standing and introduced himself. He offered me some coffee and a light snack that had been arranged on the table in the nearby hallway. After a brief conversation, Mike introduced me to Gordon, who himself was a relatively new participant in the Common Table community. Since Gordon and I were both new to this emerging church, and since we both originated from a similar part of the country, we developed an immediate rapport with one another. Our exchange on this night was brief however, as shortly after we sat down, the worship service began.

524 Common Table, e-mail message to subscribers, 1 May 2009.
As already indicated, *Common Table’s* Sunday evening gatherings followed a set liturgical pattern, and this particular worship service unfolded along those established lines, with the liturgy consisting of a call to gather, a greeting, preparation, scripture reading, conversation, confession, absolution, Eucharist celebration, and benediction. Like many of these movements, the beginning ‘call to gather’ was facilitated through a song and thus, Joshua, the musician leading this portion of the liturgy, spoke first. After a brief verbal welcome, Joshua (on keyboard), and an accompanying cellist and a female vocalist performed *Beneath the Damage and the Dust* (Himmelman, 1992):

> Her eyes are sweet and dark as coal  
> But they've long since given up on finding someone to trust  
> She has a silver-plated soul beneath the damage and the dust  
> They say she's never known a single hour of stillness  
> And they say she's as dangerous as a child that can inspire lust  
> And you know that people's minds are so full of illness  
> They never look beneath the damage and the dust  
> I want to lift her up, I’ve got to pick her up  
> I want to raise her up from the dust  
> I’ve got to lift her up  
> She's walking downtown on a foggy summer evening  
> Everybody watches with a blend of wonder and disgust  
> I want so bad to stop her grieving  
> To raise her from beneath the damage and the dust  
> To think that she was once some mother's baby  
> Left out in the rain like some dream that's gone to rust  
> Well they say that loneliness can drive you crazy  
> It can bury you beneath the damage and the dust

As was the case with much of the music played in the worship gatherings, no interpretation of this particular song was provided. Discerning the significance of the music facilitating the specific liturgical movements was left to the participant. Still, the repeated desire to be lifted up, picked up, or raised up ‘from beneath the damage and the dust’ provided me with a helpful indication of why this particular piece was selected to call the community to gather and worship.

Following this opening song, Mike stepped to the centre of the worship space, and greeted the *Common Table* community, welcoming them again to the worship gathering and giving a brief update about this emerging church’s recent involvement with an *Our City Care* initiative that focused on technological inequalities in the Springfield public school system. During this greeting, Mike also introduced the
Common Table community to those who might be participating for the first time. This introduction highlighted the community’s commitment to discern God’s redemptive activity in Springfield, and to participate in that.

After this explanation of Common Table’s commitment, Mike offered a prayer for the evening and then Joshua introduced the songs of preparation. Noting that the reoccurring themes surfacing through the lectionary readings at recent worship gatherings have focused on the way in which death intertwines with life when one chooses the way of Jesus, Joshua emphasized how being alive to what God was calling one to do, often means dying to one’s own desires. The music selected for this portion of the liturgy was designed to rehearse this motif. The first song was a musical adaptation of The Dark Night of the Soul by John of the Cross (McKernitt, 1994), and expressed well these recent themes—containing fitting phrases such as ‘I lost myself to him and laid my face upon my lovers breast’. The second song selected was the traditional Irish hymn, Be Thou My Vision (public domain), and it too expressed well the themes highlighted in Joshua’s introduction, with verses such as ‘riches, I heed not, nor man’s empty praise, thou mine inheritance, through all of days, thou and thou only, first in my heart, high king of heaven, my treasure thou art’. During these songs of preparation, only a small number of the forty to fifty community participants present that evening sang with the musicians—with Be Thou My Vision eliciting the liveliest contribution. This sparse participation in the singing was a common feature that I would observed in many of the community’s other worship gatherings.

Mike transitioned to the ‘Sunday Conversation’ portion of the liturgy following the songs of preparation. On this night he invited those participating to stand and greet one another in preparation for the dialogue. We were instructed to introduce ourselves to those seated around us, or to share the peace of Christ with those we knew. Since this was my first time participating with the Common Table community, I had several individuals introduce themselves to me—including the cellist. Mike then called the community back together and, after a brief conversation about the upcoming move to the new worship space and the production of a new musical CD that features some of the songs that guide the liturgy of this emerging church, he transitioned to the evening’s dialogue. This portion of the worship
gathering began with a female member of the community coming to the centre of the room and reading the day’s lectionary text (Acts 4:13-37). Following this reading Mike, sitting on the stool behind a microphone at the centre of the room, began the conversation by telling of his general desire to influence others. His style of engagement appeared relaxed and informal. As was the case with most worship gatherings, Mike encourage dialogue with those in the community by not only opening up the conversation for input from participants, but also by directing specific questions to individuals—oftentimes calling them by name and asking for their input. In fact, even though this was my initial evening with the Common Table community, Mike directed a question to me during this opening introduction to the dialogue.  

As the dialogue continued, the theme of ‘witness’ emerged, and Mike asked the community to consider the ways in which they react to the idea of giving witness to the goodness of God or to the person of Jesus. Many of the responses to this question involved a humorous look at the act of proselytizing. One male participant told of his experiences as a youth in a church he described as fundamentalist. He relayed how the Sunday night gatherings of this community involved a time when each member of the congregation had to share with the minister the number of ‘souls they had won’ that previous week. This story was met with laughter from the other participants, and some light banter between the participant and Mike. Another male participant spoke of how the idea of witness made him think of missionaries from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints who would go door to door in his neighbourhood. Again, laughter and banter between Mike, this participant, and others ensued—with some conversation partners admitting that they hid or locked the door when they saw the missionaries coming. Other participants shared clever pamphlets or ‘gospel tracts’ that they had seen when younger, or of the pressures they had placed upon them to capitalise on opportunities to ‘share the gospel’ with friends in high school. This led to a further discussion between Mike and several of the participants about how ‘witness’ implies ‘burden’, with one individual suggesting that he once thought that it was up to him to save the world.

525 Mike asked if I was familiar with the DiSC personality test. See: www.thediscpersonalitytest.com
As was the case with most weekly conversations, Mike guided this time and would frequently summarize or respond to the comments made by each participant. On this particular night he offered several concluding remarks about ideas that are commonly associated with witness—suggesting that oftentimes awkward theology emerges around this topic and observing that other things are frequently attached to ‘the good news’. In explaining this, Mike spoke for an extended amount of time, moving away from the dialogue format that had previously guided the Sunday conversation portion of the liturgy. He conveyed that the idea of giving witness becomes problematic when people attach things such as, ‘you will be a better parent’ or ‘your life will be better’ to the invitation to follow the way of Jesus. Mike suggested that ideas such as these sometimes prevent the Common Table community from giving witness to Jesus. Continuing, Mike also suggested that postmodern and pluralistic settings create an environment where one doubts what exactly it is that can be proclaimed. Using the Common Table community as an example, he suggested that there was a diversity of perspectives and beliefs held by those participating, and thus because there is not an agreement in the community about what they think, it is difficult to agree about what they can say. In response to this situation, the community then turned to the evening’s text to see what light it might shed on their current dilemma.

In introducing the text, Mike asked a series of questions around what it was we as a community could proclaim. Because these questions were rhetorical in nature, they went unanswered by other participants. Instead of dialoguing around these questions, Mike spoke of what was proclaimed in the lectionary text. First, he spoke of the economic issues raised by the proclamation that the early Christian community shared everything. In doing this, he made reference to how this theme emerged from discussions arising from the ‘text group’. This ‘text group’ is a smaller group of community participants who meet earlier in the week to identify and discuss the themes surfacing in Sunday evening’s lectionary readings. Mike also spoke of how a sermon was proclaimed in the text as well. He asked if this sermon could be summed up in a sentence, and a community participant responded, ‘God trumps you’. Mike agreed and further commented that this was a proclamation that Jesus was Lord. He then considered how this statement is not as inflammatory in contemporary American culture as it would have been in first century Palestine, and
as a result it does not carry with it the same counter cultural message as it did for those in the text.

Mike then returned to dialoguing with community participants, asking them to reflect upon what it is that helps them speak out economically or proclaim a counter-story to contemporary culture. The first response came from a male member of the community, who spoke about how one must trust that another will take care of them. Mike responded to this assertion by reminding participants of the importance of these activities taking place in the context of a community. A female participant noted that she was frightened by the idea of needing to verbally proclaim her faith commitments by ‘knocking on doors’, but found comfort in the fact that she could proclaim her faith commitments through the way she lived. Mike responded in agreement with this comment as well, and then concluded the Sunday conversation by an extended commentary on how those in the text were obsessed with the resurrection. He suggested that this obsession could be mirrored in the Common Table community, and could give deep significance to the seemingly trivial activities of care that take place in this emerging church. In grounding this point, Mike told of particular activities that had taken place that week in the community—such as one member loaning a car to another.

This portion of the liturgy closed with Mike inviting community participants into a time of prayerful confession. Since music facilitates this portion of the liturgy, the musicians returned to the centre of the space. Before the songs of confession and absolution were performed, Joshua spoke of what the first piece meant to him. The song selected for confession was Tori Amos’ Crucify (Amos, 1992), and Joshua remarked that instead of being able to live the life of resurrection Mike described, he oftentimes would ‘beat himself up’ or try to sacrifice the wrong things. Joshua then began playing this piece, stating that it was the community’s confession on this night. The lyrics to this piece were fitting for confession, as the refrain and chorus declare:

I’ve been looking for a saviour in these dirty streets
Looking for a saviour beneath these dirty sheets
I’ve been raising up my hands—drive another nail in
Just what God needs, one more victim

Why do we crucify ourselves Everyday I crucify myself
Nothing I do is good enough for you
Crucify myself
Everyday I crucify myself
And my heart is sick of being in chains

This song also carried with it requests for deliverance in its closing line—‘save me I cry’.

A song of absolution immediately followed the song of confession. On this night, the cellist played an instrumental arrangement of a piece of music that he described as ‘a work in progress’. The title of this piece of music was *Balm of Gilead*, and while it was a non-lyrical arrangement, the lyrics to the traditional spiritual *Balm of Gilead* were printed on the hand out—reflecting well themes associated with absolution:

- There is a balm in Gilead
- To make the wounded whole
- There is a balm in Gilead
- To heal the sin-sick soul

- If you can pray like Peter
- If you can preach like Paul
- Go home and tell your loved ones
- He died to save us all

Following the songs of confession and absolution, the community participants were invited to celebrate the Eucharist. Joshua introduced this portion of the liturgy, alerting participants to the bread and wine that had been placed on two tables positioned on either side of the worship space. In inviting the communicants to participate in this ritual, Joshua noted *Common Table’s* non-traditional approach to Eucharist celebration. He remarked that communion in this community was more conversational and ‘louder’ than what one might encounter in other traditions. He invited participants to share in conversation with one another as they come forward to the tables. He also instructed the participants to serve one another the bread and the wine as they discussed the particulars of their lives. Because this was my first encounter with the *Common Table* community, and because I was not familiar with the Eucharistic practices of this emerging church, I experienced a high degree of uncertainty during this portion of the liturgy. As I made my way to the table, I did not converse with other participants. While some small conversations were held
around me, the majority of participants focused on receiving and distributing the bread and wine. During many of the other worship gatherings, the communion leader would urge the participants in this ritual to enunciate, ‘the body of Christ, given for you’ when breaking off a piece of bread and handing it to a fellow communicant, and likewise, ‘the blood of Christ, shed for you’ when pouring and serving the wine. Yet, on this particular night, Joshua did not provide specific detail on how the bread and wine were to be distributed. Still, the participants who were familiar with Common Table’s Eucharist celebration did recite these words as they enacted the above. On each table rest a jar of wine, a jar of juice, and a loaf of bread. There were small paper cups into which the communicant’s choice of wine or juice was poured. The bread was garlic, and this surprised me and several other participants, who commented that this was the first time they had used garlic bread for the Eucharist at Common Table.

After receiving and distributing the Eucharistic elements, I entered into a conversation with several community participants standing around the communion table. These particular participants were also new to the Common Table community—having been participating with this emerging church for less than a year. Our conversation was informal, and centred on introductory topics such as where we were from, where we were living, and our current professions. This portion of discussion was lengthy, lasting approximately ten minutes. During this time, the hum of participant’s voices filled the room as they visited casually with one another. As the conversation between the participants continued, the musicians retuned to the centre of the worship space and performed the final portion of the night’s liturgy.

On this night the benedictory song was Loreena McKennitt’s Never Ending Road (McKennitt, 2006). The lyrics of this piece served as a fitting benediction as they conveyed the theme of journeying with and towards the divine. Yet, I and other participants did not cease our conversation for this portion of the liturgy, and so we

526 Key lines from the song affirm: ‘all roads lead to you, there is no journey’s end’; ‘here is my heart and I give it to you, take me with you across this land’; and ‘the road now leads onward and I know not where, I feel in my heart that you will be there’.
did not actively take part in the benediction. Indeed, many of the conversations taking place around the worship space increased in volume during this portion of the liturgy, as participants attempted to speak to one another over the music. While the benediction marked the formal end of the worship gathering, the conversations that I began around the table continued. After meeting a couple more participants, and engaging in introductory conversations, I concluded my first visit with the Common Table community.\textsuperscript{527}

Liturgical Elements in Worship

While most Sunday evenings followed the above set liturgical pattern, there were frequent variations in the musical content of the distinct movements, and occasional variation in the structure of the liturgy itself. In this section I provide examples of the different liturgical elements present in the worship gatherings of this emerging church—focusing first on the various songs used to facilitate the liturgical movements, and then turning my attention to instances where the community deviated from their set liturgy.

As already indicated, music was a central component of this emerging church’s liturgy and it played a pivotal role in navigating the community through five of the nine liturgical movements (i.e., call to gather, preparation, confession, absolution, and benediction). The overall musical style was folk, and although some traditional hymns and contemporary ‘praise and worship’ songs were included in the liturgy, the majority of the songs selected were modern folk or rock in origin. Examples of the songs used for the call to gather during my time with the community included popular rock songs like Switchfoot’s 

\textit{Dare You to Move} (Foreman, 2003), U2’s \textit{In God’s Country} (Bono, Clayton, The Edge, Mullen, Jr., 1987), and the Foo Fighter’s \textit{Times Like These} (Grohl, Hawkins, Mendel, Shiflett, 2002). Tracy Chapman’s folk song \textit{Talkin’ ’bout a Revolution} was also used as a call to gather (Chapman, 1988). Songs such as these carried with them themes of an invitation into a distinct or

\textsuperscript{527} On some Sunday evenings, small groups of participants would informally gather at local restaurants for dinner. While I was not invited to join a group on this first night, on many other nights I would be invited. These dinners were informal and the conversations centred on the personal lives of the participants.
different space and an anticipation or expectation of new beginnings. These themes emerged clearly through the lyrics of *Dare You to Move*:

Welcome to the planet  
Welcome to existence  
Everyone's here  
Everybody's here  
Everybody watching you now  
Everybody waits for you now  
What happens next  
What happens next

I dare you to move  
I dare you to move  
I dare you to lift yourself up off the floor  
I dare you to move  
I dare you to move  
Like today never happened  
Today never happened before

Welcome to the fallout  
Welcome to resistance  
The tension is here  
Tension is here  
Between who you are and who you could be  
Between how it is and how it should be

Maybe redemption has stories to tell  
Maybe forgiveness is right where you fell  
Where can you run to escape from yourself?  
Where you gonna go?  
Where you gonna go?  
Salvation is here

I dare you to move  
I dare you to move  
I dare you to lift yourself up off the floor  
I dare you to move  
I dare you to move  
Like today never happened  
Today never happened  
Today never happened  
Today never happened before

The themes of invitation into a ‘set apart’ space and the expectation of new beginnings were also present in the lyrics of *In God’s Country* and *Times Like These.*
The former declares, ‘we need new dreams tonight’, and ‘we’ll punch a hole through the night, everyday the dreamers die, see what’s on the other side’. The Foo Fighter’s Times Like These also declares:

It’s times like these you learn to live again
It’s times like these you give and give again
It’s times like these you learn to love again
It’s times like these time and time again

As indicated in the above narration through the initial worship gathering, the second set of songs in the community’s liturgy—the songs of preparation—was designed to introduce the themes arising from the evening’s scriptural texts. An apt example of this occurred on the Sunday night when the lectionary readings were Ezekiel 2:1-10, Mark 6:1-6, and 2 Corinthians 12:2-10. Before the community’s conversation around these texts, Joshua introduced the theme of evening, which centred on a prophetic word coming to a people who did not want to hear the message. Joshua noted how the messages being proclaimed in these prophetic words announced that pain was coming, but then concluded by offering hope—suggesting that the pain would give way to a new day. The lyrics from the songs selected for preparation carried within them this theme as well. The first song, Yahweh by U2 (Bono, Clayton, The Edge, Mullen, Jr., 2004), voiced these themes, affirming ‘Yahweh, Yahweh, always pain before a child is born. Yahweh, Yahweh, still waiting for the dawn’. Similarly, Sarah Groves’ The Long Defeat (Groves, 2007) echoed these themes with the lyrics, ‘I pray for a vision and a way I cannot see. It’s too heavy to carry and impossible to leave. And I pray for inspiration and a way I cannot see. It’s too heavy to carry and impossible to leave. It’s too heavy to carry and I will never leave’. Both these songs prepared the community for this particular dialogue portion of the liturgy by pointing to something that one could hope in beyond an anticipated pain.

Following the dialogue portion of the liturgy, the musicians would lead the community through a song of confession and a song of absolution. Songs such as Peter Himmelman’s Impermanent Things (Himmelman, 1991) and Bruce Springsteen’s Devils and Dust (Springsteen, 2005) provided the words for this community’s confessions. As can be seen in these two examples, on some occasions
the songs would specifically confess particular actions or attitudes, on other occasions the songs confessed a general situation or condition. Himmelman’s piece can be seen as an example of the former, as these excerpts from the lyrics confess a misplaced devotion to temporal things:

All these impermanent things
Oh how they fool me
Dominate and rule me
They keep me waiting here forever…

Conversely, as demonstrated in the following excerpts, the confession conveyed through Springsteen’s *Devils and Dust* is more focused on the general condition of one’s ‘heart’ or ‘soul’:

Now every woman and every man
They wanna take a righteous stand
Find the love that God wills
And the faith that He commands
I've got my finger on the trigger
And tonight faith just ain't enough
When I look inside my heart
There's just devils and dust

Well I've got God on my side
And I'm just trying to survive
What if what you do to survive
Kills the things you love
Fear's a dangerous thing
It can turn your heart black you can trust
It'll take your God filled soul
Fill it with devils and dust
Yeah it'll take your God filled soul
Fill it with devils and dust

A song of absolution followed the song of confession in the Common Table liturgy, and ranged from traditional hymns such as The Old Rugged Cross (Bernard, traditional) to contemporary folk and rock pieces such as Show the Way (Wilcox, 1994) and Breathe (2AM) (Nalick, 2004). While the theme of absolution comes through clearly in hymn lyrics such as ‘twas on that old cross Jesus suffered and died, to pardon and sanctify me’ from The Old Rugged Cross, divine love and forgiveness can also been seen in other musical selections. For instance, David Wilcox’s Show the Way employs the metaphor of a play to argue for the hope of divine love prevailing over evil:

You say you see no hope, you say you see no reason
We should dream that the world would ever change
You're saying love is foolish to believe
'Cause there'll always be some crazy with an Army or a Knife
To wake you from your daydream, put the fear back in your life.

Look, if someone wrote a play just to glorify
What's stronger than hate, would they not arrange the stage
To look as if the hero came too late he's almost in defeat
It's looking like the Evil side will win, so on the edge
Of every seat, from the moment that the whole thing begins

It is Love who makes the mortar
And it's love who stacked these stones
And it's love who made the stage here
Although it looks like we're alone
In this scene set in shadows
Like the night is here to stay
There is evil cast around us
But it's love that wrote the play
For in this darkness love can show the way

While not explicitly announcing forgiveness or absolving the participants of sins confessed, songs such as these speak to the prevailing love of God, and guide the community into the Eucharist celebration.

Following the Eucharist celebration, the closing song of the worship gathering was the song of benediction. Similar to the songs that called the community to gather, no interpretations of these songs were provided by those leading the worship gathering.
Still, by closing with songs such as Pierce Pettis’ _God Believes in You_ (Pettis, 1998), Over the Rhine’s _Spark_ (Bergquist, Detweiler, 2005), and Loreena McKennitt’s _Never Ending Road_ (McKennitt, 2006)—which served as the benediction on several different evenings during my participation with this community—themes of being blessed by God emerged through the lyrics. I have already indicated in the above section how _Never Ending Road_ conveyed the theme of journeying with and towards the divine. Other themes of blessing can be seen in the lyrics of _Spark_, which assert, ‘love can turn this around, I wake up dreaming everything we’ve lost can be found’, and the lyrics of _God Believes in You_, which assert that:

```
When you rise up just to fall again
God believes in you
Deserted by your closest friends
God believes in you
When you’re betrayed with a kiss
Turn your cheek to another fist
It doesn’t have to end like this
God believes in you
```

While on most nights, the final piece of music concluded the formal gathering of the community, on at least one occasion, Mike, in addition to the song of benediction, offered a verbal benediction—inviting the community to remember the breadth of God’s love and forgiveness, and to go in peace.

Only rarely did the community deviate from their set liturgy. On Pentecost Sunday, the community included a ‘Minister’s liturgy’ as a part of their worship gathering. This liturgy, crafted by the _Common Table_ community, was designed as an induction ceremony for those wishing to make more formal alliances with this community. Modelled after an ordination service, this portion of the liturgy was a responsive reading that followed the songs of preparation. Mike led this portion of the liturgy, and, after reading aloud the principles that guided the community—which included imitating Christ, simplifying one’s life, engaging missionally in Springfield, and cultivating disciplines of prayer, scripture study, and authentic dialogue—he asked those wishing to formalize their commitment if they felt called to be part of this ‘community of ministers’. He read that their tasks as ministers will be, ‘to proclaim

---

528 For more on the Minister’s Liturgy, see the below section on eclectic appropriation.
by word and deed the Gospel of Jesus Christ, and to fashion your life in accordance with its precepts’. After outlining this in more detail, which included loving and serving others, and sharing ‘in the celebration of the mysteries of Christ’s Body and Blood’, Mike then asked if they would commit to this call—inventing them to respond with ‘I will’. Following this liturgy, the community continued the weekly liturgy with the songs of confession, absolution, and the Eucharist celebration. The weekly conversation portion of the liturgy then took place following the Eucharist.

Other instances where the community deviated from their set liturgy occurred around the time of the move from the Rue Street space to the Horizons Centre space. Because many of the furnishings and equipment in the worship space was in the process of being packed up for removal, or unpacked after arriving, music was not drawn upon to guide the community through the liturgy on these nights. Also, due to the fact that the packing and the move took place on Sunday evenings, the liturgy was shortened during those weeks in order to allow participants time to help. The shortened, non-musical liturgy drew heavily on the language and structure of the Holy Eucharist liturgy in the U.S. Episcopal Church’s Book of Common Prayer. In fact, in an informal conversation with Mike, he informed me that the overall structure of the community’s weekly liturgy is adapted from the liturgies from this prayer book.

Community Conversations During Worship Gatherings

While on-going conversations between individual participants took place before and after the formal gathering of this emerging church—as well as during the Eucharist celebration—the Common Table community established a set portion of their liturgy that focused on a community conversation around a scriptural text. On all but two nights during my participation, Mike led the community through this portion of the liturgy.529 While term ‘conversation’ was employed to describe this portion of the liturgy, the dialogue that took place was closely focused, steadily governed, and largely carried by the person leading the dialogue.

529 On one night the conversation portion of the liturgy was led by a male participant and on another night the conversation was led by a female participant.
On most Sunday evenings, a participant in the community would read the evening’s scriptural text and then the conversation would begin by Mike either introducing a theme for discussion or asking the community to give their response to the text. An example of the former occurred on evening following the reading of 2 Peter 1:1-11. The community was beginning a thematic series playfully named *Sequels*, and the dialogue portion of the liturgy for the coming weeks would be focused on texts such as *Second Peter* and *Second Thessalonians*. On this night, Mike began the community conversation with a general question about their impression of movie sequels. The banter that ensued questioned whether or not a sequel could be better than the original film. The point Mike sought to stress through this conversation starter was that due to the lack of originality in a movie sequel, the second film often employs overzealous techniques in its attempt to surpass the first. He carried this analogy over to the ‘sequel’ texts of scripture—suggesting these works draw upon intense rhetoric to distinguish their message. While conversation starters such as this one—which allowed those present to lightheartedly engage Mike in a discussion about movie sequels—inverted participants into the dialogue on an introductory level, on most nights, the conversation began with a pointed question arising from that week’s texts. An example of this type of invitation to the conversation occurred on Ascension Sunday.

Following a community participant’s reading of Acts 1:11, Mike asked those present that night if they had ever contemplated this passage on the ascension of Christ. One participant remarked that his image of this scene had strong druidic associations—imagining it taking place in a setting like Stonehenge, and those present wearing dark robes as one in their midst floats up into the clouds. Another participant suggested that the lack of detail surrounding this event—and the events taking place in the forty days between the resurrection and ascension—was perplexing. Mike laughingly suggested it could be compared to a bad comedic film, which runs out of material and is thus forced to end abruptly. Others also admitted to not having given this particular episode much thought—at which point Mike suggested that he himself had never heard a sermon on the ascension. Several participants who had given consideration to the ascension added their contribution to the conversation. One community member, after first mentioning that he too thinks this episode is often ignored, remarked that he often contemplated where exactly Jesus went. His
particular concern was that if Jesus had been physically resurrected, he was still physically living, and thus had to go ‘somewhere’. Another participant, acknowledging that his thought was influenced by N.T. Wright’s popular work *Surprised by Hope*, suggested that Christ had not floated into the clouds, but rather had disappeared, and Christ’s ascension is to be interpreted as marking the joining together of heaven and earth. He attempted to dissuade the community from seeing this as a ‘fluffy’ event, and rather to embrace it as an event laden with profound cosmological significance. As was the case with many of the community’s discussion, reaching a consensus concerning an interpretation of the ascension was not attempted. Following this conversation, Mike asked whether or not it would have been better for Jesus to have stayed. Interestingly, this question, was asked rhetorically, and therefore was not taken up by the community. Instead, Mike used it to transition into an extending discourse around the significance of the ascension.

While opening question such as the above often started the conversation, these were usually followed by extend periods where the leader of the dialogue would speak. Still, occasional questions were interspersed throughout the conversation, and participants were frequently asked for their input at the conclusion of the dialogue portion of the liturgy. An instance of a community wide dialogue emerging as a result of a question asked in the middle of the conversation portion of the liturgy occurred one evening around the topic of ethical discussions. Mike asked the community to consider their own experiences of ethical discussions, and how conflicting ethical perspectives might be reconciled. Several participants insinuated that the process of making ethical determinations could be confused by other factors. One individual commented that monetary concerns often take precedence over ethical concerns in her profession. Another suggested that legal concerns could also cloud ethical discussions. He suggested that lawyers and courts are more concerned about what might or might not be legal in a situation—as opposed to what might and might not be ethical in that situation. In the midst of these responses, the discussion took a more theological turn, as one community participant lamented that God is often taken ‘out of the equation’ when it comes to ethical discussions. He suggested

---

that if God does not ground our ethics, then it is up to each individual to determine what is right for herself or himself. Going further, he held up a bible and suggested that unless those discussing ethics agreed that this was ‘God’s word’, then there would be no common ground for discussion. Mike responded by noting that an ethical discussion that makes appeals to different authorities does not go very well. Another participant challenged the notion that differences in ethical discussions could be overcome by simply recognizing scripture as an authority. He noted that even though Christians share scripture as a source of authority, they read it very differently. He suggested that because Christians could read scripture from within a Catholic tradition, or approach it through a Baptist way of thinking, we can never arrive as some solid ‘thing’ that is ‘argument proof’. Instead, he proposed that because Christians have different ways of drawing on scripture to tell their stories, ethical discussions ultimately come down to who can ‘out narrate’ whom. Although he thought this seemed chaotic and hopeless, he suggested that this best represents the reality of the situation and that we need to accept it. In response to this claim, Mike confirmed that there were a number of approaches to reading scripture, and supported this by giving an example from his own experience of discussing certain texts with a group that had representatives from a number of traditions. Again, like many of the conversations that took place in this emerging church, a consensus on how to ground ethical discussions was not reached.

As these instances of community conversation demonstrate, Mike, as the frequent leader of the dialogue, focused the discussion and typically responded to each point that was made by participants. Importantly, the leader of the dialogue also made use of a microphone—amplifying the voice of the leader over the voices of participants who spoke without a microphone. Thus, although a notable amount of community wide conversation took place during the weekly worship gatherings, much of it was framed, directed, and influenced by that evening’s conversation leader.

**Community Life Beyond Sunday Worship Gathering**

As indicated in the initial overview of the *Common Table* community, participants in this emerging church were encouraged to contribute to smaller groups throughout the week—such as a home group or the pub group. Additionally, many of the *Common Table* participants were also engaged with the work of a grassroots economic and
political advocacy organization called *Our City Care*. In this section, I describe these various activities in the aim of presenting a fuller picture of the communal life of this emerging church.

**Pub Group**

On Thursday nights, *Common Table* participants were invited to gather at a local tavern in downtown Springfield to engage in a community conversation over a couple of pints. On most nights, eight to ten *Common Table* participants would assemble around several small tables that had been pulled together in a cosy room tucked away from the pub’s main bar space. On nights when more participants were present, the group spilled over into other tables. When the group size was smaller, a single booth in the pub sufficed. This varied arrangement created a dynamic where, on some weeks, the entire gathered group would participate in a common conversation, whereas on other weeks, a number of smaller conversations would take place independent of one another.

In distinction from the community conversations that took place during the weekly worship gathering, there was no one single person designated to lead the dialogue at the pub group, and thus the conversation developed in a more informal way during this time. Instead of having someone lead the pub group discussion, Joe, a community participant, would circulate a scholarly article or book chapter via email to other community participants. This article or chapter would then form the basis for that evening’s pub group discussion. On some nights, a robust conversation around the circulated piece would take place, while on others nights, the reading would not be referenced at all. While not referencing the reading was atypical, the level of attention that the article did receive depended on how many of the participants had read it, how many of the participants found the subject matter interesting, and whether or not a more compelling conversation emerged during the evening together. Again, since there was not a set facilitator to lead the pub group conversation, community participants were able take the discussion in any direction they desired.
The articles and chapters the pub group engaged with during my involvement covered topics such as Darwinism, torture, Hebrew war, the ‘new atheism’, and the book of Daniel.\(^{531}\) On the evening we discussed the article on torture, there were a larger number of participants present, and so smaller conversations broke out around the various tables. Since the two other participants that I was in conversation with had not read the article, I attempted to summarize the main argument for them. The thrust of the article was about the way in which a narrative influence by the Eucharist can be used to resist a narrative of ‘torture’—a narrative that seeks to clarify who ‘we’ are and reinforce distinctions between ‘us’ and our enemies. Yet, our conversation that night did not focus on the content of the argument, but rather on whether or not torture was ethical. Through the conversation, as various scenarios were put forward, the question of whether or not we would condone torture in that particular instance was asked. Each of us constructed a scenario, often involving the protection of children or those close to us, and affirmed that we could condone torture in that instance. While this conversation had little to do with the aim of the article, it provides an example of how tangential discussions emerged in the pub group. On other nights when conversation drifted away from the circulated text, group members would discuss topics of interest to the Common Table community, such as contemporary American Evangelicalism; activities the group members were involved in, like *Our City Care*; and matters pertaining to their personal lives, such as family relationships, work, and leisure activities.

An example of a conversation that was more closely focused around the readings occurred on the night the pub group discussed Hebrew war. The focus of the circulated chapter, written from a religious studies perspective, was on the sacred place of war in the ancient Hebraic tradition—focusing on the place of ritual in the conquest narratives and Davidic wars in the Hebrew Scriptures. The discussion of

the text began with one group participant suggesting that scriptures encouraging ‘holy war’ provided his atheistic colleagues valid reasons for dismissing the claims of not only Christianity, but also the claims of other theistic religions. In response to this, another participant asked about the grounds on which these colleagues formed their moral indignation—suggesting that a naturalistic approach does not provide sufficient grounding for an ethic. Other participants discussed the differences they saw between the God of the Hebrew Scriptures, and the God of the New Testament. While acknowledging the challenges presented by the conquest texts, I cautioned against this solution, which I suggested tended towards Marcionism. Following this, another participant argued that the actuality of the events in these narratives was perhaps ‘wishful thinking’ on behalf of the Hebrews—suggesting that these war stories where indeed embellished. As the lively conversation drew to a close, one group member noted that the chapter itself was long on problematic texts that Christians encounter, but short on solutions for the Christian who encounters these texts.

While not every Common Table participant took part in the pub group gatherings, the conversations that occurred on these evenings—and the concepts that emerged from the circulated articles—played a noticeable role in shaping the larger community discourse. For instance, on at least two occasions during my participation with this emerging church, the pub group discussions that took place on a Thursday evening were incorporated into the dialogue portion of the liturgy on the following Sunday. In fact, according to Mike, his time with the pub group on Thursday nights exists as a critical component in his weekly routine, and he frequently draws upon the themes that emerge during this time as he prepares to lead the dialogue portion of the Sunday evening worship gathering.532 Furthermore, for those community participants who did regularly engage in the pub group discussions, this time represented a significant practice of the community for them. Indeed, even though Gordon admitted that, ‘going to a group where you can drink beer while you're doing a church function’533 played a large part in the reason that he found this time to be so meaningful, his
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consistent presence and lively engagement with the group indicated that this was indeed a valued aspect of his participation in the community.

Home Group

*Common Table* participants also had the opportunity to gather regularly as a smaller group in the homes of other community members. During my participation with this emerging church there were a handful of these home groups gathering, and I was welcomed into one that met on Wednesday evenings on a fortnightly basis. Because home groups were intended to provide a more intimate setting for participants to confide in one another about various aspects of their spiritual journeys and their personal lives, I was asked by the members of this group to refrain from revealing any specific details concerning our time together. In adhering to this request, I first offer a broad stroke sketch of the basic format of the home group in which I participated, and then draw upon interview material to provide an additional perspective of the overall home group experience.

As already mentioned, the home group met on Wednesday evenings at the family residence of a community participant. Approximately six to eight adults, and one or two children, would attend these gatherings. The evenings began with informal conversation as participants intermittently arrived. Once everyone had made their way to the group, we would gather around the dinning room table of the home and converse about everyday affairs as we shared a meal with one another. As the meal drew to a close, Marcus, who acted as group facilitator, would transition the informal discussion into a more intentional conversation around a specific text this home group had decided to read together. During my participation with the group, they were reading N.T. Wright’s highly accessible guide to the Gospel of Luke. While the readings for the evening covered four to five chapters of Luke (c. 50 pages in the Wright text), this material was used as a ‘launching off point’ for group discussions. For instance, on one evening the discussion centred on John the Baptist’s harsh and prophetic words. Much of the conversation centred on whether or not this would be an acceptable approach in contemporary contexts. Specifically, the group discussed what it might mean to name something ‘sin’, and to draw attention to it in the action
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of others. They discussed how this compared to a more open ended approach, which was less confident in naming something ‘sin’.

Following the discussions focused on the evening’s text, the group spent time praying for one another. The members of the group used this time to share about personal matters such as the health of family members and workplace concerns. They also took this time to converse about things taking place in their emerging church and the wider community. After spending time praying for one another and for the other concerns raised by the members, the formal group time ended. Brief informal conversations followed, and after helping clean up after the meal, members would leave and the home group would conclude.

Charles, a Common Table participant and interviewee who had been with the community for approximately one year at the time of my fieldwork, spoke frequently of his home group experience during our interview. In fact, when I asked Charles what was the most significant practice of the Common Table community for him, he identified his home group participation, saying that this group ‘can be, and are, some of the people we're closest to, some of the people that know us best, some of the people that speak into our lives in the most intimate and meaningful ways’.

I asked Charles to describe what takes place in his home group. He responded:

We have a meal together every week… We start off just chatting, and then we eat together. Then whoever brings the main dish that night—the entree—will pose a question of some kind. It could be biblical; typically it's not. Typically it's more life oriented, like, ‘what do you think about...?’ I think the first one we went to, the question was, ‘who are the poor and what does it mean for us as Christians that they're the poor?’ We've talked about money, we've talked about food, we've talked about media, movies, music, we've talked about basically anything. So that's been really cool, because you learn a lot about people. You're talking about a wide range of subjects and people just openly sharing about what it is that they think, and who they are.
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This perspective communicated by Charles provides an additional description of a home group, and reveals some of what participants find meaningful in these smaller, more intimate gatherings.

Our City Care

As indicted in the initial overview of the Common Table community, this emerging church, in their efforts to participate in community based activities and initiatives, partnered with a local economic and political advocacy organization called Our City Care. While Our City Care is an organization made of several diverse groups, the majority of member institutions are local congregations. As a multi-faith, multi-racial, strictly non-partisan, citizens’ organization, Our City Care seeks to build relationships across race, social, and religious lines. They seek to accomplish this by identifying common concerns in the local community and then developing the skills of leaders inside member institutions so these groups can act together for the common good. This allows Our City Care to translate the deeply felt concerns among participating groups into concrete solutions that benefit the local community. For instance, prior to my arrival in Springfield, Our City Care had successfully lobbied for a ‘fair wage’ at a local university, and during my participation with Common Table, Our City Care was involved in lobbying efforts aimed at limiting the rates of interest charged by banks and creditors.

While undertaking fieldwork at this emerging church, I—along with several other individuals from Common Table—participated in two Our City Care gatherings. One was a training meeting for representatives from participating organizations, and the other was a demonstration calling for a ten per cent cap on bank and credit card interest rates. The first Our City Care gathering I participated in was held at a local Unitarian Universalist Fellowship building, and was designed to train representatives from member institutions on how to conduct ‘house meetings’ within their organization. These house meetings were developed in order to ascertain the priorities of member organizations, which will help form the agenda for Our City Care over the next few years. Two other Common Table participants were present at this gathering, and they were tasked with holding house meetings with other Common Table participants over the coming months in order to discuss the local community needs that participants in this congregation desired to collectively
address. This approach was intended to preserve the grassroots nature of *Our City Care*, and ensured that the community needs being addressed by this organization were connected to the concerns raised by member institutions like *Common Table*.

The second gathering I participated in took place on the city streets of downtown Springfield. *Our City Care*, along with several other community organizations sponsored a demonstration to urge banks and lending firms to cap interest rates on loans and credit cards at ten per cent. Myself and several other *Common Table* participants gathered with approximately fifty individuals from across the region on a Wednesday morning in order to march in this demonstration. The demonstration was to coincide with the release of a theological reflection paper on usury—authored by members of several different theological institutions in the area. In fact, one of the *Common Table* participants present that day was involved in the crafting of this reflection piece. After a few opening statements made by the demonstration organizers, which called into question the practice of taking advantage of those in financial crises through high interest rates, the approximately fifty demonstrators marched to three different financial institutions in downtown Springfield in order to deliver the theological reflection piece and request a meeting with the institution’s CEO in order to have a discussion about their lending practices. Two other financial institutions in the downtown area, which presumably maintained lower interest rates on loans, sent their CEOs to the demonstration in order to receive the theological paper in person. While the banks we visited that day provided no immediate response to the demonstration, after my participation with the *Common Table* community, *Our City Care* has engaged in other demonstrations around the issue of usury and has kept its member institutions abreast of developments through annual reports.

These two gatherings give an indication of what on-going involvement in *Our City Care* might look like for *Common Table* participants. While only five to six *Common Table* participants engaged in these two particular gatherings, the community initiatives of *Our City Care* were referred to frequently in the worship gatherings and pub group, and remained an important focus of this emerging church.
Profiles and Narratives of Community Participants

In order to further develop this rich and textured portrait of the *Common Table* community, it is essential that I provide a detailed description of the narratives and profiles of the participants who makeup this emerging church. In this section, I continue the pattern established in the previous chapter by offering a deeper look into the identity of the community participants through the personal accounts of emergence given by interviewees. Like the profiles in the last chapter, the depictions below will begin with a brief sketch of the interviewee’s age, length of involvement with *Common Table*, and their current role in the community. Following this, I take a look at their previous involvement with church and their reasons for emergence. Although these interviewees do not speak for the whole of the *Common Table* community, their stories do offer insights into the ecclesiological contexts out of which those participating in this church have emerged. They also help to reveal what it is that participants have found meaningful in their emerging church experiences.

*Common Table* Participant – Mike

As the above narration through the history and development of the *Common Table* community indicates, Mike (47) has been with the community ‘from the very beginning’. He is considered the ‘founding pastor’ of *Common Table*, and currently maintains a lead role in this community. In addition to caring for the practical and pastoral needs of the community on a weekly basis, Mike gives ‘a lot of energy [to] preparing the weekly worship gathering’. Yet, unlike his previous experiences as a pastor, the preparation for the worship gathering at *Common Table* takes place in a communal setting. This involves (1) meeting with a ‘text group’ early in the week to discuss the lectionary readings and identify emerging themes for Sunday’s dialogue, (2) meeting with the musician leading the service to discuss those themes, and (3) gathering with the pub group on Thursday nights to gain relevant insights from the community, which can then be brought back into Sunday’s dialogue.
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Mike’s previous experiences with church came from within evangelical and free church traditions. He ‘grew up Southern Baptist’ and ‘attended a Baptist church as a college kid—sitting in the pews through my college days’. Following university, Mike went immediately to an evangelical seminary, and then began his ministerial vocation working with youth at a large, evangelical church in the north-eastern portion of the United States. As indicated in the history and development section above, Mike left this church to join the pastoral team at Shelbyville Community Church, where he would minister for fifteen years before his emergence with the Common Table community.

Since Mike’s story of emergence overlaps with the development of the Common Table community, much of his narrative has already been described—particularly his involvement with Emergent Village and the widening gap between himself and many of the participants in the Shelbyville Community Church. Still, in many ways, Mike’s reasons for emergence reach back further than his time with the Shelbyville community. Indeed, he noted how early experiences in the Southern Baptist church created some tension for him and shaped his view of the evangelical church. Mike remarked:

Part of my growing up—growing up rural Southern Baptist, being a kid whose sports and school took me out of the enclave a little bit—I was always aware that the church could be wrong because my church was wrong in my opinion on race... on issues of race and a variety of issues. So I knew that the church could be wrong and was in need of reformation from the very beginning. So those experiences began to form me.

Mike also developed a significant dissatisfaction with the programmatic approach found in evangelical mega-churches, which tended to structure their ministries around events and church programs. In explaining the reasons for his emergence, Mike said:

I'm not a real program person, and it's kind of odd [not] to be a program person and be in large churches, which are very programmatic and have to be. It's not wrong, there's nothing wrong with that, but one of the things that did emerge from that was the
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reality that in large churches, they often... if they couldn't minister to you programmatically—and even the relationships of ministry, if you couldn't fit into some sort of model of programmatic transformation, and I would include small groups in that—there really wasn't a lot of place for you. And there was a lot of energy and a lot of management that went into events and programs—some that I thought were decisively not necessary... and so I had begun to develop a bias to that.\textsuperscript{542}

As these above ‘biases’ were developing, Mike was also growing increasingly dissatisfied with the wider evangelical community, noting that ‘much of the evangelical community—both in its idiom, its theology, its tone, all of those things—deeply limited itself to a small minority of normal culture’.\textsuperscript{543} During this period of discontentment, Mike began deepening his relationship with the founding members of Emergent Village, and through these defining friendships, they ‘explored theology together’, ‘encountered different ecclesiologies’, and ‘worked it out together and apart from each other’.\textsuperscript{544} As the Common Table community emerged, Mike began turning to those relationships as the primary place for working out these aspects. He suggests that this emerging church is ‘the community that I’m living with and conceiving faith with; so it’s the people that I’m committed to live close to, to care about, to be affected by, [and] to work together with’.\textsuperscript{545} For Mike, the Eucharist table is the lens through which these communal activities are interpreted, and thus he sees it as the most significant practice for this emerging church.

**Common Table Participant – Heather**

Similar to Mike, Heather (35) has also been with the Common Table community since its conception, and she not only took part in the early planning stages of this emerging church, but was also a member of the lead team during the initial years. At the time of our interview, Heather did not have any formal responsibly within the community, but informally, she focused her attention on caring for the Common Table worship space—bringing in items such as plants, flowers, crosses, and
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paintings, as well as setting up chairs and helping with snacks. Heather noted the important role that room aesthetics could play in the worship gatherings, saying, ‘if people aren’t focused on what’s being said, and your mind wanders or you’re looking around, there’s different things that can trigger different thoughts or emotions’. At the time of our interview, Heather was working on a ‘mosaic table’ that will be used for communion. Community participants were asked to bring broken pieces of ceramic to be arranged in a mosaic and affixed to a table that will hold the elements. This project was deeply meaningful to Heather, as it allowed her to co-create a material object for use in the community’s worship. She explained this significance, saying that the mosaic table ‘was something that we were working on and just kind of carrying on the theme of the communion table being so central—that practice being so central to our beliefs—so the idea of people bringing their broken pieces and putting it together’.

Heather was ‘brought up in an evangelical family’ and had ‘always gone to non-denominational churches’. The evangelical, non-denominational church that she belonged to before going to college would later join the Evangelical Free denomination. After attending a Christian college, Heather began participating in \textit{Shelbyville Community Church}. Her experiences in this community were mixed. Noting that this church ‘was so big’, Heather remarked that, ‘it just felt really really lonely there. There are all these people here, and I’m sitting by myself’.

Even though she ‘had a lot of friends in the young adult’s [ministry]’, the local area was ‘very transitional’, and thus Heather communicated that, ‘it felt lonely and I didn’t like being in such a big place’. Yet, through her involvement with the young adults ministry at \textit{Shelbyville Community Church}, Heather met Mike and was ‘really impressed by [him] and his care for people’. As Heather considered the meaningful relationships that she had with those outside the church, the
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conversations she had with Mike were tremendously helpful, and became influential in her emergence. She stated:

In [my job] I have a lot of really good friends who are amazing people, who really care for other people, who won't call themselves Christians, but yet I see them daily sacrificing themselves and living out the gospel, and it was just kind of confusing to me. So I think that conversations with Mike too about issues of seeing a broader perspective of the gospel, and that I don't have to put people in the us and them category was big.\textsuperscript{552}

Heather identified further reasons for her emergence, which included the desire to be a part of a community that proactively embraced ‘racial reconciliation’, and was made up of ‘people who genuinely care for each other’.\textsuperscript{553} Recognizing that \textit{Common Table}, ‘doesn't reflect the diversity that I wish it would racially’, Heather suggested that the diverse, cross-racial partnerships the community formed with various organizations in its early days reflected ‘the gospel’, and ‘carries out the passions that I feel like God has put on our heart and called us to do’.\textsuperscript{554}

Ultimately, Heather believes that her participation in the \textit{Common Table} community has given her a meaningful connection to the local city of Springfield, as well as a meaningful connection to the wider Christian church. Because Heather worked and lived in Springfield, she ‘really cared about Springfield, and was excited to have a presence in Springfield’ through \textit{Common Table}.\textsuperscript{555} The community’s liturgy and its emphasis on social action in the local community provided a deeper connection to the wider church for Heather. Her parents were from Anabaptist / Mennonite traditions, and because of the connection she saw between \textit{Common Table}’s social action and Mennonite and Anabaptist principles, she remarked, ‘I kind of feel like I’m going back to those roots’.\textsuperscript{556} As for the liturgy of \textit{Common Table}, Heather sees this as instrumental in providing a meaningful tie to the wider Christian community. She explains:
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Being a part of *Common Table* has made me feel connected to the universal church in more of a way, and so I see the church as a larger entity than I did. Whereas before, when I would say *Shelbyville Community Church* is my church, it was a kind of church, and that's what I mean, and now I think—especially with observing the liturgical calendar more and including the liturgy—I do feel this greater sense of the universal church.  

Beyond these deeper connections, Heather sees the importance of *Common Table* as being, ‘the place where I go to worship’, and ‘the place where I gather with other people to talk about scripture, talk about God, you know to be challenged, to be encouraged’.  

*Common Table* Participant – Charles

If the narratives of Mike and Heather offer insight into the perspectives of those who have been with the *Common Table* community from its inception, Charles’ story offers insight into the perspective of a participant who became a part of the community more recently. As already indicated, Charles (26) first came to this emerging church eleven months prior to our interview. He had no formal responsibility with the community, and his ecclesial background was ‘of the Independent Baptist persuasion’.  

Charles remarked, ‘I was born into, and raised in, a very fundamentalist version of the Baptist tradition. We called ourselves Independent Baptist, and both the words independent and fundamental were like badges of honour’.  

Describing the fundamentalist nature of this community, Charles said the church possessed:

A very, I mean a very, conservative doctrinal position. I mean doctrine as the height—as sort of the entrance into the community—was really important. In my particular persuasion, the King James Version of the bible was one of the preeminent values. Also a long list of cultural accoutrements—in terms of not going to movies, not drinking, not smoking. Dress was a big deal, particularly for women—I never saw my mom in pants, type thing. So, I mean all those things. It was doctrinal, it was social, it was cultural, and those
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things took on a very heavy sort of importance. It was a very, very rigid sort of a system.\(^{561}\)

After leaving home, Charles attended a Christian university that was ‘a lot more Calvinistic-Reformed in their theology’, and even though this institution was evangelical, he remarked that it ‘was probably left—considerably left in a lot of ways—from where I grew up, both socially and in some ways doctrinally’.\(^{562}\)

Attending a number of churches that were considered ‘acceptable’ by his university, Charles and his partner found it difficult to ‘connect’ with the other participants in these communities. He remarked, ‘we felt like people weren't really willing to open up and accept us. It was still a fairly insular sort of community… it was hard to break into that circle’.\(^{563}\)

Following a move to a different city to attend graduate school, Charles started attending an evangelical mega-church. Because of the size of this community, Charles and his partner joined a small group, but found that it, ‘wasn't particularly meaningful in terms of our life or our spiritual life or any of that. We just felt like it was—I don't want to say bland—but there wasn't anything particularly attractive about that relationship that I experienced’.\(^{564}\)

Not only did Charles struggle to find meaningful connections in these expressions of church, but he also struggled to reconcile the theology in these communities with his own intellectual and academic life. Suggesting that he possessed an intellectual need ‘to integrate what I was doing every day as an academic with faith’, Charles found these expressions of church straining.\(^{565}\) He remarked:

We got the sense that there was a very definite doctrinal and theological program… for example, there was one sermon series that [the minister of the church we were attending] did on the sixties. He was talking about the sixties as a cultural turning point, and it was just very clear through all that, that essentially it was a culture war sort of statement that says, ‘this is where American culture turned the corner and became un-amenable to Christian faith and we need to be aware of this and vigilant about it’.\(^{566}\)
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By the time Charles move to the Springfield area to continue postgraduate studies, he and his partner, ‘were so frustrated’ with their previous experiences of church, and were ‘looking for something new’. Realizing that their current ecclesial situation was ‘not working’, Charles sensed that he and his partner needed ‘to find some sort of a church that we can deal with, or we're just... it's not going to... faith needs to work for us. We think it's really important, but we have to find a church in which this will work’. Having heard of emerging church through various lectures at his university, and through texts he was reading, Charles ‘was pleased, and surprised in a way, to find that there was this sort of emergent community in Springfield’, and he began participating in Common Table after moving to this city.

Shortly after getting involved in this emerging community, Charles made a meaningful connection with the participants of Common Table—both relationally and intellectually. Relationally, Charles found the community to be a place where, ‘everybody throws their cards on the table, and you know each other and you know what it is that your struggles are and you know what kind of person... I mean, you know people extremely well’. According to Charles, these relationships ‘tie us deeply to the community’, and form the ‘primary connection to that community—above and beyond my connection to whatever its structure is’. In addition to these relational connections, Charles also found the intellectual environment at Common Table meaningful. Noting that he had ‘entered this sort of secular academic world’, where he was ‘encountering a lot of new ideas, and for the first time probably really facing up to a lot of intellectual arguments’, Charles said:

So I was facing a lot of intellectual discourse that I felt faith should apply to, but I didn't feel as if I had yet participated in a faith tradition that really took that engagement seriously. So, finding Common Table as a place where I felt it was OK to ask essentially any question that you had, and OK to engage in that dialogue—not just within, you know, ‘these are the voices and the scholars that are OK to engage with’, but to move outside of that and sort of really be open about how
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faith applies to my academic discipline, and other disciplines, and theology and life and science, or whatever, and have it all on the table I think was really important.572

As a result of these meaningful connections and conversations, Charles experienced a swift bond with this community, and ‘after a month or two’, and after he and his partner had ‘got to know people and gotten connected’, he said that he ‘couldn’t see being anywhere else’.573

**Common Table Participant – Joe**

Joe (32) was entering his forth year with the community, and at the time of our interview he was ‘in the process of pursuing [ordination]’.574 Although not yet ordained by this emerging church, he served as a co-minister in the *Common Table* community. In this capacity, Joe focused his attention on the theological conversations that took place in the community. Describing his responsibilities, he commented:

There are several different facets of my involvement. One is to act in a theological role—so trying to find things, locate things, push the kind of theological discourse that happens in our community. Primarily that takes place through a pub group that I lead on Thursday nights—so sending out articles, finding stuff for us to read together, leading that discussion that facilitates kind of theological questioning and kind of issues that are contemporary. It might be politics, it might be race relations, it might be gender, sexuality questions, all the things that a normal church would be—I think—talking about, even if it's not publicly. So, trying to kind of push the theological discourse of our community and really get us reading together, thinking together.575

In addition to facilitating the theological dialogue in the community, Joe also had a role in the Sunday evening worship gatherings, where he would frequently lead the community in the Eucharist celebration. He would also occasionally lead the dialogue portion of the liturgy. Finally, Joe served as the formal liaison between the *Common Table* community and the *Our City Care* organization.
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Joe’s father was a minister, and his parents were ‘very involved in the church’, so Joe considers himself to have, ‘always been involved in church’. Growing up, his family belonged to a ‘very conservative’ Independent Baptist church. Joe remarks that he ‘participated in Sunday school, Wednesday night services, youth groups—all growing up’. After leaving for university, Joe said he ‘participated loosely in church, not nearly as much as I had prior to that in my life’. According to Joe, this sporadic participation was due to the fact that, ‘I was wrestling with my conservative upbringing’. He narrated through this crucial period, commenting:

I just went through a phase where a lot of the questions that I had, there wasn't space in the communities that I knew to pursue those questions. And some of it probably was just college laziness… but I think the larger part of it was wrestling through some questions from—I was a philosophy major, so encountering philosophers and their questions and reading novels and everything from Dostoyevsky to Sartre and different thinks like that, that pushed me to ask questions that it didn't feel to me my church had given sufficient answers to, even if they knew that those questions existed… a lot of times it was just the kind of, ‘we're going to close our eyes to the world and just act like this is the only way it is, and there's nothing else going on’, and to even ask the questions would be an act of infidelity almost. So I think whether this was good or not, the way that it played out for me what that I just had to have some time to sort through some stuff on my own—I guess not completely on my own, but with a smaller group of friends as opposed to an entire church.

After graduating from college, Joe began giving serious thought to his vocation and chose to attend divinity school. While there, his church involvement centred around field education and placements, and so for him, ‘there wasn't a lot of thought given to the structure of the church or what type of church I'm going to be participating in necessarily’. Following divinity school, Joe became actively involved in an Episcopal Church because he ‘loved the liturgy’ of the church. Indeed, according
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to him, ‘I loved a lot of the things that the church was doing, a lot of the ways that it thought about how it sees itself as an active entity in the world’.

Still, Joe did not feel at home in this expression of church, and this led him to seek a way back into the evangelical tradition and brought him into conversation with the *Common Table* community as it was emerging. He explained:

[The Episcopal Church] is not how I grew up, it's not what formed me, it's not what gave birth to my Christian faith, so I found myself saying, ‘I need to find a way to come back to an evangelical community’—not sure that I wanted to do that, but I figured I'd give it a try. So at that point I started looking at some of the churches that fit that mode in this area—went to *Shelbyville Community Church*, which was right at about the same time that Mike was beginning *Common Table*. So, I started having conversations with him while I was getting involved with ministries at *Shelbyville Community Church*, and eventually—once we leapt out and started doing this [emerging church]—I went along with that.

Since aligning himself with this community, Joe has found *Common Table* to be ‘a place where the conversations could be had’. He has found it particularly meaningful that, ‘the tough conversations of everything from sexuality, to race, to doctrinal discussions were not just automatically slammed shut by some decisions that had been made by who knows who’, but rather these matters, ‘could be open to the community to discuss and think through’. In addition to this, Joe has also appreciated the social engagement he has experienced at Common Table, noting that this emerging church has ‘a more active sense of missional participation in the local community—getting involved in owning the city that we find ourselves in, finding where God is working, what needs to be done’. Noting that this social engagement is not unique to *Common Table*, Joe maintained that, ‘this was a place that I found that really allowed me to do that—pushed me to do that—and thought of itself directly as a church that was going to do that’.
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Common Table Participant – Kimberly

Similar to Joe, Kimberly (32) started participating with the Common Table community in its early days. She remarked, ‘I started going when they were meeting in the living room [of one of the principal families]’. She is designated as a ‘lay leader’ in the community—an ‘awkward’ title that Kimberly is not altogether comfortable with, because she believes it to be ‘an old term that we don’t use a whole lot in today’s language’. Describing her responsibilities as lay leader, Kimberly suggests that it is ‘really more of a project manager or an administrator kind of role’, where she will ‘run the leadership team’ and ‘try to kind of keep things running smoothly from an administrative perspective’, in order for other members of the lead team to focus on ‘pastoring and ministering’.

Kimberly was raised in a Presbyterian church in the town of Springfield. This particular community belonged to the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), and located itself within the evangelical stream of that denomination. According to Kimberly, this congregation drew ‘a lot of people from really broad denominational backgrounds’, and thus she did not consider herself ‘a dyed in the wool Presbyterian’ until she went to an evangelical Christian university. It was through interacting with individuals from other traditions at university that Kimberly realized the Presbyterian nature of her faith. Returning to the Springfield area after university, she ‘ended up going to Shelbyville Community Church for a few years’. It was there that she became involved in the young adult ministry and met Mike—who was leading this ministry at that time. Kimberly joined with the group of initial participants that emerged to form Common Table, but as indicated in the above section on the history and development of this community, she still continued her involvement with Shelbyville Community Church. Noting that she ‘double-dipped for a year or so’, Kimberly ‘finally got overwhelmed’ with being involved in both
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communities, and needing to make a commitment to one or the other, ‘ended up at Common Table’. 595

Recognizing the distinct nature of her own story of emergence, Kimberly stressed that she was ‘not one of the people who grew up in a really, really, strict conservative background that needed to just chuck everything and start over again’. 596 Instead, she saw her emergence as a process of maturation and culmination. Suggesting that she was drawn to this community by ‘some of the ideals that they wanted to pursue’, such as ‘the kingdom of God and what it means to be part of the kingdom of God here’, Kimberly noted how these ideals were perhaps present, but undeveloped, in her previous experiences of church. She commented:

A lot of social justice issues that scripture talks about—[those were] never really emphasized when I was growing up. I mean, I think I learned those things and a lot of seeds were planted as I was growing up… I feel like Common Table is more of a continuation, or growth in some of those things that I really wanted to explore. 597

Getting to explore and develop those different areas has been a meaningful aspect of Kimberly’s involvement in this emerging church. Speaking about what she found significant in her experiences within the Common Table community, she noted that, ‘maybe the most significant thing has been looking at scripture—I don't want to say in an entirely differently way than I was taught growing up, but I would definitely say that some of the themes that are emphasized are different’. 598 For instance, Kimberly commented how, ‘we talk a lot about suffering at Common Table, and about the fact that we’re not promised that everything is going to be just great because we’re followers of Christ’. 599 She went on to say that this is, ‘a very different message—I think—than a lot of churches preach’. 600 Kimberly found ‘a lot of hope’ in this different message, because it allowed her to ‘step out of more of the traditional evangelical mindset’—which she believed focused on being successful in
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one’s work and family life—and enabled her to place her ‘finger on the pulse of where God is really working, instead of striving for the American dream’. 601 She continued by saying, ‘the kingdom of God is really the most important thing’, and ‘that’s what I want to aspire to’. 602 While Kimberly also remarked that she found Common Table’s informality and the musical portions of the liturgy meaningful, she continued to focus on how being a part this emerging community provided her with a constant reminder about the importance of finding where God is working. She noted, ‘I guess for me, and where I am in my life right now, that’s more important than going through a list of what's right behaviour for a Christian’. 603

**Common Table Participant – Gordon**

As noted in the above description of the Common Table worship gatherings, Gordon (44) was a more recent participant in this emerging church, having just started attending this community six month prior to our interview. As a newer participant, Gordon had no formal role with Common Table.

He ‘grew up in a Pentecostal church—predominately Assemblies of God’, and as a layperson, was deeply involved in the leadership structures of this denomination. 604 Gordon’s leadership involvement began at the local level, where as a teenager he ‘began to work in children’s ministry’ at the church he was attending. 605 This involvement in children’s ministry would continue ‘for almost thirty years’ at various local churches, and expanded to include serving ‘on regional organizational levels for the denomination’. 606 Although these local communities were located within the Pentecostal stream, Gordon noted their variances, saying ‘I got sent to a lot of different places, and it might be in a little country church where the hymns were from sometime in the 1800s, and the next church over has drums and electric guitars’. 607 As for his involvement with these churches, Gordon commented that, ‘on
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a scale of one to ten—I was ten. I was maxed out. I would spend thirty, forty hours a week doing church work.\textsuperscript{608}

Gordon suggested that the work he was involved in was an ‘amazing ministry’, which sought to ‘get the church out of their mindset of running programs and running through curriculum, and get them more into a real ministry mindset of love—an unconditional love’.\textsuperscript{609} Even though Gordon, ‘believed that God was in it’, he found this type of ministry to be a ‘tough thing to do because it’s easier to run the program’.\textsuperscript{610} He explained:

You can't go off to work everyday and get all mad and angry and caught up in work, and suddenly just switch gears and say, ‘Oh, now I'm going to run a loving ministry’. You can run a program that way, but you can't do... that was basically what our job was—in leadership at the local and regional levels—was to try and encourage the local leaders through just love and helping them.\textsuperscript{611}

Beyond the challenges he faced in transitioning his church away from program and curriculum based ministries, Gordon also feared that his professional work was becoming an issue within both his denomination and his local church community. After making the comment that ‘most Pentecostal churches have certain aversions to modern science’, Gordon revealed that, ‘I happen to be scientist’.\textsuperscript{612} Realizing that the work he was doing ‘would have caused problems in the church body’, he sensed the need ‘to start training in some people’ who could replace him at the local level, and then he ‘left that church’.\textsuperscript{613} Gordon suggested that ‘it worked out very well’, because, in his account, ‘I was able to train in the people I needed to, leave, and then do what I need to scientifically—and the funny thing is, what's a stumbling block to one group is a witness to another group’.\textsuperscript{614}
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When Gordon left his *Assemblies of God* congregation, he began participating with the *Common Table* community. Recognizing the disparate nature of his own ecclesial and vocational background, Gordon came to this emerging church with a number of questions. In an early conversation with Mike about *Common Table*, Gordon recalled asking, ‘is it OK to be Pentecostal there?’615 Assuring Mike that he was ‘not going to start yelling and jumping over pews’, Gordon also wanted to know, ‘at the same time, is it OK to be an evolutionary biologist?’616 After confirming with Mike that the *Common Table* community would be ‘fine with both of those’, Gordon settled into the community, and quickly became a very active participant.617 As a participant, Gordon developed a deep appreciation for the freedom he found in this emerging church. The weekly pub group was particularly meaningful to Gordon, and when asked what he found most significant about his involvement at *Common Table*, he responded:

> For me, it's going to a group where you can drink beer while you're doing a church function, because the background that I'm from is so legalistic. While I was in that background, to me it wasn't legalism, it was something that I knew God had called me to do, but then when he gives you freedom so you don't have to do those things anymore, then you can enjoy that freedom... but I enjoy not having to do... follow all those rules. So, one of the most significant, fun things is to sit and have a beer with a bunch of fellow believers. And that's just me personally. For most people that would—or for many people I suspect—that's a silly thing.618

Gordon recognized how those from his previous ecclesial tradition could be ‘leery of *Common Table*’.619 He suggested that ‘those communities are generally very dogmatic and doctrinally driven in terms of their organization and how they define members and how they define people who are in good standing with the community’.620 Still, Gordon was hopeful that these communities, ‘would see Christ moving through
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Common Table in a very real and tangible way, and recognize that they didn’t need to be quite so leery of them’. 621

**Patterns of Emergence**

The accounts of emergence given above provide an indicative description of the profiles and narratives of those participating in the *Common Table* community. Similar to the accounts given in the *Novitas* community, these narratives reveal certain patterns, which give insight into the ecclesial backgrounds of *Common Table* participants, their frustrations with churches they are emerging from, the desires driving their emergence, and how these desires are met by their experiences in this emerging community.

Although not every community participant emerged from *Shelbyville Community Church*, many of the above interviewees did spend some time in this congregation. Whether they were involved with the Shelbyville community or not, participants consistently noted the conservative, evangelical, or fundamentalist nature of their ecclesial backgrounds—with several interviewees drawing attention to how the conservative doctrine of these churches served as boundaries one needed to cross for inclusion. In revealing their frustrations with their previous exposure to church, participants highlighted a range of issues, from the limited and insular nature of the conservative doctrines and the lack of intellectual engagement they experienced in these communities, to the programmatic approach to ministry found in these churches. Participants in the larger churches were also frustrated with the relational isolation they experienced in these communities. As participants emerged, they sought a community that was open to questions, and where they could explore theology together. They desired a place that integrated their intellectual lives with their faith. They also desired a place to form meaningful connections with one another and with their local community through social activity—connecting this activity back to an understanding of the gospel that moved beyond the narrow way it was portrayed in their previous churches. In *Common Table*, these participants found a community where intellectual and theological conversations were welcomed, and meaningful relational connections developed as they lived and conceived faith.
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together—looking at scriptures in a way that moved beyond ‘the traditional evangelical mindset’, and actively engaging in local social activity. Finally, the Eucharist celebration, *Common Table* liturgy, and church calendar were also meaningful to participants, serving to deepen the bonds with one another and with the wider Christian community.

**Findings from the Common Table Community**

Having completed the overview of the *Common Table* community, I now turn my focus towards drawing out the findings through a detailed presentation of the noteworthy features and themes that surfaced during my fieldwork in Springfield. In a manner similar to the previous chapter, the initial segment of this presentation arranges the data in a narrative form—allowing for the particulars that I observed through participation and the voices that I interacted with through interviews to shape the overall structure of this material. The second segment is a presentation of the focus group schedule that was used to validate my arrangement of the data in this manner.

**Features and Themes**

While I did experience a brief amount of contact with *Common Table* through phone conversations, email communications and internet-based investigations prior to arriving in Springfield, my full participation with this emerging church began on a Sunday evening at one of the weekly gatherings of the community.

**Eucharist Celebration**

As already noted above, one of the more striking features to surface from these nights was the exceptional manner in which the community celebrated the Eucharist, and therefore reflecting upon this ritual took up a noticeable portion of my early field note entries. In addition, discussions surrounding the practice and nature of the Eucharist celebration received substantial attention in my interview encounters with the participants—with all but one interviewee engaging in extended commentary on
the meaning and significance of this ritual in the life of the community.\textsuperscript{622} For instance, Joe, who frequently led the Eucharist celebration during the liturgical gatherings of Common Table, commented on the pivotal nature of this practice—stressing the important role that it played in the community and in his own spiritual formation. Speaking first of the robust social dimensions brought out through the community’s particular enactment of this ritual, Joe remarked:

So eating together is a central practice of the church. Breaking bread together is an essential practice of the church because it is a place where I don't get to pick who stands next to me in line. I don't get to pick who gives me the bread, who serves me the cup. I don't get to pick the community that God has chosen. I learn to receive the grace from God in this act and it is formative for the rest of my life.\textsuperscript{623}

Moreover, Joe’s learning ‘to receive the grace from God in this act’ represented another influential dimension of the ritual for him that further solidified its significance in his life. Recalling past ecclesial settings, Joe stated, ‘my experience had been solely, “if you're not right with God”—and that had very specific connotations—“then you need to get right with God or else you're on the outsides of the church”.’\textsuperscript{624} Yet, for Joe, this former understanding posed a burdensome predicament because, as he laughingly explained, ‘the problem for me was that I just couldn't get right with God’.\textsuperscript{625} Consequently, Eucharist celebration has become an indispensable element for Joe as he navigates the blurred regions between faith and doubt. He explained:

The Eucharist to me is particularly special—at a very personal level—because it is the place where God makes me right with God, without me having to do it. Do you know what I mean? And makes me right even when I don't believe him. So I think there's a certain love that I have for the table in that way.\textsuperscript{626}

\textsuperscript{622} Gordon was the only Common Table interviewee who did not elaborate upon this ritual. Yet, even he singled out this practice when describing a Sunday night gathering by saying, ‘I love the way they do communion. It's not a formality so much as it is a communion... we get up and we share bread and wine, and it's sort of a free-for-all. Everybody is talking about how they've been, what they're doing, and at the same time we're remembering what Christ has done for us through the ceremony of communion.’ Gordon, turns 84, 86.
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In the interview, Joe acknowledged the influence of Catholic novelists—such as Graham Greene and Flannery O'Connor—on his understanding of Eucharistic practices, and suggested that, ‘part of what I was really attracted to was their ability to engage a lot of large questions’, and ‘what I saw in them was that they were allowed to go through times of strong questioning—even disbelief—because at the end of the day they could still take the Eucharist.’

While Joe frequently articulated these perspectives of the Eucharist on behalf of (and to) the community during the Sunday evening gatherings, not all of the Common Table participants were similarly shaped by this ritual. For instance, Charles admitted in an interview that the weekly occurrence of the Eucharist celebration—as well as the emphasis that it received in the liturgy—required some time for him to appreciate. He remarked, ‘I think that's a lot different for us—communion being this sort of centre of the service and we sort of drive towards communion and you have this musical preparation for communion’, adding that, ‘I think that's still something I'm trying to kind of acclimate to.’ Even though Charles acknowledged that the Eucharist celebration was ‘really meaningful in terms of the narrative it puts across’, ultimately he declared, ‘I guess in terms of felt experience, sometimes I'm like, “oh, it's communion”, you know, “that's wine and crackers”.’ Recognizing that his ambivalence toward this ritual was brought about ‘because I'm probably used to sort of deemphasizing that’, Charles concluded his commentary on Common Table’s Eucharist celebration by saying that he was ‘still working into that’.

Other participants, while appreciating the emphasis upon the weekly Eucharist celebration, expressed a desire to occasionally deviate from the community’s customary enactment. In an interview Kimberly shared, ‘sometimes I wish that we could be more varied in how we do celebrate communion’, adding that she would welcome a ‘more contemplative communion some weeks.’ Indeed, a noticeable
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feature of the *Common Table* worship gatherings was the strong verbal orientation of this community. Whether it was spoken words guiding the community through the greeting, scriptures reading and conversation portions of the liturgy, or sung words guiding the community through the call to gather, preparation, confession, absolution and benediction portions of the liturgy, a perceptible dearth of verbal silence marked the Sunday evening gatherings. Furthermore, due to the unique manner in which the *Common Table* community celebrated the Eucharist, this shortage of verbal silence persisted during their more socially oriented communion practice. Heather articulated her ambivalence towards the way this ritual was enacted at *Common Table* by pointing out:

> I wish there was more time for silence and contemplation and kind of the being still. It's... I understand the idea behind how we do communion in that it's a feast and a celebration and it's the coming together, so we need to be sharing stories. But especially this past year, when it was just tough for me, I sometimes felt like I don't want to make the small talk conversation. I need to be quiet and just kind of let some of these things sink in, because between the music and the dialogue, a lot is being said, and there's not a lot of time to chew on it and reflect on that. And there's also not a lot of time to just kind of stop and breathe and rest.  

Yet despite the unfamiliar nature of this ritual for some, or the non-contemplative aspects of it for others, the unique practice and weekly liturgical emphasis that the Eucharist received in the gatherings still managed to provide acute meaning for many of the participants—including Heather, whose repeated emphasis on this time during her interview served to illustrate just how profound the ritual was. Of particular note, when I asked Heather about the most significant practice of the community for her, she spoke candidly, describing the importance she saw in weekly confession, absolution and communion:

> You know, when I was growing up we did communion once a month and you would have the reading / the scripture of the story, but it wasn't as clear of a confession and absolution. And for me, that weekly... you know, I was pretty good about confessing before, but not with other people necessarily. And so during the week there's that, like, reminder of, ‘oh, this was confessed and I received absolution’, and that's meant... that's been a tremendous thing to me.  
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As the *Common Table* community celebrated the Eucharist, stress was placed upon community formation. Notions of sharing, egalitarianism and unity took precedence as they acted out these ideals through the communion meal—sometimes even explicitly referring to the Eucharist as ‘a performance’. The atmosphere during this extended time at the table was difficult to discern. It was neither solemn nor irreverent. While it was not weighed down with excessive sentiment, neither was it lacking in significance or meaning. The stressed importance of this act by the emphasis it received in the liturgy had notes of what might be labelled ‘high church worship’, yet the fact that the elements were not consecrated and were causally consumed, gave sounds of a more ‘low church’ communion practice. Still, because of the notable meaning assigned to the Eucharist celebration by the worshiping participants and its place in the community’s liturgy, it surfaced as a central feature of this community.

**Academic Affiliation**

In addition to the *Common Table* community’s exceptional Eucharistic ritual, a second noteworthy feature promptly materialized during my participation with this emerging church, which had a great effect on the themes that surfaced in my research. During my initial encounters, I quickly noticed that a high percentage of the community participants were affiliated with the academy in some form. In fact, as I reflected upon my first engagement with the *Common Table* community, I calculated that five of the first nine individuals I met on that initial Sunday evening were either currently engaged in postgraduate study or worked at a local university as a member of faculty. Since this pattern continued in my next encounter with the community at the pub group on Thursday, I asked Joe—who was himself a postgraduate student—about this particular feature. In the conversation that followed, he acknowledged that *Common Table* was a highly educated community and many of the participants were indeed affiliated with the academy.
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When validating the presence of this feature through a discussion of it during the focus group I conducted at the end of my research in Springfield, community members also confirmed that a high percentage of Common Table participants were affiliated with the academy in some form.\textsuperscript{636} While suggesting that this has the potential to make their community harder to access if one is not academically inclined, they stressed that other churches in the area also contained a significant number of academically affiliated members. This, they presumed, was due to the high number of local research universities in the region. The community members also noted that the preponderance of academically affiliated members was not a result of some concerted effort on the part of Common Table to reach out to the academic community. Still, the focus group participants did acknowledge that having more academically affiliated members contributed to a culture that is seriously engaged with questions. This, along with a desire for more diversity, is explored in the following sections.

Desire for Diversity

Two additional themes surfaced during my involvement with Common Table—both of which relate to the fact that there was a high concentration of academically affiliated participants within this emerging church. First, there was a repeated aspiration amongst Common Table participants for more demographic diversity within their community. In fact, all but one interviewee expressed this desire, with most calling for more diversity along racial, socio-economic and generational lines. For instance, Heather stated in an interview that the Common Table community ‘doesn’t reflect the diversity that I wish it would racially’.\textsuperscript{637} Charles also spoke of a desire for diversity, emphasizing the importance of extending the community’s demographic beyond the graduate student population in order to ‘find ways to be more conversant with broader groups of people’.\textsuperscript{638} He noted that ‘our community kind of ages out at around fifty’, and so his desire for diversity ‘could be people in different careers, or different life situations, or older people’.\textsuperscript{639} Mike’s response to
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a probing question in an interview captured well the opinions of the other participants. When asked what—if anything—was missing from the Common Table community, he replied:

There's plenty of voids. I mean, we would certainly love more demographic diversity. We would love to have people who are older. I honestly think... I may not be, but I've been consistently the oldest person in the community. We would love to have greater diversity in race and ethnicities.640

Mike went on to admit that although his community partnered with a number of African-American communities in the local area, Common Table’s ‘style’ and their particular theological approaches to church was a barrier for some African-American individuals and therefore limited their involvement. Still, the desire for more demographic diversity persisted within Common Table, and stood as a notable trait coming out of my research.

Space for Theological Exploration and Intellectual Enquiry

In addition to a desire for more diversity, a second theme relating to the high concentration of academically affiliated community members surfaced during my participation with Common Table—namely, the community’s resolution to be a space for theological exploration and intellectual enquiry. When asked what they believed their community valued, several interviewees responded in a fashion similar to Kimberly, who suggested that her church appreciated ‘entertaining other perspectives or views’.641 Oftentimes, this approach would result in robust discussions around a number of subject matters that had been outside the realm of consideration for community participants in their former ecclesial contexts. Joe, when speaking about his migration from these prior contexts, described his experience of coming into this emerging church in this manner:

This was a place where, like I said, the conversations could be had. The tough conversations of everything from sexuality, to race, to doctrinal discussions were not just automatically slammed shut by some decisions that had been made by who knows who—maybe a few people who have the public eye and a couple of radio shows—but could be open to the community to discuss and think through.642
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Charles expressed a similar experience when he spoke about what it means for him to be a part of this community. Noting the freedom he felt at *Common Table* to fully explore crucial theological questions, Charles emphasised the fact that he was permitted to, ‘ask questions that I find significant or deal with issues that I find important—without having to worry about living up to some sort of prescribed standard of what is doctrinally or behaviourally acceptable’.

Sentiments such as these repeatedly surfaced in my interviews with Joe, Charles and other *Common Table* participants, and the persistent occurrence of these attitudes served to further underscore the features of intellectual enquiry and theological exploration present in this community. In order to maintain and promote a space for this type of exploration, the *Common Table* community insisted on fostering a hospitable stance towards diverse beliefs and actively engaged in the eclectic appropriation of practices from a range of ecclesial traditions. These two aspects of the community are explored further in the below sections.

**Hospitable to Diverse Beliefs**

When asked to consider what the *Common Table* community values, Charles remarked, ‘I think theological diversity… I think people are committed to that’.

Noting how this commitment to theological diversity is reflected in the way in which the community allows a mix of beliefs to exist and provides space for participants to explore new theological ideas, Charles suggested that it was important for *Common Table* to allow ‘people to have the space to deal with their past, or sort through concepts, or sort through new idea’s’.

He continued:

> And having people that go to [the divinity school] with people from [conservative] backgrounds like mine, or people from more liturgical, liberal mainline backgrounds—having those people together and able to be conversant even if they're not in agreement, I think that sort of thing is a really big deal.

In offering an additional example of the ‘diversity of backgrounds and diversity of theological views’ in this emerging church, Charles spoke of how there were some inside the *Common Table* community who were ‘deeply ambivalent about whether or
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not they even call themselves Christian’, and yet they amicably existed ‘alongside [and] in community with people that are pursuing—on a very organized sort of track—a religious experience’. 647

In a similar manner, Gordon also emphasised how diverse theological beliefs were welcomed in this community. Speaking in reference to conversations that took place during the weekly pub group gatherings he noted, ‘I've seen some incredibly conservative views come out of that pub group and some incredibly liberal views—as I would classically define conservative and liberal from the background that I have. So I have been surprised.’ 648 To be sure, his sentiment of surprise should not be understood to apply strictly to the conservative and liberal views of the community participants. In actuality, the wider conditions that existed within Common Table—which allowed for these diverse views to exist alongside one another—warrant an equal measure of attention. Gordon signalled the importance of giving attention to these wider conditions when discussing the conversations in the pub group, recognizing that, ‘those debates about theology help me understand how the community thinks, and that's important—that is very important.’ 649 In the following paragraphs, I explore how this community went about creating an environment that remains hospitable to diverse beliefs.

In a fashion similar to the Novitas Community, the participants of Common Table were diligent in their efforts to ensure that their weekly gatherings remained hospitable to theological discussions and intellectual enquiries. Although Common Table did include aspects of corporate singing in their liturgy—unlike the Novitas community, which avoided corporate singing altogether—the distinct manner in which this practice was implemented at Common Table served to underscore the community’s aspirations to be a church that remained open to a variety of theological perspectives. As indicated in the above section on the liturgical elements in worship, Common Table brought together songs from a wide range of sources to form their liturgy—including many songs that originated outside the Christian church. In an
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interview, Mike actually made particular mention of his community’s intentional strategy to include a diverse array of music in their liturgy, suggesting that ‘with our music, we're connecting ourselves to a variety of streams’ and we do not hold a ‘sacred / secular mindset towards music and art’. Mike was also quick to note that they ‘certainly don't have a reverse bias against the historic art of the church’, which would preclude them from drawing on those streams as well. Yet, in drawing on these varieties of streams, Common Table regularly introduced musical elements into their liturgy that elicited reflective listening as opposed to active singing. Indeed, much of the aim behind the selection of certain songs was to invite the community participants into a space where they could meditatively engage with the music and lyrics of these pieces, as opposed to selecting songs that would easily facilitate singing corporately. Additionally, by selecting a large number of songs from non-ecclesial streams, much of the doctrinal or confessional material present in traditional hymns was absent in the musical liturgy of this community. In an interview, Gordon demonstrated well how these aims have been realized. When asked how he would describe Common Table to others, he commented, ‘I would explain that a lot of the service allows you to sit there and just listen’. Then, in turning his focus specifically towards the musical elements of the liturgy, Gordon added, ‘they're not going to tell you what to think, they're going to just let you listen for yourself. Certainly [they do] the music that way.’

Other customary ecclesial activities, such as preaching, also underwent modifications at Common Table in an attempt to further maintain a hospitable space for theological enquiry. As already indicated in the above depiction of the Common Table’s worship gathering, this community shied away from using words such as ‘sermon’ and ‘preaching’ to describe the portion of the liturgy set aside for engaging with scripture, opting instead for expressions such as ‘conversation’ and ‘dialogue’. In
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fact, this particular characteristic made a marked impression on Kimberly, leading her to describe it as one of the community’s principal values. When discussing those things that her church most appreciated, Kimberly observed:

I think one of the values is the dialogical form of what would traditionally be a sermon in another church, and entertaining other perspectives or views. I guess kind of looking at it in terms of one person doesn't come in as the authority on scripture, but it's kind of shared learning or understanding. \(^{654}\)

To be sure, this appreciation of dialogical interfacing did indeed encourage a noticeable degree of vocal participation from the community members and allowed for diverse perspectives to emerge. Nevertheless, while adopting surrogate terms such ‘dialogue’ and ‘conversation’ for ‘preaching’ did point to the value that members of Common Table placed upon dialogical encounters, the full actualization of these more egalitarian impulses proved difficult. For instance, when discussing the ‘conversation’ portion of the liturgy in an interview, Charles stated well the perspective of other participants when he commented:

I mean, it's conversational, but I don't know if it's necessarily a conversation. I mean, I appreciate that Mike does try. You know, he does a lot of talking, but he also... but I mean, he's open to other voices. If someone wanted to interrupt him and say, you know, ‘I think this’, then he would be open to that. But I think it does take on more of a sermon-esque. \(^{655}\)

Even so, Charles did add that, ‘there's a heck of a lot of conversation that goes on’ in the worship gatherings of this community. \(^{656}\) Moreover, this conversation served as a crucial element in allowing for a diversity of beliefs to be present in Common Table—giving shape to this church’s overall theological culture.

Given the mix of beliefs that were on display in this emerging community, I found myself quickly agreeing with Kimberly, who commented in an interview that, ‘sometimes it gets a little confusing because we all believe different things.’ \(^{657}\) Still, when probing deeper into data generated through interviews and field notes,
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important motifs began to surface—giving me the opportunity to see through the initial confusion brought about by the presence of a diversity of belief and into several of the underlying dynamics that gave direction to the diverse beliefs in this community. In the remainder of this section, I describe these dynamics, looking first at the central theological focus of this community, and then looking at the community dynamics that allowed for the privileging of the voices of some participants over the voices of others.

In interviews, participants suggested that there was not an ‘official’ doctrinal stance for community members to affirm, and as Kimberly noted, ‘a big part of Common Table is you don’t have to agree to a certain doctrine to be a member’. Joe also confirmed this in an interview, asking, ‘is there a doctrinal, kind of cognitive conclusion that they have to have reached before they can participate in the life of the community’, to which he responded, ‘No’. Still, there was a clear Christological focus in this community—with many participants finding particular meaning in the life, death and resurrection of Jesus. For instance, when I asked Joe if anyone would be excluded from participating in Common Table based upon what they believed, his response indicated how, in allowing for a diversity of belief to exist, this Christological focus served as a shaping force in this community:

I mean our sense has always been that if the congregation continues to focus its life around the life, death and resurrection of Christ, that... you know, it's kind of a—I don't want to say a war of attrition—but if you don't believe in those things, it's going to become pretty annoying to hear them spoken about. Do you know what I mean? So, I don't really see that as something where we have to go around policing the borders, because, you know, hopefully it will be convincing at some point—just like it was for all of us.

Consequently, for Joe it was important that Common Table be clearly centred on the life, death and resurrection of Christ. Still, as he pointed out, there were even on-going discussions in the community around how exactly to interpret those events. In the same interview, after stating that any theological reflection must begin from these central events, Joe continued, ‘and you know, even the life, death and resurrection I'm not saying are not open to conversation and what that means and how we
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Thus, even though Joe as an individual within the community was intent on eschewing certain understandings of Christ’s resurrection that he believed undermined the power of a church’s mission, he nevertheless recognized the presence of alternative interpretations in the community. Continuing to speak about the life, death and resurrection of Christ, Joe clarified:

I think that that is foundational to Christian life. So, without those, it doesn't really make a lot of sense if you say, ‘well, Jesus really wasn't a person’; ‘there's really not such a thing as a resurrection’; or ‘it's kind of a metaphorical interpretation’. I would say at that point... you know, it's not that... I mean, there are people in our church who would offer those as questions, and I think, yeah we can continue to engage those. But to some extent I think that if the church takes that stand—for all intents and purposes and practice—you pretty much cease to be a church that has any real power whatsoever because there's not... there's nothing new in the world, right.661

Joe’s assertion that there were indeed those belonging to Common Table who would question certain aspect of Christ’s resurrection can be substantiated by data generated through interviews with other participants. In particular, Charles, who after disclosing how the humanity, divinity and resurrection of Christ were central elements of his own faith, went on to share:

That doesn't mean that I won't question them. That doesn't mean that I won't look at Christ's resurrection and say: ‘how did that resurrection happen? Was that a physical resurrection of his body? Was it a ghostly type thing? What was it?’ I'll have those conversations, but I will come from the standpoint that yes Christ did rise from the dead. How that happened, I don't know.662

Thus, even though there were no set parameters for what one must or must not believe in order to be an active participate in the Common Table community, the Christological focus of this emerging church served to give direction to the diverse beliefs that were present. Centring the community’s discourse around the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus—even if the particulars of those aspects were questioned by some members of the community—brought focus to the diverse beliefs present, and served as a way of confining the conversations to a Christian context—without community members having to ‘police the borders’.
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A second feature that served to direct the diverse beliefs present in this community was the privileging of some voices over the voices of others. In particular, the voices of community leaders exercised a greater influence on the community than did the voices of non-leaders. From Mike’s perspective, the reality of his influence as a leader in *Common Table* can be attributed to his early role in drawing the community together. When he was asked the question of what determined the beliefs of his community, Mike stated:

De facto it probably started with me—like a lot of church plants. Not that there weren't other beliefs, but I had more of a dominant voice, which inevitably is going to create somewhat of a selective audience. You know, people are going to leave or not come based on something you may say or not say. It is certainly me plus now.\(^663\)

Charles also recognized the influence that Mike had in the shaping of the various beliefs in this community, remarking, ‘I mean, for whatever we talk about levelling discourse, [Mike] is a big voice in terms of applying vision, and he's also a person who was there from the emerging thing in the beginning’.\(^664\) Furthermore, even though more voices have joined Mike’s, creating a ‘me plus’ dynamic, this still privileged some voices over others in the community—giving direction to the mix of beliefs that were present. Joe, a member of *Common Table* who possessed a high degree of influence in his community, spoke candidly about this in my interview with him. While discussing the topic of what determined the beliefs of *Common Table*, Joe first remarked that it was ‘the congregation’, but then quickly added, ‘I mean, you know, it's the same as anything. Obviously there are few of us who have more than our fair say of the way in which the community’s beliefs play out.’\(^665\) Acknowledging that there will be ‘lively discussion’ around how those beliefs mix within the community, Joe continued to address the way in which congregational leaders exercise a higher degree of leverage:

But, you know, to say that there are leadership roles in the congregation where those people typically have more say. You know, so the crafting of the liturgy, what liturgies we use, how we articulate the table, how we articulate the gospel, there are people who, through their roles in preaching and through their roles in setting up the liturgy
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have more say in that than other people in the congregation. But we would like to think that all the congregation is involved."  

To be sure, through the dialogue portion of the worship gatherings, and through pub group and home group discussions, *Common Table* participants were indeed actively involved in shaping the beliefs of this emerging church. Yet, there were those with certain responsibilities within the community that exercised a greater influence. When considering the voices that were privileged in this emerging church, it is significant to note that many of the community leaders, such as Mike, Joshua, and Joe were either ordained or going through the ordination process. When I asked Joe what ordination means for this more egalitarian community, he responded:

It would just mean naming and kind of placing hands on the ministers, and the congregation to say... that's where the more specific role of being someone who helps to think and guide the church through the specific service to other people and of the word and of communion to the community as well… In our church those are things that are a way of naming a specific role without saying, ‘this is the only person that can do that role’. It's to name more so, ‘this is a person that we think has recognized gifts for church leadership’, but that's not to say that only ordained ministers can serve the table; only ordained ministers can preach. Obviously those lines are not nearly as rigid in our congregation as they might be in some other, more high church, congregations.

Consequently, even though the lines between the ordained and lay members in this community were not rigid, there was a correlation between ordination and influence. Thus, while *Common Table* welcomed a diversity of belief in their community—even remaining hospitable to voices of unbelief—the participants who exercised a greater influence on the community were distinctly Christian, and thus the community itself maintained a clearly Christian orientation.

*Eclectic Appropriation*

In addition to remaining hospitable to diverse beliefs, another way this community maintained and promoted a space for theological exploration was through an eclectic appropriation of practices from a range of ecclesial traditions. The above overview of the *Common Table* community describes the way in which this community
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observed the seasons of the liturgical year, used set lectionary texts for their worship gatherings, and incorporated elements such as the Eucharistic liturgy from the *Book of Common Prayer*—blending these practices with folk music, hymns, praise and worship songs, and spirituals. An even clearer example of appropriation can be seen in the *Minister’s liturgy* developed by this emerging community. As already noted in the above section on Liturgical Elements in Worship, the Minister’s Liturgy was designed as an induction ceremony for those wishing to make more formal alliances with *Common Table*. This locally developed liturgy represents an amalgamation of a number of ordination rites and ceremonies from diverse traditions. Joe explains the formation of this specific liturgy, saying:

> So we went through, culled liturgies from *The Book of Common Prayer*, *The Methodist Book of Worship*, *Baptist Hymnals*, pulled together some of the ordination liturgies and some other stuff that we brought in from our own kind of experience and intuition, and crafted a minister's liturgy... where we, through the act of proclaiming to the community and with the community our desire to serve and work here, are named co-ministers in the church.668

By drawing on elements from other traditions in order to employ them in the shaping their own liturgy, the *Common Table* community further cultivated their deep appreciation for theological exploration. In addition to fostering their commitment to theological exploration, the appropriation of these elements also serves to connect this emerging community to the wider Christian community. When asked about how *Common Table* is connected to the wider church, Mike explained:

> I see emerging churches do this very differently. For us, a lot of it is an excited commitment to liturgy—that we're interested in the historic words and works of the church... whether it's prayer or other liturgical forms, that is a connection point. We always preach the lectionary at least a third of the year, so there's always that connectedness of being in the same text as the church worldwide.669

Still, as Mike indicated, the *Common Table* community did not always follow the lectionary and would actually blend their use of the lectionary with occasionally doing thematic series ‘that have had significant interest to our community’.670

Indeed, as noted in the above section on the community conversations during
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worship, while I was participating with this emerging church, they began a thematic series focused on ‘sequel’ texts such as *Second Peter* and *Second Thessalonians*.

Given *Common Table’s* custom of incorporating elements from other traditions in their liturgy, I asked interviewees if there were any practices in the traditional or institutional way of being church that would be avoided in their community. Mike’s response was particularly perceptive, demonstrating the impracticality of attempting to catalogue the various practices not appropriated by this community. He responded:

> I almost want to say, ‘and what tradition?’ You know, I mean that's a hard one to answer. Like, we've never practised the black church tradition of collecting offering publicly in a line in front of the whole church, but most white people have never done that either. You know, so it wouldn't have been an avoidance. You know, that question's hard for that reason, and one of the things I would say is that we... and then I think you have to distinguish between historical practice and a traditional practice. Like for example, the early church didn't do vacation bible school, but most churches in this community do vacation bible school. So our avoidance of that is not a reaction to an historical church practice, it's just more of a missional thing. So that's where that's a really hard question. What I hope our answer would be is we don't have any knee jerk reaction against anything the church has done historically and that we exclude it.671

Still, even though Mike’s response points to the difficulty in attempting to list those practices from other traditions that were not appropriated, questioning the participants about the things that were avoided in their communities did in fact generate some responses worthy of note. Indeed, the responses that the participants gave to this question provided fertile insight into the participants’ understanding of ‘traditional ways of being church’, with most interviewees drawing from their own church experience in answering this question—citing activities such as Sunday school, women’s ministry bible studies and ‘preaching a lot of dogma and doctrine’.672
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In addition to appropriating a mix of practices from various traditions, when articulating the nature of their community, Common Table participants also appropriated a mix of ecclesiological identities from diverse traditions. In conversations that took place at the beginning of my participation with this emerging church, I heard the term ‘free church-sacramental’ being used by some of the community members to describe their unique ecclesiastical distinctives. In an interview, Joe described the way in which this idiom functioned as a descriptor for his community by saying, ‘I think that we do draw a lot off of our free church roots—which just means free church congregation, local congregations, local autonomy of the congregation’. After likening their understanding of church to the way Baptist church is ‘played out’ in America and Britain, Joe continued:

But you know, we also think of ourselves as a sacramental community. So I would say that we are somewhere between a free church and a sacramental community with a high emphasis on liturgy, sacraments of communion, Eucharist and—we’ll call it—the preaching of the word.

Indeed, unmistakable ‘free church’ components plainly presented themselves in the political structures and non-denominational heritage of the Common Table community and therefore one could quickly recognize this particular stream in the mixture of ecclesiological identities. As for distinguishing the sacramental stream in Common Table, as I have already demonstrated in this chapter, Eucharistic celebration was a central feature in this emerging church. Nevertheless the unique way in which the community enacted this ceremony created a measure of difficulty in discerning the overall meaning that the participants ascribed to it. In clarifying the nature of this ritual, Joe said of the communion practice at Common Table:

It's not just something that we do out of a kind of remembrance—in the way that remembrance would be thinking fondly or sentimentally about, “oh, sometime in the past, Jesus died, and that was such a great event that we... I don't know why we eat, but we really think hard about it”—but it's to say that it's more of a remembrance that is looking forward and also a repetition of a practice that is central to the church. I think what we're saying is that there are some specific practices in the life of the church, where the grace of God in Christ is particularly present... to some extent in the Eucharist we're saying that
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the body of Christ is really present for those who are partaking at the table—that it is the grace of God given as we take the body of Christ into us and ingest it. 676

Clearly for Joe, who often invited the communicants to the table during the liturgy with words similar to these, the significance of this ritual has moved noticeably beyond the ways in which he would have understood it in his free church background. Indeed, this articulation captures well the sacramental aspects of this practice in this community.

As for the practice of baptism in this community, both free church and sacramental influences can be identified. Because *Common Table* emerged out of a non-denominational free church tradition, the participants in this community held certain assumptions about baptism that were more in line with the Baptist and Anabaptist traditions. This means that the ‘default’ understanding and practice of baptism within *Common Table* could be broadly characterized as credobaptist. I deliberately use the term ‘default’ to indicate both the inherited nature of this ritual in this community, and the possibility for future adaptations to this practice within this emerging church. In fact, Joe stressed in an interview that ‘there is just a way that [baptism] has been practised’ at *Common Table*, and ‘there’s not a particular way that we, for all eternity, will be doing it’. 677 Still, when reflecting on the current baptismal practice of this community, Mike, one of the leaders of *Common Table*, suggested a more free church understanding, stating, ‘as it's evolved, we've pretty comfortably accepted kind of a Baptistic practice’. 678 Even so, Mike distinguish his community’s understanding of baptism from free church understandings, noting, ‘now the fact that we don't—and this is controversial—but the fact that we don't attach baptism to entrance into the community—in our visible community—takes some of the drama out of [the way we practice baptism]. 679 Yet, a degree of drama did remain in the way baptisms were practiced in the *Common Table* community, as Joe, describes in vivid language:
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The way that we've done it in the past is try to use as much water as possible because... so people could see the chaotic nature of what is taking place in baptism—the true kind of entering into the chaotic waters that were covering the surface of the earth before the creation of the world. So entering into the chaos of nothingness and death, so that one can be raised to new life and world—the real, true, recreated world of life in Christ.  

Similar to Joe’s articulation of the Eucharist, this richly worded account of baptism draws upon imagery from sacramental traditions in ascribing meaning to this ritual—further demonstrating the appropriation of diverse ecclesial identities at work in this emerging church.

**Missional Focus – Springfield**

A final theme to surface during my participation with *Common Table* was the attention that this community gave to the city of Springfield. In a manner similar to *Novitas*, the city of Springfield received considerable emphasis from *Common Table* participants as they narrated the formation of their community. In a manner also similar to *Novitas*, Springfield received prominent placement on the community’s website. Much of the emphasis on the Springfield community at *Common Table* was nurtured under the rubric ‘missional’ (i.e. ‘missional engagement’, ‘missional activity’, etc.), and community members frequently made statements similar to Mike, who remarked in an interview, ‘we believe that primarily our mission is to discern [God’s work of redemption] in a local context and then appropriately participate in it’.  

The clearest example of this church’s commitment to the city of Springfield can be seen in their involvement with *Our City Care*. By aligning *Common Table* with other congregations and organizations from the Springfield community—in order to act together for the common good of the Springfield community—the participants in this emerging church faithfully lived out their commitment to the city. Still, for those at *Common Table*, a commitment to Springfield included more than simply being engaged in community activism, and in the early days of this emerging church, questions concerning the authenticity of their relationship to the city of Springfield
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surfaced. Mike recalled some early strains involved in focussing *Common Table’s* attention upon the local city: ‘When we got involved in Springfield... we realized that we had a question of authenticity because not a lot of people lived in Springfield’.\(^{682}\) As he continued his narrative, Mike signified how his community sought to redress some of the dissonances caused by *Common Table* participants living in the peripheral suburbs:

> Over four years we've centralized much more downtown. People live here, people have moved here, we've had graduate students at [The University] decide that they would live here and drive to school rather than live near school. Those were all significant choices. People sold homes in the suburbs and moved to the city. So part of it is creating an authentic proximity to our parish.\(^{683}\)

As a result of this relocation effort, the participants’ articulated fondness for the city of Springfield was more faithfully embodied, giving an actualisation to their stated missional desires.

**Focus Group Summary and Validation**

During the final week of fieldwork in Springfield, I assembled six *Common Table* participants for the purpose of conducting a focus group to review my initial findings. Similar to the aims of the *Novitas* focus group, this research event served as an opportunity to feed back to the community what I witnessed as an observer and what I heard as an interviewer. I conducted this focus group without taking an interim period of time away from the community in order to evaluate the data comprehensively. While this posed several challenges, and perhaps resulted in a schedule that lacked the critical depth present in the *Novitas* evaluation, the final product still captured well the overall themes and features of *Common Table*, and the participant’s responses indeed served to validate and nuance my findings. Just as with my presentation of the *Novitas* research findings in the previous chapter, I have arranged the material below to reflect the original focus group schedule.\(^{684}\) In presenting the content of this schedule, I first highlight the most striking features of the *Common Table* community, followed by a section that recounts the various themes that arose from my observations and interviews. I then conclude this section
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with an initial attempt at locating this emerging church ecclesiologically. Since the Common Table focus group followed a format similar to the Novitas focus group, I do not describe the details of how it was conducted at this point in the thesis.685

The Most Striking Features of the Common Table Community

(1) The Eucharist Celebration: The way in which communion was practiced at Common Table was unlike anything I had been a part of before. Not only was it striking in the way in which it was enacted, but when speaking with folks in interviews, the table often was referred to as the central practice of this community. There was an incredibly strong social dimension to this act, as well as impulses of egalitarianism and inclusivity. As I was reading through my field notes in preparation for the focus group, I discovered that there was a huge learning curve for me. It was difficult for me at first. Not for theological reasons per se, but there was just a general uncertainty as to what I was suppose to be doing during this ritual. Still, I consider the table—and the unique way it is performed—to be central to this community.

(2) The Proportion of Academically Affiliated Participants: The other feature that I found incredibly striking at Common Table was the proportion of the community participants who either had advanced degrees or were currently affiliated with the academy. While I recognized that Springfield and the surrounding area was an academic hotbed, this feature was still unlike any previous experience I have had with a church.

Themes that Emerged from my Participation in Common Table

(1) Sunday Night Gathering: The gathering of the community on Sunday nights was an important aspect in the life of Common Table. First and foremost, it was the space in which the community participated in the Eucharist celebration. The liturgy and church calendar were also important features during this time and music played a central role in navigating through worship, confession, absolution and benediction. In interviews, participants (especially those who had been a part of the community for a longer period of time) expressed affection for these more liturgical components

685 For a description of how the focus group was carried out, see chapter four, page 258.
of the gathering. The space was set up ‘in the round’ with the intention of fostering a communal atmosphere. Words such as dialogue and conversation were used as substitutes for words like preaching and sermon and attendees were encouraged to vocally participate in this portion of the liturgy. While the gathering was important, ‘church’ was not confined to this space and would also be lived out in pubs, neighbourhoods, work, etc.

(2) Missional Participation in Springfield: Another theme that emerged from the research can be summed up in these often-repeated community phrases—’we strive to discern and enter into the redemptive work of God’ and ‘we look for what God is doing redemptively and then seek to participate’. This frequently took on a local flavour with an emphasis upon addressing issues in the Springfield community. Particular involvement with Our City Care, a local political activist group was one example of this. Some members of the community participated in this organization, while others were involved more in their own spheres of activity. Emphasis was placed upon caring for and serving this local community, with particular attention to the economic and racial injustices present. This activity was organic, and missional participation meant that there was an aversion in the Common Table community to formal church programs to address issues or needs.

(3) A Space for Theological and Intellectual Enquiry and Discussion: One of the other themes that emerged was a stated appreciation for a space in which questions were permissible and theological discussion and academic engagement could be pursued in the community. This aspect was particularly attractive to folks who were newer to the community. There was no ‘official’ doctrinal stance of the community, but clearly there was a Christological focus, with many of the participants finding meaning in the life, death and resurrection of Jesus. In fact, the minister’s liturgy, which was a ceremony whereby Common Table participants could more intentionally align themselves to this community, made certain claims about being gathered in Christ’s name.

(4) A Stated Desire for More Diversity within the Community: A repeated desire of community members that I encountered in both my interaction with participants and
in interviews was for increased diversity within the community. Diversity in age and race were particularly mentioned.

**Ecclesiologically Locating the Common Table Community.**

(1) Participants distinguished their community using the American Evangelical church as a backdrop: A significant portion of the participants in the Common Table community that I met and interviewed had come out of some form of Evangelicalism. In these interviews and interactions, often when participants wanted to distinguish Common Table from other churches, they would do so with evangelical churches as their antithesis.

(2) Verbal Orientation vs. Visual Orientation: If one were to imagine a rough spectrum being drawn, and on one end of this spectrum there existed churches and traditions that were verbally oriented and on the other end there existed churches and traditions that were visually oriented; the churches on the visually oriented side of the spectrum would tend to be of a ‘catholic’ or ‘orthodox’ persuasion and the churches on the verbally oriented side would tend to be of a ‘free church’ or ‘evangelical’ persuasion. Common Table struck me as being a very verbally oriented community. Many of the worship engagements were word—either spoken, read or sung. Indeed, there were visual elements present, and the central practice of the Eucharist celebration possessed visual properties, but overall much of the Common Table gathering remained verbally oriented.

(3) A penchant for ecclesial eclecticism: When contemplating the unique contributions of Common Table, I noticed a strong penchant for ecclesial eclecticism within the community. In other words, there existed an intentional borrowing of ‘the good’—that is ‘the perceived good’—from a wide variety of church traditions. Thus, what I found to be unique about this community was the way in which Common Table eclectically blended various traditions, beliefs and practices in order to shape something that was in fact distinct from other ecclesial traditions.
Chapter 6: Emerging Churches in Conversation with Parent Communities

In this chapter, I bring the communities of *Novitas* and *Common Table* into dialogue with their parent communities—giving particular attention to the ways in which these emerging churches can impact their parent communities’ understanding of what it is to be church. Yet, before turning to this analysis, a review of what has taken place in the thesis thus far will prove helpful.

After offering an introduction to the thesis in chapter one—where I provided a preliminary sketch of the wider emerging church phenomenon, a brief account of my own earlier experiences with emerging communities, and an initial overview of the research already conducted on emerging church—I turned my attention towards an examination of the methodological approach taken for this thesis in chapter two. In this second chapter I sharpened the focus of the research question undergirding the thesis. Through this process of sharpening, the following question surfaced: What contributions might emerging churches make to their parent communities’ understanding of what it is to be church? In focusing this research question, I also determined that understanding why those in emerging churches left their parent traditions, and uncovering what it is they find meaningful in their own emerging communities, would go a long way in helping me discover the contributions these emerging communities could make to their parent traditions. I then identified the field of practical theology as the appropriate discipline in which to explore these questions, and argued for an approach to practical theology that moves beyond the prevalent models of correlation and recognizes the embodied nature of theology. Identified in this thesis as ‘theology in the vernacular’ or ‘local theologies’, this particular approach posits that theology is deeply embedded within the everyday language, symbols, and practices of ordinary individuals and communities. Thus, the research in this thesis centred on two concrete emerging communities and employed qualitative methods to examine and analyse the actual practices, values, and beliefs of community participants—treating the data generated through the investigation of *Novitas* and *Common Table* as theological material.
Still, in order to answer the research question, I needed to develop a mechanism for bringing the data generated through this study into conversation with the parent traditions of these emerging communities. Adapting a method used by Robert Schreiter in his work on local theologies, I developed a structure that would identify the various components in this dialogue process and would indicate the general flow of the conversation being facilitated. Since this mechanism also served as the basic outline for the presentation of the research in this thesis, I have reproduced it here.
Chart 2: Components in the Dialogue Process
[Chart first appeared on page 47]
As this above chart indicates, the dialogue process begins by situating these two emerging communities within the framework of the wider emerging church phenomenon (area 1). Thus, in chapter three of the thesis, I provided an ecclesial context for this study by outlining the history and development of emerging church, and locating these emerging communities within that narrative. Significantly, this exercise revealed how Novitas developed alongside the alternative worship groups emerging from the evangelical and charismatic wings of the churches in the U.K., and how Common Table developed alongside the Emergent Village community emerging out of large evangelical mega-churches in the U.S. Following this third chapter, I then turned my attention towards a thorough depiction of the Novitas and Common Table communities in chapters four and five—opening up these emerging churches through an in-depth analysis of their communal lives (area 2a). Through this examination, a number of ecclesiological themes surfaced for each community (area 2b). While the profiles of these two emerging churches remained distinct in a number of notable ways—such as the dynamics of Novitas’ relationship to the Fulcrum Café and its affiliation with the Anglican and Methodist church, as well as the situation of Common Table being constituted by a high degree of academically affiliated participants and its exceptional Eucharistic practices—there does exist enough commonality between the two communities to draw insights from their shared patterns. In an attempt to better compare these communities and to adequately locate the contributions they can make to their parent communities understanding of church, I bring together the findings from these separate sites of research to explore the key ecclesiological features located in their practices. Examining these common patterns reveals five key ecclesiological features present in these emerging churches: (1) the prevalence of an ecclesial eclecticism, (2) the carving out of a space for theological discussion and intellectual enquiry, (3) a resolute fondness for the local cities of Wellingham and Springfield, (4) the vital nature of the weekly gathering, and (5) a robustly verbal orientation in the worship gatherings. These five ecclesiological features will be further considered in the below encounter between these emerging churches and their parent tradition.

Having already completed the presentation of the research associated with area 1 and area 2 of the dialogue process in chapters three, four, and five, I now turn my attention towards area 3 and area 4 of the mechanism adapted from Schreiter. In the
following sections I first engage in a concise investigation of ecclesiology, showing how the existing understanding of church should be seen as a series of particular and diverse understandings of church (area 3a and 3b). In this analysis, I focus particular attention on how this understanding of church relates to the approach to practical theology taken in this thesis, and how the distinct ways that existing church can be understood in the United States and the United Kingdom impact one’s understanding of emerging church. Drawing these latter distinctions is important, as these two countries provide the setting for this study of emerging church. Following this discussion of existing understandings of church, I then bring these two emerging churches into dialogue with their parent communities (area 4)—focusing particularly on the impact that these emerging churches have on their parent communities’ understanding of what it is to be church.

**Existing Understandings of Church**

Entering into an analysis of existing understandings of church invites the researcher into a wider conversation concerning the nature of ecclesiology. In the section below, I offer a cursory account of ecclesiology’s origins, as well as the recent developments that have taken place in this field. In presenting this abbreviated account, I am not attempting to consider the entire enterprise of ecclesiology—as to do so moves well beyond the scope of this thesis. What is important for the purposes of my present argument is to show how the approach taken to ecclesiology in this thesis fits within the mechanism adapted from Schreiter, and corresponds with my overall approach to practical theology. It is to this more limited consideration of ecclesiology’s origin and development that I now turn.

**Ecclesiology: Opening up an Understanding of Church**

The term ecclesiology was first employed in the nineteenth century to refer strictly to the study of the architecture and decoration of actual church buildings. Today the use of the term in this manner has fallen out of vogue, with the dominant understanding of ecclesiology now focusing upon the enquiry into the nature of the church as a theological reality. Even so, the discipline that the term ecclesiology currently describes—namely, the theological study of the Christian church—did not
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surface as a distinct theme in systematic enquiry until it was introduced in the midst of fifteenth century reforms. Furthermore, these early attempts at a systematized ecclesiology emerged incrementally, with the Reformers’ evolving treatment of the church becoming more and more considerable as time moved forward. Wolfhart Pannenberg sees a principal example of this evolution in John Calvin’s thought, where the first edition of his *Institutes* did not contain a single chapter dedicated exclusively to the doctrine of the church. It is only in his revised editions that he intensifies his accounts of the concept of the church. Yet, despite ecclesiology’s late arrival and its slow development, it has quickly made up ground to become what Jaroslav Pelikan called the ‘bearer of the whole of the Christian message for the twentieth century’. Pelikan argues that the ecumenical surge in the previous century placed the onus upon ecclesiology to become the central theme around which entire doctrinal traditions of diverse fellowships sought to unite.

Given its relatively novel place amongst the systematics and its meteoric rise in ecumenical prominence, ecclesiology clearly has not been a static enterprise, and the craft of thinking theologically about the church has undergone notable shifts in the past few decades. To demonstrate these shifts, I return to Michael Jinkins’ account of previous approaches to ecclesiology. As highlighted in chapter two of this thesis, Jinkins suggests that the ecclesiological endeavours of past generations followed a fairly predictable pattern. First, the ecclesiologist would focus attention on either the biblical foundations of church, descriptions of the early Christian community or creedal formulae regarding church. This material would usually be handled in a harmonizing fashion, ignoring many of the more uneven realities of diversity, plurality and particularity found in concrete experiences of local faith communities. From this homogeneous understanding of church, the ecclesiologist would then
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formulate foundational principles that are to be regarded as prescriptive for contemporary Christian community through a basic, Origin=Norm formula. In the contemporary context however, the more varied aspects of plurality, diversity, and particularity that were left behind a generation ago now earnestly occupy the interests of many ecclesiological researchers. As indicated in chapter two, Nicholas Healy has selected the term ‘new ecclesiology’ to classify the growing effort of ecclesiologists who are turning their attention to the activities and functions of the concrete church. The recent rise in congregational studies in the US and the UK, as well as the emergence of new cross-disciplinary research around ecclesiology and ethnography, also give clear evidence of this developing shift. In fact, studies such as these bring ecclesiologists face to face with the plurality and diversity of church life in such a way that it can often exhaust the researcher who labours through the arduous and messy processes of translating ‘observed life’ into meaningful texts.

In opening up existing understandings of church in this thesis, I too eschew a totalizing and universalizing ecclesiology and instead focus upon the messier actualities of plurality, particularity, and diversity. The reason for this approach rests in the fact that this thesis represents a work of practical theology. Thus, being a work of practical theology, my research is deeply concerned with those aspects that most concern the practical theologian. Kathleen A. Cahalan and James R. Nieman


state well those characteristics that lie at the heart of the practical theologian’s undertaking:

At every level of its work, practical theology claims the particularity of contexts as central to its interests. It does not seek universality or uniformity, but wants instead to understand the extant realities and actual demands in which faithful discipleship is lived out.  

Crucially, these core principles that serve to shape this discipline also inform my approach to ecclesiology in this thesis. Therefore, since a more concentrated focus on particularity and diversity informs the approach to ecclesiology taken in this thesis, a monolithic understanding of church does not emerge. Instead, existing understandings of church are seen as a series of particular and diverse understandings of church. I now turn my attention towards formulating an ecclesiological approach in line with this understanding of church and in line with practical theology.

‘Church’ as Series of Particular and Diverse Understandings of Church

In this section, I first show how the above-mentioned totalizing and universalizing approaches to ecclesiology run contrary to the approach to practical theology taken in this thesis. I then argue for an ecclesiological approach that is conscious of the historical, social, and cultural dimensions of church. In carrying out this exercise of moving towards an understanding of church as a series of particular and diverse understandings of church, I draw primarily on the ecclesiologically momentous works of Roger Haight and Nicholas Healy.  

Haight identifies the more universalizing or totalizing approaches to understanding church as an ecclesiology from above. Haight marks out six related features of this ecclesiological method, which when considered together, characterize its strategy. These six features are (1) an a-historical understanding of church, (2) a consideration
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695 Haight uses the terminology of an ecclesiology from below and Healy uses the terminology of a practical-prophetic ecclesiology to describe their respective approaches. While the concepts drawn together to inform my ecclesiological approach represents an amalgamation of these two authors, what follows is not a wholesale rearticulating of their arguments. See: Haight, S.J., Christian Community, vol. 1, and Nicholas M. Healy, Church, World and the Christian Life: Practical-Prophetic Ecclesiology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000).
of the whole church solely in terms of one’s own tradition, (3) an attempt to make unquestioned appeals to authoritative texts and/or traditions, (4) a consideration of church doctrinally as opposed to historically, (5) a tendency for a Christocentric understanding of church to become an ecclesiocentric understanding of church and (6) a view that the current structures of ministry correspond to the will of God.\textsuperscript{696} For the purposes of this thesis, I do not attempt to engage these features as distinct variables, but rather investigate them in their totality, emphasizing their contributions in shaping a tempting, yet inadequate method for developing an understanding of church.

In its most foundational form, an ecclesiology from above seeks to identify an essence, nature or substance of the church that would transcend any given context—be that historical, cultural, societal or political.\textsuperscript{697} In so doing, this ecclesiological approach seeks the abstraction of a certain set of establishing elements from their particular historical ecclesial occurrences in order to universally characterize the church. The results of this abstraction means that these historical or cultural particulars no longer remain as a defining feature of the church and therefore ecclesiology devolves into an a-contextual endeavour. This sort of de-contextualization and abstraction opens ecclesiology up to either a Docetic or Platonic vision of the church. In the case of the former, this means that no value is assigned to the human constituency or social shape of the church and the notion of the church as a vibrant and living human community ‘realizing itself in the here and now’ is lost.\textsuperscript{698} As for the latter, any Platonic vision of the church that seeks to locate an essence of the church outside of the church’s particular historical-cultural context remains incompatible with the concrete reality of what church actually is. Hans Küng demonstrates well the shortcoming of this approach.

The ‘essential nature’ of the Church is not to be found in some unchanging Platonic heaven of ideas, but only in the history of the Church. The real Church not only has a history, it exists by having a history. There is no ‘doctrine’ of the Church in the sense of an unalterable metaphysical and ontological system, but only one which

\textsuperscript{696} Haight, \textit{Christian Community}, vol. 1, pp. 18-25.
\textsuperscript{697} Haight, \textit{Christian Community}, vol. 1, p. 19.
is historically conditioned, within the framework of the history of the Church, its dogmas and its theology.\textsuperscript{699}

If, however, through an ecclesiology from above, the doctrine of the church is conceived of as an ‘unalterable metaphysical and ontological system’, then an implicit dichotomy is forged between what the church is and what the church ought to be.\textsuperscript{700} Typical to this approach, the ought oftentimes supersedes the is, and a form of what Healy calls blueprint ecclesiology emerges—where the focus of one’s enquiry into ecclesiology is essentially theoretical and remains fixated ‘more upon discerning the right things to think about the church rather than orientated to the living, rather messy, confused and confusing body that the church actually is’.\textsuperscript{701}

Importantly, the dichotomy that develops from an ecclesiology from above can be comparable to the dichotomy that develops through correlational models of practical theology. Just as an ecclesiology from above results in ‘blueprint’ approaches designed to reconcile the ‘is’ and ‘ought’ of church life, correlational models of practical theology are designed to ‘reconcile’ theology and human experience. Both of these approaches neglect the deep connectedness between the actual practices of Christian communities and the theology embedded within, and carried along by, those very practices. As put forward in chapter two, the abstracting of theology from practice, which is inherent in correlational models, tends to reinforce the dualisms that the discipline of practical theology vigilantly seeks to overcome—and thus has been rejected in this thesis. Likewise, the tendency towards abstraction that results from an ecclesiology from above will also be rejected. According to Haight, an ecclesiology from above attempts to interpret distinct historical events—such as the origins and critical developments of the church—in doctrinal terms, abstracting these ‘events’ from what Haight identifies as critical history.\textsuperscript{702} Thus, an ecclesiology from above imagines the founding and progression of the church to be a direct act of God and relegates non-divine contingencies in the origin and development of the church to the periphery. This results in an ecclesiology that makes unmediated


\textsuperscript{700} Jinkins, \textit{Church Faces Death}, p. 86.

\textsuperscript{701} Healy, \textit{Church, World and Christian Life}, p. 3.

\textsuperscript{702} Haight, \textit{Christian Community}, vol. 1, p. 21.
appeals to the New Testament and other doctrinal affirmations in understanding the church. Furthermore, this also leads to a conviction that the structures and ministries of the church have been divinely or supernaturally revealed as well. Also consistent with an ecclesiology from above is the tendency for each church to understand itself in terms of its own tradition and thus to interpret the entire church in light of itself. For instance, this ecclesiological approach considers the ecclesiologist’s own church as displaying the correct form of church, and thus stands as the norm for the entire church. Miroslav Volf rightly sees this practice of privileging ones own form of church as the once revealed and now timeless norm for the whole of church to be both contrary to diverse forms of church found in scripture and to be stifling to the vitality of a Christian faith which is capable of flexible adaptation to rapidly changing societies.

In contrast to an ecclesiology from above—and in harmony with the approach to practical theology taken in this thesis—I argue for an ecclesiological approach that envisions the essence of church as something wholly inextricable from the church’s historical, social and cultural contexts. Because of this, I acknowledge along with Jinkins that the church ‘exists in irreducible plurality and particularity’ and therefore ‘possesses a complexity that defies easy answers and clear definitions’. This more concrete approach to ecclesiology accords well with practical theology because it recognizes that the church is not simply ostensibly related to its sociological, historical and cultural conditions, but it is indeed deeply dependent upon them as the church itself is ‘rooted in the soil of human societies and cultures’.
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703 In this paradigm, Haight notices how these divinely ordained structures will ‘allow for adjustments within itself to meet the exigencies of ministry’, but ‘the basic structure itself will not be changed, for in an ecclesiology from above it has been established by or according to the will of God’. Haight, Christian Community, vol. 1, p. 25.

704 In this approach the rational is that the ecclesiologist’s church ‘is the one true church, so that in describing itself, it describes the way the whole church should be.’ Haight, Christian Community, vol. 1, p. 20.


706 Jinkins, Church Faces Death, p. 5.

The shaping force that this approach to ecclesiology has upon my understanding of church in this thesis is significant. First, this approach recognizes that our understanding of church stands as a compilation of particular and diverse understandings of church that have arisen in relation to specific historical and cultural contexts. Thus, there has never existed a single understanding of church that is able to encapsulate the whole of the church. In fact, as Schreiter argues, the concept of diverse understandings of church is even evidenced in the New Testament. He suggests that scripture reveals ‘a variety of different kinds of communities’, and that ‘there is no unified New Testament church, except in the minds of later Christians’. Nevertheless, these divergent understandings of church—both the past and the present—are not wholly independent of one another. Just as every Christian church is bound to a particular culture and to a particular historical situation, and yet simultaneously remains a part of the greater whole of the Christian movement, so too do these historically and culturally bound understandings of church remain a part of the greater whole of our wider understanding of church. Thus, for these particular historically and culturally situated understandings of church to be authenticated and therefore ‘survive’ in such a way as to combine with other understandings of church to shape the wider realm of ecclesiology, they must express ‘with some degree of adequacy’ the experience of Christians throughout the centuries.

Second, although I have been arguing for an approach to ecclesiology that remains deliberately conscious of the historical, cultural, and social dimensions that impact our understandings of church, this should not be seen as a negation of the spiritual or ‘theological’ aspects that comprise our understandings of church. To do this ignores a very important constitutive facet of Christian communities—namely, their particular connection to God. Just as churches have a requisite grounding in both
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708 Indeed as Haight points out, even if an ecclesiology were to encompass the whole of the church, it would instantly be out-dated as the church is continually changing. Haight, Christian Community, vol. 1, p. 44.


711 Schreiter, Local Theologies, p. 32.

712 See: Haight, Christian Community, vol. 1, p. 36.
history and society, they also possesses what Haight calls a ‘deep grounding in the will, initiative, and active presence of God’. In fact, taking into account the divine is the distinctive feature that divides theological endeavours from their non-theological counterparts. Although both endeavours may deal with the same subject material, they will inevitably approach this with decidedly different perspectives on matters relating to God and God’s activities. The approach to ecclesiology taken in this thesis recognizes that churches are both human and social realities as well as divinely related communities. Without this recognition, understandings of church can devolve into a form of ecclesiological Ebionism, where any union with the divine is denied. Even so, as I have maintained throughout this chapter, the theological nature of Christian communities is not something that one can consider in distinction from the social, cultural, and historical realities of Christian communities. Thus, I now turn to a consideration of the diverse understandings of church that have risen in response to the particular historical and cultural conditions of religious life the United Kingdom and the United States.

Understandings of ‘Church’ in the U.K. and the U.S.

Before bringing these two emerging churches into an encounter with their parent communities, one of the more important factors that must be considered is the distinct context in which each of these emerging churches exists. If, as argued above, the essence of church is wholly inextricable from the church’s historical, social, and cultural contexts, then, in order to better facilitate an encounter between existing church and emerging church, it is essential to recognize the distinct understandings of church that have historically and culturally developed in the U.S. and the U.K. While producing an in depth analysis of church life in the United States and the United Kingdom falls well beyond the scope of this thesis, highlighting the crucial differences between the two contexts will provide a helpful backdrop when bringing *Common Table* and *Novitas* into an encounter with their parent traditions. With that aim in mind, I now succinctly engage with the analysis of sociologists Peter Berger, Grace Davie and Effie Fokas.
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In their work on religion in the United States and Europe, a predominant aspect under consideration by Berger, Davie and Fokas is the frequently voiced sentiment that the United States is a religious society, and Europe is a secular one. While noting that ‘it has become something of a cliché’ to claim this, the researchers acknowledge that ‘the cliché does indeed mirror reality’—even if reality remains more complicated than the straightforward statement suggests.\textsuperscript{714} As they attempt to account for the widely held theme of a religious America and a secular Europe, Berger, Davie and Fokas identify a selection of variants that serve as distinguishing characteristics between the two situations. Arguing that the United States and Europe possess different intellectual traditions and contrasting historical relationships to religion—relationships that have been transmitted through dissimilar institutional and social mechanisms—these scholars suggest that older paradigms linking secularity with modernity should be reconsidered in light of these vastly different contexts. Positing instead the concept of ‘multiple modernities’, Berger, Davie and Fokas suggest that religion represents an ‘indigenous difference’ within a society and is capable of providing the impetus for the construction of an alternative modernity that remains particular to its given context.\textsuperscript{715}

Again, when analysing understandings of church in the United States and the United Kingdom, attempting to account for the whole of Berger, Davie and Fokas’ important study goes beyond the purview of this research. Still, there are particular points of interest that should be singled out here, as they offer valuable insight into the distinct nature of existing and emerging church in these differing contexts. For instance, as I noted in the first chapter, some of the difficulties encountered in attempting to locate the essential qualities of emerging church stem from the fact that those observing and describing this phenomenon do not begin with a shared understanding of ‘church’. As such, I am deeply sympathetic to a point made by Stanley Hauerwas, who, when recognizing that crucial discussions surrounding ‘church’ often struggle to find a meaningful end, wrote: ‘the difficulty, however, is that words like “church” and “congregation” are so vague that our agreement might well mask deeper disagreements if we explore further what we mean by those


\textsuperscript{715} Berger, Davie and Fokas, \textit{Religious America, Secular Europe}, p. 142.
Clear examples of this difficulty can be found in the discussions centring on emerging church in the United States and the United Kingdom—where it is tempting for one to assume that these two contexts begin with an identical understanding of existing church. This assumption seriously neglects the historical, cultural, and ecclesiastical particulars of these very different settings, and consequently fails to recognize that ‘emerging’ carries with it a distinct emphasis unique to each particular context. The research by Berger, Davie, and Fokas helps to mitigate this breakdown by addressing both the distinct relationship that the Church has to the State in the American context, and by examining the ‘religious marketplace’ that has developed as a related result.

Because of these related dynamics, the ecclesial context of the United States is one marked by pluralist competition and voluntary association, where ‘church’ primarily means ‘the local religious community’ made up of those who assemble together. By contrast, notions of ‘church’ in the United Kingdom remain closely linked to the European territorial system, with its geographically defined parishes and its historic relationship to the State. Consequently, the emerging church conversation in the United Kingdom—and particularly within the Church of England—is laced with themes of the church ‘emerging’ from the traditional structures that have customarily defined it, in order to exist where the people are already gathering. Rowan William’s ‘mixed economy’ language introduced in chapter three—where parish church and emerging church exist side by side—stands as a clear example of this perspective. According to Williams, even though ‘the parochial system remains an essential and central part of the national Church’s strategy to deliver incarnational mission’, there is a need ‘to recognize that a variety of integrated missionary approaches is required’. Thus, these ‘network churches’ that develop and exist alongside parish churches often acquire the appellation ‘emerging church’ in Church of England discourse as a way of distinguishing these mission-shaped communities from parish
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churches and the territorial responsibility parish churches possess. Yet, for emerging church conversations in the United States, the notion of a church emerging from the traditional structures of parish means very little since the concept of ‘church’ does not carry with it these same geographic associations. Indeed, as R. Stephen Warner has argued, religious life in America is marked by ‘de facto congregationalism’—which means that despite a church’s governance or structures, in practice, ‘the local church is effectively constituted by its members, not by geography’.719 Accordingly then, in ecclesiologically oriented discussions in the United States, ‘emerging church’ simply becomes one more brand of church in the competitive religious marketplace that includes seeker churches, mega-churches, multi-site churches, evangelical churches, denominationally aligned churches, etc. In this context, that which is ‘emerging’ must find meaning by distinguishing itself, not from the established parochial church, but from the multitude of other Christian churches that dot the religious landscape.

Clearly these variances have the potential to create very different understandings of emerging church, depending upon whether one is observing the phenomenon in the United States or in the United Kingdom. With these distinct understandings of ‘church’ in the U.K. and the U.S. in mind, I now turn towards an encounter between Novitas and Common Table and their parent traditions.

**Encounter Between Emerging Church and Parent Tradition**

Thus far in this chapter, I have argued that our understanding of church is best seen as a series of particular and diverse understandings of church that have arisen in relation to specific historical and cultural contexts. Since this thesis focuses on an encounter between emerging churches and their parent communities in the United Kingdom and the United States, I have given particular attention to the broad historical and cultural dynamics impacting the understanding of ‘church’ and ‘emerging church’ in these two contexts. Still, in order to give greater attention to the ways in which Novitas and Common Table impact their parent communities’ understanding of what it is to be church, I must consider more closely the traditions

---

from which these communities emerged. In particular, this means turning my attention towards evangelical communities in the U.K. and the U.S.—focusing specifically on the understanding of ‘church’ in this tradition.

As I indicated in chapter two, the encounter between these emerging communities and their parent tradition is deeply reliant on data generated through interactions and interviews with emerging church participants. This means that the portrayal of the parent communities of Novitas and Common Table—along with the portrayal of evangelical understandings of church—has been drawn primarily from the experiences of emerging church participants. The reason for privileging the experiences of these participants in this manner is twofold. The first reason is a practical one. Attempting to give a comprehensive account of something as diverse and fluid as an evangelical understanding of church goes well beyond the scope of thesis. Given that David Bebbington, a notable historian of the evangelical movement, has described evangelicalism as consisting of ‘all those strands in Protestantism that have not been either too high in churchmanship or too broad in theology to qualify for acceptance’, providing an all-inclusive description of evangelical ecclesiology would be onerous.720 What is more, from the perspective of another noted evangelical scholar, giving an account of an evangelical understanding of church might not even be possible. Indeed, Stanley Grenz has questioned whether evangelicals even posses a coherent ecclesiology, suggesting that, ‘evangelicalism has never developed or worked from a thoroughgoing ecclesiology.’721 Even in the case of Novitas, which emerged from the evangelical wings of the Anglican and Methodist traditions in the U.K., similar challenges exist in depicting the understanding of church found in their parent communities. For instance, according to Methodist theologians, the Methodist tradition exhibits a dearth of theological reflection around the nature of the church. David Carter has lamented that many see his own tradition’s ecclesiology ‘as purely pragmatic, if not also downright ambiguous’.722 Likewise, George Hunter has concluded that, ‘whatever the strengths


of its theology and tradition, Methodism has been consistently afflicted with an ambiguous doctrine of the Church. Yet, despite these above claims concerning the lack of an evangelical (and Methodist) understanding of church, one should not conclude that there is no such thing as an evangelical ecclesiology. To be clear, every church possesses a particular ecclesiology regardless of whether or not the articulation of that ecclesiology is made formal. In line with what has been argued throughout this thesis, simply by being church, a community implicitly lives out its own distinct understanding of church. Thus, in the case of this current research, I focus my attention on these embodied expressions of evangelical ecclesiology—giving particular attention to the experiences of those who have emerged from this tradition.

Focusing on the ‘lived ecclesiology’ of the evangelical tradition points to the second reason I have privileged the experiences of emerging church participants when determining their parent communities’ understanding of church. In fact, it is necessary that I privilege these experiences in order to be faithful to the methodological approach taken in this thesis. Because my approach to practical theology sees theology as being deeply embedded within the everyday language, symbols, and practices of ordinary individuals and communities, I took an interpretive constructionist epistemological position. As described in chapter two, this epistemological position suggests that meaning is accessed through the shared perspectives of individuals and communities. Thus, when it comes to developing a portrait of evangelical understandings of church—and developing a description of why participants emerged from this tradition—it is fitting for me to draw primarily upon the perspectives of those in emerging church to construct these portrayals. What is more, because this approach sees theology as something that does not exist independent of these embodied expressions, the experiences of the participants in both their parent communities and these emerging communities are treated as ecclesiological data. Still, due to the constructed nature of this data, I wish to confirm and support these portrayals of the participant’s parent communities by positioning them alongside other research on the evangelical tradition. Therefore, in

the sections that follow, in order to corroborate the experiences that participants had in their parent communities, I make reference to the defining qualities of evangelicalism proposed by David Bebbington and confirmed by Mark Noll. Since these two scholars stand as preeminent interpreters of evangelicalism in the U.K. and the U.S., substantiating emerging church participants’ experiences of evangelicalism with Bebbington and Noll’s understanding of this tradition is fitting. Thus, before turning to an examination of how these emerging communities have been impacted by their parent communities, I first introduce Bebbington’s evangelical quadrilateral—which will serve to verify emerging church participants’ experiences in these communities.

Although Bebbington, in putting forward the defining qualities of evangelicalism, takes into consideration the American influences on British evangelicalism, his focus is on this tradition in the U.K. Still, the impact of his analysis of the evangelical tradition reaches sufficiently beyond the British context, and thus the quadrilateral he develops can be more widely applied. In fact, Mark Noll, who focuses on evangelicalism in the U.S., suggests that, ‘at the beginning of the twenty-first century, there are very few generalizations that apply to all American evangelicals. To be sure, David Bebbington’s four defining characteristics are still generally valid’. These four defining characteristics, which Bebbington argues have been ‘a continuing set of characteristics’ lasting from the eighteenth century through the twentieth, are: ‘conversionism, the belief that lives need to be changed; activism, the expression of the gospel in effort; biblicism, a particular regard for the Bible, and what may be called crucicentrism, a stress on the sacrifice of Christ on the cross’.

According to Bebbington, taken together, these continuing characteristics ‘form a quadrilateral of priorities that is the basis of evangelicalism’, and reveal ‘the existence of an evangelical tradition’. In making reference back to this quadrilateral in the following sections, I give particular attention to conversionism, as this characteristic is strongly present in the participants experiences in their parent communities, and, in Bebbington’s analysis, forms the basis for other characteristics.
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725 Bebbington, *Evangelicalism*, pp. 2-3 [italics mine].
such as activism. As Bebbington argues, the evangelical tradition divided humanity into two categories, the converted and the unconverted, with conversion becoming the ‘one gateway to vital Christianity’.\textsuperscript{727} This emphasis on conversion in the parent tradition of these emerging churches, with the doctrinal and behavioural boundaries associated with it, will occupy a significant portion of my attention in the following sections.

The Impact of Parent Communities on \textit{Novitas} and \textit{Common Table}

Although this thesis is chiefly focused on the impact that emerging churches have on their parent communities, a preliminary encounter in the dialogue process must first be considered—namely, the impact that the parent communities have on emerging churches. As indicated in chapter two, drawing attention to this impact serves to affirm the relationship between emerging communities and wider understandings of church by recognizing that the practices and ecclesiological understandings of these emerging churches have been born from, as Schreiter describes it, a ‘genuine encounter with the Christian tradition’.\textsuperscript{728} Through this encounter, practices and ecclesiological understandings found in emerging communities can be seen as belonging to the wider Christian tradition.

This particular encounter (\textit{area 4b}) is drawn out of the portrayals of \textit{Novitas} and \textit{Common Table} in chapters four and five of the thesis, and unfolds in two parts. First, I identify those things found within the parent communities that have shaped the ecclesial life, practice, and understanding of these emerging communities. Second, because these emerging communities are, in part, attempting to distinguish themselves from their parent traditions, I then identify those things found within the parent communities that \textit{Novitas} and \textit{Common Table} are reacting against. Yet before taking up these two parts, I must reference a feature of these emerging churches that represents the impact of not only their parent communities, but also the wider ecclesial community—namely, the importance of the weekly worship gathering. Because this is a feature common in many traditions, and because this feature—in and of itself—does not merit an extensive amount of ecclesial reflection in this

\textsuperscript{727} Bebbington, \textit{Evangelicalism}, p. 7.
\textsuperscript{728} Schreiter, \textit{Local Theologies}, p. 34.
thesis, I reference it here briefly. In fact, I only chose to acknowledge the noteworthiness of this particular feature due to the fact that it runs counter to other emerging church research. In Gibbs and Bolger’s work on emerging churches, they argue that, unlike ‘traditional church’, emerging communities ‘confront deeply entrenched notions that church signifies a performance-based gathering’, and therefore many of these groups ‘have moved away from a central gathering’.729

Significantly then, before turning to the impact of their parent communities, I wish to point out that, as demonstrated in the earlier depictions of Novitas and Common Table, the weekly gatherings in fact played a vital role in shaping community life and identity.

Those Things in Parent Communities that Shape Emerging Churches

As the depictions of Novitas and Common Table reveal, a distinguishable condition of eclecticism existed in these emerging communities. Both communities borrowed widely from various Christian traditions in the process of shaping their own ecclesiological distinctiveness, with the most prominent displays of eclecticism occurring during their formal liturgies. For instance, as the accounts in chapters four and five indicate, during my participation with these communities I encountered lively discussions of the Wesleyan Quadrilateral, confessional prayers from the U.S. Episcopal Church’s Book of Common Prayer, nights of silent meditation, agape meals, a ‘minister’s liturgy’ developed from an amalgamation of a number of ordination rites and ceremonies, extended sessions reciting The Jesus Prayer, candle lighting ceremonies derived from the liturgies of the Iona Community, and an enactment of a Roman Catholic house blessing during an Epiphany celebration. As also seen in the previous chapters, these assorted ecclesial practices were intermixed with ambient music and lighting, imaginative video excerpts projected on a screen, extended dialogues and brief homilies surrounding a set scriptural text, kinetically oriented practices such as painting or contemplative walking, Eucharistic celebrations, and communal singing. Although uncommon in the Novitas
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729 According to Gibbs and Bolger, because these communities do not have regularly scheduled meetings, the participants will actually meet together more often that those participating in formally organized churches. Eddie Gibbs and Ryan K. Bolger, Emerging Churches: Creating Christian Community in Postmodern Cultures (London: SPCK, 2006), p. 102.
community, the singing at Common Table ranged from contemporary ‘praise songs’ to long-established hymns; from traditional spirituals to popular rock and folk music. Even so, the overall arrangement of these musical pieces was based on the Holy Eucharist liturgy in the U.S. Episcopal Church’s Book of Common Prayer.

This eclectic liturgical blending often resulted in whiplash for a researcher attempting to ecclesiastically situate the emerging church phenomenon. At one moment these communities presented themselves as being ancient, contemplative, catholic; the next they appeared experimental, chaotic, evangelical; and still yet at other times they displayed hints of being traditional, academic, reformed. What is more, in addition to liturgical borrowings, these communities also, at times, articulated an eclectic conception of what it means to exist as church—appropriating diverse ecclesiological understandings to shape a distinct identity for themselves. I will return to these diverse conceptions of church in the below section on Novitas and Common Table’s impact on their parent communities, but for a curious example of this ecclesiastically eclectic identity in the literature of emerging church, consider the subtitle of Brian McLaren’s popular work A Generous Orthodoxy. In this text, McLaren, who speaks on behalf of, and to emerging church, seeks to offer and explanation for:

Why I am a missional + evangelical + post/ protestant + liberal/ conservative + mystical/ poetic + biblical + charismatic/ contemplative + fundamentalist/ calvinist + anabaptist/ anglican + methodist + catholic + green +incarnational + depressed-yet-hopeful + emergent + unfinished Christian.  

Although a survey of his entire text will lead one to interpret McLaren’s subtitle as rhetorical hyperbole, the blending of ecclesial identities remains a discernable feature in the particular communities with which I participated.

Given the experimental nature of these communities—along with their broad appropriation of liturgical elements and diverse blending of ecclesial understandings—locating the particular impact of their parent tradition is challenging. Yet, even though Novitas and Common Table borrowed widely from a
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number of traditions, they still maintained distinct marks inherited from these parent communities. As seen in the depiction of these emerging churches, some of the marks left by the parent communities are quite clear. For instance, the depictions in chapters four and five show how both *Novitas* and *Common Table* maintained certain aspects of the baptismal practices found their parent churches—selecting not to abandon these practices in their emergence from these communities. Although *Common Table* brought a more sacramental emphasis to their understanding of baptism, they still maintained the credobaptist perspective of their parent community. Likewise, specific understandings of ordination were also maintained in these emerging churches. Again, as seen in the earlier depictions, several leading participants in *Novitas* and *Common Table* were either ordained or candidating for ordination. In the case of *Novitas*, these participants were ordained (or seeking ordination) in the *Methodist Church* or the *Church of England*, and, as with the case of baptism, when it came to Eucharistic celebrations, these communities selected not to reinterpret this practice—maintaining that ordained presbyters are to preside. While the stipulation of ordination for Eucharistic presidency was not present in the *Common Table* community, their understanding of ordination and Eucharistic presidency would not be out of harmony with a non-denominational free church understanding. In fact, as noted in chapter five, for *Common Table*, much of the free church characteristics that make up their ‘free church-sacramental’ identity are distinctions inherited their from their parent tradition. Yet, for this present section, I simply wish to distinguish baptism and ordination as distinct ways in which the parent traditions have impacted the ecclesial understandings of these emerging communities.

Another way that these emerging churches have been impacted by their parent tradition can be seen in their resolute fondness for the local cities of Wellingham and Springfield. As depicted in chapters four and five, this fondness for these local cities was born out of the communities’ missional impulses. While missional endeavours are certainly not unique to the evangelical tradition, they do represent an essential quality of this tradition—namely, the quality of activism (i.e, the expression of the gospel in effort). Still, the way in which this activism was expressed in *Novitas* and *Common Table* differed from the way in which their parent communities expressed it. According to Bebbington, activism in the evangelical tradition flowed out of the
idea of conversion and centred on the desire for the conversion of others.\textsuperscript{731} Yet, the form this activism took in the missional endeavours of \textit{Novitas} and \textit{Common Table} did not carry this same emphasis. Instead, as the discussion of mission on the websites of these communities indicates, and as the practices of these communities confirm, the missional focus of these emerging churches was more centred on the transformation of the cities of Wellingham and Springfield.\textsuperscript{732} Still, this desire to participate with God where God is already working in their local contexts—which was repeatedly expressed by both communities—can be seen as a form of activism inherited from their parent tradition.

Before turning towards those things in the parent communities that these emerging churches are reacting against, there is another—perhaps more subtle—ecclesial mark that has been left on \textit{Novitas} and \textit{Common Table} by their parent tradition. This particular impact comes to the fore when considering the appropriation of liturgical elements in these churches. Despite their eclectic blending of rituals from the more visually and aesthetically oriented wings of the churches, (i.e., ‘high church’ elements), both communities remained robustly verbal in their gatherings, relying extensively on extemporaneously spoken words, written texts, or lyrical music in the enactment of their liturgies—resembling the ‘low church’ practices of their parent evangelical tradition. This reliance on words can also be seen in the extensive amount of ‘conversation’ that took place in both communities. What is more, whenever visual features were introduced or incorporated into the liturgies of the communities, they would be accompanied by verbal commentary denoting their significance. Thus, in harmony with more ‘low church’ approaches, meaning making for those participating in these communities predominately occurred in the verbal realms.

\textbf{Those Things in Parent Communities that Emerging Churches React Against}

Locating the impact of the parent communities on emerging churches is not accomplished merely by considering those features that the two share in common. In

\textsuperscript{731} Bebbington, \textit{Evangelicalism}, p. 10.

\textsuperscript{732} See the discussion of ‘mission’ on the websites of \textit{Common Table} and \textit{Novitas} in chapters four and five. See also the feature of ‘missional focus’ in those same chapters.
fact, both Novitas and Common Table have been significantly shaped by those things in their parent tradition that they have rejected. The following consideration of these things not only helps answer the question of why the participants in these emerging churches left their parent communities, but it also goes a long way in beginning to point towards what it is these emerging churches might be able to contribute to their parent tradition.

Returning to the narratives of emergence that were presented in chapters four and five, similar themes developed across the individual accounts—revealing the frustrations that participants experienced in their parent communities, and the desires that were driving their involvement in emerging church. A major focus of these frustrations, which participants sought to redress in their emerging communities, centred on their experiences of a rigid, narrow, limited, or insular way of approaching Christian practice, doctrine, and belief. Significantly, participants stressed how questions were not permitted in their parent communities, and how ‘proper’ doctrinal belief served as a boundary marker for inclusion. Thus, to have doubts relating to Christian belief, or to question evangelical doctrines placed participants outside the bounds of the community. This particular approach to ecclesial life, which envisions community members in either ‘in’ or ‘out’ categories, corresponds with Bebbington’s articulation of conversionism described above. Therefore the experiences these participants had in their parent communities can be corroborated by these wider understandings of evangelicalism.

These experiences, arising from participants’ involvement in their parent tradition, clearly impacted Novitas and Common Table. Indeed, as seen in the depictions in chapters four and five of this thesis, these emerging churches sought to create a space for inclusion and diversity of belief—where one could ask questions and explore faith in the midst of doubt. Thus, in distinction to the more rigid boundaries for inclusion found in their parent communities—which required participants to adhere to particular beliefs in order to belong—these communities sought to be a place where questions could be asked, and those who doubted could be included. Also, in distinction to their parent communities’ more limited and narrow approach to Christianity, the participants of Novitas and Common Table sought a more diverse approach—borrowing widely from a number of distinct ecclesial traditions. As
evidenced in the earlier depictions, participants found both of these distinctions meaningful in their experience of emerging church. In the section that follows, I give more focused attention to these two distinctions. In doing so, I consider the way in which these distinctions could contribute to the parent communities’ understanding of church.

The Impact of Novitas and Common Table on Parent Communities

I have now reached the point in the thesis where I consider the impact that these emerging churches can have on their parent communities (area 4c). In considering this impact, I focus on the contributions that Novitas and Common Table make to the understanding of church in their parent tradition. These contributions flow out of the above exchange that has taken place between these emerging churches and their parent communities. In particular, I focus on how the parent communities’ understanding of church can be expanded through a consideration of the ways in which these emerging churches have sought to redress their experiences in the evangelical tradition. In redressing these experiences Novitas and Common Table have, (1) developed more ecclesial diversity through borrowing and appropriating practices and beliefs from other Christian traditions, and (2) created spaces for theological discussion, intellectual enquiry, and spiritual doubt.

In the sections that follow, I discuss the implications that these two features have for the understanding of church found in the parent communities of Novitas and Common Table. Since these features also have consequences for these emerging churches, I discuss the ecclesial implications they have for Novitas and Common Table as well.

Church as a Space of Ecclesial Borrowing and Blending

In response to the more limited and insular ways of approaching Christianity found in their parent communities, Novitas and Common Table sought to diversify their ecclesial experiences by borrowing widely from a range of Christian practices and belief. This borrowing and appropriating of practices and beliefs from other Christian traditions—which Novitas and Common Table participants found meaningful in their experiences of emerging church—was detailed in the depictions of these communities in chapters four and five. Furthermore, as introduced earlier in
this chapter, this borrowing resulted in a distinguishable condition of eclecticism in these communities, as both drew from various Christian traditions in the process of shaping their own ecclesiological distinctiveness.

When considering what this eclectic appropriation of Christian belief and practice can contribute to their parent communities understanding of church, I focus my attention on several related questions concerning ecclesial identity: Have these emerging churches adopted another ecclesial identity in their emergence from their parent tradition? In other words, by appropriating these practices and beliefs, are they leaving behind their evangelical identities in order to become something else—such as ‘Mainline Episcopal’, ‘Anglo-Catholic’, or ‘Anabaptist’? Or are these emerging communities developing a new ecclesial identity altogether—an identity distinct from both their parent communities’ evangelicalism as well as other recognized ecclesial identities? Furthermore, if the parent communities seek to follow the emerging communities in diversifying their ecclesial practices by borrowing from other traditions, will they too be forced to abandon their own evangelical identity? In other words, does ecclesial appropriation and blending threaten the evangelical distinctiveness of their parent communities?

In assessing these questions, I turn to the notion of hybridity. I first consider the way in which this concept has developed out of postmodern, postcolonial thought. I then consider the ways in which it can be applied in various academic disciplines. Finally, I bring hybridity into an ecclesial context—focusing first on how the concept has been employed by other theologians, and then focusing on how it can be employed in this research to better understand the contributions of Novitas and Common Table.

**Hybridity in Emerging Churches**

As emphasized in the first chapter, emerging churches have sought to situate much of their conversation around the ecclesial implications of the cultural transition from modernity to postmodernity. This emphasis invites a cursory examination of the dominant features found in those things called ‘postmodern’. Entering guardedly into the language of critical discourse surrounding various cultural tendencies of late
1950s and early 1960s, the term ‘postmodern’ was originally affixed adjectively to art, literature, and architecture.\textsuperscript{733} Importantly, the term postmodern, as employed in these instances, was first coined by British historian Arnold Toynbee in the 1930s, but did not gain widespread usage until several decades later.\textsuperscript{734} Since those early manifestations, the appellation has flourished in a diversity of directions, being broadened to include an expanding scope of cultural phenomena and academic deliberation. The more radically visible occurrences of this development appeared in the architectural realm, where many of the early theoretical confrontations surrounding postmodernism were expressed.\textsuperscript{735} These occurrences included a pluralism of technique and the mixing of categories and genres in an eclectic style that simultaneously ‘consulted’, ‘plundered’, ‘lovingly revived’ and ‘ridiculed’ the past.\textsuperscript{736} In broadening this analysis of the postmodern condition beyond the sphere of architecture, postmodern theorist Jean-François Lyotard argued that, ‘Eclecticism is the degree zero of contemporary general culture’.\textsuperscript{737} He writes, ‘one listens to reggae, watches a western, eats McDonald's food for lunch and local cuisine for dinner, wears Paris perfume in Tokyo and “retro” clothes in Hong Kong; knowledge is a matter for TV games’.\textsuperscript{738} Thus, no matter what path a researcher takes in perusing the nebulous environs of ‘the postmodern’, she or he will most certainly cut across themes associated with eclecticism. Indeed, as Perry Anderson reminds his readers, ‘the universe of the postmodern is not one of delimitation, but intermixture—celebrating the cross-over, the hybrid, the pot-pourri.’\textsuperscript{739}


\textsuperscript{738} Lyotard, “What is Postmodernism?”, p. 57.

In the following sections, I analyse the eclectic mixing taking place in postmodern contexts through the lens of hybridity, a concept used to describe a wide range of social phenomenon related to the appropriation and blending of various cultural features. Through this analysis, I detail how the notion of hybridity emerged in the social sciences, and I introduce the theories most frequently associated with the use of this term. In an effort to demonstrate the full extent of hybridity’s influence across a wide spectrum of disciplines, I trace the trajectory of this concept from its heritage as a term in biology to its ever-growing application in the social and human sciences.

*Hybridity Defined*

While most frequently associated with postcolonial theory and cultural studies—where it has become a central concept in discussions of cultural identity and appropriation—hybridity represents an attractive theory for those working in diverse fields such as anthropology, literature, geography, art history, musicology, and religious studies. As a term, hybridity finds its origins in the natural sciences—particularly in the disciplines of botany and zoology—where it was employed to describe the product that occurred as a result of the cross mixing of two distinct species. Because the biological use of the term hybrid expanded to include humans, it developed a formidable ‘racist and colonialist legacy’ that often brings to mind the ‘purity anxieties’ of a nineteenth century that was fixated upon (and revolted by) racial mixing. Nikos Papastergiadis demonstrates well how these previously held notions of race, racial purity and identity served as an obstacle for extensive engagements with theories of hybridity:

For as long as the concepts of purity and exclusivity have been central to a racialised theory of identity, hybridity has, in one way or another, served as a threat to the fullness of selfhood. The hybrid has often been positioned within or beside modern theories of human origin and
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742 Coombes and Brah, “Conundrum of ‘Mixing’,” p. 3.
social development, mostly appearing as the moral marker of contamination, failure, or regression. 744

Nevertheless, in an attempt to make sense of disparate cultural features persisting in an increasingly more globalized world, the deployment of the term hybrid has traversed beyond ‘the loaded discourse of race’ to ‘a more neutral zone of identity’. 745 Through this migration, hybridity has now come to signify the ‘productive emergence of new cultural forms which have derived from apparently mutual “borrowings”, exchanges and intersections across ethnic boundaries’. 746 Thus, hybridity is presently being used in the social sciences to describe the phenomenon of blending two or more identities in order to shape an altogether new identity. 747 This mixing is such that even though something new is created, the original differences are still visible (as in a hybrid language that still contains the decipherable aspects of the two blended languages). 748

**Hybridity Applied**

The application of this more recent conception of hybridity is extensive—with an increasing number of social theorists finding agreement with one another on the nature of the developing global culture. Most now seek to affirm that the global culture exists as a hybrid mixture of heterogeneous cultural elements as opposed to the previously espoused modern notion of an emerging universal culture. 749 What is more, according to the argumentation of the theorists who seek to describe every identity as existing in some kind of hybrid state, even the constituent cultural identities that combine to make up this hybrid global culture are themselves hybrids. 750 In fact, the postcolonial theorist Edward Said has notably asserted that,


748 McClintock Fulkerson, “They Will Know,” p. 270.

749 Marwan Kraidy suggests that this growing consensus not only questions the claims that local cultural traditions are eradicated by foreign influences, but also doubts the notion that local cultures can be completely resilient to these influences. The apparent outcome of this ambivalent interpretation is an acknowledgement of hybrid cultures. Marwan M. Kraidy, *Hybridity: Or the Cultural Logic of Globalization* (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2005), p. 45.

‘all cultures are involved in one another, none is single and pure, all are hybrid, heterogeneous, extraordinarily differentiated, and unmonolithic.’  

Although the credit for dislodging the concept of hybridity from the strict confines of the biological sciences is often attributed to the isolated works of particular scholars such as Said (or Homi Bhabha752), the wider project of the postcolonial critique has itself contributed significantly in re-popularizing this concept, and it has gone a long way in disseminating its principles throughout the social sciences.753 For instance, a central issue undergoing re-evaluation through postcolonial analysis is the modern attempt to understand the concept of identity through the use of mutually exclusive categories that identify human beings as either black or white, civilized or primitive, rich or poor, whole or disabled, native or alien, Christian or pagan, etc.754 In this context, postcolonial theorists frequently marshal notions of hybridity in their attempt to challenge these binary concepts that suggest pure and unmixed identities.755 In their analysis, hybridity is something that remains unavoidable, and as a result of the indistinctness produced by hybrid identities there exists extraordinary potential for resisting these mutually exclusive classifications.756 Yet for this thesis, considering the ways in which hybridity can employed in ecclesial context is the focus. Thus, I now turn my attention to this consideration.

**Hybridity in Ecclesial Contexts**

The exercise of making explicit connections between understandings of church and contemporary theories associated with cultural hybridity is not an undertaking unique to my research. In fact, making connections between hybridity and churches is not even unique to the theological disciplines, as cultural studies scholars have also undertaken this exercise. Yet, whenever cultural specialists attempt to bring theories
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752 Homi K. Bhabha *The Location of Culture* (London: Routledge, 1994).
of hybridity into contact with the particulars of ecclesial settings, the resulting analysis often centres on perceivable instances of syncretism between the religio-cultural practices of an indigenous people and the distinct practices and beliefs of an infiltrating Christianity. An example of this tendency can be found throughout Peter Burke’s survey, where—in an attempt to demonstrate the pervasiveness of the cultural condition of hybridity—he repeatedly cites specific instances of Non-Western societies retaining key elements of their traditional religious practices when converting to Christianity. In studies such as these, where an in-depth survey of hybridity exists as the principal aim, incidences of syncretism are recognized as productive sites for theoretical reflection and analysis. Yet, because of hybridity’s association with qualities of syncretism, and because of the negative connotations associated with that term in Christianity—a term that in the words of missiologist Robert Schreiter, ‘still summons up for many Christians images of compromising Christian faith or harmonizing faith with its environment at any cost’—ecclesiologists have made only negligible advancements in utilizing notions of hybridity in their own work.

Schreiter, along with practical theologians such as Christopher Baker and Mary McClintock Fulkerson, stand as exceptions to this general reluctance to ecclesiologically engage with the concept of hybridity. Indeed, the significant works of Schreiter and Baker make extensive use of hybridity as a crucial theory in negotiating ecclesial identity within the contexts of local cultures. Schreiter’s project in particular seeks to offer a more translucent portrait of the processes of syncretism with the aim of better understanding the complex struggles to develop an identity that remains authentic to culture and faithful to Christianity. While much of Shreiter’s work centres upon intercultural communication in the context of global Christianity, Baker focuses the greater part of his efforts on exploring the church in Western, post-Christian urban contexts. In analysing this contemporary situation, Baker draws upon the theory of hybridity to argue for the necessary emergence of a productive ‘third space’—that is, a space existing as a hybrid between church and culture—that

757 See: Burke, Cultural Hybridity.
759 Schreiter, New Catholicity, p. 83.
will remain open to the formation of vital partnerships essential for forging social ethics.\footnote{Baker, \textit{Hybrid Church}, p. 111.}

These two projects represent a valuable contribution to research in the intersection of hybridity and ecclesiology. However, their focus upon hybrid states of identity that result from interactions between churches and local cultures does not fully capture the intermixing that took place in \textit{Novitas} and \textit{Common Table}. While the depictions in chapters four and five do reveal that these emerging churches blended music, songs, films, and videos from the wider cultural arena into their liturgies, they also blended diverse practices from distinct faith traditions. In this thesis, I focus my attention on the hybrid states that developed in these emerging communities as a result of their practice of intermixing one Christian tradition with another.

Before continuing with the development of my own particular presentation of hybridity in these emerging churches, a brief examination of the way in which Mary McClintock Fulkerson appropriates the concept of hybridity is also useful, as she too—in line with my approach to practical theology—focuses on the theological implications embedded in the practices of an actual faith community. In her ethnographic study of a burgeoning Methodist congregation in the United States, she draws extensively upon notions of hybridity in an attempt to discern a stable identity for this exceptionally diverse community.\footnote{McClintock Fulkerson’s site of research was a church in the United Methodist tradition that brought together participants from divergent classes, church traditions, and ethnic backgrounds. This community was also comprised of a significant number of participants with physical disabilities. McClintock Fulkerson, “They Will Know,” pp. 265-79.} Yet, while her enquiry remains focused upon the various discourses that each \textit{individual} participant brings into the community and how this mixes with other \textit{individual} discourses to create something new, my investigation of \textit{Novitas} and \textit{Common Table} focuses on the various \textit{individual} and \textit{communal} discourses being blended together in these emerging churches. In the following section, I consider the blending of these discourse in \textit{Novitas} and \textit{Common Table}, focusing particularly on the hybrid ecclesial identities that develop as a result.
Novitas and Common Table as Hybrid Communities

Earlier in this chapter I rehearsed the experimentation and borrowing that took place in the development of the liturgies of Novitas and Common Table. I also discussed how these communities maintained a space for a mixture of belief to exist. Both of these features point towards the hybrid nature of these emerging churches. Yet, beyond the eclectic appropriation of liturgical practices and the mixture of theological discourses permeating these communities, there existed a blending of ecclesial identity in Novitas and Common Table. In this section, I focus my attention on the noticeable degree of paradox that was exhibited by participants when articulating and interpreting the particular nature of their own community and practice. By drawing upon ecclesial language and impulses that ranged from the free church or Anabaptist end of the denominational spectrum, to language and impulses more consistent with Roman Catholic or Anglo-Catholic sensibilities, participants in both communities, when reflecting upon the essential identity of their churches, continued in their eclectic blending of various Christian traditions. The result of this was the emergence of a hybrid ecclesial identity in these communities.

Yet, before conducting an analysis of the hybrid identities that surfaced in the communities of Novitas and Common Table, a concise survey, which takes into consideration the fuller range of ecclesiological identity, is needed. Indeed, within the wider Christian community today, there exists a multitude of ecclesial identities. Recognizable by creed, polity, liturgy, geography, ethnicity or nationality, the existence of these distinct identities makes it possible for one to speak meaningfully about being a Catholic, a Protestant, a Presbyterian, a Methodist, an Anglican, an evangelical, or a Charismatic (to name but a few). Yet, in order to make sense of the differing conceptions of church that exist across a range of Christian traditions, I draw once again upon the work of Roger Haight, who has conducted a helpful comparative evaluation of ecclesiological identity using the binary ends of the denominational spectrum.

In the latter portions of his study of the Christian community in history, Haight takes up the fruitful exercise of exploring the ecclesiology of Anabaptist and Baptist churches—an outlook commonly identified as ‘free church ecclesiology’—and then
contrasts it with early modern Roman Catholic ecclesiology, which he labels as a ‘universal institutional church ecclesiology’. According to Haight, these two ecclesiologies stand as broad types, representing the ‘opposite ends of a spectrum of conceptions of the church that marked the great church’ at the end of the sixteenth century. Consequently, these two types should be understood to epitomize the poles, and hence all other denominational ecclesiologies would exist at some point in-between these two on the spectrum. Other comparative endeavours have made similar use of typologies when considering the various ecclesiological distinctions of Christian communities. Among the more influential of these typologies is the church-type and sect-type, first introduced by Max Weber and later propagated by figures such as Ernst Troeltsch and H. Richard Niebuhr. I have selected Haight’s typologies due to the fact that his work—with its ecclesiological focus on the historically situated understandings of church—fits well with the overall approach taken in this thesis.

Taking up Haight’s analysis of the polar ends of the denominational spectrum, understandings of church that are typified by the free church end of this scale emphasize the individual’s faith relation to God as most important, and it is these individuals coming together that constitute the Christian community. In contrast, universal institutional understandings of church accentuate the visible, social and institutional character of the Christian community, and it is this society and its confession of faith that people gather around and recognize as ‘church’. Because the Christian community is conceived of this way, universal institutional understandings of church give emphasis to the universality and uniformity of the church, and thus the local congregation is not the church per se, but rather a part or extension of the

762 The following synopsis of Haight’s research can be found in Roger Haight, S.J., Christian Community in History, vol. 2: Comparative Ecclesiology (New York: Continuum, 2005), pp. 218-288.

763 The choice for focusing on the divergent ecclesiologies of the church as it emerged from the sixteenth century is significant for Haight who argues that ‘no other century comes close to the importance of this one for the development of the whole church, especially in the West, as it moved into the modern period’. Haight, Christian Community, vol. 2, pp. 218, 219.


one universal church. Free church understandings of church on the other hand, put the accent upon the free association of its members with the local Christian community. This voluntary association means that the local congregation is an autonomous community and therefore represents the primary referent of the word ‘church’ in free church understandings.

Continuing with Haight’s analysis, free church understandings of church also stand in contrast to universal institutional understandings by their suspicion of external forms of devotion such as sacrifice and ritual. It consequently favours a spiritual interiority where ‘the Spirit of God at work within the human spirit constitutes the essence of Christianity’. By comparison, universal institutional understandings of church stress the external signs of grace primarily made visible through the sacraments. As a result of these distinctions, free church understandings of church emphasize the existential holiness of the community, particularly as it is achieved through the ethical lives of its members. Thus, the church strives to become a congregation comprised of upright individuals. Conversely, the understanding of church arising from the universal institutional end of the spectrum stress the holiness of the church—comprised of its doctrines and sacraments—over the holiness of the church’s individual members. Thus, the basis for holiness is not found in the personal holiness of individuals, but in God’s presence in the institution that God established.

The conceptions of the Christian community outlined in the above paragraph also provide the basis for determining how these two approaches to church consider the church’s relationship to the world. Because of the free church insistence upon the partition between the church and the state, it has often held a non-cooperative stance towards society at large. This results in the church possessing either an indifferent or a hostile relationship with the world. In contrast, universal institutional understandings of church conceive of the church as a visible social entity and an integral part of the world in which it is situated. While this notion may at times result in the accusation that the church is compromising certain Christian values, it
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produces a prolific amount of participation by church members within the whole of society.

Using these insights from Haight’s typologies as a valuable guide in assessing the ecclesial identity of actual Christian communities, I now turn my attention towards the articulations and the activities of Novitas and Common Table, demonstrating the emergence of a hybrid identity within these two communities. In line with the approach to practical theology taken in this thesis, the participant’s own articulations of church, as well as the actual practices of these communities, are treated as ecclesiological data. By examining this data, I establish the presence of ecclesiastically hybrid identities in these emerging churches—showing that Novitas and Common Table drew from both ends of the denominational spectrum when formulating their core self-conceptions and when living out their understandings of church.

Returning to the depiction of Novitas and Common Table in chapters four and five, these communities can be seen to oscillate between certain free church assumptions and particular assumptions more in line with the universal institutional side of the denominational spectrum. For instance, I return to comments made by Dave when he was speaking about the relationship between the community called ‘church’ and the wider human society:

Novitas has a positive relationship with the world. If there was a line—you know, a syncretism / dualism line—we’d be more on the... closer to the syncretism end. Not that we want to be syncretistic, but on that spectrum we'll be closer there because we affirm that God is living and active and present in the world. The world is seen as a positive place, a place to engage with, and a place to affirm—which I rejoice in because I want to say that world is a good place rather than... you know, bad, bad, bad things happen, but that doesn't mean the whole of creation is tarnished—is a bad place.767

This positive stance towards the created world and human society pervades the thoughts and activities of both of these communities and it exists as a clearly discernable element in the construction of their ecclesiological identities. It can be
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767 Dave, interview by author, Wellingham, 2 April 2009, Dave transcript, turn 152.
seen in their inclusion of cultural artefacts such as film clips and popular rock and folk songs in their liturgies. It can also be seen in the fondness they exhibited towards the local communities of Wellingham and Springfield. Furthermore, the comments from participants such as Barbara (Novitas) and Charles (Common Table) demonstrate how the way in which the positive posture these emerging communities took towards the surrounding cultures motivated the participants to take part. After stressing the disconnect she experienced between ‘church’ and ‘culture’ in her parent tradition, Barbara revealed, ‘I wanted to use my contemporary culture in my worship, in my faith life, and not see a disconnect between the way I live and who I am, and the culture I live in and the context I respond to, and my faith.’

Similarly, Charles found the openness that Common Table had towards the ‘secular academic world’ that he had entered meaningful. This can be demonstrated by returning to his story of emergence, where Charles remarked:

> So I was facing a lot of intellectual discourse that I felt faith should apply to, but I didn't feel as if I had yet participated in a faith tradition that really took that engagement seriously. So, finding Common Table as a place where I felt it was OK to ask essentially any question that you had, and OK to engage in that dialogue—not just within, you know, ‘these are the voices and the scholars that are OK to engage with’, but to move outside of that and sort of really be open about how faith applies to my academic discipline, and other disciplines, and theology and life and science, or whatever, and have it all on the table I think was really important.

These above practices and understandings of church reveal how both Novitas and Common Table endeavored to live out their ecclesial identity as communities that would not shun or ignore the wider human society.

Yet, despite their positive stance towards the wider local culture, there also remained strong aspirations within these communities towards a different conception and enactment of the church’s relationship to society—which reveals an understanding of church more in line with Anabaptist or free church identities. Again, Dave’s comments from chapter four are illustrative: ‘the church is a counter-cultural
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Putting words to the attitudes found in his emerging community, he continued:

The church as an alternative society which models something different. The church as an alternative community which challenges a dominant consciousness of that which is around it. Aspirationally, I would like Novitas to do that, but whether it does or not—well I'm sure at times it doesn't.

Despite Dave’s concern, there were in fact instances where this model of church as an alternative community that challenges a dominant consciousness was realized in both Novitas and Common Table. Examples of this can be seen in the way these communities participated in the Fulcrum Café forty-day exhibition, which sought to prophetically question the isolated existence associated with city centre culture, and the Our City Care demonstration protest, which sought to call into question the dominant lending practices of local financial institutions. Although only a small number of Common Table participants engaged in this protest, it resonates with the community’s stated aims from their website to move beyond the perspective of the surrounding ‘affluent, western culture’.

Furthermore, the way in which the notion ‘free church-sacramental’ was embodied in the practices and language of the Common Table community also serves as an example of the hybrid makeup of this emerging church. As demonstrated in chapter five, this community blended free church components of church polity and baptismal practice, with more sacramental notions of Eucharistic celebration and liturgy. Still, given the unique way in which the community enacted their liturgy and Eucharistic celebration, it is necessary to clarify the sacramental nature of this practice. In doing so, I return to the Joe’s comments concerning the practice of communion in Common Table:

It's not just something that we do out of a kind of remembrance—in the way that remembrance would be thinking fondly or sentimentally about, “oh, sometime in the past, Jesus died, and that was such a great event that we... I don't know why we eat, but we really think hard about it”—but it's to say that it's more of a remembrance that is looking forward and also a repetition of a practice that is central to the
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church. I think what we're saying is that there are some specific practices in the life of the church, where the grace of God in Christ is particularly present... to some extent in the Eucharist we're saying that the body of Christ is really present for those who are partaking at the table—that it is the grace of God given as we take the body of Christ into us and ingest it.

Thus for the Common Table community, the understanding of this ritual is noticeably distinct from a free church understanding—which, as argued by Haight, favours a spiritual interiority over external forms of devotion—and further points to the hybrid makeup of this emerging church.

The aspects highlighted above demonstrate the degree of paradox present in the practices and the articulations of church found in these emerging communities. By drawing on both ends of the denominational spectrum in forming their ecclesial identities, these emerging communities have developed a new, hybrid identity. Thus, while they no longer possess the evangelical identity of their parent communities, they have not wholly exchanged this for some other recognized ecclesial identity such as Anglo-Catholic or Anabaptist. I now turn my attention toward the contributions that this more hybrid approach can make to the parent traditions understanding of church.

Contribution of Hybridity for Parent Communities

Due to the intense nature of the appropriation, mixing, and blending that took place in these emerging churches, Novitas and Common Table have surfaced as promising sites of enquiry into what happens to a church’s ecclesial identity when seeking to negotiate an exchange between one tradition and another. Embedded within the practices of these emerging churches are ecclesiological insights for their parent communities. Indeed, a careful look at how a new, hybrid identity developed through these exchanges, reveals something important about the nature of ecclesial identity, and invites the parent communities of these emerging churches to reconsider their understanding of church.
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As already emphasized, these emerging churches were reacting to the rigid, narrow, limited, or insular way of approaching Christian practice and belief they experienced in their parent communities. In addressing these frustrations, participants found meaning in the appropriation of diverse practices and beliefs from traditions that differed from their evangelical heritage. Yet, in emerging from something ‘other than evangelical’ through the appropriation of these practices and beliefs, a new ecclesial identity emerged—an identity that was hybrid in nature. The fact that a noticeably hybrid identity developed out of their emergence from their parent communities—as opposed to another, already recognized ecclesial identity—calls into question the stability and rigidness of not only the evangelical identity of their parent communities, but also the stability and rigidness of other ecclesial identities as well.

To be sure, just as postcolonial theorists argue for hybridity’s perpetual existence as a ubiquitous occurrence within the construction of cultural identities, so too have instances of hybridity permeated the long and extensive history of the construction of ecclesial identities. In fact, it has even been argued that the very religion of Christianity itself was one formed as ‘a great hybrid, comprised at the urban crossroads of the Roman Empire’.773 While rehearsing the particulars surrounding specific occurrences of hybridity throughout the history of the Christian community rests well beyond the scope of this thesis, clear practices of churches and traditions appropriating, blending, mixing and borrowing from one another can be attested to in a number of ecclesial contexts. One needs only to consider the Anglo-Catholic tradition—or even the Scoto-Catholic movement in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century774—to appreciate the commonness of this feature. Yet, in contemporary ecclesial contexts, the influences of globalization and ecumenism are combining in such a way as to accelerate instances of these exchanges between churches and traditions. From the perspective of a sociologist such as Martin

773 For these scholars, the emergence of Christianity ‘cannot be understood apart from the extraordinary creativity of its high-risk hybridities—for instance, its “neither Greek nor Jew”—that is, both Greek and Jewish, which let it spread like wildfire.’ Keller, Nausner and Rivera, “Alien/Nation,” p. 13.

Stringer, ‘it is no longer possible, within the context of global communication, to live in an isolated, sealed world. Peoples, cultures and discourses meet and interact with each other continuously.’ From an ecclesiastical perspective, the ecumenical movement has had similar effects on the level of interaction between Christian traditions. Indeed, theologians such as Geoffrey Wainwright and Paul Bradshaw have noted that the ‘developing ecumenical openness among both scholars and ecclesial authorities has encouraged many churches to assimilate some of the features of the worship of other traditions.’ The ongoing liturgical influence of the Iona and Taizé communities across a wide-ranging collection of churches serves to further underscore this reality. Surfacing in the midst of this age marked by ecumenism and globalisation, *Novitas* and *Common Table* represent an intensified form of ecclesial hybridity—with appropriation, borrowing, mixing and imitation being the norm for these communities.

Still, *Novitas* and *Common Table*—while exhibiting a high degree of hybridity in their ecclesial makeup—are not the only Christian communities engaging in accelerated forms of appropriation and borrowing. For instance, Diana Butler Bass, drawing upon research conducted in thriving mainline congregations in the United States, noted how these congregations experienced ‘new vibrancy through a reappropriation of historic Christian practices’. Add to this Phyllis Tickle’s popular account of the converging centre of American religion brought about through the exchange of beliefs and practices across various ecclesiastical traditions in the United States:

American religion had never had a center before, primarily because it was basically Protestant in its Christianity; and Protestantism, with its hallmark characteristic of divisiveness, has never had a center. Now one was emerging, but what was emerging was no longer Protestant. It was no longer any ‘thing’, actually. It was simply itself, a mélange of ‘things’ cherry-picked from each quadrant and put together—some
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would say cobbled together—without any original intention and certainly with no design beyond that of conversation. 778

These instances of reappropriating historic Christian practices and mixing of ‘things cherry-picked’ from other traditions in the United States can also be observed in ecclesiastical contexts in the United Kingdom. Doug Gay draws particular attention to occurrences of liturgical exchange when noting that:

In today’s Scotland, when Presbyterians, Episcopalians and Roman Catholics ‘visit’ each other’s services (whether during ecumenical events or in the course of rites of passage such as baptisms, weddings and funerals, where they attend as friends, relatives and neighbours) increasingly, they recognize many common elements within one another’s liturgies, something which still seems to come with a degree of surprise. 779

The fact that these cases of liturgical exchange are still met with a degree of surprise in churches today highlights the potential that hybridity has for opening up fresh understandings of church.

In exploring this potential—with a particular focus on how the hybridity present in Novitas and Common Table invites the parent communities of these emerging churches to reconsider their understanding of church—I return to the above discussion on ecclesial identity. In this earlier discussion, I maintained that a number of diverse ecclesial identities existed within the wider Christian community. Indeed, this recognition of numerous identities has made it possible to speak of ecclesial communities as being Catholic, Protestant, Presbyterian, Methodist, Evangelical, Charismatic, etc. As important as these distinctions are, the concept of hybridity suggests that these identities should not be interpreted as firmly bounded traditions, born out of isolation and existing in a self-generated, pure and unmixed state. Instead, these distinct ecclesial identities have emerged through relational encounters taking place between two or more ecclesial communities. This directly challenges the more narrow and insular understanding of church that was present in the parent communities of Novitas and Common Table. Indeed, the hybrid exchange taking


place in these emerging churches brings to the fore many of the common elements that exist across the liturgies of different churches, and thus invites their parent communities to consider the ways in which their own evangelical tradition has actually been formed, in part, through these ecclesial exchanges. To deny the possibility that they have been formed through ecclesial exchanges, and instead to maintain a narrow and insular understanding of church, these parent communities must ignore that which is true of all churches—namely, that they themselves exist as a hybrid. Yet, by recognizing the ways in which their evangelical tradition has been formed through ecclesial exchanges, these parent communities could move towards a more open understanding of church, which appreciates the diversity present in the Christian tradition and seeks to learn from other ecclesial communities. This would begin to allow these parent communities to see church as a space of exchange as opposed to a space of insulation. Not only would this invite a posture of learning in these parent communities, but this understanding of church also has the potential to move conversations between the parent communities and other churches from an ‘us’ vs. ‘them’ affair, to something much more relational and mutually enriching. This mutually enriching exchange would also allow these parent communities to better see what it is they have to offer to the wider Christian tradition. Since hybrid exchanges allow for the original differences of the two identities mixing together to remain visible, the distinctly evangelical contribution in these ecclesial exchanges can be seen and appreciated. In fact, throughout the appropriation processes of Novitas and Common Table, traces of their evangelical heritage clearly remained—making a noticeable contribution to the hybrid identity of these churches. Thus, instead of seeing instances of mixing and exchange as a threat to the distinctiveness of their tradition, the parent communities of Novitas and Common Table could welcome these instances of mixing and exchange, seeing them as opportunities to leave their fingerprints on the wider Christian tradition.

**Church as a Space for Discussion, Enquiry, and Doubt**

In the closing sections of this chapter, I return to the frustrations that emerging church participants experienced in their parent communities—namely, their experiences of a rigid, narrow, limited, or insular way of approaching Christian practice, doctrine, and belief. In doing so, I consider a second way that participants sought to redress, in their emerging communities, the frustrations they experienced in their parent churches. Specifically, I consider how—in response to the way in which
their parent communities limited the expression of questions and disbelieve—Novitas and Common Table sought to create a space for discussion, enquiry, and doubt.

Creating a space that allowed for various theological explorations and intellectual discourses to exist in these emerging churches surfaced in my research as key descriptive feature for understanding the characteristic nature of both Novitas and Common Table. As detailed in the depictions of these emerging churches in chapters four and five, participants placed a pronounced emphasis upon the freedom they experienced in discussing, exploring, and questioning matters of faith and belief in their respective communities. That they found this feature meaningful can also be seen in the vital role that theological conversations, discussions, and dialogues played in these emerging churches.

In attempting to maintain this space for theological questioning and intellectual enquiry, Novitas and Common Table chose not to establish boundaries of ‘acceptable’ belief that participants had to adhere to in order to belong to the community. Although the depictions of Common Table and Novitas reveal the presence of tacit parameters, the overall approach these communities took in creating spaces for theological discussion, intellectual enquiry, and spiritual doubt challenges the understanding of church found in the parent tradition of these emerging communities. This is particularly the case when considering the emphasis evangelicalism places on conversion—which involves a confession of belief in order to belong. The rejection of this notion of belonging for these emerging churches raises several ecclesiological questions. Does removing these boundaries of belief not threaten the Christian identity of these communities? Or put another way, with no manifest boundaries, what prevents these communities from drifting into an identity that is no longer Christian? In light of these concerns, a greater question emerges: how can an understanding of church be reconfigured in order to include those with questions and doubt while still maintaining a distinctly Christian identity? The following consideration of these questions in light of the practices of these two emerging communities will help answer the question of what Novitas and Common Table are contributing to their parent communities’ understanding of church.
Model of Community Formation in Emerging Churches

A significant means for understanding the way in which these communities have maintained their Christian identity despite not having explicit boundaries is through the drawing of distinctions between a ‘bounded-set’ approach to community formation and a ‘centred-set’ approach to community formation. In the opinion of Anabaptist theologian and emerging church researcher Stuart Murray, the centred-set model of community formation has been generally adopted by emerging churches seeking to create an inclusive and welcoming environment. According to Murray, these centred-set churches will possess a definite point of focus around which the community gathers, and they will expend little energy in policing their borders and therefore openly welcome those with doubts and questions. He argues that centred-set churches possess the following distinct characteristics:

- a definite centre, comprising non-negotiable core convictions, rooted in the story which has shaped the community—and ultimately in Jesus Christ. This centre is the focal point, around which members of the community gather enthusiastically. Its core convictions shape the church and separate it from other communities in a plural and contested culture. The church expends its energy on maintaining the core rather than patrolling boundaries. Confidence in its core convictions frees the church to be inclusive, hospitable and open to others, who are welcome to explore the community.

He contrasts this model of community formation with the bounded-set model, ‘which has clear boundaries and maintains the integrity of a community by excluding any whose beliefs or behaviour are unacceptable.’ Murray also makes a distinction between a ‘fuzzy-set’ model of community formation and an ‘open-set’ model of community formation—with an open-set model being wildly inclusive, with no central focus and no external boundaries, and a fuzzy-set model being inclusive to a point, but often unclear on where exactly the boundaries lie. Similar to Murray’s assessment, Phyllis Tickle has also noted that, ‘by the change of the millennium, emergent Christianity in general had adopted a centre-set approach, though its leaders no longer use that terminology very frequently’. According to Tickle,
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instead of speaking of centred-set approaches to community formation, emerging church leaders more frequently speak about the difference between ‘believe-behave-belong’ and ‘belong-behave-believe’ in order to distinguish between bounded-set thinking and centred-set thinking.

Significantly, in suggesting that emerging churches have generally adopted this centred-set approach, Murray disclosed how the participants in these communities do not always acknowledge their indebtedness to the Anabaptist missiologist Paul Hiebert for his work in adapting these models to an ecclesial context. For example Tickle’s abovementioned popular work on the emerging church phenomenon traces the development of centred-set approaches to church back to the teachings of John Wimber, founder of the Vineyard Church Movement. 785 Thus, when considering the centred-set nature of these emerging communities, I explore in more detail the development and the noteworthy features of these concepts in Hiebert’s own writing.

### Centred-Set Logic in the Work of Paul Hiebert

Perplexed by the ambiguous notions of ‘membership’ that he observed in village churches throughout the multi-religious context of India—where ‘the clear lines between Hindu and Christian seemed to blur’—Hiebert’s seminal work sought to explore the possibility of employing a variety of organizational categories for understanding and articulating church involvement. 786 As a part of this process, he introduced two contrasting approaches to the question of Christian identity and community formation—namely, ‘bounded-set logic’ and ‘centred-set logic’. In Hiebert’s analysis, much of Western culture—including the churches in the West—tended towards a bounded-set approach in establishing organizational categories. Thus, within these cultures, (1) categories are created ‘by listing the essential characteristics that an object must have to be within the set’; (2) ‘the category is defined by a clear boundary’; (3) ‘objects within a bounded set are uniform in their essential characteristics’ and (4) ‘bounded sets are static sets’. 787
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In translating this analysis of set logic into an ecclesial context, Hiebert suggested that bounded-set approaches to Christianity and church membership sought to ‘define “Christian” in terms of a set of essential or definitive characteristics’. These characteristics typically included adherence to specific doctrinal beliefs and/or certain behavioral adaptations. Furthermore, the use of bounded-set logic attempted to make sharp distinctions between individuals who are Christian and individuals who are not through a careful patrolling and maintaining of the established belief and behavioral boundaries. In line with these two features, bounded-set approaches to Christianity and church membership also took the view that all Christians were uniform in their fundamental characteristics and therefore essentially the same. Interestingly, and perhaps ironically, this perspective results in a sharp distinction being drawn between the roles of leaders and the roles of other community participants. According to Hiebert, if all Christians are perceived to be essentially the same, ‘for the leadership role to have credibility, it must be sharply differentiated from the roles of common folk and placed on a higher level’. Consequently, within bounded-set communities, it is necessary to make clear structural distinctions between those who lead and those who are led. Finally, bounded-set approaches to both Christianity and church communities placed primary focus upon bringing people into these categories, often conceiving of it in terms of a boundary-crossing event such as conversion.

In contrast to using bounded-set logic to determine a particular community’s constituency, Hiebert suggested the possibility of creating categories for inclusion using centred-set logic. In his analysis, centred-sets are created by clearly defining a centre and a thing’s relationship to that centre. In particular, Hiebert is concerned with whether or not a particular object is moving towards the centre or away from the centre. This perspective results in dynamic sets, where ‘no single common uniformity’ exists, and where, so long as the centre remains clear, the boundaries do not need to be maintained. Because belonging is defined through one’s movement towards the centre as opposed to the crossing of a boundary, the members of the set

remain varied in their essential characteristics—with some members being far from the centre and others being near. The implication of this for leadership is that sharp structural distinctions between leaders and non-leaders are not as necessary in centred-set churches because leadership in these communities is not determined by one’s designation, but by one’s proximity to the centre.

Novitas and Common Table as Centred-Set Communities

In the case of Novitas and Common Table, the centred-set model of community formation helps to explain how these communities can maintain their Christian identities without erecting any explicit boundaries. By contrast, the parent communities of these emerging churches, with their emphasis on believing acceptable doctrines and the evangelical emphasis on conversion, can be seen as bounded-set communities. Still, identifying Novitas and Common Table as centred-set churches raises important questions concerning the exact nature of the focal points in these communities. To be more specific, if centred-set churches gather around a central focus, what was the particular gathering focus in these emerging churches, and is it capable of maintaining the community’s Christian identity? For the Common Table community, with its dedicated focus upon the celebration of the Eucharist, the answers to these questions are more straightforward. Indeed, throughout the weekly celebration of the sacrament, there is a noticeable intent to centre this emerging church on the shaping story of God’s activity in Christ, and this focus will continue to lead the community back into its Christian identity. In this respect, Common Table stands as a leading example of the centred-set model for community formation. In fact, Joe’s response in chapter five to the question of whether or not a person would be excluded from participating in Common Table based upon what they believed captured well the centred-set logic operating in this community:

I mean our sense has always been that if the congregation continues to focus its life around the life, death and resurrection of Christ, that... you know, it's kind of a—I don't want to say a war of attrition—but if you don't believe in those things, it's going to become pretty annoying to hear them spoken about. Do you know what I mean? So, I don't really see that as something where we have to go around policing the
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borders, because, you know, hopefully it will be convincing at some point—just like it was for all of us.\textsuperscript{792} 

Novitas on the other hand, did not have a particular element of emphasis within their community in the way that Common Table did, and therefore determining the focal point around which this community gathered is more difficult. As Barbara’s response in chapter four stressed,\textsuperscript{793} the key themes that the community of Novitas dealt with centred upon aspects relating to the Christian faith, and so, at least at a basic level, this emerging church has the principal matters of this faith as its core focus. The candle lighting ceremony that marked off the formal time of their gatherings also served to focus the community around the triune God—and so presumably God’s activity in Christ and through the Spirit. Still, because of the intensely questioning nature of the community, without an increased emphasis on clarifying this core, Novitas runs the risk of migrating from a community formed by a centred-set model to a community formed by the fuzzy-set or open-set models introduced above. Without a clearly defined centre and no distinct boundaries, Novitas would become the radically inclusive community that Stuart Murray referred to as ‘open-set’. While this open-set approach would allow them to maintain their inclusivity, it would come at the cost of their Christian identity—as open-set communities, with no clear centre or distinct boundaries, possess little basis for distinction. However, if Novitas did wish to maintain both their Christian distinction and their inclusiveness, without clarifying their centre, they would be required to draw upon what Stuart Murray identifies as fuzzy-set logic. In this model, Novitas could maintain their Christian distinctiveness through boundaries, but these boundaries would be unclear and moving—which could at various times threaten either their inclusivity or their Christian identity. Thus, in order to maintain both their inclusiveness and their Christian identity through centre-set logic, it will be important for Novitas to bring increasing clarity to the focal point around which the community is gathered. Otherwise, the community of Novitas may find it difficult to maintain their Christian identity without establishing more explicit boundaries.
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\textsuperscript{792} Joe, turn 88.

\textsuperscript{793} When commenting on the question of what determined the beliefs of Novitas, Barbara remarked, ‘we are ultimately a Christian community, so there is this sense to have an orthodoxy or an understanding that is rooted in the wider Christian history. So we're not a Buddhist group or a... whatever.’ Barbara, turn 137.
Contribution of Centred-Set Logic for Parent Communities

Since the bounded-set logic of the evangelical tradition bases its understanding of what it means to belong to a Christian community largely upon whether or not one gives confessional assent to the community’s agreed upon doctrines, those who remain apprehensive or doubtful in matters of their faith will find it difficult to achieve an authentic sense of belonging in these churches. Likewise, individuals who give serious consideration to those thorny theological questions—particularly questions that have within them the potential to threaten the essential doctrines of the community—can also experience similar difficulties in achieving a sense of belonging in bounded-set communities. Thus, regardless of the extent to which those in emerging churches sought to participate in the life of their parent communities, if they possessed unsettling questions and fundamental doubts, they found themselves outside the ‘set’ due to the fact that they did not meet the essential criteria of belief. Because these participants were outside the set, formally belonging to their parent community is impossible—at least formally belonging with integrity. Indeed, as the narratives of emerging church participants indicate, community members were not forced to leave these bounded-set churches when doubts and questions arose, they were simply discouraged from voicing these doubts and questions. So, even though superficial belonging remained a possibility for the participants, because they were unable to express their doubts and questions authentic belonging eluded them. In short, for emerging church participants to experience full inclusion in their parent communities, which conceived of themselves through bounded set logic, they are required to cross the boundary that divides the realms of doubt and unbelief (or dissenting belief) from the realms of faith and confession. What is more, as hospitable and welcoming as these parent communities hope to be, they will nevertheless be forced to police these boundaries in order to preserve their shared identity, resulting in a marginalisation, penalisation or ultimate exclusion of those on the outside of the boundary markers. Thus, while doubt and questions are able to exist in these bounded-set communities, giving voice to these matters is difficult because it threatens the understanding that belief is an essential criterion for belonging to the set.

Yet, the notion of centred-set logic expressed through the practices of Novitas and Common Table serves as a threat to the stability and permeability of the traditional
boundary markers of their parent communities. In fact, through creating and maintaining an ecclesial space for enquiry, questions, and doubt, the communities of *Novitas* and *Common Table* have sought to dissolve the boundaries of belief and behaviour that one must cross in order to fully belong. Consequently, much of what these emerging churches are contributing towards their parent tradition’s understanding of church centres on this reality. Indeed, these emerging communities, through their centred-set approach to community formation, provide a full sense of belonging for those participants in their midst who possess questions and doubts. Because these communities offer full inclusion to both those who believe and those do not, the voices that express doubt are not perceived as a threat to the community identity, but are rather seen as a necessary contribution. Importantly, this degree of contribution is the primary difference between the inclusion and participation of the ‘seeker’ in centred-set churches like *Novitas* and *Common Table*, and the inclusion and participation of the ‘seeker’ in bounded-set churches like their parent communities. Whereas both community formation models can be sensitive to the presence of those who are inquiring into the Christian faith, only the centred-set model of these emerging churches makes allowance for a seeker’s belonging regardless of the seeker’s assent to a set of beliefs.

This analysis suggests that the understandings of church found in the parent communities of *Novitas* and *Common Table* could benefit from the centred-set lessons of these emerging churches. While the bounded-set parent churches are not likely to achieve the intensely inclusive and unbounded state that has been reached by the communities that have emerged from them, they are nonetheless being invited by *Novitas* and *Common Table* to reconsider the impermeability of some of their boundaries. Specifically, the parent communities can look to the practices that emphasize inclusion and participation in these emerging churches as models for addressing the tensions brought about by the possible presence of those within their own community who seek to belong without believing. By first creating spaces where members are invited to dialogue openly about their own beliefs, followed by a careful consideration of the diversity of belief that might already exist within their own community, the parent communities could recognize concrete instances where their boundaries have been perforated—demonstrating how those with beliefs that diverge from the church’s doctrines are perhaps already experiencing meaningful
levels of inclusion in their community. In some cases, these instances of inclusion could result the parent communities redrawing their previously sketched boundaries. In other cases however, these instances of inclusion might result in the parent churches removing some of their previously established boundaries altogether and shifting toward a centred-set model. In either case, such an exercise would highlight the permeability of their boundaries—whether those are boundaries drawn between church and non-church or boundaries drawn between their tradition and other traditions. Additionally, this process will give the parent tradition the opportunity to reflect on alternative ways of maintaining their communities. For instance, when individuals in bounded-set churches develop considerable doubts in matters of faith and belief, they—due to the nature of the bounded-set—no longer formally belong to the community. Even though it does not follow that one must automatically cease participating in the life of the church, this sense of no longer ‘belonging’ does often result in the individual feeling compelled to withdraw. This has certainly been the case with those in Novitas and Common Table, who have left this tradition and have landed in emerging churches. But, by drawing upon the centred-set practices of these emerging churches, which have sought to reconfigure the relationship between believing and belonging, the parent communities could consider developing structures in their own churches that create more categories for belonging. Just as a number of churches in the evangelical tradition strive to create structures that allow for a level of participation from those seekers who have yet to become Christians, so too could these churches seek to form structures that would give their members who develop considerable doubts the space to remain in their communities as they process through these matters. The prominent Alpha Course—with its emphasis upon relational experiences and spiritual encounters—is a clear example of how many evangelical congregations have sought to create ecclesial structures for ‘seekers’ who have questions about the Christian faith to participate. Could these same communities develop similar encounters for existing members who are experiencing doubt in regards to the Christian faith? While these encounters are perhaps taking place in an informal manner in these communities, formalizing them through the development of ecclesial structures similar to seeker initiatives such as
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794 Clearly this exercise could also have a completely different impact, which could result in some members being ‘ejected’ from the community.

the *Alpha Course*, could go a long way in recognizing the persisting doubt and questions present in their communities. By maintaining an ecclesial space where a community member’s sense of participation can be preserved in the midst of unbelief, the parent communities of *Novitas* and *Common Table* could ease some of the tensions brought about by those in their churches who desire to belong without believing.

**Implication of Centred-Set Logic for Novitas and Common Table**

As explained in chapter two, and as noted above, the practices of these emerging churches have consequences for their own communities’ understanding of church. According to the mechanism adapted from Schreiter’s local theologies, considering these ecclesiological implications is a residual outcome of the dialogue process (*area 4d*). In this section, I focus particular attention on the ecclesial impact of centred-set logic in the *Novitas* and *Common Table* community. This step in the dialogue process is critical as it provides an indication of what the parent communities can anticipate as they consider adopting a more centred-set model of community formation.

As is the case with other aspects of lived Christianity, a number of complexities arise when the ecclesiological investigation of centred-set logic is not abstracted from the practices of particular faith communities, but rather is dealt with as something deeply embedded within those practices. Indeed, much of the ecclesiological discussion surrounding centred-set and bounded-set approaches to community formation has remained largely theoretical in scope—essentially establishing each approach as an all-encompassing type—and therefore these discussions have been less concerned with exploring the key nuances brought about through concrete particulars.\(^{796}\) Thus, when considering centred-set logic as something arising from the actual practices of the communities of *Common Table* and *Novitas*, two particular matters claimed my attention. Both of these matters represent crucial questions arising from the practices of these emerging communities, and they carry within them significant ecclesiological implications. One question deals with the nature and place of

Christian baptism in centred-set communities like *Novitas* and *Common Table*; the other question brings back into focus a concern raised earlier in the chapter—namely, the establishing and maintaining of the centre in these emerging churches.

*Christian Baptism*

As noted earlier, the depiction of these two emerging churches in chapters four and five demonstrate how both *Novitas* and *Common Table*—instead of abandoning the practice of baptism as they emerged—chose to maintain the baptismal practices found in their parent communities. This is significant when considering the unbounded nature of these emerging communities. In this section, I first consider how the practice of baptism inherited from their parent communities challenges the unbounded, centred-set understanding of church in these emerging communities. I then suggest a way forward that would allow *Novitas* and *Common Table* to maintain harmony between their centred-set approach to community formation and their practice of baptism.

Although both *Novitas* and *Common Table* emerged from the evangelical wings of the churches, the baptismal practices they inherited from their parent communities arise from distinct traditions. As seen in the depictions of these communities, *Common Table* has inherited a more free church understanding of this practice, whereas *Novitas* has followed an Anglican-Methodist baptismal understanding. Thus, these two emerging communities have inherited various understandings concerning the ‘what’ and ‘why’ of Christian baptism, and they have inherited differing practices relating to the ‘how’ and ‘when’. Because of these dissimilarities, I rely on an ecumenical account of baptism in order to highlight those shared aspects of baptism that the parent communities have in common with one another, and thus, those shared aspects of baptism that these emerging churches have inherited. In producing this ecumenical account of the shared aspects of baptism, I rely upon the important work produced by the World Council of Churches’ Faith and Order Commission on baptism, Eucharist and ministry.797

---

Due in part to the sharp rise in ecumenical awareness that emerged over the last half of the twentieth century, a growing number of theologians have sought to craft their work in such a way as to bring their denomination’s understanding of baptism into conversation with the understanding located in other traditions and denominations—stressing areas of agreement as well as points of difference between their practices and the practices in other wings of the churches.\footnote{798}{Bryan D. Spinks, \textit{Reformation and Modern Rituals and Theologies of Baptism: From Luther to Contemporary Practices} (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006), p. 137.} This has prompted the churches towards a more focused reflection on their teaching and practice of the baptismal rite—with much of this reflection having been brought together in the 1982 Lima statement \textit{Baptism, Eucharist, and Ministry (BEM)}. While recognizing the diversity of interpretation and application that exists across the spectrum of Christian traditions, \textit{BEM} articulated the fundamental presence of certain critical aspects within the meaning of baptism. These aspects included (1) participation in Christ’s death and resurrection, (2) conversion, pardoning and cleansing, (3) the gift of the Spirit, (4) incorporation into the Body of Christ and (5) the sign of the kingdom.\footnote{799}{WCC, \textit{BEM}, pp. 1-2.} Importantly, as Bryan Spinks has argued, these five images of baptism stress the fundamental theological dimensions embedding in this practice.\footnote{800}{Spinks, \textit{Theologies of Baptism}, p. 161.} Indeed, that Christians participate in Christ’s death and resurrection in baptism speaks to the Christological dimensions of this ritual; the images of conversion, pardoning and cleansing evoke the soteriological dimensions of baptism; linking baptismal imagery with the gift of the Spirit speaks to the pneumatological dimensions of this ritual; that Christians are incorporated into the Body of Christ through baptism reveals the ecclesiological dimensions present in this imagery; and finally, conceptualizing baptism as a sign of the kingdom points to the eschatological significance of this event. For the purposes of this section, I focus my attention on the ecclesiological dimensions present in this understanding of Christian baptism.

In further articulating how these above images are present in the meaning of baptism, \textit{BEM} stressed the notion that ‘through baptism, Christians are brought into union with Christ, with each other and with the Church of every time and place’.\footnote{801}{WCC, \textit{BEM}, p. 2.}
Faith and Order paper goes on to explain that ‘our common baptism, which unites us to Christ in faith, is thus a basic bond of unity.’ Elsewhere, the Commission reminds churches of the importance of explaining these concepts during baptismal services. In so doing, they once again draw out the aspects present in the meaning of baptism:

It is appropriate to explain in the context of the baptismal service the meaning of baptism as it appears from scriptures (i.e. the participation in Christ’s death and resurrection, conversion, pardoning and cleansing, gift of the Spirit, incorporation into the body of Christ and sign of the Kingdom).

Consistent in all of these articulations of the meaning of baptism is the notion that this ritual—in part—represents a boundary marker whereby one, through participation in this act, is incorporated into Christ and into the Christian community.

Significantly, the depiction of Novitas and Common Table in chapters four and five reveals an articulation of baptism that is consistent with their parent communities, and consistent with the boundary marking understanding found in BEM. This was seen in the discussion of baptism, where Dave (Novitas) affirmed that ‘for us, [baptism] was a formal entrance into the sponsoring churches—so the Anglican Church and the Methodist Church.’ The boundary crossing nature of ritual was also seen in Joe’s vivid description of this practice in Common Table:

The way that we’ve done it in the past is try to use as much water as possible because... so people could see the chaotic nature of what is taking place in baptism—the true kind of entering into the chaotic waters that were covering the surface of the earth before the creation of the world. So entering into the chaos of nothingness and death, so that one can be raised to new life and world—the real, true, recreated world of life in Christ.

Again, statements like this resonate with an interpretation that holds baptism up as a boundary marker, and they appear to threaten the centred-set approach adopted by these emerging churches. Yet, as seen in chapters four and five, both Dave (Novitas)
and Mike (Common Table) stressed how participants were not being baptized into their local communities, but into the wider Christian community. This was a critical distinction that helps preserve a certain degree of centred-set logic when considering the local makeup of these emerging churches, while at the same time, allowing for interpretations of baptismal practices that retain those boundary-marking elements. Still, the fact that these emerging churches chose not to abandon or significantly reinterpret this practice in order to bring it in line with their more unbounded understandings of belonging highlights a critical point of tension that existed in these communities and needs further attention.

Returning once again to the on-going ecumenical considerations surrounding the nature of Christian baptism, I conclude this section by offering a possible way forward for those emerging churches like Common Table and Novitas, who wish to draw upon centred-set logic in forming their communities while still preserving the important theological meanings present in the baptismal ritual. As noted in a World Council of Churches document published subsequent to BEM, many churches have responded to the challenge of overcoming their continuing divisions by ‘stressing baptism as the bond of their unity in Christ’. In their attempts to strengthen this unity through the recognition of one another’s baptisms, these churches ‘are now emphasizing that baptism is baptism into Christ, not into this or that historic denomination. In baptism one becomes not a Methodist, Lutheran or Roman Catholic, but a Christian.’ While Novitas and Common Table remained unequivocal in their claims that individuals were not being baptized into their local communities, there was not the same level of agreement in stressing that an individual is being baptised into Christ. By giving more emphasis to this Christological aspect of baptism, these churches could see Christian baptism as a means whereby an individual aligns oneself with Christ, and therefore also aligns oneself with the centre of the community. While an understanding such as this fits well with both the centred-set logic of these emerging churches and with the current ecumenical articulations of baptism, it places a deep importance on establishing and

---


maintaining Christ as the centre around which their communities gather. I now turn my attention towards exploring some of the challenge *Novitas* and *Common Table* face in doing this.

**Establishing and Maintaining the Centre**

Those advocating for the adoption of centred-set logic in the formation of Christian communities regularly insist that the centre around which these churches gather be the Christian story of God acting in Christ. This ultimately centres the community on the person of Jesus Christ himself.\(^{808}\) In the above section I argued that the communities of *Common Table* and *Novitas* had indeed both configured themselves around this centre, although they did so with varying degrees of clarity. Still, when attempting to grapple with the concrete realities of these communities, as depicted in chapters four and five, significant questions surrounding the viability of the centred-set model of community formation begin to arise. Specifically, what does it mean for *Novitas* and *Common Table* to be centred on the story of God acting in Christ when there was not a fixed understanding of several pertinent aspects of this narrative in these communities?

This dilemma can be illustrated by the vacillating interpretations of Christ’s resurrection that existed in the communities of both *Novitas* and *Common Table*. As seen in the depiction of these communities in chapters four and five, community participants did not share a common understanding of this aspect in the story of God acting in Christ. In considering this dilemma, my aim is not to argue for the importance of one understanding of Christ’s resurrection over another, but rather it is to demonstrate the complexities that exist as a result of *Novitas* and *Common Table* community members holding conflicting beliefs about the nature of their centres.

The countless number of ways in which ‘the story of God acting in Christ’ has been (and could be) interpreted means that churches adopting centred-set logic need to qualify, at least to some degree, their understanding of this narrative. Failure to do

\(^{808}\) See for example Frost and Hirsch’s work on centred-set communities, where they suggest, ‘Since at the core of the centred set is Christ, a church should be concerned with fostering increasing closeness to Jesus in the lives of all those involved’. Frost and Hirsch, *Things to Come*, p. 48. See also: Murray, *Church After Christendom*, pp. 29-30.
so will leave these churches without a decipherable centre, threatening their distinct identities and undermining any attempts an individual might make to belong. Indeed, if belonging in centred-set communities is determined by one’s relationship to the centre, then having a commonly established centre that differentiates one particular community from other potential communities is essential. Yet, in setting forth these qualifications, centred-set communities could run the risk of morphing into another form of set-logic that is much closer to bounded-set thinking than centred-set thinking—leading to a model where one’s belonging is contingent upon an adherence to a set of doctrinal specifications meant to define the centre around which that individual seeks to relate. In fact, given the interrelated nature of Christian doctrines, it is not difficult to imagine how a centred-set community’s attempts to qualify ‘the story of God acting in Christ’ could quickly lead to a robust series of confessional statements. One of the temptations then for these centred-set communities would be to patrol this ever-expanding centre in the same manner that the parameters are patrolled in bounded-set communities. The communities adopting this approach could actually become a bounded-set community masquerading as a centred-set community, albeit with fewer borders to patrol.

As evidenced in chapters four and five and discussed above, both Novitas and Common Table opted for fewer, rather than more qualifications surrounding the nature of their centres. In fact, these emerging churches altogether resisted the use of doctrinal criteria for the establishing their centres. Thus, the likelihood that they will develop approaches to maintaining their centres that bring them more in line with bounded-set models of community formation is small. Instead, the challenge for these two emerging communities will be establishing and articulating the nature of their central focus in a precise enough manner as to not threaten their Christian identities or undermine any individual’s attempt to belong.

**Hybridity and Centred-Set Logic**

Importantly, the understandings of church that develop out of this discussion of centred-set logic find strong parallel with the key themes arising from my above discussion on hybridity. Indeed, as seen in the above section entitled ‘Hybridity Applied’, one of the crucial ways postcolonial theorists have employed hybridity is as a concept that challenges and ultimately erodes the boundaries that attempt to
mark off one particular identity from another. By stressing the indistinctness that results from pervasive occurrences of mixing and blending, these theorists employ the notion of hybridity in order to challenge modern attempts to understand one’s identity through mutually exclusive categories such as black or white, civilized or primitive, rich or poor, whole or disabled, native or alien, Christian or pagan, etc. In a similar manner, centred-set communities also seek to challenge certain binary concepts. They do this by calling into question the bounded-set approach to community formation and any sharp distinctions between individuals who are inside the set and individuals who are not through a diligent patrolling of the community’s boundaries. In this respect, both centred-set logic and hybridity represent boundary-defying concepts capable of calling into question the fixity of the border between those who are in and those who are out. Being mindful of this parallel is crucial in locating the contributions that emerging churches are making to their parent communities’ understanding of church. Novitas and Common Table reveal the way in which church can be understood as a space of ecclesial borrowing and blending. The curiosity and experimentation that was present in these communities resulted in a wide range of appropriation and borrowing in their liturgical gatherings. Yet, it was the spaces they carved out for theological questioning and intellectual enquiry that ultimately made those appropriations and borrowings permissible. Keeping this fact at the fore will be important for the parent communities to remember as they consider developing hospitable climates for hybrid exchanges. An understanding of church as a space for ecclesial borrowing and blending is deeply dependent on an understanding of church as a space for discussion, enquiry, and doubt.
Conclusion

This thesis represents the fruit of an empirical exploration of two communities situated within the wider emerging church phenomenon. The aim of this research was to identify the contributions they make to their parent communities’ understanding of what it is to be church. In the below paragraphs I narrate the ways in which this thesis accomplished these aims—giving particular attention to how the research question has been answered and the contribution this makes to knowledge in the field.

My interest in emerging church was awakened by the polarizing rhetoric surrounding early expressions of this phenomenon. With proponents suggesting emerging church represented the future of Christianity in the West, and detractors—particularly those within evangelicalism—cautioning against the threats they believed to be present in this phenomenon, developing a better understanding of these communities became a critical concern. In surveying the literature on emerging church, several gaps in the research surfaced. First, a more measured evaluation of emerging church was needed—one that avoided the more extreme positions put forward by proponents and detractors. For this reason, I elected to investigate what it was that existing churches could learn from emerging communities. Positioning the research in this manner allowed me to avoid the more extreme portrayals of emerging church present in earlier writings by seeking to identify the constructive aspects of emerging communities without exaggerating or trivializing the import of emerging church. Moreover, in further concentrating the research around those Christian communities most closely related to emerging churches, I developed a unique research question, focusing on the contributions that emerging churches could make to the evangelical communities from which they emerged. The approach I took in answering this question addressed a second gap in the literature on emerging church. Because much of the research on emerging church neglected concrete expressions of actual emerging communities, early assessments of these communities were built more on speculation than on concrete realities. Indeed, even much of the more empirically based research on emerging church focused more on the writings and teachings of emerging church leaders, as opposed to the routine life of those participating in emerging communities. Thus an empirically based study of actual emerging
communities—qualitatively researching the contributions they make to their parent communities’ understanding of what it is to be church—was needed in order to close these gaps. As examined in chapter two, a select number of doctoral studies did focus on actual emerging communities. Still, unlike the approach taken in this thesis, most of these studies did not treat the qualitative data generated through the research as theological material. While the research conducted by Steve Taylor did indeed treat qualitative data as ‘value-laden and thus an expression of theology’, his research focused on one emerging community in New Zealand, while this current research focuses on two emerging communities in the United Kingdom and the United States. Accordingly, the research conducted in this thesis offers an important contribution to the existing knowledge on emerging churches.

In pursuing the question of what contributions these emerging churches could make to their parent communities’ understanding of what it is to be church, I brought the ecclesiological data generated through this qualitative research into a conversation with the parent communities. Through this ecclesiological dialogue I showed how participants in these emerging communities left their parent tradition due to the rigid, narrow, limited, or insular ways of approaching Christian practice, doctrine, and belief in their parent communities. I then showed how participants, in response to these experiences, sought a more diverse approach to church—borrowing widely from a number of distinct ecclesial traditions. I also showed how participants sought to create a space for inclusion and diversity of belief in their emerging communities—where one could ask questions and explore faith in the midst of doubt. I argued that participants found both of these distinctions meaningful in their experience of emerging church. Yet, the borrowing, blending, questioning, and exploring in these emerging communities raised questions about the nature of church—particularly for their parent communities—and thus invited renewed reflection on fresh ways for understanding what it means to be church.

Through this analysis, two alternative ways of understanding church developed out of the ecclesial life and practices of these emerging communities. The first is an

understanding of church as a space for ecclesial borrowing and blending. The second is an understanding of church as a space for discussion, enquiry, and doubt. This thesis argued that these two emerging understandings of church have implications for the way in which the parent communities conceive of themselves and their membership, and therefore could necessitate a reformulation of the nature of ecclesial identity and belonging in this tradition. Specifically, this research revealed how these emerging churches, through their practice of borrowing and blending from diverse ecclesial traditions, reshape notions of ecclesial identity. In contrast to the more insular understanding of ecclesial identity found in their parent communities—which conceives of the evangelical tradition as firmly bounded and existing in a pure or unmixed state—these emerging communities recognized (and celebrated) the prominent role that ecclesial exchange and overlap had in the formation of their ecclesial identity. By employing the notion of hybridity to analyse this feature of emerging church practice, this thesis argued that all ecclesial identities—including the evangelical identity of their parent communities—emerged through relational encounters between two or more distinct traditions or ecclesial communities. Thus, the hybrid understanding of ecclesial identity present in these emerging communities offers their parent communities a more authentic understanding of what it means to be church. Furthermore, the research also revealed how these emerging churches, through their intellectual exploration and theological questioning, reshape notions of belonging for their parent communities. Again, in contrast to the more bounded understanding of belonging found in their parent tradition—which bases belonging to a Christian community largely upon whether or not one gives confessional assent to the community’s agreed upon doctrines—these emerging churches welcomed theological questions and intellectual exploration, and did not establish confessional or doctrinal criteria for inclusion. By employing the notion of centred-set logic to analyse this feature of emerging church practice, this thesis revealed how emerging churches were able to maintain their Christian identity without the formulation of exclusionary boundaries such as doctrine or belief. Through this centred-set approach these emerging communities are offering their parent communities an alternative way of understanding church—one that allows for inclusion and belonging, without the patrolling or policing of doctrinal and confessional boundaries. Thus, as argued in this thesis, the notions of hybridity and centred-set logic that emerge out of the life and practice of Novitas and Common Table provide a rich contribution to their parent communities’
understanding of church. Still, this current thesis has not the scope to map out all the ecclesiological contributions emerging churches make. As such, areas for further research can be recommended. This study focused on two particular emerging communities, each with their own unique communal life and practice. Continuing ethnographic research in different emerging communities would not only provide a richer portrayal of the emerging church phenomenon, but could also reveal additional ecclesiological contributions being made by these communities. Furthermore, this study focused on the contribution these two emerging churches made to their parent communities’ understanding of church. Yet, their contribution need not be limited to the parent communities. While it was beyond the scope of this thesis to consider the impact these emerging churches might have on Christian communities in other traditions, the ecclesiological data generated through the study of the life and practice of these two churches offers a dialogue partner for other researchers who may be considering the question of what it means to be church in different traditions.
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Appendix C: Questions Guiding Participant Observation

**Participant Observation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Boundaries and Constituency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How does one become a part of the community (or what does it mean to be a part of the community)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a high threshold or a low threshold for entry and participation. Are they conscious of this? Are they consistent with this?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where are the community boundaries? (in /out) Who establishes and enforces these boundaries?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who constitutes this community? What are the commonalities? What are the distinctive characteristics? What about number of people; their race, gender, appearances, dress, occupation, mood?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Practices and Rituals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What does participation in an emerging church consist of?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are their corporate rituals? Norms?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is their liturgy? Trace the origins of these elements. Where and when do other distinct traditions blend?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How and why does this community engage with the wider community? How and why does this community engage with the wider Church? How and why does this community engage in the wider emerging church conversation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What about occasional offices? How and why are they incorporated into the life of the community?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the repeated events? What are the repeated elements present in most events?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the communication channels? How is this community ‘connected’? When and where do interactions take place? Verbal and nonverbal communication?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is done in this community that surprises or runs counter to my expectations?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What about the physical environment: tastes, smells, colors, equipment, mood, and sounds.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Community Values and Assumptions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What are the “taken for granted assumptions” of the community (specifically assumptions of an ecclesiological nature)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are community finances collected? Administered?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What sorts of actions, interactions, and events that catch the attention of those participating in this community? What do they stop and watch? What do they talk about frequently? What produces strong emotional responses for them?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reflexivity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What was my response? Emotionally? Physically? Spiritually? Intellectually?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In what ways have I contributed, detracted, or been ambivalent about the above?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D: Field Note Template

Field Notes: [date]

Head notes / Jottings

Spontaneous Writing / Recapping Day

Vivid Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event / Encounter</th>
<th>Title of the Event or Encounter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stated Purpose of Event</td>
<td>What was the stated purpose of the event?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed Details</td>
<td>Describe aesthetics and activities; both large and small details.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversations</td>
<td>Conversations I had or heard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecclesiological Sense-Making</td>
<td>Bringing the event into dialogue with ecclesiology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further Questions</td>
<td>What strikes me as odd, random, surprising, or in need of continued reflection and investigation?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix E: Novitas Participant Interview Schedule

Q.1 Biographical Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time at Novitas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role in Novitas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.2 Current involvement with Novitas – What does it mean to belong?

Q.2.a How would you describe your current involvement in Novitas? What are some of the reasons that you are a part of this community?

Q.2.b Do you consider Novitas to be your church?
   Q.2.b.i What does it mean for you to call it your church?
   Q.2.b.ii If it’s not your church, why do you spend time with this community?

Q.2.c Do you feel like you have any formal (or informal) commitments to this community?

Q.3 Past involvement with Church – What does it mean to emerge?

Q.3.a What has been your previous involvement in or exposure to church?

Q.3.b What were the reasons for your emergence from previous exposures of church to become a part of Novitas?
   Q.3.b.i How did you discover Novitas and become a part of this community?
   Q.3.b.ii Are you still involved in any other expressions of church? If so why?

Q.4 Contemplating Novitas – What does this church value?

Q.4.a When you think about Novitas as a whole, what do you think this community values?

Q.4.b How would you describe Novitas to others?
   Q.4.b.i Others who belong to a different church?
   Q.4.b.ii Others who do not belong to a church?

Q.4.c What, if anything, is missing in your experience with Novitas?
Q.4.d What past story or event best captures the spirit of Novitas?
Q.4.e How have you seen Novitas change throughout your time here?

Q.5 Practices of Novitas – What does this church do?
Q.5.a What does a ‘typical’ month of involvement look like for you?
  Q.5.a.i What sorts of things does this community do when they gather on Wednesday nights?
  Q.5.a.ii What is your involvement with the community outside of formal gatherings?
Q.5.b Why are you involved in the various things that you are involved with at Novitas?
Q.5.c What is the most significant practice of the Novitas community for you?
  Q.5.c.i What practices in the more institutional/traditional ways of being church are avoided in Novitas? Can you tell me why?
  Q.5.c.ii Are there any rituals that you wish were done at Novitas which are not?

Q.6 Beliefs of Novitas – What does this church confess?
Q.6.a Are there any beliefs that you hold which you consider to be sacred or undeniable?
Q.6.b What are the reasons for you holding the beliefs that you do?
Q.6.c Who or what determines the beliefs of the Novitas community?
  Q.6.c.i Do you know of anything that must be believed in order to be a part of Novitas?
  Q.6.c.ii If anything must be believed, do you agree with those beliefs?
  Q.6.c.iii Are there any beliefs that you know of which would not be allowed in the community?
  Q.6.c.iv Do you think that anyone would ever be excluded from participating based upon what they believe?

Q.7 Mission of Novitas – What does it mean to be missional?
Q.7.a The word ‘missional’ is used quite a bit at the Novitas gatherings. What does that word mean to you? What do you think it means to Novitas?
Q.7.b How would you describe your present involvement in Fulcrum Café?
  Q.7.b.i Do you consider it a church?
  Q.7.b.ii What does it mean for you to call it a church?
Q.7.b.iii What do you think the mission of Fulcrum Café is?

Q.7.c What do you believe to be Novitas’ relationship to Fulcrum Café?

Q.7.c.i What do you believe to be Fulcrum Café’s relationship to the city centre?

Q.7.c.ii What do you believe to be Novitas’ relationship to the city centre?

Q.8 Novitas and the Future – What are the aspirations of this church?

Q.8.a What are your hopes for the future of Novitas?

Q.8.b Do you have any fears about what it could become?

Q.8.c Are there any factors that would ever lead you to leave Novitas?

Q.9 Contributions of Novitas – What is this church contributing?

Q.9.a What would you like for the wider Church to learn from your community?

Q.9.a.i What unique contributions do you see Novitas making to the Church universal?

Q.9.a.ii What do you feel like is your own personal contribution to Novitas?

Q.9.b Is there anything about Novitas that you would like me to know about that I have not asked?
Appendix F: *Novitas* Leader Interview Schedule

**Q.1 Biographical Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time at <em>Novitas</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role in <em>Novitas</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Q.2 Current involvement with *Novitas* – What does it mean to belong?**

**Q.2.a** What is your present role in *Novitas*? What are some of the reasons you have chosen to be a leader of this community?

**Q.2.b** Do you consider *Novitas* to be your church?

- **Q.2.b.i** What does it mean for you to call it your church?
- **Q.2.b.ii** If it’s not your church, why do you spend time with this community?

**Q.2.c** Are there any conditions of entrance into *Novitas* and if so who has the power to admit membership or exclude membership?

**Q.3 Past involvement with Church – What does it mean to emerge?**

**Q.3.a** What has been your previous involvement in or exposure to church?

- **Q.3.a.i** What were the reasons for your emergence from previous exposures of church to become a leader of *Novitas*?
- **Q.3.a.ii** Are you still involved in any other expressions of church? If so why?

**Q.3.b** What does it mean to refer to *Novitas* an emerging church?

- **Q.3.b.i** How do you see *Novitas* relating to other emerging churches?
- **Q.3.b.ii** Does *Novitas* maintain any continuity with the wider Church of Christ? If so, how?

**Q.4 Contemplating *Novitas* – What does this church value?**

**Q.4.a** When you think about *Novitas* as a whole, what do you think this community values?

**Q.4.b** What, if anything, is missing within the community of *Novitas*?
Q.4.c  What past story or event best captures the spirit of Novitas for you?
Q.4.d  What do you think Novitas means to most of the people who participate? Why do you think they belong?
Q.4.e  How have you seen Novitas change throughout your time here?
Q.4.f  Various traditions have particular ways in which they perceive of the Church’s relationship to Christ (i.e. incarnation; voluntary society carrying forward the work of Christ; community lead by Christ, etc.). Does Novitas have a particular theological or ecclesiological conception of the church’s relationship to Christ that it emphasizes?

Q.5 Practices of Novitas – What does this church do?
Q.5.a  What does a ‘typical’ month of leadership at Novitas look like for you?
   Q.5.a.i  What do you think is the most important thing you do as a leader of Novitas?
   Q.5.a.ii What is your involvement with the community outside of formal gatherings?
Q.5.b  Why are you involved in the various things that you are involved with at Novitas?
Q.5.c  What is the most significant practice of the Novitas community for you?
   Q.5.c.i  What practices in the more institutional/traditional ways of being church are avoided in Novitas? Can you tell me why?
   Q.5.c.ii Are there any rituals that you wish were done at Novitas which are not?

Q.6 Beliefs of Novitas – What does this church confess?
Q.6.a  Are there any beliefs that you hold which you consider to be sacred or undeniable?
Q.6.b  What are the reasons for you holding the beliefs that you do?
Q.6.c  Who or what determines the beliefs of the Novitas community?
   Q.6.c.i  Is there anything that must be believed to be a part of Novitas?
   Q.6.c.ii If anything must be believed, do you agree with those beliefs?
   Q.6.c.iii Are there any beliefs which would not be allowed in the community?
Q.6.c.i Would anyone be excluded from participating based upon what they believe?

**Q.7 Mission of Novitas – What does it mean to be missional?**

Q.7.a The word ‘missional’ is used quite a bit at the Novitas gatherings. What does that word mean to you? What do you think it means to Novitas?

Q.7.a.i What does Novitas consider to be most essential in the message and mission of the Church?

Q.7.a.ii How does Novitas envision its relationship to the world? To the state? To the kingdom of God?

Q.7.b How would you describe your present involvement in Fulcrum Café?

Q.7.b.i Do you consider it a church?

Q.7.b.ii What does it mean for you to call it a church?

Q.7.iii What is the mission of Fulcrum Café?

Q.7.c What is Novitas’ relationship to Fulcrum Café?

Q.7.c.i How do you see Fulcrum Café relating to the city centre?

Q.7.c.ii How do you see Novitas relating to the city centre?

**Q.8 Novitas and the Future – What are the aspirations of this church?**

Q.8.a What are your hopes for the future of Novitas?

Q.8.b Do you have any fears about what it could become?

**Q.9 Contributions of Novitas – What is this church contributing?**

Q.9.a What would you like for the wider Church to learn from your community?

Q.9.a.i What unique contributions do you see Novitas making to the Church universal?

Q.9.a.ii What do you feel like is your own personal contribution to Novitas?

Q.9.b Is there anything about Novitas that you would like me to know about that I have not asked?
Appendix G: Common Table Participant Interview Schedule

Q.1 Biographical Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time at Common Table</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role in Common Table</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.2 Current involvement with Common Table – What does it mean to belong?

Q.2.a How would you describe your current involvement Common Table?
Q.2.b Do you consider Common Table to be your church?
  Q.2.b.i What does it mean for you to call it your church?
  Q.2.b.ii If it’s not your church, why do you spend time with this community?
Q.2.c Have you made any formal (or informal) commitments to this community?

Q.3 Past involvement with Church – What does it mean to emerge?

Q.3.a What has been your previous involvement in or exposure to church?
Q.3.b What were the reasons for your emergence from previous exposures of church to become a part of Common Table?
Q.3.c Are you still involved in any other expressions of church? If so why?

Q.4 Contemplating Common Table – What does this church value?

Q.4.a When you think about Common Table as a whole, what do you think this community values?
Q.4.b How would you describe Common Table to others?
  Q.4.b.i Others who belong to a different church?
  Q.4.b.ii Others who do not belong to a church?
Q.4.c What, if anything, is missing in your experience with Common Table?
Q.4.d How have you seen Common Table change throughout your time here?
Q.5 Practices of Common Table – What does this church do?
Q.5.a What does a ‘typical’ month of involvement look like for you?
Q.5.b What sorts of things does this community do when they gather on Sunday nights?
Q.5.c What is the most significant practice of the Common Table community for you?
   Q.5.c.i What practices in the more institutional/traditional ways of being church are avoided in Common Table? Can you tell me why?
   Q.5.c.ii Are there any rituals that you wish were done at Common Table which are not?

Q.6 Beliefs of Common Table – What does this church confess?
Q.6.a Are there any beliefs that you hold which you consider to be sacred or undeniable?
Q.6.b What are the reasons for you holding the beliefs that you do?
Q.6.c Who or what determines the beliefs of the Common Table community?
   Q.6.c.i Do you know of anything that must be believed in order to be a part of Common Table?
   Q.6.c.ii If anything must be believed, do you agree with those beliefs?
   Q.6.c.iii Do you think that anyone would ever be excluded from participating based upon what they believe?

Q.7 Mission of Common Table – What does it mean to be missional?
Q.7.a The word ‘missional’ is used quite a bit at the Common Table gatherings. What does that word mean to you? What do you think it means to Common Table?
Q.7.b How would you describe your present involvement in the Springfield community?
Q.7.c What do you believe to be Common Table’s relationship to the Springfield community?

Q.8 Common Table and the Future – What are the aspirations of this church?
Q.8.a What are your hopes for the future of Common Table?
Q.8.b Do you have any fears about what it could become?
Q.8.c Are there any factors that would ever lead you to leave Common Table?
Q.9 Contributions of Common Table – *What is this church contributing?*

*Q. 9.a* What would you like for the wider Church to learn from your community?

*Q. 9.b* Is there anything about *Common Table* that you would like me to know about that I have not asked?
Appendix H: Common Table Leader Interview Schedule

Q.1 Biographical Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time at Common Table</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role in Common Table</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.2 Current involvement with Common Table – What does it mean to belong?

Q.2.a What does it mean for you to be a leader of this community?

Q.2.b Do you consider Common Table to be your church?
   Q.2.b.i What does it mean for you to call it your church?
   Q.2.b.ii If it’s not your church, why do you spend time with this community?

Q.2.c Are there any conditions of entrance into Common Table and if so who has the power to admit membership or exclude membership?

Q.3 Past involvement with Church – What does it mean to emerge?

Q.3.a What has been your previous involvement in or exposure to church?
   Q.3.a.i What were the reasons for your emergence from previous exposures of church to become a leader of Common Table?
   Q.3.a.ii Are you still involved in any other expressions of church? If so why?

Q.3.b What does it mean to refer to Common Table an emerging church?
   Q.3.b.i How do you see Common Table relating to other emerging churches?
   Q.3.b.ii Does Common Table maintain any continuity with the wider Church of Christ? If so, how?

Q.4 Contemplating Common Table – What does this church value?

Q.4.a When you think about Common Table as a whole, what do you think this community values?
Q.4.b  What, if anything, is missing within the community of Common Table?
Q.4.c  How have you seen Common Table change throughout your time here?
Q.4.d  Various traditions have particular ways in which they perceive of the Church’s relationship to Christ (i.e. incarnation; voluntary society carrying forward the work of Christ; community lead by Christ, etc.). Does Common Table have a particular theological or ecclesiological conception of the church’s relationship to Christ that it emphasizes?

Q.5 Practices of Common Table – What does this church do?

Q.5.a  What does a ‘typical’ month of leadership at Common Table look like for you?
Q.5.b  What do you think is the most important thing you do as a leader of Common Table?
Q.5.c  What is the most significant practice of the Common Table community for you?
   Q.5.c.i  What practices in the more institutional/traditional ways of being church are avoided in Common Table? Can you tell me why?
   Q.5.c.ii  Are there any rituals that you wish were done at Common Table which are not?

Q.6 Beliefs of Common Table – What does this church confess?

Q.6.a  Are there any beliefs that you hold which you consider to be sacred or undeniable?
Q.6.b  What are the reasons for you holding the beliefs that you do?
Q.6.c  Who or what determines the beliefs of the Common Table community?
   Q.6.c.i  Is there anything that must be believed to be a part of Common Table?
   Q.6.c.ii  If anything must be believed, do you agree with those beliefs?
   Q.6.c.iii  Would anyone be excluded from participating based upon what they believe?

Q.7 Mission of Common Table – What does it mean to be missional?

Q.7.a  The word ‘missional’ is used quite a bit at the Common Table gatherings. What does that word mean to you? What do you think it means to Common Table?
   Q.7.a.i  What does Common Table consider to be most essential in the message and mission of the Church?
Q.7.a.ii How does Common Table envision its relationship to the world? To the state? To the kingdom of God?

Q.7.b How would you describe your present involvement in the Springfield Community?

Q.7.c What do you believe to be Common Table’s relationship to the Springfield community?

Q.8 Common Table and the Future – What are the aspirations of this church?

Q.8.a What are your hopes for the future of Common Table?

Q.8.b Do you have any fears about what it could become?

Q.9 Contributions of Common Table – What is this church contributing?

Q.9.a What would you like for the wider Church to learn from your community?

Q.9.b Is there anything about Common Table that you would like me to know about that I have not asked?
Appendix I: Participant Interview Schedule Changes

Q.1 Biographical Information

Biographical Information stayed the same. The only alteration made here (and throughout the rest of the schedule) was changing Novitas to Common Table.

Q.2 Current involvement with Common Table – What does it mean to belong?

Q.2.a I deleted the second question in this line which asks, ‘What are some of the reasons that you are a part of this community?’ This question has been deleted here because in my previous interviews it would often open up the door to discuss the participant’s emergence from his or her previous church experience. These dynamics were addressed in Q.3.

Q.2.c This question was changed from, ‘Do you feel like you have any formal (or informal) commitments to this community?’ to ‘Have you made any formal (or informal) commitments to this community?’ The reason for this was two-fold. First, Common Table did indeed have a formal membership liturgy that it employs as opposed to Novitas which did not. Second, this question frequently needed further explanation when I asked it in Wellingham. The rewording not only added clarity to the question, but also better addressed the context of Common Table.

Q.3 Past involvement with Church – What does it mean to emerge?

Q.3.b.i This question which asks, ‘How did you discover Common Table and become a part of this community?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule. Most participants in Wellingham typically addressed the details of this question in the answering of previous question (Q.3.b which asked, ‘What were the reasons for your emergence from previous exposures of church to become a part of Common Table?’)

Q.3.b.ii The question designation was changed from Q.3.b.ii to Q.3.c as a result of deleting the previous question.

Q.4 Contemplating Common Table – What does this church value?

Q.4.d This question which asks, ‘What past story or event best captures the spirit of Common Table?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule. Most participants in Wellingham laboured to identify a story or event that could capture the ethos of the community.

Q.4.e The question designation was changed from Q.4.e to Q.4.d as a result of deleting the previous question.
Q.5 Practices of Common Table – What does this church do?

Q.5.a.i The question designation was changed from Q.5.a.i to Q.5.b as a result of deleting the following two questions.

Q.5.a.ii This question which asked, ‘What is your involvement with the community outside of formal gatherings?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule. It was redundant as I had already asked for the participant to describe what a typical month of involvement looks like (Q.5.a). This description of a typical month usually included involvement in both the formal and informal activities.

Q.5.b This question which asked, ‘Why are you involved in the various things that you are involved with at Common Table?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule. As I gained more confidence as an interviewer, I was able to illicit the pertinent ‘whys’ of the participants involvement through following lines of interest allowed for in the semi-structured format.

Q.6 Beliefs of Common Table – What does this church confess?

Q.6.c.iii This question which asked, ‘Are there any beliefs that you know of which would not be allowed in the community?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule. This question was similar to the following question which asked, ‘Do you think that anyone would ever be excluded from participating based upon what they believe?’

Q.6.c.i v The question designation was changed from Q.6.c.iv to Q.6.c.iii as a result of deleting the above question.

Q.7 Mission of Common Table – What does it mean to be missional?

Q.7.b This question was changed from, ‘How would you describe your present involvement in Fulcrum Café?’ to ‘How would you describe your present involvement in the Springfield community?’ The reason for this change was that Fulcrum Café was designated specifically as the missional expression of Novitas, whereas Common Table did not have a comparable expression.

Q.7.bi; Q.7.b.ii; Q.7.b.iii These questions which asked, ‘Do you consider it a church?’, ‘What does it mean for you to call it a church?’, and ‘What do you think the mission of Fulcrum Café is?’ have been deleted because they explicitly address Fulcrum Café and therefore were not relevant to the context of Common Table.
Q.7.c This question was changed from, ‘What do you believe to be Novitas’ relationship to the Fulcrum Café?’ to ‘What do you believe to be Common Table’s relationship to the Springfield community?’ The reason for this change was similar to the above change—namely Common Table did not consolidate their missional expression around something like Fulcrum Café.

Q.7.c.i This question which asked, ‘What do you believe to be Fulcrum Café’s relationship to the city centre?’ was deleted because it explicitly addresses Fulcrum Café and therefore was not relevant to the context of Common Table.

Q.7.c.ii This question which asked, ‘What do you believe to be Common Table’s relationship to the city centre?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule. After the rewriting of Q.7.c this question was redundant.

Q.8 Common Table and the Future – What are the aspirations of this church?

The questions in this section remained identical, with the exception of changing Novitas to Common Table.

Q.9 Contributions of Common Table – What is this church contributing?

Q.9.a.i This question which asked, ‘What unique contributions do you see Common Table making to the Church universal?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule. Again, because I was more confident as an interviewer, I was able to illicit this data through following up on the previous question.

Q.9.a.ii This question which asked, ‘What do you feel like is your own personal contribution to Common Table?’ was been deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule. Similar to a previous question, most participants in Wellingham laboured to answer this question. I suspected that many were uncomfortable with the prospect of drawing attention to their own contributions.
Appendix J: Leader Interview Schedule Changes

Q.1 Biographical Information

Biographical Information stayed the same. The only alteration made here (and throughout the rest of the schedule) was changing Novitas to Common Table.

Q.2 Current involvement with Common Table – What does it mean to belong?

Q.2.a The first question in this line was changed from, ‘What is your present role in Common Table?’ to ‘What does it mean for you to be a leader of this community?’ The reason for this change was twofold. First, it was redundant as I already asked this question in the biographical section in Q.1. Second, it needed expanding in light of the fact that I deleted the second question in this line.

I deleted the second question in this line which asked, ‘What are some of the reasons you have chosen to be a leader of this community?’ This question was deleted here because in my interviews in Wellingham, it would often open up the door to discuss the leaders emergence from his or her previous church experience. These dynamics are addressed in Q.3.

Q.3 Past involvement with Church – What does it mean to emerge?

The questions in this section remained identical, with the exception of changing Novitas to Common Table.

Q.4 Contemplating Common Table – What does this church value?

Q.4.c This question which asked, ‘What past story or event best captures the spirit of Common Table?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule. Leaders in Wellingham laboured to identify a story or event that could capture the ethos of the community.

Q.4.d This question which asked, ‘What do you think Common Table means to most of the people who participate? Why do you think they belong?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule.

Q.4.e The question designation was changed from Q.4.e to Q.4.c as a result of deleting the previous two questions.

Q.4.f The question designation was changed from Q.4.f to Q.4.d as a result of deleting the previous two questions.
Q.5 Practices of Common Table – What does this church do?

Q.5.a.i  The question designation was changed from Q.5.a.i to Q.5.b as a result of deleting the following two questions.

Q.5.a.ii  This question which asked, ‘What is your involvement with the community outside of formal gatherings?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule. It was redundant as I had already asked for the leader to describe what a typical month of involvement looked like (Q.5.a). This description of a typical month usually included involvement in both the formal and informal activities.

Q.5.b  This question which asked, ‘Why are you involved in the various things that you are involved with at Common Table?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule. As I gained more confidence as an interviewer, I was able to illicit the pertinent ‘whys’ of the leaders involvement through following lines of interest allowed for in the semi-structured format.

Q.6 Beliefs of Common Table – What does this church confess?

Q.6.c.iii  This question which asked, ‘Are there any beliefs that you know of which would not be allowed in the community?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule. This question was similar to the following question which asked, ‘Do you think that anyone would ever be excluded from participating based upon what they believe?’

Q.6.c.i  The question designation was changed from Q.6.c.iv to Q.6.c.iii as a result of deleting the above question.

Q.7 Mission of Common Table – What does it mean to be missional?

Q.7.b  This question was changed from, ‘How would you describe your present involvement in Fulcrum Café?’ to ‘How would you describe your present involvement in the Springfield community?’ The reason for this change was that Fulcrum Café was designated specifically as the missional expression of Novitas, whereas Common Table does not have a comparable expression.

Q.7.bi; Q.7.b.ii; Q.7.b.iii  These questions which asked, ‘Do you consider it a church?’, ‘What does it mean for you to call it a church?’, and ‘What do you think the mission of Fulcrum Café is?’ have been deleted because they explicitly address Fulcrum Café and therefore are not relevant to the context of Common Table.
Q.7.c  This question was changed from, ‘What do you believe to be Novitas’ relationship to Fulcrum Café?’ to ‘What do you believe to be Common Table’s relationship to the Springfield community?’ The reason for this change was similar to the above change—namely Common Table does not consolidate their missional expression around something like Fulcrum Café.

Q.7.c.i  This question which asked, ‘What do you believe to be Fulcrum Café’s relationship to the city centre?’ was deleted because it explicitly addresses Fulcrum Café and therefore was not relevant to the context of Common Table.

Q.7.c.ii  This question which asked, ‘What do you believe to be Common Table’s relationship to the city centre?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule. After the rewriting of Q.7.c this question was redundant.

Q.8 Common Table and the Future – What are the aspirations of this church?

The questions in this section remained identical, with the exception of changing Novitas to Common Table.

Q.9 Contributions of Common Table – What is this church contributing?

Q.9.a.i  This question which asked, ‘What unique contributions do you see Common Table making to the Church universal?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule. Again, because of growing in my confidence as an interviewer, I was able to illicit this data through following up on the previous question.

Q.9.a.ii  This question which asked, ‘What do you feel like is your own personal contribution to Common Table?’ was deleted for the sake of shortening the interview schedule.
Appendix K: Novitas Focus Group Schedule

Q.1 Most striking features of the Novitas Community.

Q.1.a The Questioning Community

Q.1.a.i When I contemplate my experiences at Novitas, the portrayal that defines this community more than any other is that it is a space for faith inquiry and theological exploration. This manifests itself with reoccurring themes of doubt alongside faith, questioning inherited beliefs, seeking to understand other traditions, rethinking ‘church’ for a city centre context and creating a safe place to work through individual crises of faith.

When asked, “what does this community value?” most interview participants spoke—at least in part—of a place where discussion is encouraged and questions are welcomed.

My initial reflection on my times on Wednesday nights was that it reminded me more of a postgraduate seminar or R.E. course than it did a worshiping faith community.

Other community phenomena related to this feature of questioning are a more egalitarian ethos, where any and all can contribute, and a playful irreverence towards many ‘church’ norms.

“Do you think this an authentic description of your community?”

Q.1.a.ii Can this experience of a place of inquiry be meaningful for someone who has no previous faith commitment to question or explore?

Q.1.b The Novitas / Fulcrum Café Dynamic

Q.1.b.i The other feature that I found incredibly striking, was the relationship between Novitas and Fulcrum Café.

Perhaps it was an assumption I made prior to joining this community, but I had envisioned a much closer relationship between the two entities. However, upon arriving I quickly realized that there were two very distinct communities, connected only through a shared physical space, and perhaps through figures such a Ethan and Dave.

This disconnect between Novitas and Fulcrum Café seems to be widely recognized in the community and addressing this disconnect factored heavily into
decisions surrounding the future of the community—most notably, the hiring of a new community leader and the establishment of entities such as TRIP.

“Do you think this is an authentic description of your community?”

Q.1.b.ii Does the Novitas participant’s lack of proximity to the city centre / Fulcrum Café factor into this disconnect?

Q.1.b.iii In what way is Novitas a city centre community?

Q.2 Themes that emerged from my participation in Novitas.

Q.2.a Wednesday Night Gatherings

Q.2.a.i The gathering on Wednesday nights is an important aspect in the life of Novitas. While it is not critical (or common) for an individual to attend every week, it does seem to be significant in defining participation in the life of the community.

It appears to me to be the primary place where the theological processing and probing of the community occurs. The lighting of the candles seems to mark of a sacred time when the community is gathered in the name of the triune God.

Singing does not take place during this time. Corporate singing is seen to be culturally irrelevant and a form of faith confession that may be inappropriate for the beliefs of the community.

The space is set up in a café style, which fosters a decentred atmosphere and helps to facilitate discussion. In this setting all presumably have equal say in the conversation and the time is not dominated by a single talking head.

While the gathering is important, ‘church’ is not confined to this space and may also be lived out in places like pubs, flats, work, etc.

“Do you think this is an authentic description of your community?”

Q.2.a.ii Can someone belong to Novitas and NEVER gather with the community on Wednesday night? (i.e. only connects through relationships and Fulcrum Café activities.)

Q.2.a.iii What about the video screen? If there was one entity that seemed to serve as a focal point, it was the video screen.
Q.2.b Missional Participation in Wellingham

Q.2.b.i Another theme that emerged is the desire for missional participation in Wellingham.

The city centre culture is an important theme here, and this community evidences a deep affection for this context. In general, there is a two-fold stance in regards to the city centre culture.

First, there is a desire to have a space to engage with spiritual matters in a form that is rooted in the culture and not alien to the life of someone who lives and works in this context. Therefore during the corporate gatherings, Novitas strives to creatively engage matters of spirituality through culturally relevant apparatus such as film, music, art, etc.

Second, there is a desire to be a spiritual presence in the city centre. This can be seen in activities such as ‘solitude in a public space’ and the Fulcrum night café where mission takes the form of presence, welcome and hospitality.

“Do you think this is an authentic description of your community?”

Q.2.b.ii What is the difference between the street preacher and the bishop who stands in glass display box? Is it a difference in tone? Is it a visual presence vs. a verbal presence? Is it the theological differences that one would assume accompanies the different practices?

Q.2.c An Ethos of Inclusively.

Q.2.c.i The Novitas community strives to be a welcoming and inclusive community. Participation and inclusion in the community is open to all regardless of one’s faith persuasion, doctrinal beliefs, or sexuality—to name a few examples.

Although no one would be excluded from participating in the community based upon who they were or what they believed, destructive behaviour that is harmful to the community could be reason for exclusion. Interviewees also suggested that others—particularly those who find themselves out of step with the inclusive and welcoming ethos of Novitas—may self-exclude.

“Do you think this is an authentic description of your community?”

Q.2.c.ii What about those with children? There were several conversations that I sat in on while at Novitas that seemed to suggest that those with children are struggling to feel included in the community.
Q.3 Ecclesiologically locating the Novitas Community.

Q.3.a  Anglican-Methodist partnership and Fresh Expressions

Q.3.a.i  Although Novitas predates the Anglican-Methodist Fresh Expressions initiative, it currently exists under the auspices of those sponsoring churches. As such, Novitas considers itself rooted in the wider church and the wider Christian tradition. Although one does not need to adhere to any Anglican or Methodist affirmations or practices to be a part of Novitas, differences between the church’s paid leadership and the participants seem to surface when the community begins to tread into matters that are of ecclesiological import—for instance, ordination, the Eucharist, baptism. I get the sense that the participants are more willing to rethink and reinvent these practices than the church’s paid leadership.

Also, a notable number of folks from Novitas that I met and interviewed have had some prior exposure to the evangelical wings of these churches. Consequently, folks are still responding to this experience to varying degrees.

“Do you think this is an authentic description of your community?”

Q.3.a.ii  In interviews and interactions, when participants want to distinguish Novitas from other churches, they often did so with the evangelical church as the antithesis. Since my project will need to also distinguish emerging church from other traditions (traditions other than evangelicalism), could you describe some of the distinctive characteristics of Novitas compared with other traditions.


Q.3.b.i  If a rough spectrum were to be created, and one end was designated ‘catholic’ and the other ‘protestant’, one could map where a community might fall on that spectrum through a number of factors. I want to think right now about whether a community is verbally oriented (including spoken word and written text) or visually oriented. If we were to do the mapping, the more visually oriented a community is, the more ‘catholic’ it might appear; the more verbally oriented a community is, the more ‘protestant’ it would appear.

When considering Novitas, I see a mixture of verbal and visual in its practices—indeed it appears to be
significantly more visual than the ‘typical’ protestant community. That said, the verbal orientation still dominates much of the meaning making that takes place in the community—particularly as participants process their faith and theological understandings, they do so through dialogue and discussion.

“Do you think this is an authentic description of your community?”

Q.3.c A penchant for ecclesial eclecticism.

Q.3.c.i A number of the interviewees—particularly those who have been with community a bit longer—suggest that Novitas is not doing anything that is necessarily radical or unique, but is simply trying to be faithful to their own local context, just as the church has attempted to do for centuries.

I find this assessment compelling and would agree that much of what is taking place in this community can find parallel in other Christian communities across the globe and throughout history. Yet, what I do think is unique about this community is the way in which Novitas eclectically blends various traditions, beliefs and practices in order to shape something that is in fact distinctive from all other ecclesial traditions.

“Do you think this is an authentic description of your community?”
Appendix L: Common Table Focus Group Schedule

Q.1 Most striking features of the Common Table Community.

Q.1.a The Eucharist celebration.

Q.1.a.i The way in which communion is practiced at Common Table is unlike anything I’ve been a part of.

Not only is it striking in the way in which it is enacted, but when speaking with folks in interviews, the table was referred to often as the central practice of the community.

There is an incredibly strong social dimension to this act, as well as impulses of egalitarianism and inclusivity.

As I was re-reading through my field notes in preparation for tonight I discovered that there was a HUGE learning curve for me. It was difficult for me at first. Not for theological reasons per se, but just general uncertainty as to what I was suppose to be doing.

Still, I would consider the table… and the unique way it is performed… to be central to this community.

"Is this an authentic description of your community?"

Q.1.a.ii What makes this space, this table, this point in the life of the community unique? (vs. the snack table) Is it the actions, the words, the liturgy, the elements?

Q.1.b The percentage of academically affiliated participants.

Q.1.b.i The other feature that I found incredibly striking was the percentage of participants who either have advanced degrees or are currently affiliated with the academy in some way.

I recognize that we are in an academic area here in the area. But this too was unlike any experience I had previously had with church.

"Is it accurate to describe your community as being constituted by high degree of academic participants?"

Q.1.b.ii Does this unintentionally serve as some sort intellectual barrier for participation?
Q.2 Themes which emerge from my participation in the Common Table Community.

Q.2.a Sunday night gathering.

Q.2.a.i The gathering of the community on Sunday nights is an important aspect in the life of Common Table. First and foremost, it is the space in which the community participates in the Eucharist.

The liturgy and church calendar are also important features during this time and. Music plays a central role in navigating through Worship, confession, absolution and benediction.

Along those lines, in interviews participants (especially those who had been a part of the community for a longer period of time) expressed affection for the liturgical components of the gathering.

The space is set up “in the round” with the intention of fostering a communal atmosphere.

Words such as dialogue and conversation are used as substitutes for words like preaching and sermon and attendees are encouraged to vocally participate in this portion of the liturgy.

While the gathering is important, “church” is not confined to this space and may also be lived out in pubs, neighbourhoods, work, etc.

“Is this an authentic description of your community?”

Q.2.a.ii Can someone belong to Common Table and NOT gather with the community on Sunday nights? (Importantly, this element the church’s life is podcasted.)

Q.2.a.iii What does the stool represent?

Q.2.b Missional Participation in Springfield.

Q.2.b.i Another theme that emerged could be summed up in these paraphrases: “We strive to discern and enter into the redemptive work of God.” OR “We look for what God is doing redemptively and then seek to participate”

This frequently takes on a local flavour with emphases on addressing issues in the Springfield community. Particular involvement with Our City Care, a local political activist group is one example of this. Some members of the community participate in this organization, while others are involved more in their own spheres of activity.
Emphases are placed on caring for and serving this community with particular attention to the economic and racial injustices.

This activity is organic and missional participation means there is an aversion in the Common Table community to church programs to address issues or needs.

“Is this an authentic description of your community?”

**Q.2.b.ii** To what extent are people who live outside of Springfield excluded from participation?

**Q.2.b.iii** I hear more about this sort of activity than I do about “emergent”. How do you account for this more local emphasis?

**Q.2.c** A space for theological and intellectual inquiry and discussion.

**Q.2.c.i** One of the other themes that emerges is a stated appreciation for a space in which questions are OK and theological discussion and academic engagement may be pursued in the community.

This aspect is particularly attractive to folks who are newer to the community.

There is no “official” doctrinal stance of the community, but clearly there is a Christological focus, with many of the participants finding meaning in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus. In fact, the minister’s liturgy, which is the means by which one aligns oneself to this community makes certain claims about being gathered in Christ’s name.

“Is this an authentic description of your community?”

**Q.2.d** A desire for more diversity within the community.

**Q.2.d.i** A repeated desire in both my interactions with participants and in interviews was for increased diversity within the community.

Diversity in age and race is particularly mentioned.

“Is this an authentic description of your community?”

**Q.2.d.ii** Are there any measure being taken to increase diversity or to be more inclusive?

**Q.3 Ecclesiologically locating the Common Table Community.**

**Q.3.a** Community participants distinguished themselves by using the American evangelical church as a backdrop.
Q.3.a.i A high percentage of folks from Common Table that I met and interviewed have come out of some form of evangelicalism.

“Is this an authentic description of your community?”

Q.3.a.ii In interviews and interactions, often when participants want to distinguish Common Table from other churches, they will do so with the evangelical church as the antithesis. Since my project will need to also distinguish emerging church from other traditions (traditions other than evangelicalism), could you describe the distinctive characteristics of Common Table as compared to other traditions.


Q.3.b.i If a rough spectrum were to be drawn, and on one end there were placed churches and traditions which are verbally oriented and on the other end there were placed churches and traditions which are visually oriented; the churches on the visually oriented side would be of a ‘catholic’ or ‘orthodox’ persuasion and the churches on the verbally oriented side would be of a ‘free church’ or ‘evangelical’ persuasion.

Common Table strikes me as being a very verbally oriented community. Much of the worship engagements are words either spoken, read, or sung. Indeed, there are visual elements present, and the central practice of the Eucharist possesses visual properties, but overall much of the Common Table gathering is verbally oriented.

“Is this an authentic description of your community?”

Q.3.b.ii Is there a more visual element to Common Table to which I have not been exposed?

Q.3.c A penchant for ecclesial eclecticism.

Q.3.c.i When contemplating the unique contribution of Common Table, I noticed a strong penchant for ecclesial eclecticism within the community. In other words, there exists an intentional borrowing of ‘the good’—that is ‘the perceived good’—of various church traditions.

Thus, what I believe is unique about this community is the way in which Common Table eclectically blends various traditions, beliefs and practices in order to shape something that is in fact distinctive from all other ecclesial traditions.

“Is this an authentic description of your community?”
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